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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation explores a typological puzzle within the Romance language 

family: How is it that French could have evolved so divergently from the rest of the 

family that it has apparently lost two of the most characteristic features of Romance 

languages, i.e., 1) a highly inflected verb paradigm and 2) optional nominal and 

pronominal subjects? 

Using a ± 60,000-word corpus of Everyday Spoken Swiss French (ESSF), 

comprising 14 educated, middle-class speakers conversing with family and friends. I 

examine the subject clitics and subject NPs from the theoretical framework of 

grammaticalization. since the data are gradient and represent change in progress. This 

type of data collection is crucial given the increasingly diglossic situation that exists 

between Spoken and Written French. 

The corpus shows that the subject clitics have fully morphologized 100% into 

prefixes in all but a few. predictably trailing, environments of the 3^'^ person. Thus the 

former clitics are no longer subject pronouns but person-number inflectional morphemes 

on the verb. To fill the void in the subject pronoun paradigm, a set of true, personal 

pronouns {moL toi. lui. etc.) has moved in. But they, like other full NP subjects, are 

highly optional. Just as in Spanish and Italian, these overt subjects are used only 

sparingly, i.e.. for contrast, emphasis, and disambiguation. When they do appear, they 

are most likely to occur pre-verbally. thus maintaining the traditional SVO word order of 

French, although alternate word orders also occur. The redevelopment of a highly 

inflected verb paradigm, albeit prefixal. not suffixal. and the consequent restructuring of 
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the personal pronoun paradigm has allowed for the reemergence of null pronominal and 

nominal subjects in ESSF. 

The corpus also reveals a new. markedness-driven. morphological change starting 

in certain 3Sg. impersonal verbs, i.e.. the development of a zero-morpheme. 

Based on these findings, two classic tests from generative grammar. Montalbetti's 

(1984) Overt Pronoun Constraint and Chomsky's (1981. 1982) Pro-drop Parameter are 

applied and show that ESSF behaves like other Romance pro-drop languages. This 

reanalysis of ESSF is discussed from the perspective of Romance typology. French 

Creoles, and first and second language acquisition. Finally, pedagogical implications are 

proposed. 
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CHAPTER 1 : 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

This dissertation explores a typological puzzle within the Romance language 

family: How is it that French could have evolved so far and so divergently from the rest 

of the family that it has apparently lost two of the most characteristic features of 

Romance languages, i.e.. I) a highly inflected verb system and 2) optional nominal and 

pronominal subjects of the verb? To explore these two interrelated aspects of this 

question. I examine the subject clitic pronouns and subject noun phrases (NPs) in a 

variety of French previously unexamined in this regard: A corpus of Everyday Spoken 

Swiss French (ESSF) made up of fourteen, educated, middle-class speakers of Standard 

Swiss French, recorded during ever>'day conversation with various family members, 

friends, and acquaintances. Given that the data represent change in progress, the 

theoretical framework best suited to analyze this corpus is grammaticalization. since. 

given its gradient nature, it offers richer possibilities for interpretation, than the either-or. 

binary opposition of parameterized approaches. This characteristic is particularly useful 

given the increasingly diglossic situation that exists between written and spoken French. 

The subject clitic has traditionally been assumed to be the subject pronoun in 

French, and historically it has been. In Old French, the modem day clitics were still free 

morphemes, full but optional pronouns, just as they had been in Latin and continue to be 

in other Romance languages. In the Middle Ages, however, during a period of 

typological shift, the subject pronouns became obligatory in French. Therefore, most 

linguistic analyses usually assume that French resembles English more closely than its 
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own Romance sister languages because of the obligatory use of these 'subject pronouns'. 

Simultaneously, it is also generally recognized that these formerly freestanding pronouns 

have now become loosely bound clitics instead. But do these two assumptions tell the 

whole stor>'? Based on what grammaticalization reveals about the corpus, in this 

dissertation, I challenge both the continuing status of the "subject clitics" as clitics and, 

consequently, the notion of obligatory, overt subjects in ESSF, a finding that may well 

generalize to other varieties of French as well. 

1.1: The Controversies 

In the process. I will touch on ten interrelated areas of continuing controversy 

regarding our understanding of Spoken French and its relation to Written French. For 

discussion of the Written/Spoken distinction in French, see Section 1.2. The eleven 

points that affect the typological classification of Spoken French are: 

1) Overt subjects as obligatory vs. optional 

2) Information structure as Topic-Comment vs. Subject-Verb Agreement 

3) Clitics as subject pronouns vs. inflections 

4) Moi, toL luL etc. as stressed, tonic, disjunctive, etc., pronouns vs. true, 

personal pronouns 

5) Word order as V(erb)-initial vs. S(ubject)-initial 

6) 1^' PI. personal pronoun as on vs. nous 

1) Qui of the qui/que alternation as underlyingly qu 11 vs. qui 

8) Negation as a two-part ne Vpas, etc., structure vs. a one-part Vpas, etc., 

structure 
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9) Interrogatives as allowing inversion vs. remaining in situ 

10) Liaison as a lost vs. maintained feature in the everyday spoken language 

11) Clitic use vs. loss with (i-)faiit 

In what follows. 1 will briefly sum up who stands on which side of the various debates. 

First, as we have just seen, based on their historical development.ye, tu. il. etc. are 

widely considered to be obligatory as "subject pronouns" both within traditional grammar 

and generative linguistics. Within generative grammar. Chomsky (1981, 1982), based on 

earlier work by Perlmutter (1971), even formulated his famous Pro-drop Parameter 

around the distinction that overt subjects were obligatory in languages without extensive 

verbal inflection, like English and French, but optional (or null) in languages with "rich" 

verbal inflection, like Spanish and Italian, because person/number could be identified via 

the distinctive verb endings. Rizzi (1986) and Brandi and Cordin (1989) arrive at an 

interesting split whereby the clitics of the Northern Italian dialects are treated as verbal 

inflections thereby grouping these varieties together with the rest of Italian as pro-drop; 

in contrast, the French clitics are treated as phonological clitics only and are still placed 

in the subject position. 

In spite of more recent generative work that has started to question the non-pro-

drop status of Spoken French (Roberge. 1986 and 1990) and Friedemann (1997), in fact, 

little has actually changed. Roberge (1986 and 1990) asserted that there were two ways 

of licensing pro-drop: through rich inflection or through subject clitics. These two are 

presumably separate processes. Both Roberge (1986 and 1990) and Friedemann (1997) 

had to disassociate subject-verb inversion, characteristic of classic pro-drop languages 
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like Spanish and Italian, from the cluster of other pro-drop features because they claimed 

it did not exist in Spoken French, although we will see in this corpus that it does. Their 

conclusion stems from still considering the clitic to be the subject, and a weakened 

pronominal subject at that. Jaeggli and Safir (1989) propose another criterion for pro-

drop languages: morphological uniformity. Morphological uniformity states that a 

language may have null subjects if ail of the verb forms are inflected (e.g.. Spanish and 

Italian) or if none of them are (e.g.. Chinese and Japanese) but not if a language has a 

mixed paradigm where some of the forms are inflected and others are not (e.g.. English 

and. presumably. French). By contrast, on the unabashedly pro-drop side are Fonseca-

Greber (1996). as will be further developed here via the corpus, and Klausenburger 

(2000). whose conceptual analysis I discovered only after I had already finished drafting 

this dissertation. I will address the pro-drop, or null subject, question in Chapter 7: The 

Role of the Subject NP in ESSF and Chapter 8: Beyond the Corpus: Implications for the 

TypoIog>' of ESSF. 

Second, the information structure of French is traditionally assumed to be 

Subject-Verb Agreement. Lambrecht (1981. 1987) and Barnes (1985) have argued, 

however, that Spoken French has become a Topic-Comment language instead, given the 

large number of left- and right-dislocations that they observe. I will address the Topic-

Comment question in Chapter 7: The Role of the Subject NP in ESSF. 

Third, central to the discussion of subject or topic NPs in Spoken French is the 

status of the clitics. Are they still a type of weakened pronominal, as generative 

approaches (Kayne. 1975; Rizzi. 1986; Brandi and Cordin, 1989; Roberge, 1986, 1990; 
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Friedemann. 1997) have usually assumed? Or have they become affixes and hence some 

type of verbal inflection? (Vendr>'es. 1914/1921; von Wartburg, 1943/1969; Sauvageot. 

1962; Ashby. 1977; Harris. 1978; Schwegler. 1990; Auger. 1993. 1994; Nadasdi. 1995). 

I will address the clitic vs. affix question in Chapter 3; The Subject Clitics of Everyday 

Spoken Swiss French (ESSE). Chapter 4: Completed Morphologization in the 1®'. 2"'^. and 

3'^'^ Person, and Chapter 5; Incomplete (Variable) Clitic Morphologization in the 3'^'' 

Person. 

Fourth, and closely related to the ultimate status of the subject clitics, is the 

consequent status of the stressed, tonic, disjunctive, etc., pronouns, moi, toi, lui. etc. They 

are used for a variety of purposes. But in Spoken French, are they best viewed in their 

traditional role as stressed pronouns (Grevisse/Goosse. 1986; Lambrecht. 1981, 1987; 

Barnes. 1985)? Or have they become the only. true, personal pronouns in Spoken French 

(Fonseca-Greber. 1996. to appear; Klausenburger. 2000)? I will address the role of these 

pronouns in Chapter 6: Effect of Subject NP Type on Clitic Morphologization. Chapter 7; 

The Role of the Subject NP in ESSF. and Chapter 8; Beyond the Corpus; Implications for 

the Typology of ESSF. 

Fifth, what effect does the evolving status of the subject clitics and true, personal 

pronouns have on the word order of Spoken French? Have these changes pushed it into a 

new V-initial order (Harris, 1978; Lambrecht. 1981. 1987; Matthews. 1989; Nichols. 

1992)? Or is it still an S(ubject)V(erb)0(bject) language, as it has been historically 

(Ashby, 1982; Bichakjian. 1989; Auger, 1993)? I will address the question of word order 

in Chapter 7; The Role of the Subject NP in ESSF. 
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Sixth, the evolution of the pronoun in the IPl. has become a classic feature in 

discussions of Spoken French (Ashby. 1977; Harris. 1978; Lambrecht. 1981. 1987; 

Barnes. 1985; Boutet. 1986; Girin. 1988; Matthews. 1989; Lodge. 1993; Auger. 1993. 

1994; Posner, 1997). What has been the fate of nous faisons in the face of on fait that has 

been sweeping through the 1 PI. in the spoken language? I will show that the I PI. 

inflectional morpheme is on- and yet suggest the possibility that the true, personal 

pronoun has remained nous after all. I will address nous and on in Chapter 3; The 

Subject Clitics of ESSF. Chapter 4; Completed (Categorical) Clitic Morphologization in 

the 1^', 2"''. and 3'^'' Person, and Chapter 6: Effect of Subject NP Type on Clitic 

Morphologization. 

Seventh, the apparent qui/que alternation in contrast with the single relative in 

other Romance languages has also been the source of some puzzlement (Haegeman. 

1994). as has whether its underlying form is qui or qu 11 (Frei. 1929/1993; Camproux. 

1949; Gregoire. 1949). The behavior of qui in this corpus will be discussed in Chapter 3: 

The Subject Clitics of ESSF. 

Eighth, the ongoing loss of ne in the negation is another classic feature in 

discussions of Spoken French (Harris. 1978. 1988; Ashby. 1981, 1999; Gadet, 1989, 

Posner. 1997). Here, its loss will be assessed in relation to the ongoing morphologization 

of the subject clitics in Chapter 5: Incomplete (Variable) Clitic Moq5hologization in the 

3'^'^ Person. 

Ninth, one more classic feature of Spoken French is the loss of clitic inversion in 

interrogatives (Roberge, 1986, 1990; Friedemann, 1997). Posner (1997, p. 364) invokes 



evidence from child language acquisition to suggest that interrogative invesion is not 

learned until school age. Schvvegler (1990) ties the loss of this feature to the increasing 

syntheticity between the clitic and the verb. Here, its loss will be assessed in relation to 

the ongoing morphologization of the subject clitics in Chapter 3: The Subject Clitics of 

ESSF. Chapter 4: Completed (Categorical) Clitic Morphologization in the 1^'. 2"*^. and 3'^'' 

Person, and Chapter 5: Incomplete (Variable) Clitic Morphologization in the 3'^'^ Person. 

Tenth, the more informal the conversational context, the less frequently optional 

liaison is made. According to Gadet (1989), this observation led Bauche (1920, cited in 

Gadet 1989) to conclude that liaison was headed toward extinction. Yet a distinction has 

to be made between optional liaison, which is, in fact, infrequent in ever>'day 

conversation, and obligatory liaison, which is rigorously maintained irrespective of the 

informality of the conversational context or the sociolinguistic background of the 

speakers, for example, between a clitic and a verb stem. Gadet (1989. p. 73) presents the 

following pair as evidence of the special status of clitics (ils) as distinct from nominal 

subjects (les enfants): ils'arrivent where liaison is never omitted vs. les enfants 7'arrivent 

where liaison is only made when reading verse. The question of liaison as it relates to 

clitics is discussed in Chapter 3: The Subject Clitics of Everyday Spoken Swiss French 

(ESSF). 

Eleventh and finally, as Lambrecht (1981) notes, there is a tendency in everyday 

conversation for the clitic to be omitted with certain impersonal verbs such as falloir. 

where / faut often reduces to faut. At at time when the rest of the everyday spoken 

language seems to be moving resolutely toward greater and greater clitic use. the loss of 
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the clitic here with falloir would appear to be a serious counter example to the general 

direction of change. Are these impersonal verbs actually a counter example? Are they a 

surprisingly delayed environment of clitic morphologization? Or is their behavior 

qualitatively different from other verbs in the corpus such that they are actually leading a 

new change, indicative of morphological restructuring within an already established 

inflectional paradigm? This apparent counter trend with the impersonal verbs is 

discussed in Chapter 4: Environments of Completed (Categorical) Clitic 

Morphologization in the 2"'', and 3"* Person. 

In the remainder of this chapter, first I present an overview of the relation 

between Spoken and Written French, since key differences between the two are crucial to 

the assumptions on which this study is based. Second. I present subject clitics and 

subject NPs as they have been treated in prescriptively oriented LI reference books and 

L2 textbooks and then discuss the criteria I will be using for them in the present analysis. 

Third. I summarize previous pragmatic approaches to these two elements, and fourth, 

prior syntactic analyses of these forms. Fifth. I present what gram.maticalization has to 

offer in our understanding of the subject clitics and subject NPs. Finally, I conclude the 

chapter with an overview of the remaining chapters of the dissertation. 

1.2: Spoken French vs. Written French 

Differences routinely exist between everyday spoken and formal written forms of 

a language. In French, however, the consensus is that this disparity is unusually, and 

increasingly, large (Vendryes, 1914; Lodge, 1993). This incipient diglossia has led some 

researchers to treat them as different varieties (Barnes. 1985; Lambrecht. 1981; Auger. 
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1994; Matthews. 1989; Roberge. 1990; Friedemann, 1997). Lambrecht (1981) proposes 

a set of criteria, adopted by Barnes as well, for distinguishing between Written French 

and what Lambrecht calls Non-Standard French and Barnes calls Spoken Standard 

French. These criteria feature the following tendencies, which make up part of the 

shifting balances among interrelated processes that characterize grammaticalization: 

1) nous —» on in the subject clitics 

2) cela —• ga in the subject clitics and subject NPs 

3) passe simple —>• passe compose in the past tense 

4) futur —• fiiiur proche in the future tense 

5) elimination of clitic-verb inversion in questions 

6) elimination of ne in negative 

7) phonetic reduction of subject clitics 

8) loss of subject clitic with impersonal verbs 

They also apply to what I am calling Everyday Spoken Swiss French (ESSF). loosely 

following Gadet. who describes le franqais ordinaire as "what speakers use in their daily 

exchanges in contexts of minimum social monitoring of their speech, in other words, 

everyday language" Gadet (1989, p. 3). Her term is refreshingly neutral and manages to 

avoid the terminological pitfalls inherent in the "standard/non-standard" labels. Although 

I include the term "Spoken' in labeling the variety I study in the corpus, Gadet points out 

that ordinary, everyday French can be written as well. At the present time, however, 

writing le franqais ordinaire is usually confined to informal correspondence, political 

cartoons, and the like. 
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With respect to Swiss French, Offord (1990 p. 18) reminds us, "Indeed it is best to 

consider the standards of Belgium and Switzerland as the same as standard French, with 

minor modifications." these being mostly in the realm lexical or phonological 

differences. So. it is recognized that there are different varieties of le franqais ordinaire. 

both within and beyond France. Some are quite similar to one another', like the different 

varieties of Europe, whereas others diverge quite sharply from European French, as is the 

case with Quebecois. Finally, while it is true that historically various patois were spoken 

in Switzerland, they have for all intents and purposes died out. As Pap explains, "by 

1900 they were all but gone in these cities [Geneva, Neuchatel, and Lausanne] and the 

entire Vaud and southern Jura. At present, these old rural speech forms survive only 

among some older villagers (barely 2% of the Suisses Romands) in the Catholic cantons 

of Valais, Fribourg. and (northern) Jura." (Pap. 1990, p. 133). By now, a number of these 

older villagers may no longer be alive, however, for here Pap is citing sources from the 

1970s and 1980s {Thema. 1987: 26; McRae, 1983: 70-71; MQller, 1977: 9 in Pap, 1990; 

p. 133). 

That Written French tends to use one set of variants and Spoken French another 

has led Lodge (1993) to speculate whether Spoken French has evolved so far from 

Written French that a sort of diglossia is being set up between the "Low' and the "High" 

variants. Ultimately though. Lodge rejects this h>'pothesis. at least for the present time. 

Nevertheless, he does conclude that, "the stylistic continuum is being stretched almost to 

' Perhaps increasingly so, through the effects of dialect leveling, according to Voillat (1971, in Knecht, 
1979, p. 254), potentially due to the influence of mass media. This has prompted Knecht (1979) to call for 
studies of Spoken French, as it really is, independent of its degree of regional variation. 
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the breaking point" (Lodge. 1993. p. 260). Vendryes (1914/1921), writing much earlier, 

reached a different conclusion. He stated that the breaking point had already been 

reached and that literary French was a dead language learned at school. One of the 

speakers in the current corpus, a retired elementary school teacher, echoes this sentiment. 

When he found out that 1 was looking at Spoken French, he mentioned that from his 

personal e.xperience. he had found that children habitually arrived at school having never 

heard the nous V-ons form, but only the on-F one. and were frequently confused by the 

sw itch that was suddenly expected of them (S9, p.c.). They knew nous—but in the 

context of nous on-V, not nous V-ons. This example from the context of formal 

schooling reflects Lodge's closing comments: "Success in slowing the evolution of the 

written and formal varieties of the language can only result in a widening gap between 

them and the evolving spoken and informal varieties, increasing the possibility for 

diglossia in the long run" (Lodge. 1993. p. 260). 

This spoken-written dichotomy has important implications for both our theories of 

language and of language acquisition. For theoretical adequacy, theories of language 

must capture the actual competence of the native speaker. For this reason, 

grammaticality judgments run the risk of being particularly unreliable for French, since, 

for adult native speakers, there is no such thing as untainted linguistic competence, free 

from the influence of School French. The reaction from a speaker confronted with an 

artificial sentence is revealing in this regard. When asked to judge the hypothetical Jean, 

il est alle voir I 'expo (John went to see the expo)", she responded with an identical 

' Translations are mine unless noted otherwise. 
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construction. "Ben. nous, on dit pas comme qa. " (well, we don't say it that way.). Asked 

what she would change, she removed the //. despite the strong tendency to keep it in 

actual usage, according to the results of the corpus. Furthermore, in order to fully 

understand first language acquisition in French, it becomes imperative to know what the 

input is. And that input is Ever>'day Spoken French, not School French, just as S9 aptly 

illustrated in his example above. Finally, for effective second language acquisition, even 

though absolute diglossia has not occurred in French, it becomes essential in any program 

that emphasizes communicative language that the student have ample exposure to both 

Spoken and Written French and a clear context for each. 

To summarize, then, the claims 1 make about ESSF hold for the spoken language. 

I do not claim that they hold for the written language. In some cases, it appears that the 

written language may actually be restraining the grammaticalization that is occurring in 

the spoken language. 

1.3: Subject Clitics and Subject NPs 

1.3.1: First Language (LI) Reference Grammars 

Before we explore what standard reference grammars have to say about the 

subject clitics and subject NPs of ESSF, a definition of clitic is in order: 

Clitic: "...a form which resembles a word, but which cannot stand on its 
own as a normal utterance, being structurally dependent upon a 
neighbouring word in a construction. (The term "clitic" comes from the 
Greek word for "leaning'.) Examples are the contracted forms of be. such 
as I'm and he's. The articles of English, French, etc., are sometimes 
referred to as clitics: a form like the cannot stand on its own in normal 
utterance, but it would be called a word none the less by native-speakers. 
Such clitic words ("clitics') can be classified into proclitics (i.e. they 
depend upon a following word, as in the case of the articles) and enclitics 
(i.e. they depend upon a preceding word...)" (Crystal, 1991/1993, p. 57) 
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The 12'*^ edition of the standard French reference grammar Le bon usage states 

that the subject clitics {je. tu. il. etc.) appear "either immediately before the verb or 

immediately after; Il vient. Vient-ELLE?"" "He's coming. Is she coming?" 

(Grevisse/Goosse. 1986. p. 1021). It adds that il can act 1) as a neuter subject in weather 

expressions; il pleiit. il neige. il grele. il vente. "it rains, il snows, il hails, it's windy'; 2) 

as "a redundant subject in sequences containing what is traditionally called a "real 

subject"; 'il voits est arrive de liiiparler de son passe?' "Have you happened to talk to 

him/her about your past?" (M. Duras. Amanle anglaise, p. 39)""; 3) instead of cela as a 

classical throwback; il est vrai 'it's true'; and 4) ^oWovnngpeiit-etre or other expressions 

that may to this day trigger inversion in the written language; peut-etre cela est-il vrai 

"Maybe that"s true" (Grevisse/Goosse. 1986, p. 1022). Based on Lambrecht's criteria 

above, this final example with its cela and est-il applies more to the written than to the 

spoken language. Finally. Grevisse mentions that the subject clitic is usually repeated 

with each additional verb in coordinated constructions, except in writing where clitic 

repetition is frequently dispensed with. It is interesting to note, however, that all of 

Grevisse"s examples of repetition are with T' and 2""^ person Je and tu^ (la,b) whereas the 

lack of repetition is illustrated predominantly with 3'^'^ person il, (Ic). 

(1.1) Sequential Verbs from Grevisse (1986, p. 1023) 

(a) je me souviens des jours anciens et je pleure 

"1 remember the olden days and (I) cry." 

(Verlaine, Chanson d'autome) 

(b) tu prendras des forces et tu iras le chercher 
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"(you) Pull yourself together and (you) go get it' 

(lonesco. Victimes du devoir, p. 222) 

(c) il mangeait le reste du mirolon, epliichait son fromage, croquait une pomme, 

vidail line carafe, puis s 'allail mettre an lit, se couchail sur le dos el ronflait. ' 

"He ate the rest of his boiled beef in onion sauce, cut the rind off his cheese, 

bit into an apple, emptied a pitcher, then went to bed, lay down on his back 

and snored." 

(Flaubert. Mme Bovary, I. 7) 

This contrast between P' and 2"'^ versus 3'^'' person will be addressed in the discussion of 

the morphologization of the clitics. Grevisse (1986. p. 1021) anticipates this distinction 

when he suggests that in the 1^' and 2"'' person, the clitic functions essentially as an 

inflection on the verb. However, as we will see, examples equivalent to Flaubert's 

extended 3'^'' person verb sequence do, in the corpus, also contain the clitic. 

In contrast with the clitics whose use, as we have just seen, is limited to appearing 

immediately before or after the verb, the forms traditionally referred to as disjunctive, 

ionic, stressed, or even, objective pronouns show a much wider range of use, according to 

Grevisse. even when considering just their uses as subjects. Compared to the two 

environments that Grevisse gives for the clitics (before and after the verb), he lists seven 

separate, and apparently unrelated, environments for the disjunctive pronouns {moi. toi. 

lui, etc.): 
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(1.2) Stressed Pronouns from Grevisse/Goosse (1986, p. 1011-12): 

"1) when the pronoun is separated from the verb by more than just other subject 

clitics or ne: 

Lui aussi pressentait le peril. 

'He too had a feeling of impending danger." 

(Mauriac. Sagouin. p. 38. in Grevisse/Goosse, 1986. p. 1011). 

2) when the pronoun contrasts with another term: 

Eitx le sentaient vaguemenl, lui. plus nettement 

'They felt it vaguely, he more clearly." 

(Bazin. iVoeZ/e/, p. 15, in Grevisse/Goosse, 1986, p. 1011). 

3) when the pronoun is coordinated with another subject: 

Lui et sa courageuse epouse seront profondement dequs. 

'He and his brave wife will be deeply disappointed." 

(Simon, in le Monde. March 9, 1966, in Grevisse/Goosse, 1986, p. 1012). 

4) when the pronoun is redundant compared to the subject, which is in its usual 

place : 

a) Moi, je le ferai. 

b) Je le ferai, moi. 

• r i l d o  i t . "  

c) Voire frere le fera, lui. 

d) Voire frere, lui, le fera. 



"Your brother'11 do it. 

(Grevisse/Goosse. 1986. p. 1012). 

5) when there is no verb. (a), or when it is not in a personal form, (b): 

a) Qui parlira le premier? Moi. 

"Who'll leave first? I (will).' 

b) Sur le tour il arriva lui iroisieme. 

'In the race he'll finish third.' 

(Grevisse/Goosse. 1986. p. 1012). 

6) when the pronoun is the "real" subject; 

II n 'y a que lui de competent. 

"He's the only one that's competent.' 

(Grevisse/Goosse. 1986. p. 1012). 

7) when the pronoun is highlighted by c 'est...qui...: 

c est toi qui partiras le premier. 

" You 're the one whoMl leave first."' 

(Grevisse/Goosse, 1986. p. 1012). 

Despite the literary character of a number of these examples, strong similarities (as well 

as systematic differences, primarily with regard to the clitic) will emerge compared to the 

language of the corpus. Note, in particular, the examples in 1) where lui seems to 

function as subject, 4d) where voire frere and lui both precede the verb, and 5b) where lui 

appears in addition to il but now is postposed after the verb. 



1.3.2: Second Language (L2) Textbooks 

A quick survey of te.xtbooks for learning French either as a foreign language 

(outside a French-speaking area) or as a second language (inside a French-speaking area) 

reveal a variety of different approaches to teaching the clitics and true, personal 

pronouns. The four books I surveyed are two American college, first-year French texts 

(Ariew & Nerenz. 1989, and Thompson and Phillips, 1996). a non-academic. Cliff Notes 

introductory French text aimed primarily at travelers or others who want to invest no 

more than ten minutes a day in the venture (Kershul, 1981), and finally an introductory 

text for those learning French in a second language context (Dominique. Girarde. 

Verdelhan & Verdelhan, 1989). 

All four texts present the clitics in one way or another. All of them e.xcept the 

second language text (Dominique, Girarde & et al., 1989) explicitly identify them as 

"subject pronouns". The non-academic text (Kershul. 1981) even includes a matching 

exercise where learners are to draw lines connectingye and I. tii and you, il and he for 

example. Uniformly, all books present the clitics ver>' early, if not in the first lesson, then 

in the first unit. In all but the second language text (Dominique, Girarde & et al., 1989), 

the clitics are first presented independently with full semantic meaning and then 

immediately paired with the appropriate form of the verb, as the written verb endings are 

introduced. In contrast, the second language text (Dominique, Girarde &. et al., 1989) 

never identifies them in any way; they are simply there where the first verb conjugations 

are introduced. 



The true, personal pronouns are a different story, however. The non-academic 

text (Kershul, 1981) never makes mention of them in any context. The second language 

text (Dominique, Girarde & et al., 1989) includes subject moi in the very first getting-

acquainted dialogue. (1.3). 

(1.3) (Dominique. Girarde & et a!.. 1989. p. 8): 

"(Paris. Un accident, avenue des Champs-Elysees. Nicolas Legrand rencontre un 

musicien.) 

Roland : Excusez-moi, Monsieur ! 

Nicolas : Oh, 9a va...Tiens ! Vous etes musicien ? 

Roland : Oui. 

Nicolas : Moi. ie suis chanteur. Je m'appelle Nicolas Legrand. 

Roland : Nicolas Legrand...Je connais! 

"Paris. An accident on the Champs-Elysees. Nicolas Legrand runs into a musician. 

R: I'm sorry, sir! N: Oh. it's OK....Hey. are you a musician? R; Yes. N: I'm a 

singer. My name's Nicolas Legrand. R; Nicolas Legrand...I've heard of you!"" 

However, the only formal mention of these forms in Dominique, Girarde &. et al. (1989) 

comes later in their prepositional uses, e.g. avec moi, not their subject uses. 

Ariew & Nerenz (1989) also passively expose students to subject moi fairly early, 

in the second chapter of the first unit. Although they do eventually teach at least some of 

its uses explicitly, they do not do so until much later. In contrast with (Dominique. 

Girarde & et al.. 1989), their first use of it comes after the clitics and first conjugations 

have already been presented. Furthermore, its first appearance could perhaps be 
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potentially puzzling because it forms part of a coordinated subject. (1.4). and the 

e.xplanation does not come until the sixth chapter of the fourth unit. 

(1.4) (.A.riew & Nerenz. 1989. p.46); 

Jean-Marc et moi. nous... 

"J-M et I. we...' 

Despite the text modeling the correct form, this point is not taught explicitly until much 

later, and for students who have just learned that when speaking about oneself, one uses 

Je. this discrepancy could account for their tendency to produce Jean-Marc et je instead. 

Once they do teach it, they teach it for emphasis or contrast, and there, generally present 

it perfectly authentically. (1.5). although they do remark that it must always be stressed. 

(1.5) (Ariew & Nerenz. 1989. p.l85): 

—Qu'est-ce que vous pensez de ces fleurs ? 

—Ma camarade. elle. elle pense que ces fleurs sont jolies. mais moi. ie prefere ces 

autres fleurs. 

"—What do you think of these flowers?" 

"—As for my friend, she thinks these flowers are pretty, but / prefer those other 

flowers." 

Ariew & Nerenz (1989) teach these true, personal pronouns after the clitics and before 

the object clitics. 

Thompson and Phillips (1996) do not teach the true, personal pronouns until after 

both the subject and object clitics, but like Ariew & Nerenz (1989), they model it in 

dialogue in the first chapter before explicitly teaching it, (1.6). 
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(1.6) (Thompson and Phillips. 1996, p. 25): 

—Je suis de Dakar. D'oii es-tu ? 

—Moi. je suis de Chicago. 

•—I'm from Daker. Where do you hail from? 

—I'm from Chicago." 

Nonetheless, the explanation following this dialogue offers the following possibilities. 

(1.7). suddenly without moi again. 

(1.7) (Thompson and Phillips. 1996. p. 25) 

Asking where someone is from Saving where vou are from 

D'ou es-tu ? Je suis de (d")... 

D'ou viens-tu ? Je viens de (d*)... 

D'ou venez-vous ? 

Once they do teach it. they include four contexts: 

(1.8) (Thompson and Phillips. 1996. p. 326): 

1) after prepositions: 

Le bonheur? C'est ma femme. C'est partager ma vie (life) avec die. 

"Happiness ? It's my wife. It's sharing my life with her.' 

2) for emphasis: 

Moi. ie veux trouver mon identite. Lui. il veut sentir libre. 

•/ want to find my identity. He wants to feel free.' 

3) after c 'est/ce sont : 

C'est nous qui avons besoin des autres pour etre heureux. 
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"We're the ones who need others if we're going to be happy.' 

4) alone, as an answer to a question : 

—Qui cherche le bonheur ? 

—Nous ! 

—Vous aussi ?" 

•—Who's seeking happiness ? -We (are). -You too?' 

Although most texts are now teaching both clitics and true, personal pronouns, the 

clitics are generally identified as 'subject pronouns' and the true, personal pronouns, 

while being presented increasingly authentically, still suffer from the lack of a unified 

approach. The subject role of the true, personal pronouns is often ignored entirely or at 

least not addressed explicitly. 

1.4: Pragmatic Approaches To Spoken French 

Pragmatic approaches to Spoken French tend to focus on the prevalence of left 

and right dislocations in the spoken language, in contrast with their rarity in the written 

language. Researchers working in this framework tend to attribute the role and fimction 

of dislocations to purely pragmatic causes, rather than possible syntactic influence 

(Lambrecht, 1981, 1987; Barnes, 1985; Ashby, 1988). In these studies, left dislocation is 

taken to mean a noun or pronoun (i.e., true, personal pronoun) that appears in addition to 

the clitic(s) that precede(s) the verb, the clitic being interpreted as the subject. This 

phenomenon is also sometimes known as left detachment (Barnes, 1985) or subject 

doubling (Li 8c. Thompson, 1976). Right dislocations are also referred to as anti-topics 

(Lambrecht, 1981). 
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Lambrecht (1981) proposes a lopic-agreement system for Spoken French (or what 

he refers to as Non-standard French) based on his observation that "[t]he preferred clause 

unit of Spoken French contains one or several clause-initial clitic pronouns [emphasis 

mine] which are bound to the verb and an optional lexical constituent after the verb." 

(Lambrecht. 1987. p. 220). Therefore, the preferred clause of Spoken French does not 

contain a subject NP and "[tjhus given the status of clitic pronouns as verbal prefixes 

[emphasis mine] the preferred clause is a verb-iniiial [emphasis his] structure" 

(Lambrecht, 1987, p. 220). Lambrecht elaborates, explaining that to this preferred clause 

unit, a topic construction must be added before the clause in order to establish or switch 

topics. For more continuous discourse strategies, i.e.. those where the referents are still 

accessible or easily recoverable, an antitopic may be added after the preferred clause unit. 

Crucially, though, both the topic and the antitopic can be omitted without creating either 

syntactic or semantic ill-formedness. Li & Thompson, however, argue that topic-

predicate agreement, such as Lambrecht proposes for Spoken French via its clitic 

pronouns and optional topics, "is very rare, and we know of no language in which it is 

widespread or obligatory." in contrast with the much more common pattern of Subject-

Verb agreement (Li & Thompson, 1976. p.464). 

Barnes (1985). building on Lambrecht's work, also claims that left dislocation has 

its basis in the pragmatics of discourse rather than in the structure of synta.\ because: 1) it 

is a feature of unplanned speech cross-linguistically, and 2) following Lambrecht (1987). 

left-dislocations (read: subject NP + clitic) occur in foregrounded clauses, whereas 

subjects (read: subject NP. no clitic) occur in backgrounded clauses. In contrast, she 
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mentions that left-dislocations in English occur primarily with material that has fallen 

into the background. She also mentions how they are much more common in Spoken 

French than Spoken English, particularly with regard to moi- or /o/'-left dislocations. 

Despite these crucial differences between the behavior of left-dislocations in English and 

French, she still claims that they serve the same purpose in the two languages. The 

apparent difference, according to Barnes, can presumably be attributed to Lambrecht's 

(1987) constraint on subjects in Spoken French. He states that subjects must always be 

already given, sentence-topics, in other words, pronouns (read: clitics), not full NPs. This 

constraint on subjects does not hold for English and therefore this difference accounts for 

their prevalence in Spoken French, compared to Spoken English. Finally, then. Barnes 

concludes that since the left-dislocations typical of unplanned speech occur in 

foregrounded clauses in Spoken French, then the backgrounded subject clauses (i.e. no 

clitic) behave more like written or planned speech, despite also being produced as 

spontaneous conversation. 

In fact, what may actually be at work, especially given the relation between 

Written and Spoken French, is a shift from monitored to vernacular speech as speakers 

become increasingly involved in their narrative as it progresses (Labov, 1972/1991). The 

most advanced speaker in the ESSF corpus here gives evidence that the real difference 

may be monitored vs. vernacular rather than background vs. foreground. Near the 

beginning of one of her narratives, she uses a lexical subject (i.e. without clitic, in 

Barnes" and Lambrecht's terminology), and the only one in this narrative, to refer to the 

main character of her story. This usage contrasts with the back-grounded, secondary 
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roles played by multiple subject (no clitic) referents in the narratives by Barnes" speaker 

M. Furthermore, the speaker that Lambrecht (1987) and Barnes (1985) base their claims 

on seems to be a particularly conservative one. Bames, in a footnote, mentions that 

speaker M always addresses her as vous. in contrast with her other peers and research 

subjects, who address her as lu (Bames. 1985. p. 117. footnote 18). Additionally. M 

shows other conservative or monitoring characteristics in her use of the almost stilted 

aiiquel instead of the more everyday a quoi. (7). as shown below. Tlie (?) is from 

Bames" and may indicate an incomprehensible section of the recording. 

(1.9) Bames Speaker M : 

(a) le goyavier euh. le fruit auguel ie pense. c'est un fruit ( ?) 

(Bames. 1985. p. 17) 

(b) le goyavier euh. le fruit a quoi ie pense. c'est un fmit ( ?) 

"tlie guava tree uh. the fruit I'm thinking of is a ( ?) fruit' 

Therefore, the purported correlation that Lambrecht (1987) and Bames (1985) report 

between Left-dislocation (i.e. with clitic) in foregrounded clauses and subject (i.e. 

without clitic) in backgrounded clauses may actually reflect individual differences in 

degree of monitored vs. vemacular speech. 

Duranti & Ochs (1979) carried out relevant research on left-dislocations in Italian 

conversation. Here, however, because they are working with a variety of Italian that does 

not have subject clitics but only object clitics. left-dislocation refers to the pre-posing of a 

full noun or pronoun direct or indirect object, therefore subject LDs do not occur. Still, 

they find that these object clitics are becoming increasingly grammaticalized, and are 
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following the path predicted by Givon's (1976) topicality hierarchy of human>non-

human. definitoindefinite. more involved>Iess involved, and 1 ^2"'' >3"^ person. Their 

corpus revealed no cases of Topicalization (i.e. no object clitic), but only left-dislocation 

(i.e. with object clitic). Consequently, they found that the rise in object clitics as 

agreement markers produces close similarities between the informational functions of 

Subject-Verb agreement and LD-object clitic agreement, in terms of their possibilities for 

reference tracking. Both tend 1) to be definite, 2) to be given, 3) to be the center of 

attention, 4) to continue to appear in subsequent talk, 5) to appear prominently in 

discourse. 6) not to be mentioned in the immediately preceding discourse, 7) to be used 

for repetition and intraframe linkage. Finally, they are quick to point out that despite 

their use of the traditional comma for written convention, in fact no intonational break is 

perceptible between the dislocated element and the rest of the utterance. This remark has 

often been made about dislocations, left (Barnes. 1985) or right (Auger. 1993, Ashby. 

1994). in Spoken French, too. Thus NP+(pause)+clitic+verb or 

clitic-^\'erb^(pai(se)+NP is not the same as NP^clitic-^verh or clitic+verb+NP. The first 

version, with the pause, may properly be viewed as a dislocation. However, the second, 

without the pause, treats the NP as an integral part of the basic utterance. 

To sum up the pragmatic approaches then, while these studies may differ with 

regard to the linguistic status of left dislocation, they strongly suggest a pragmatic side to 

this feature of Spoken French and Italian discourse. 
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1.5: Syntactic Approaches 

1.5.1: Generative Voices 

Kayne (1975). in the first generative treatment of French syntax, showed that the 

subject "pronouns' were in fact clitics. He recognizes that traditional grammar has long 

entertained the notion that the clitics are bound to. i.e.. part of. the verb but leaves the 

details to be worked out by a formal theory. Significantly for the ensuing treatment of 

French subject clitics in generative linguistics, Kayne goes on to remark "[tjhese subject 

pronouns seem to occupy the same position in surface structure as full NP subjects" 

(Kayne. 1975. p. 84). and offers the following example. (8). Examples and translations 

(or lack of translations) are Kayne's. 

(1.10) (Kayne. 1975. p. 84): 

(a) Jean partira bientot. 

(b) 11 partira bientot. 

(a/b) "Jean/He will leave soon.' 

Even so, he then proceeds to show crucial differences between full NP subjects and 

subject clitics, which he points out behave more like object clitics than like fiill NTs. 

With regard to object clitics. Kayne observes that "the second of tw o identical 

object clitics across a conjunction cannot be deleted"" (Kayne, 1975, p. 97) and illustrates 

his point with the following examples (Kayne, 1975, p. 97-98). Here, translations are 

Kayne"s but the underlining is mine. 
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(1.11) Object Clitic Deletion/Retention as Part of the Tensed Verb 

(Kayne, 1975. p.97-98): 

"(a) i. Paul la deteste et la considere fort bete. 

ii. * Paul la deteste et -considere fort bete. 

"Paul hates her and considers her very stupid." 

(Kayne. 1975. p. 97) 

(b) i. Paul Fa insulte et mis a la porte. 

"Paul insulted him and threw him out." 

(Kayne. 1975. p. 95) 

ii. *Paul Pa frappe et ^ mis a la porte. 

iii. * Paul Pa frappe et le- mis a la porte. 

'Paul struck him and threw him out.'" 

(Kayne. 1975. p. 97-8) 

In the present tense. (1.1 l.a.i). the object clitic is repeated with the second verb and the 

sentence is grammatical; in (1.1 l.a.ii), when the object clitic is not repeated with the 

second verb, the sentence becomes ungrammatical. The same pattern applies in 

compound tenses. In the passe compose, (1.11 ,b.i). the whole tensed verb (including the 

object clitic) can be deleted without affecting the grammaticality of the sentence. But if 

either the object clitic is deleted and the auxiliary verb is retained, as in (1.11, b.ii), or the 

object clitic is retained and the auxiliary verb is deleted, as in (1.1 l.b.ii), the sentence 

becomes ungrammatical. Kayne concludes therefore that the object clitic is part and 

parcel of the tensed verb and not a separate element. Therefore, based on Kayne's 
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distributional evidence in (1.11). in this dissertation then. I will consider object clitics to 

be already fused as an integral part of the tensed verb. 

For the subject clitics, he presents the following set of characteristics (Kayne, 

1975. p. 84-86): 

(1.12) Nothing can intervene between the subject clitic and verb 

(a) *11. parait-il. est fou. (He, it appears, is craz>'.) 

(b) *11. souvent, mange du fromage. (He often eats cheese.) 

(c) Jean, parait-il, est fou. (Jean, it appears, is crazy.) 

(d) Jean, souvent, mange du fromage. (Jean often eats cheese.) 

(1.13) Subject clitics cannot be modified 

(a) *I!s tous partiront bientot. 

(b) Tous les gar^ons partiront bientot. (All the boys will leave soon.) 

(c) Eu.\ tous partiront bientot. (All of them will leave soon.) 

(1.14) Subject clitics cannot be conjoined 

(a) *Jean et il partiront bientot. 

(b) *11 et Jean partiront bientot. 

(c) *11 et elle partiront bientot. 

(d) Jean et lui partiront bientot. 

(e) Lui et Jean partiront bientot. 

(1.15) Subject clitics cannot be contrastively stressed 

(a) * II partira le premier. (He will leave first.) 

(b) Lui partira le premier. (He will leave first.) 
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(1.16) Subject clitics show obligatory liaison 

(a) Mes amis iront a Paris, /...amiir.../ vs. */...amizir/ 

(b) lis iront a Paris. /i(l)zir.../ vs. */ilir.../ (They will go to Paris.) 

In terms of allowable constituent orders. I must say that even with a full NP like Jean as 

subject, as in (1.12. d). I find his placement souvent less than optimal (perhaps falling 

momentarily under the influence of English?), even though it is not glaringly awful like 

(1.12. b). the comparable example with the clitic. Compare (1.12, d) with the 

predominant and tenacious rule for adverb placement that French learners of English 

routinely apply: *John eats often cheese. Furthermore, his quantified examples in 

(1.13. b) and (1.13. c) do not strike me as comparable; tous les garqons is not the same as 

les gar<pons tons, which would be equivalent to the examples in (1.13. a) with the clitic 

and (1.13. c) with the pronoun. The clitic conjoining examples in (1.14). are particularly 

pertinent because American college students who are either explicitly taught or implicitly 

assume that the clitics behave like normal pronouns, then produce sentences like Kayne's 

starred, ungrammatical examples. In (1.15), the contrast between the unstressable clitic 

and the stressable pronoun relates to the results in Chapter 4 where I present the behavior 

of nouns and pronouns in the corpus. Suffice it to say for the time being that even 

Kayne's (1.15, b) e.xample would be starred for speakers in this corpus. Finally, Kayne's 

observations on the differences in liaison patterns between the clitics and full NPs in 

conversational language are particularly relevant in trying to determine the current 

morphosyntactic status of the clitics because, in ever>day speech, liaison has gone into a 

steep decline in other (e.g.. non-clitic) contexts (Gadet, 1989). That it is maintained. 
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obligatorily, in various clitic combinations, and not elsewhere, is particularly significant 

in the evolution of the clitics, as it shows their fusion into a single unit. As Waugh (p.c.) 

observ es, no doubt this phenomenon is part of the morphologization process, as the 

resulting word has little hiatus of vowel and vowel. 

After showing these initial differences between clitics and full NPs. he proposes 

an additional set of tests, relating to the syntactic transformations of the time, that further 

distinguish between the behavior of subject clitics and subject NPs. The first is stylistic 

inversion. (1.17). 

(1.17) St>'listic Inversion (Kayne, 1975, p. 88) 

(a) Elle sait tres bien a quelle heure partira ton frere. 

"She know very well at what time your brother will leave." 

(b) * Elle sait tres bien a quelle heure partira-t-il. 

A full noun can appear after the verb partira but a clitic cannot. In contrast, the reverse is 

true in questions, (1.18). 

(1.18) Subject Clitic Inversion (Kayne. 1975. p. 89) 

(a) Partira-t-il ? 

(b) * Partira Jean? 

"Will John leave?" 

In subject clitic inversion, clitics but not nouns can be attached to the verb by the addition 

of a phonological /. (1.19). 
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(1.19) Phonological i in Subject Clitic Inversion (Kayne. 1975. p. 90) 

(a) Quand partira-t-il? 

(b) *Quand partira il? 

"When will he leave ?" 

(c) Quand partira Yves? 

(d) *Quand partira-t-Yves? 

Syntactically, clitics cannot be modified, (1.20. a), separated from the verb. (1.20. b). or 

conjoined. (1.20. d) (Kayne. 1975, p. 90). 

(20) Restrictions on Clitics 

(a) *Partiront-ils deux? 

(b) * Quand partira done il ? 

(c) Quand partira done Jean ? 

b/c. 'When will he/Jean leave then?' 

(d) *Partiront il et elle ? 

Despite the numerous revisions that have taken place within formal theory since 

that time, the assumptions about French subject clitics have remained largely unchanged, 

and, at least within generative grammar, largely unchallenged. Despite the multiple 

distinctions Kayne showed between clitics and full NPs, and despite his assertion at the 

end of the discussion that "subject clitics behave much more like object clitics than like 

subject NPs...[and] are syntactically more closely bound to the verb," (Kayne. 1975, 

p.86). what seems to have remained in readers's minds was his introductory comment, 

repeated here with emphasis added: 'These subject pronouns seem to occupy the same 
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position in surface structure as full NP subjects." (Kayne, 1975, p. 84). By the end of this 

dissertation, we will see that what seems to be the case cannot possibly be the case, and 

that we would do well to heed his later remarks, borrowed from traditional grammar, that 

subject clitics, just like object clitics, are syntactically more closely bound to the verb 

than full NP subjects. 

These correspondences were overlooked a few years later when Chomsky (1981) 

first formulated his Pro-drop Parameter. Based on the historically-valid, traditional 

assumptions that the subject clitic "pronouns" seem to occupy the same position as full 

NP subjects, French was then classified with English and the other Germanic languages 

as a language that requires an overt subject (full noun or pronoun) with every verb, rather 

than with its sister Romance languages, where overt subjects can be omitted or dropped 

because the rich inflectional system of person/number marking on the verb makes it 

contextually clear who or what the subject of the verb is. 

In contrast with the way French has been classified, the Northern Italian dialects, 

which also have subject clitics, were classified, from the beginning, as pro-drop dialects, 

just like clitic-less Standard Italian, because the subject clitics were considered to be an 

inflectional prefix of the verb (Rizzi, 1986). Yet Haiman (1991) reports that in Northern 

Italian, the clitic is not obligator}' across all persons of the verb. Only in 2Sg. is the clitic 

uniformly obligatory throughout the Northern Italian dialects. Thus this opposing 

classification may stem in part from differences in the written/literary tradition between 

French and the Northern Italian dialects. Free from the weight of having to uphold le bon 

usage, the Northern Italian dialects were seen for what they truly were (or had become). 
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whereas French has been or continues to be seen through the historically valid but no 

longer accurate lens of its literary and/or cultural prestige. 

Finally. Roberge (1986. 1990), working on Quebec French, began setting the 

record straight within generative linguistics, by placing the subject clitic in AGR. 

Nonetheless, he maintained that free subject-verb inversion does not exist in the 

colloquial French he was working on. But in order to still develop his pro-drop account, 

he followed Safir (1982. cited in Roberge. 1990) and distanced free-inversion from the 

rest of Chomsky's (1981) pro-drop parameter. If Roberge is inteipreting the subject clitic 

as the subject undergoing free subject-verb inversion (despite his placing the clitic in 

AGR). then indeed, this possibility would not exist in colloquial language. If, however, 

the subject clitic is a bound inflectional element instead, as argued by Kayne (1975). 

Roberge (1986, 1990) and Fonseca-Greber (1996, to appear), then it is not to the subject 

clitic that we should be looking at in order to find instances of free subject-verb 

inversion. It is the true, personal pronouns and full NPs instead. In this latter case then, 

as we will see in Chapter 7. this corpus of ESSF provides ample evidence of free subject-

verb inversion. Non-generative approaches have found V-initial constructions to be so 

common in Spoken French, in fact, that they have raised the possibility that Spoken 

French is becoming a verb-initial language, assuming the clitics to be bound morphemes 

(Harris. 1978; Matthews, 1989; Nichols, 1992). Such a radical typological shift is not 

borne out by the findings of this corpus, but nevertheless VS order proves to be a 

thoroughly viable alternative to basic SVO order. 
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Friedemann (1997) continues pushing generative linguistics toward a revised 

status for Spoken French, relying importantly on dialectal and the first language data of 

two children rather than solely on hypothetical formalisms. Additionally, he stresses the 

importance of viewing the situation from a diachronic perspective. For him a future 

version of French might at some point become fully like the Northern Italian dialects 

where the clitic occurs as the verbal inflection. For the time being, however, he reminds 

the reader that subject doubling, or the co-occurrence of a full NP and a clitic, is still 

optional, although he does not give percentages of use or ommission. Therefore he 

places both the lexical NP and the subject clitic in a double DP position and the verb stem 

alone in 1°. while the Northern Italian clitic joins the verb in 1°. Thus, in essence, he still 

supports Rizzi's contention that 'standard' French is a non-pro-drop language, all the 

while recognizing potential similarities between the spoken language and the Northern 

Italian dialects. In closing, he discusses the postverbal clitics, which, as Roberge (1986. 

1990) pointed out. do not exist in the spoken language. 

Another who looks at actual French child language data from a generative 

perspective is Pierce (1992). She examines the LI acquisition data of four French-

speaking children and concludes, "that the distribution of weak subject pronouns in child 

French reflects their underlying analysis an inflectional affixes" (Pierce. 1992. p. 98). 

She goes on to say that she "supported this claim by showing that these pronouns [term 

hers, emphasis mine] (1) always occur with finite verbs, (2) never occur in postverbal or 

dislocated position, and (3) recur as a rule in the second conjunct under the conjunction 

of IPs" (Pierce, 1992, p. 98). Despite recognizing them as affixes (prefixes) based on her 
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distributional tests, she then, oddly enough, continues to refer to them as pronouns, as we 

have just seen in the quotation above. Moreover, she then proceeds to compare them 

with the subject pronouns of English and puzzles over how, "It is nonetheless intriguing 

that, by two years of age. French and English speaking children arrive at such different 

analyses of personal subject pronouns [emphasis mine]" (Pierce, 1992. pp. 98-99). But 

here, we are not comparing apples and oranges. And once again, the forms moi, toi, lui. 

etc.. are not integrated in any unified way to this discussion. 

As Posner (1999) comments in her review of Friedemann, the generativists could 

profit from looking at work in this domain from perspectives other than their own. 

Friedemann and Pierce have both made strides in this direction by looking at French child 

language data, despite falling victim to some of the traditional assumptions along the 

way. In the next section, we too will explore some of these other linguistic perspectives. 

1.5.2: Other Voices 

As Kayne (1975) and Posner (1999) mention, outside of generative linguistics the 

ideas that subject clitics are to a degree bound to the verb is not a new one. In the early 

years of the past century. Vendryes (19I4/192I) signaled the increasing bondedness 

between 'subject pronouns' and verbs. Sporadic mention has been made of this ever 

since. Von Wartburg (1943). proposed that in the transition from Old French to Modem 

French, Middle French contrived to keep the flexional character of Old French despite the 

phonetic loss of the person suffixes on the verb by demoting the previously optional 

pronouns to prefixed verbal inflections while promoting the stressed pronouns moi, toi. 
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lid. etc.. to fill in the suddenly empty role of true, referential pronouns. As von Wartburg 

asserted: 

The la>'man who has adopted the terminology of an earlier generation of 
grammarians feels justified in asserting that the subject pronouns are 
obligatory in French, and only in French. The modem grammarian 
e.xpresses himself somewhat differently: for him. Italian conjugates with 
suffixes (-0. -a. etc. ) and French with prefixes {je, tu. il. etc.). For the 
latter elements are. in fact, nothing but conjugational prefixes, (von 
Wartburg, 1943/1969. p. 64). 

In contrast with von Wartburg. who considered the change to prefixal conjugation to be 

complete already by 1540. Bally (1965) sees it as a more recent phenomenon, and refers 

to the increasingly flexional character of the "subject pronoun" in Spoken French. Ashby 

(1977) and Harris (1978) also argue for a bound inflectional interpretation, and. like 

Bally, view this as change in progress. With regard to the time frame for this change to 

prefixal inflection, an insightfiil comment by Rudolph Troike (p.c.) is in order: It has only 

been since the advent of recording that linguists have been able to preserve actual speech 

for future study. Prior to the present time, linguists had to rely on written records, which, 

given the normative pressures on a highly codified langue like French, imperfectly reflect 

the speech of the day. Thus what Bally. Ashby, and Harris have tended to view as 

change in progress may reflect only a difference in the type of data available for study. 

More recent work seems to indicate that the inflectional prefix interpretation of 

subject clitics is gradually gaining acceptance, at least for certain varieties—Lambrecht 

(1981, 1984), Matthews (1989), Nichols (1992). Smith (1994) for Cajun French, Auger 

(1993. 1994) and Nadasdi (1995) for Quebec Colloquial French, and Roberge (1986, 

1990) and Pierce (1992) working within the generative framework. However, do 
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objective criteria exist for distinguishing between clitics and affixes, since both are 

considered bound elements? And. if so. then, the crucial question becomes, just how 

tightly are they bound? Do they still retain some of the mobility of the loosely bound 

clitics or have they in fact become fully bound affixes (i.e.. prefixes) that form an integral 

part of their host? In the next section, we will turn to the contributions from 

grammatical ization and how they may help solve this puzzle. 

1.6: Grammatical ization 

Grammatical ization is the process through which lexical items become part of the 

grammar. Here, I will focus on a subset of grammaticalization, morphologization, or 

how free grammatical elements become bound morphemes, or to paraphrase Givon 

(1971. p. 413. in Hopper and Traugott. 1993, p. 139). how yesterday's syntax becomes 

today's morphology. A grammaticalized form can arise from four different sources, 

according to Givon (1979). In the first, over time, diachronic processes can move a 

language from a system of lose parataxis to tight syntax. In the second, ontogenetic 

processes move a child acquiring a language from an early pragmatic stage to a later 

syntactic stage. A third case is how grammar-less pidgins develop into grammar-ful, or 

grammaticized. Creoles. And finally, with regard to register, processes that start in 

unplanned, informal speech may gradually spread to planned, formal speech. It is 

interplay between diachronic processes and unplanned speech that are of most interest 

here, as I try to assess the degree of clitic morphologization and the ensuing status of NPs 

in ESSF. 
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The diachronic sources of grammaticalization are apparent in Givon's (1976) 

discussion of topics and subjects. There he notes how one of the most distinguishing 

features of subjects, that is subject-verb agreement, starts out as a topic feature. It 

evolves diachronically. when the topic, through overuse, is reanalyzed into a neutral 

subject while, at the same time, the anaphoric pronoun of the previous topic-agreement 

system, is reanalyzed as agreement morphemes, fused onto the verb in its original place. 

He gives the following examples from English- (1.21. a) and French-based (1.21. b) 

Creoles (Givon, 1976. p. 155). In (1.2 L b), although Givon gives a singular reading to 

the French-based Creole example it looks as if it is probably intended to be a plural. 

(1.21) Creolization 

(a) em i paitim 

him he fight-him 

"He beat him" 

(b) le die i sont malin 

le Dieu i sont malin 

'God is clever." 

As he points out, the prediction from this then is that if a language uses zero anaphora 

pronouns, i.e. that pronouns are optional, not obligatory, and, in particular, if that 

language does not use anaphoric pronouns even to shift topics, then it will not develop 

subject verb agreement. But in languages that do use anaphoric pronouns for topic 

shifting, even if zero anaphora is allowed elsewhere, then presumably subject agreement 

could develop out of topic agreement. The synchronic fallout from this diachronic 
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progression, according to Givon. is that even once the former pronouns are reanalyzed as 

agreement markers, they usually keep their anaphoric function because languages with 

full agreement paradigms tend to be able to delete subjects without substituting a pronoun 

because the verb marking makes the referent clear. This is the possibility that I will be 

exploring for ESSF. Lambrecht (1981) has proposed that Spoken French is a topic-

agreement language, given its predilection for left-dislocated structures. But has it 

actually progressed fiirther and is really on the way back to becoming a subject 

agreement language again? 

Since subject agreement grows out of topic agreement Givon (1976) then explores 

what makes a good topic. He comes up with a four-part hierarchy: a) human outranks 

non-human, 2) definite outranks indefinite, 3) more involved outranks less involved, and 

finally. 4) 1^' person outranks 2"'' person, which outranks 3'^'' person. Therefore, in the 

drift from topic agreement to subject agreement, these points predict the envirormients 

that should grammaticalize first. In other words, humans, defmites. more involved 

participants, and and 2""^ persons should grammatical ize. or in the case of agreement 

marking, morphologize. sooner than non-humans, indefinites, less involved participants, 

and 3'^'' persons This hierarchy will be of interest when we begin examining the results of 

the corpus, since some, but not all. of these predictions are borne out. To illustrate the 

grammatical person hierarchy. Givon gives examples from the Bantu languages and 

Mojave. These languages have verbal inflection in the 1^' and 2"'^ persons but not in the 

3'^''. He relates the pattern in grammatical person to degree of involvement. The 1^' and 

2"'' person are inherently involved participants while 3"^ is not. 
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Even in languages that develop subject agreement. Givon (1979) points out that 

all human languages operate on a continuum between what he calls the pragmatic mode 

and the syntactic mode. For Givon (1979. p. 223), the pure pragmatic mode consists of: 

(1.22) Givon's Pragmatic vs. Syntactic Mode 

(a) Pragmatic Mode 

1) topic-comment structure. 

2) loose conjunction, 

3) slow rate of delivery, with several intonation contours. 

4) pragmatic word order: old information first, new information later, 

5) approximately equal numbers of nouns and semantically simple verbs. 

6) no grammatical morphology, and 

7) prominent intonation to stress new information. 
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In contrast, the pure syntactic mode consists of (Givon, 1979, p. 223): 

(b) Syntactic Mode 

1) subject-predicate structure. 

2) tight subordination. 

3) fast rate of deliveiy. single intonation contour. 

4) word order signals semantic function, 

5) more nouns than verbs, and those tend to be semantically complex, 

6) elaborate grammatical morphology. 

7) prominent intonation, but without same functional load. 

It should be remembered that the pragmatic mode and the syntactic mode 

represent two extremes at opposite poles of a continuum. Givon points out that 

every- known human language makes use of the entire continuum from one end to 

the other. Therefore, most interaction will not find itself all the way to one 

extreme or the other. On the one hand, formal spoken or written French, both 

tend toward the syntactic mode, and according to the case, sometimes very 

strongly. On the other hand, informal, unplanned speech, like this corpus of 

ESSF, tends towards the pragmatic mode, but without going all the way to the 

extreme end like pidgins or child language. As we have seen earlier in section 3, 

pragmatic approaches to left dislocations tend to see Spoken French as a topic-

comment language, one that tends fairly strongly toward the pragmatic mode. In 

the following chapters, as I examine the corpus of ESSF from the point of view of 

grammaticalization, and in particular morphologization, I will in part be trying to 
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determine if ESSF really is topic-comment or if. even unplanned speech, it is 

becoming subject-agreement through the ongoing morphologization of the clitics. 

In order to determine just where the subject clitics of ESSF stand currently 

with regard to Givon's typology of topic-agreement versus subject-verb 

agreement, let us first explore the concept of bondedness, for it is central to 

determining which type of agreement system is currently employed in ESSF. 

Schwegler (1990), Bybee (1985), and Zwicky & Pullum (1983) all discuss 

degrees of bondedness. If applied to ESSF, their findings may be helpful in 

determining between clitics and affixes—or when a word is not a word! 

Schwegler (1990) conducts a large-scale diachronic study of anahlic (i.e.. 

syntactic, separate words) and synthetic (i.e.. morphological, affixal) tendencies 

within Romance. In it. he provides a set of criteria for determining if an element 

has morphologized or not. He discusses a variety of unsatisfactory- definitions as 

to what constitutes a "word." and concludes that, regardless of written word 

boundaries, an element has morphologized if it: 

(1.23) Schewegler's Morphologized Forms 

1) is obligatory. 

2) appears in a fixed order. 

3) allows no intercalated elements, i.e. is inseparable. 

4) exhibits systematic allomorphy, 

5) leads to a reduction of the paradigm, 

6) is repeated with every element, even in a series. 
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7) is unstressed. 

8) and. finally, allows no pauses between it and the adjoining moqjheme. 

These criteria, too. can be applied to the subject clitics of ESSF in the analysis of 

the corpus. Clearly in a larger study it would be advisable to assess the degree of 

bondedness of both the subject and object clitics in ESSF but since the current 

study focuses on the relationship between the subject clitics and the subject NPs, 1 

will ignore the object clitics for the present time. 

Nonetheless, based on comments by Zwicky and Pullum (1983) and tests 

by Kayne (1975). here I assume that the object clitics are also fiilly bound 

elements, as shown in Kayne's tests above. First, Zwicky and Pullum (1983) 

classify the object clitics as special, rather than simple, clitics, since they do not 

appear in the same position as their corresponding full form. Second, Kayne 

(1975) shows that object clitics repeat or delete along with the rest of the finite 

verb, as in as we saw in the distributional tests in Section 1.5.1. 

A glance at Bybee's (1985) continuum of bondedness, (1.25), lets us visualize the 

distinctions between clitics and affixes. But first for review, the following definitions 

allow us to distinguish between clitics (repeated from Section 1.3.1 above) and affixes: 
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(1.24) Definitions of Clitics vs. Affixes 

(a) Clitic: 
"...a form which resembles a word, but which cannot stand on its own as 
a normal utterance, being structurally dependent upon a neighbouring 
word in a construction. (The term 'clitic* comes from the Greek word for 
"leaning".) Examples are the contracted forms of be, such as I'm and he's. 
The articles of English. French, etc.. are sometimes referred to as clitics: a 
form like the cannot stand on its own in normal utterance, but it would be 
called a word none the less by native-speakers. Such clitic words 
("clitics') can be classified into proclitics (i.e. they depend upon a 
following word, as in the case of the articles) and enclitics (i.e. they 
depend upon a preceding word...)" 
(Crystal. 1991/1993. p. 57) 

(b) Affix: 
""a letter or sound, or group of letters or sounds, ( = a morpheme) which is 

added to a word, and which changes the meaning or function of the word. 
Affi.xes are boimd forms that can be added: a) to the beginning of a word 
( = a prefix), e.g. English un- which usually changes the meaning of a 
word to its opposite: kind-unkind: b) to the end of a word ( = a suffix), e.g. 
English -ness which usually changes an adjective into a noun: kind-
kindness. . 
(Richards, Piatt, and Piatt, 1992, p. II) 

(1.25) Bybee's Continuum of Bondedness 

syntactic free grammatical inflectional derivational lexical 

<—less fused more fused—+ 

Clitics are not fully free morphemes, but because they are not fully bound either, Bybee 

places them in the "free grammatical' category on her continuum. She cites as examples 

the modal auxiliaries of English {may. can, will, etc.) and the object clitics of Spanish and 

French (/o. la, le. etc.. for Spanish and le. la. liii, etc., for French). Affixes, however, 

count as inflectional because they are an obligatory, integral part of the word. 

Zwicky and Pullum make one further distinction: between simple and special 

clitics. Simple clitics, like English 've, appear in the same position as the full form have 
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whereas special clitics, like Romance pronominal clitics (e.g. /e, la. les, lui, leur of 

French) do not appear in the same position as the corresponding full forms. Bybee's 

clitics are Zwicky and Pullum's simple clitics. Their special clitics are more tightly bound 

than simple clitics but not as tightly so as inflectional affixes, and so would appear 

somewhere between Bybee's free grammatical and inflectional categories, such as. 

(1.26): 

(1.26) Continuum of Bondedness: Detail 

grammatical word >simple clitics >special clitics >inflectional affix 

"free" grammatical > inflectional/bound 

To distinguish between affixes and clitics (of both kinds, presumably). Zwicky 

and Pullum, propose the following six criteria with accompanying examples. (Zwicky 

and Pullum, 1983, pp. 503-6): 

(1.27) Zwicky and Pullum's Clitic vs. Affix Test 

1) '"Clitics can exhibit a low degree of selection with respect to their host, while 

affixes exhibit a high degree of selection with respect to their stems." 

Clitic: is > 's, has > 's 

a) Preposition: The person I was talking to^ going to be angry with me. 

b) Verb: The ball you hit^Jusl broken my dining room window. 

c) Adjective: Any ans\ver not entirely right Agoing to be marked as an error. 

d) Adverb: The drive home tonight^ been really easy. 

(a-d: Zwicky and Pullum, 1983, p. 504) 
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Affix: plural '-s" 

e) The black cats 

0 *Thes blacks cats 

2) "Arbitrary gaps in the set of combinations are more characteristic of affixed 

words than of clitic groups."' 

Affix: stride/strode/ (gap) 

(Zwicky and Pullum. 1983, p. 505) 

3) "Morphophonological idiosyncrasies are more characteristic of affixed words 

than of clitic groups." 

Affix: foot/feet; sleep/slept: good/best 

(Zwicky and Pullum. 1983. p. 505) 

4) "Semantic idiosyncrasies are more characteristic of affixed words than of 

clitic groups." 

Affix: late/last, i.e. "last words' 

(Zwicky and Pullum. 1983, p. 505) 

5) "Syntactic rules can affect affixed words, but cannot affect clitic groups." 

Affix: She slopped and pelted the dog. 

6) "Clitics can attach to material already containing clitics, but affixes cannot." 

Clitic: I'd've done it if you'd asked me. 

(Zwicky and Pullum, 1983, p. 506) 

Assuming that Zwicky and Pullum are right about the criteria they propose, note that only 

three of the six criteria (1, 5, and 6) are formulated as absolutes. The remainder (2, 3, and 
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4) are presented in relative terms as being more characteristic of affixes than of clitics. In 

the analysis sections, we will see where the subject clitics of ESSF lie along the 

continuum of bondedness: whether as simple clitics, special clitics, affi.xes or some stage 

in between. In a study of Quebec Colloquial French, Auger (1994) applied the Zwicky 

and Pullum criteria to both the subject and object clitics of that variety and found that at 

the morphological level all clitics met the criteria for affixes, although only the subject 

clitics functioned as agreement markers. It is possible, however, that Quebec Colloquial 

French is a more advanced variety than ESSF. with regard to degree of morphologization. 

We will explore this issue later. 

1.7: Organization of the Dissertation 

In this chapter, I have tried to set forth the rationale for reexamining the 

relationship between the subject clitics and the subject NPs in Everyday Spoken Swiss 

French. By way of preliminaries, I have shown how Spoken and Written French need to 

be treated as two different varieties. Then I summarized how the subject clitics and 

pronouns are treated in LI and and L2 reference or textbooks. Next, I reviewed two 

different theoretical approaches that have been applied to the question of clitics and NPs 

in Spoken French. Both the pragmatic and the syntactic approaches have made valuable 

contributions to our understanding of the clitics and NPs. Still, neither of them alone 

seems to have been fully able to account for the phenomenon. Therefore, lastly. 1 

reviewed some principles from grammaticalization, a theoretical approach that can 

account for both the pragmatic and the syntactic dimensions of the relationship between 

the subject clitics and the subject NPs in ESSF. 
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In Chapter 2,1 present the methodology, including the corpus, its language, and 

speakers, as well as what categories are examined and how they are analyzed. 

In Chapter 3.1 present the subject clitics of ESSF and their various allomorphs 

and phonetic reductions, as based on the corpus. 

In Chapter 4.1 present those linguistic environments of the 2"''. and 3'^'' person 

where clitic morphologization has reached completion in the corpus. 

In Chapter 5,1 present the remaining, variable 3'^'' person environments where 

clitic morphologization has not yet reached completion. 

In Chapter 6.1 present the findings on how the type of subject NP conditions clitic 

morphologization. 

In Chapter 7,1 first present the possible and preferred positions for subject NPs. 

and second, their function and frequency in ESSF as compared to other Romance 

languages. 

In Chapter 8, based on the analysis suggested by the corpus regarding the prefixal 

status of the subject clitics and their ensuing relationship with the overt subject NPs. I 

apply two classic tests from generative linguistics. Then I discuss the suggested analysis 

with regard to language typology. Creoles, and first and second language acquisition. 

Finally, in Chapter 9.1 conclude by reviewing the main findings and presenting 

possible pedagogical implications that stem from this typological reanalysis of Everyday 

Spoken Swiss French. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter outlines the methodology used in this dissertation. First, it presents 

the data, including the type of talk chosen and the rationale behind this choice, the 

speakers, and the actual data collection. Second, it presents the transcription conventions 

and the coding process selected for the degree of grammaticalization of subject clitics in 

Everyday Spoken Swiss French (ESSF) and the status of the optional subject NPs in this 

variety. Third, it presents how the data are analyzed once they have been transcribed and 

coded. 

2.1: Data 

In a dissertation on ESSF. it is only fitting that tlie data be a corpus of ESSF. Even 

so. such a corpus could take on many guises. However, one commonly used technique for 

gathering linguistic data, that of the grammaticality judgment, is clearly inappropriate for 

tapping the constraints of the spoken language, given the increasingly diglossic situation 

that exists between the written norm and the spoken norm and the ensuing propensity of 

speakers to base metalinguistic evaluations on written norms, even when they have been 

explicitly reminded to think in terms of the everyday language and not the dictates of 

School French. The example from the last chapter is telling in this regard. It came from 

an early attempt at incorporating grammaticality judgments into this assessment of ESSF. 

A speaker, asked to evaluate the acceptability of Jean il est alle voir I 'expo "John went to 

see the expo" in everyday conversation, replied, unwittingly using an identical 

construction nous on dit pas comme qa 'we don't say it like that', to deny the 
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metalinguistic exploration into the nature of ESSF will be at best unrevealing and at 

worst downright misleading. So. a valid analysis of ESSF will have to rely on production 

data instead, an actual corpus of the language as used by adult native speakers. 

2.1.1: TvpeofTalk 

Still, such a corpus could take on many guises. Radio or television broadcasts and 

films, or even live speeches all represent speech; however, given their scripted or semi-

scripted nature, they can easily more closely resemble oral writing than ordinary. 

ever>'day speech. They also represent more planning, as a result of their scripted nature, 

than is customary in the spontaneous, ever>'day spoken language that is the focus of this 

study. Spontaneous conversation has the advantage of being just that: Spontaneous, and 

therefore, usually fairly uncontaminated by speaker attempts at monitoring their 

production. In sociolinguistics. the classic method for capturing a representative sample 

of the range of an informant's speech has been the Labovian sociolinguistic interview, 

where the danger of death question has proved particularly useful with certain 

populations for eliciting the vernacular (Labov. 1972). In these interviews, another 

fruitful source for tapping the vernacular has consistently been the unplanned interruption 

where the official interview is temporarily interrupted as the speaker takes a phone call or 

addresses friends or family members who arrive on the scene. So, compared to 

grammaticality judgments where speakers of ESSF apply their metalinguistic knowledge 

to School French rather than ESSF, the sociolinguistic interview would appear to be a 

much more appropriate tool for exploring the nature of ESSF. Nonetheless, the 
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sociolinguislic interview itself has been criticized for still being too formal to allow the 

richness of the spoken language to fully emerge, in the presence of an unfamiliar 

interviewer, eliciting talk that would not otherwise be taking place. Therefore, it cannot 

truly be considered natural, spontaneously occurring conversation, in other words, talk 

that would be occurring regardless of the researcher's presence, and therefore not guided 

by any pre-established interview questions (Donna Johnson, p.c.). 

Both for practical and methodological reasons, I have chosen to use natural, 

spontaneous, conversation as affording the best chance for establishing a representative 

corpus of ESSF. On a practical level, natural, spontaneous, conversation seems to be the 

least intrusive and to make the least imposition on the speakers and researcher alike. On a 

methodological level, of the different approaches discussed, it seems to be the least likely 

lo entail metalinguistic interference. Even so. it does not fully escape the observer's 

paradox, for in some conversations, the current researcher is a participant observer and in 

all conversations, the speakers are aware they are being recorded. 

2.1.2: Region 

Once again, for both practical and methodological reasons, this dissertation 

focuses on Swiss French not only in contrast wath other varieties of French, such as that 

of France or Canada, but also irrespective of specific regional varieties of Standard Swiss 

French within Switzerland such as vaudois or neuchdtelois. On a practical level, the 

researcher has better access to Swiss French than to other varieties and, on a 

methodological level, in this area, the purler romandfamilier is less exhaustively studied 

than other major varieties of French. Therefore, claims that have been made about other 
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varieties of Spoken French can be tested against ESSF. Secondly, since this study is 

explicitly not one of regional dialectology or residual patois, it seems justifiable to take a 

unified approach to ESSF. 

2.1.3: Register 

In order to determine the stage of evolution of ESSF. as distinct from the written 

language or other spoken varieties, it is important to insure that the corpus accurately 

reflects the vernacular as opposed to what could be termed spoken writing. It is with this 

in mind, that I chose to record natural conversation, over food and among family, friends, 

or at least acquaintances. 

2.1.4: Speakers 

The fourteen speakers (6 men and 8 women) who agreed to participate in the study 

span a wide range of ages and regional and educational backgrounds but all are from the 

educated, middle-class. They vary also in their knowledge of other languages and 

residency abroad. The one point they have in common is that they were all bom and 

raised somewhere in la Suisse romande or French-speaking Switzerland. This area covers 

appro.ximately the western third of the country and includes the entire Lake Geneva 

region extending east part way up the Rhone Valley and northwest into the Jura 

Mountains. 

The names of the speakers have been changed, and here, they will be identified by 

number only. Demographics for each speaker include: a) age; b) sex; c) birthplace; d) 

residence, if different from birthplace, including residence during the formative years, 

any intervening residence of at least three years, as well as residence at the time of 
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recording, including the length of time spent there; e) education; f) occupation; and g) 

knowledge of other languages, if any. 

Speaker 1 (SI) is a 35-36 year-old male, bom and raised in the community of La 

Tour-de-Peilz in the canton of Vaud. Subsequently, he lived in La Chau.x-de-Fonds in the 

canton of Neuchatel for seven years. At the time of recording, he had been living in 

Tucson. Arizona, USA, for approximately the preceding six years. He completed the 

Swiss Apprenticeship program as a baker/pastry chef and was working as head baker in a 

French baker>' in Tucson. In addition to his native Swiss French, other language 

experience includes the required school German, followed by a year in the Swiss German 

speaking part of the country, an experience, which left little linguistic impact. As an 

adolescent, he became a fluent speaker of Esperanto and used it as his work language, 

concurrently with French, for approximately five years. He did not begin learning English 

in earnest until he arrived in Tucson, at which time he enrolled in the evening program of 

the Center for English as a Second Language (CESL) at the University of Arizona. He 

uses both English and French in the workplace and codeswitches easily between the two. 

Residing in an English speaking country. English has become his language of public 

discourse. French, however, remains his home language, although his wife is not a native 

speaker of this language. He is able to return to Switzerland only infrequently for visits, 

although during the time that he has been in Tucson, he has had a number of visits from 

Swiss family and friends. 

Speaker 2 (S2) is a 31 year-old male, bom and raised in the town of Montreux, in 

the canton of Vaud. Although he had lived only briefly in other towns in Switzerland, at 
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the time of recording he had been living in London. England, for approximately the 

preceding five years. He. too. completed the Swiss Apprenticeship program but as a 

mechanic/electrician, and was working as such in the overseas branch of a major airline 

company. His parents are Swiss German so he grew up with both languages and is 

entirely at ease in both. Jumping ahead to the corpus. I will let SI vouch for S2"s 

competence in French, as he explains the situation to S5 in Conversation III, (1). 

(1) SI : et j'ai un am—ben Bernard il est—il est bilingue de naissance.. 

S5: ah ouais? 

SI: et ses parents lui parlent en suisse allemand.. 

S5: il sait I'allemand?..ouais ouais 

SI: et pis il a appris le fran9ais a I'ecole.-enfin vaudois parce que—et tu sens pas 

une difference s'i parle en suisse allemand il a un bon accent suisse allemand.. 

S5: ouais 

SI: et s'i parle en vaudois tu sens pas un accent suisse allemand..done i—i—i sent 

absolument; aucune difference hein 

S5: il a eu la: gorge formee des le depart.. 

SI: ouais ouais-ouais... (SI, S5, III) 

'SI: an" I've got a fr—uh Bernard is—is bilingual from birth..S5: oh 

yeah? SI: an" his parents speak Swiss German to him..S5: he knows 

German?..yeah yeah SI: an' he learned French at school..well Vaudois b'cause— 

an" ya can"t tell the difference if he"s speaking Swiss German he"s got a good 

Swiss German accent S5: yeah 81: and if he"s speaking Vaudois you can't detect 
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a Swiss German accent..so he can't tell amy difference at all: S5: he had his 

throat formed from the beginning..Sl: yeah, yeah yeah" 

After he finished his formal schooling, he added English for professional reasons, 

including two months of formal instruction in the day program at CESL. 

Speaker 3 (S3) is a 26 year-old female, bom in the city of Neuchatel. raised in the 

village of Travers, and lived five years in La Chaux-de-Fonds as a young adult, all in the 

canton of Neuchatel. At the time of recording, however, she had been living in London 

for approximately the preceding five years. Speaker 3 also completed the Swiss 

Apprenticeship program but as a waitress, although, lacking a British work permit, she 

was at the time unemployed. Other than her required school German, she has a certain 

proficiency in Esperanto. Like her husband. Speaker 2. once she had completed her 

formal schooling and apprenticeship, she decided to study English for personal and 

professional reasons and spent a year in the CESL day program. Living in England. 

Speakers 2 and 3 both use English in the public sphere and French between themselves. 

Speaker 4 (S4) is a 37 year-old female, bom and raised in Geneva, canton of 

Geneva. At the time of recording, she had been living for three years in Tucson and was 

about to return to Geneva. After earning a doctorate in linguistics from the University of 

Geneva, she was conducting research as a post doc in psycholinguistics at the University 

of Arizona. Already proficient in English for the postdoc. during her time in Tucson she 

was using English predominantly, including at work and at home with her new American 

husband. 
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Speaker 5 (S5) is a 33 year-old female, bom and raised on a farm outside of the 

hamlet of Les Cullayes in the canton of Vaud. At the time of recording, she had been 

living in Tucson, Arizona, for the preceding eight years. Her professional training is as a 

lab technician, although she was not working at the time. As usual, she studied German in 

school. By the time of the recording, she and her American husband had gradually shifted 

over to usually speaking English together. With her two preschool children, however, she 

speaks e.xclusively French, and she and her children frequently spend summers with her 

family in Switzerland. 

Speaker 6 (86) is a 36 year-old female, bom and raised on a fami in the town of 

Saignelegier now in the canton of Jura. She has spent her adult life, however, in La 

Chaux-de-Fonds and now Neuchatel. where she currently lives. She completed secretarial 

school and then for professional reasons spent a year with a family in Germany. At the 

time of recording, she was temporarily between secretarial jobs. As a bilingual secretary, 

she uses both French and German in her work. In addition, she has traveled extensively 

using Esperanto. 

Speaker 7 (S7) is 64 year-old male, bom and raised in the village of Grandvaux. 

canton of Vaud. He has lived all his adult life in the town of La Tour-de-Peilz. canton of 

Vaud. He completed normal school and is a retired French and civics teacher from the 

trade school in neighboring Vevey. He has a reading knowledge of German and is 

proficient in Esperanto as well. He is married to Speaker 8. 

Speaker 8 (S8) is a 61 year-old female, bom and raised in Lausanne, capital of the 

canton of Vaud and the cultural capital of la Suisse romande. She has lived all her adult 
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life in the town of La Tour-de-Peilz. canton of Vaud. Like her husband. Speaker 7. she 

too completed normal school and is a retired elementary school teacher. She knows a 

little German and even less Esperanto. 

Speaker 9 (S9) is a 68 year-old male, bom and raised in Neuchatel. capital of the 

canton of Neuchatel. He lived in the village of La Sagne. Neuchatel. after completing 

normal school and before moving to La Chaux-de-Fonds. Neuchatel, where he has lived 

since 1976. He is retired from teaching elementary school, first in La Sagne and later in 

La Chaux-de-Fonds, and from directing the Esperanto Cultural Center, which he founded, 

but continues to direct the Center for the Documentation and Study of International 

Languages, also in La Chaux-de-Fonds. A late L2 Esperanto bilingual, he also is fluent 

in German and has very limited notions of written English. S9 is married to SIO. 

Speaker 10 (SIO) is a 67 year-old female, bom and raised in the village of La 

Sagne. canton of Neuchatel. where she lived until she and her husband. S9. moved to La 

Chaux-de-Fonds in 1976. She is a retired music teacher from the Conservatory in La 

Chaux-de-Fonds. Like her husband, she is a late L2 Esperanto bilingual but does not 

speak any other languages. 

Speaker 11 (SI 1) is a 64 year-old male, bom and raised in the community of La 

Tour-de-Peilz in the canton of Vaud. After his obligator}' schooling, he completed an 

apprenticeship as baker/pastr>' chef but afterwards opted for civil service instead, from 

which he has retired as a mailman. After his apprenticeship, he worked for a year in a 

baker>' in the Swiss German area, and retains but little of the language. He is married to 

Speaker 12 and is the father of S1. 
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Speaker 12 (SI2) is a 61 year-old female, bom and raised in Lausanne, capital of 

the canton of Vaud but since having married SI 1 has lived all her adult life in La Tour-

de-Peilz. After obligatory school, she apprenticed as a sales clerk; but since her marriage, 

she has worked part-time as a cleaning lady instead. Her only experience with other 

languages has been what German she studied in school and a few phrases of Esperanto, in 

deference to her son. SI. 

Speaker 13 (SI 3) is a 39 year-old male, bom and raised in the community of La 

Tour-de-Peilz, canton of Vaud. He has lived in Swiss German speaking Brig for the past 

13 years. After obligator}' schooling, he apprenticed as a precision mechanic, becoming 

an engineer with the Swiss National Railway. By self-report, even after this many years 

in a Swiss German environment, he still does not feel particularly comfortable with the 

language and will request to be addressed in French, not Swiss German, before 

maneuvering a train. This routine, however, may not be as much a question of safety or 

proficiency as one of general animosity toward what is perceived as the 'jibberish of a 

sub-standard dialect, not even a full-fledged language'. French continues to be the home 

language of SI 3. who is married to S14. S13 is also the brother of SI and the son of SI 1 

and SI2. 

Speaker 14 (S14) is a 36 year-old female, bom and raised in the community of La 

Tour-de-Peilz, in the canton of Vaud. Her father is Swiss German speaking and her 

mother is French speaking; French predominated at home. She has lived with her 

husband, SI3, in Swiss German speaking Brig for the past 13 years. After secondar>' 

school, she completed commercial school, where she trained as a medical secretary. 
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although she currently teaches French part-time, since they are now based in Brig. She 

feels more comfortable with the Swiss German situation than does her husband and it is 

she who helps their children with their German (and French) homework. 

2.1.5: Data Collection 

Given the ethical issues at stake in recording natural conversation, recording was 

done overtly with all speakers giving their written consent for their conversations to be 

recorded and used for research purposes. They were given the option of relistening to the 

tapes so that potentially sensitive parts would be edited out. None of the speakers availed 

themselves of this option. They were not informed of the exact nature of the research 

questions but were told only ver>' generally that the study would be looking at du parler 

romcmdfcimilier. le franqais de tons les jours 'informal Swiss French, everyday French'. 

.A.llusion was made, also only in a very general way. to problems with existing French 

textbooks in this country and their emphasis on bookish, school French. 

2.1.6: Equipment 

All conversations were recorded on standard size audiocassettes. using a small, 

portable cassette recorder connected to a table microphone with a five-foot range, which 

was placed visibly at the center of the table, approximately equidistant from all speakers. 

2.1.7: Location 

For reasons of practicality, of the seven conversations that make up this corpus of 

ESSF. the first three were recorded in the United States whereas the remaining four were 

recorded in Switzerland. Recording location is not tied to English proficiency or country 

of residence. 
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2.1.8: Setting or Context 

This section briefly describes the setting of context of each of the seven 

conversations. 

Conversation I (I) took place between SL S2. and S3. It was recorded over brunch 

at the home of S1 in Tucson, AZ, USA. during one of the periodic visits from S2 and S3. 

S1 and S2 have been very close friends since adolescence. Speaker 2 is married to 

Speaker 3. Speaker 3 is the daughter of a former colleague of Speaker 1 and was. herself, 

briefly a colleague of his. All three speakers have been good friends for a number of 

years now. All have also become late L2 English bilinguals during the years leading up to 

the recording. SI was the only speaker to engage in any codeswitching though, and for 

him ii was limited to narratives in which he was directing his assistants at work, a task he 

routinely carries out in English. I was present as a participant-observer for this 

conversation with my husband's friends and am an American, late L2 French bilingual. 

Speakers seemed to have no difficulty forgetting the recording equipment and the 

conversation unfolded in the informal vein that the recordings were intended to capture. 

Conversation II (II) took place between SI. S4, and S5. It was also recorded at the 

home of S5 in Tucson, over tea, shortly before S4"s return to Switzerland. SI and S5 

have known each other only since they have both been in Tucson and see each other 

periodically. SI and S5 had only a passing acquaintance with S4. who was better 

acquainted with me, who was also present as a participant-observer. S4 inquired about 

the possibility of spontaneous codeswitching, given that all present were bilinguals. The 

researcher expressed a preference for French but recognized that some codeswitching 
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might understandably occur. A small amount did, so it cannot be claimed that these 

speakers were 100% in their French mode with no English activation. French clearly 

seemed dominant and the limited codeswitching that occurred was confined to American 

topics. 

Conversation III (III) took place between SI, S5. and S6. It was recorded over 

dinner at the home of S5 in Tucson. SI and S6 have been friends since adolescence. SI 

and S5 have known each other only since they have been in Tucson. S5 and S6 are 

meeting for the first time. S6 was visiting during the return trip of her summer vacation. 

Once again, I was present, as was S5"s American, late L2 French bilingual husband as 

well as her early bilingual preschoolers. The conversation remained largely in French 

since S6 does not speak English. 

Conversation IV-A (IV-A) took place between SI. S7. and S8. It was recorded at 

the home of S7 and S8 over appetizers before SI and S7 went out for dinner. Because of 

the restaurant reservations, it is the shortest recording, lasting only about twenty minutes, 

in other words barely the time to forget about the recording equipment. SI recorded it on 

one of his infrequent trips back to Switzerland when there is only time to visit family and 

close friends. Since his adolescence, SI has viewed S7 as his mentor. SI first became 

acquainted with the family when S8 was a long-term substitute teacher for his class. This 

conversation stands apart from the others in its degree of formality, hypercorrection, 

and/or monitoring. Especially in comparison with the other conversations, this 

conversation definitely seems to have been influenced by some combination of the 

following factors: I) the short length of the recording; 2) prior experience with other 
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recording episodes and therefore perhaps differing expectations; 3) the fact that S7 and 

S8 are both school teachers, a profession frequently associated with upholding the 

linguistic norm^; 4) the teacher/mentor relationship originally existing between SI and 

the couple S7 and S8; and 5) the awareness that the recording was being made for 

vaguely defined linguistic purposes. Perhaps indicative of this last point is that at one 

stage of the conversation S7 launches into a spontaneous lecture on the histor>' of the 

French language. Later. SI noted that S7's vernacular tends not to be as vernacular as 

that of other speakers. In the end though. Conversation IV-A provided a useful 

counterpoint to the other conversations for purposes of comparing different tendencies in 

clitic morphologization. 

Conversation IV-B (IV-B) took place between SK S9. and SIO. It was recorded at 

the home of S9 and SIO. over the mid-day meal during S1 's trip. When S9 inquired 

whether French or Esperanto was being sought. SI clarified that it was French this time 

(on a previous occasion, the researcher had conducted a sociolinguistic interview in 

Esperanto with S9) and the recording gave every indication that all speakers were firmly 

in the French mode. There was minimal codeswitching even when the conversation 

turned to the Esperanto Center, and this from a speaker known for his seamless 

codeswitching between the two languages. S9 has known S1 both as a mentor and as his 

employer at the Esperanto Center, where SI ran the hotel-restaurant side of the operation 

while S9 directed the educational-cultural side. Although SIO played no official role at 

^ Ashby (1980), e.xamining a corpus of Parisian French, also remarks on the linguistic conservatism of 
teachers. 
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the Esperanto Center, she would frequently participate in activities and so she and S1 

know each other fairly well, even if not as closely as S1 and S9. 

Conversation V (V) took place between Sl.Sll. SI 2, S13. and SI 4. It was 

recorded at the home of S13 and SI4. around the table following the mid-day meal and 

continued over coffee in the living room when SI was back in the country for a visit with 

his family. Given the family reunion nature of the visit, a goodly amount of time was 

spent passing around pictures, as the two photographers, SI and SI3, each provided 

commentary on their own pictures. S13 also took to reminding the group of the presence 

of the recording equipment, chiding his wife (SI4) for not saying more and wondering in 

a humorous vein if they were going to be graded on their efforts. In spite of S 13's 

reminders, the conversation seems to have unfolded generally in the informal vein that 

the recordings were intended to capture, other than the possible exception of the effect his 

remarks had on limiting the amount of data from (SI 4). 

Conversation VI (VI) took place between S1, S2, S3. S11. and S12. It was recorded at 

the home of S11 and S12. over the evening meal, at a time when S1, S2 and S3 were all 

back in the country for a visit. S2 and SI 1 and S12 have known each other through SI for 

a number of years. S3 and SI 1 and S12 have been acquainted only more recently but 

even so know each other fairly well and this is not the first time they have been over to 

SI 1 and S12"s home. Since SI 1 and S12 speak no English and SI, S2, and S3 are French 

dominant, their English mode seems to be effectively shut down. Speakers had no 

difficulty forgetting the recording equipment and the conversation unfolded in the 

informal vein that the recordings were intended to capture. 
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2.2: Transcription 

This section breaks dovvn coding into a two-step process: first, the initial 

transcription of the recordings and ensuing modifications, and second, the coding per se. 

i.e.. the marking or tagging of the te.xt for analysis and the selection of untagged search 

categories. 

2.2.1: Initial Transcription 

The recordings were initially transcribed in standard orthography which was 

slightly modified in order to capture certain standard features of Spoken French, such as 

ya for il y a.jchsais pas for the spoken equivalent of the written je ne sais pas "I don't 

know", and / for il when preceding a consonant. The researcher transcribed the tapes 

showing speaker overlap, major prosodic information (emphatic loudness or slowness), 

and approximate pause length (short, medium or long, since pauses were not being 

measured in 10'*'^ of seconds). Unfortunately, when the original Word Perfect and Word 

files were converted to text files so as to be readable for WordSmith. some of the initial 

transcription practices such as underlining and italics were lost. 

2.2.2: Revised Transcription 

These text file transcriptions were futher revised to capture not just whether the 

clitic was phonetically reduced but to determine the exact nature of the reduction for 

purposes of analysis later (see Chapter 3). Thus j 'sais pas became jchsais pas. in a 

compromise between orality and readability, and according to the norms for writing the 

spoken language. 
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2.2.3: Final Selection of Spoken Texts 

In spite of initial concern over the amount and distribution of data, in the final 

analysis, all the data was used. This provides more than an ample number of finite verb 

tokens over all. But the more the categories are restricted, for example, only S 14"s 3P1. 

utterances that include a subject NP. the more problematic sample size can become. The 

presence of a subject NP is the factor that most severely reduces sample size because out 

of the over 13,000 finite verbs in the corpus, only slightly over 12% include a subject NP. 

Grammatical person is also a factor; ISg. and 3Sg. elicit more utterances than 2P1. and 

3P1. Finally, quite bluntly, some speakers talk more than others. Still, for the most part, 

this individual variability remained within in the realm of what might be expected, with 

the exception of S1. Due to the circumstances of the recording, SI appears in all seven 

conversations, on all six tapes. While this coincidence has enabled me to look at his 

pattern of speech accommodation, if his data had been taken whole, it would have risked 

skewing the overall findings. Therefore, I have reduced the weight of his scores by one-

sixth (the number of tapes) when I computed overall, corpus-level scores. This solution 

seemed preferable to arbitrarily eliminating data, especially since his participation in 

individual conversations was not usually disproportionate to that of the other speakers. 

Thus. Individual results reflect Si's total, individual data. Conversation results also 

reflect his total participation in any given conversation, but finally. Overall results report 

both raw totals (SI at full strength) and SI-adjusted totals (SI at 1/6"^ strength). 
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2.3: Coding 

2.3.1: Definitions of Terms 

Based on the findings from the corpus. I propose the following terminology in this 

dissertation. I will refer to the subject clitic "pronouns' as {subject) clitics or 

(inflectioncil) prefixes (e.g..ye-, tu-, il- etc.) and to the disjunctive pronouns as true, 

personal pronouns (e.g.. moi^ toi. lui, etc.). These revisions are justified because the 

clitics (most of which have already gone on in turn to become prefixes) are no longer 

pronouns and have been replaced by the true, personal pronouns (moi, toi. lui, etc.). 

which have spread to subject functions, in addition to their other roles. 

Secondly, The American Heritage Dictionary, compiled by a team of linguists, 

proposes the following definition of subject, "the noun, noun phrase, or pronoun in a 

sentence or clause that denotes the doer of the action or what is described by the 

predicate," {The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 1992. p. 1788). 

Cr>'stal adds, "While NP is the most typical formal realization of subject, other categories 

can have this function, e.g., clause (S-bar) as in That oil floats on water is a fact, and PP. 

as in Between 6 and 9 will suit me." (Crv'stal, 1993. p. 334). What is clear from both 

these statements is that the subject is a syntactic constituent that is separate from the verb. 

Trask adds that, "Subjects most typically exhibit a large number of grammatical, 

semantic, discourse properties," (Trask. 1993. p. 266). It is the grammatical properties 

that will be of most interest here. These include, following Keenan (1976. p. 320). the 

ability of subjects to be relativized, questioned, and clefted. These criteria yield the 

following results with regard to which elements are—and are not—subjects in French: 
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(2.1) Subjects in French 

(a) Relativization 

(i) Noun Phrase Subject 

ie chien qui aboie 

"the dog that barks" 

(ii) Noun Subject 

Jean qui beugie 

•John who's bellowing" 

(iii) True. Personal Pronoun Subject 

lui qui beugie 

"he who"s bellowing" 

(iv) Clitic/Inflectional Prefix of Person and Number/Gender on Verb 

**il qui beugie 

•*3Sg. vvho"s bellowing" 

(b) Questioning 

(i) Noun Phrase Subject 

il-aboie le chien? 

"is the dog barking?' 

(ii) Noun Subject 

i-beugle Jean? 

'is John bellowing?' 
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(iii) True. Personal Pronoun Subject 

i-beugle lui? 

"is he bellowing?' 

(iv) Clitic/Inflectional Prefix of Person and Number/Gender on Verb 

**i-beugle il? 

'*is 3Sg. bellowing?" 

(c) Clefting 

(i) Noun Phrase Subject 

c'est le chien qui aboie 

"it's the dog who's barking' 

(ii) Noun Subject 

c'est Jean qui beugle 

'it's John who's bellowing' 

(iii) True. Personal Pronoun Subject 

c'est ku qui beugle 

"it's he who's bellowing' 

(iv) Clitic/Inflectional Prefix of Person and Number/Gender on Verb 

**c'est il qui beugle 

•*it's 3Sg. who's bellowing' 

As we can see from these tests. NPs (whether nouns or pronouns) meet these syntactic 

criteria for subjecthood, whereas the inflectional prefixes of person and number/gender 
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on verb do not. We will see the impact that this distributional behavior has had on the 

typology of ESSF when I present the results of the corpus in Chapters 3-7. 

Finally, since my basic unit of analysis is the non-imperative, finite verb. I use 

utterance as a spoken equivalent of sentence, following point b in the definition proposed 

by Richards. Piatt, and Piatt (1992, p. 395): 

(2.2) Definition of an Utterance (Richards, Piatt, and Piatt, 1992. p. 395): 

"(in DISCOURSE) what is said by any one person before or after another 
person begins to speak. 
For example, an utterance may consist of: 
a one word, e.g. B's reply in: 

A; Have you done your homework? 
B: Yeah.' 

b one sentence, e.g. A's question and B's answer in: 
A: What's the time? 
B: It's half past five. 

c more than one sentence, e.g. A's complaint in: 
A: Look, I'm really fed up. I've told you several times to wash your 

hands before a meal. Why don't you do as you're told? 
B: But Mum. listen..." 

What this definition of utterance is lacking, however, is any specific reference to 

intonational features, which seem better captured via Chafe's (1994. p. 60) intonarion 

unit, which tend to display "a convergence of: 

(2.3) Definition of an Intonation Unit (Chafe. 1994. p. 60): 

(a) the pauses preceding and following it 

(b) the pattern of acceleration-deceleration 

(c) the overall decline in pitch level 

(d) the falling pitch contour at the end 

(e) the creaky voice at the end" 
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This definition of utterance with reference to the intonation unit seems to capture the bulk 

of the data but for those utterances that appear to include two finite verbs, each of those 

verbs is tallied separately. 

2.3.2: Coding Categories 

Using the following symbols: 

1) cl. = subject clitic, i.e.. inflectional prefix 

2) -V = verb stem 

3) S = Subject NP 

4) T = Topic NP 

and finally, in addition to the usual grammatical persons. 

5) 3Sg./lPl. = o«-: 

I set up a manually coded notebook with the following coding categories: 

1) cl.-V (I Sg.. 2Sg.. 3Sg.. 3Sg./l PI., 1 PL. 2P1.. 3P1.. c'est), 

2) Scl.-V (ISg.. 2Sg., 3Sg.. 3Sg./lPl.. IPl., 2P1.. 3P1.. Sc'est), 

3) TScl.-V (ISg.. 2Sg., 3Sg.. 3Sg./lPl.. IPl.. 2P1.. 3P1., TSc'est). 

4) cl.-VS (ISg., 2Sg., 3Sg., 3Sg./lPl.. IPl., 2P1., 3Pl., c'estS). 

5) cl.-VST(lSg.. 2Sg.. 3Sg.. 3Sg./lPl.. IPl.. 2P1.. 3P1.. c'estST), 

6) Scl.-VT(lSg.. 2Sg.. 3Sg.. 3Sg./lPl.. IPL. 2P1.. 3PL. Sc'estT), 

7) TScI.-VST (ISg.. 2Sg.. 3Sg., 3Sg./IPL, IPL. 2PL. 3PL. TSc'estST), 

8) _-V. 

9) S_-V (ISg., 2Sg., 3Sg.. 3Sg./lPL. IPL. 2PL. 3PL). 

10) _-VS, 
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11) s_-vs. 

12) Impersonals (/a//o/r. etc.). 

13) ya. 

14) Quantifiers. 

1 5 )  q i i i - W .  

16) Clefts'*, and 

17) Discourse markers {tu sais. etc. vs. parail-il, etc.). 

These categories were developed to assess the degree of clitic morphologization across 

number and person and in conjunction with the optional Subject NP and/or Topic NPs. 

Position of the optional Subject NP and/or Topic NP was also examined in light of two 

claims: 1) that null subject languages allow free Subject-Verb inversion, unrelated to 

interrogative formation (Chomsky. 1981), and 2) that Spoken French is moving away 

from SVO as its basic word order (Harris. 1978; Matthews, 1989, Nichols. 1992). 

Three categories of basic finite verbs produced no tokens. First. -V, as an 

independent category-, produced no tokens. But certain impersonal verbs, such as falloir. 

coded separately, did appear as -V. This pattern of results will be discussed in a special 

section. 4.2.3, on variable impersonal verbs. Second, TScl-VST may have seemed 

excessively referential. And third, all possible configurations of the IPl. remained blank, 

at the expense of 3Sg./lPl. instead, as will be discussed in the analysis chapters. Another 

categor\'. Clefts, although coded, will be analyzed at another time as they entail topics not 

directly addressed in this dissertation. Finally, a few additional categories had to be 

^ Initially coded but ultimately left for separate analysis. 
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added. The initial list of coding categories included Quantifier but that is the only subject 

NP that was specially identified. Ultimately, subject NPs were further classified as 

follows (in closed categories, only forms that actually occurred in the corpus are listed): 

1) True. Personal Pronouns 

moi, loi. liii, elle. qq. nous, voiis, eiix 

2) Demonstrative Pronouns 

celui, celle, ceicc 

3) Possessive Pronouns 

la mienne, le(s) ndtre(s) 

4) Proper Names 

Armcmd, La Chaicc-de-Fonds, La Migros, etc. 

5) Definite NPs 

son frere, la maman d Bernard, les chats, etc. 

6) Indefinite NPs 

un bouquin. une omelette, des chats, etc. 

7) Quantifiers 

beaucoup (NP). certains, chacun, chaque (NP). enormement. la majeure 

partie. n 'importe qui. personne. la plupart. quelqu 'un. rien. tout, le tout, tout 

le monde, tout(e) (s) (NP) 

8) Other 

id, aller sur I 'est, zero-vingt-et-un, des galas, qu 7 fassent abattre les grands 

arhres pour pas avoir les oiseaux, etc. 
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These additions were made in order to ascertain a clearer picture of the relationship 

between the subject NP and clitic morphologization. 

2.4 Analysis 

Once the recordings were transcribed and coded, a combination of the initial 

coding notebook and WordSmith Tools proved to offer the most effective system for 

analyzing the various categories. Results of the analysis are presented in percentages. 

2.4.1: Coded Notebook 

The coded notebook offered quick, big-picture views of the entire corpus, such as 

the total absence of nous as a Clitic. It ultimately proved surprisingly efficient for tallies 

by speaker and grammatical person/number. However, additional or more complex 

categories, such as Clefts. qui-W. Quantifiers, and Negatives, all seemed to be dealt with 

better through the lexical analysis program WordSmith. 

2.4.2: WordSmith Tools 

WordSmith Tools is a multifaceted computerized program for lexical analysis of 

linguistic corpora. I am grateful to Linda Waugh for bringing it to my attention and to 

Aaron Lawson for his time helping me through its initial quirks. It is a program designed 

to run on PCs 386 or higher, requiring at least 4Mb RAM and Windows 3.1 or higher. Its 

lexical analysis tools include Wordlist. Concord. Kej'words. Splitter, Text Converter, and 

Dual Text Aligner. For the present study, however, only Concord has been necessary. 

Concord allows a researcher to select texts for analysis as well as decide on how those 

texts should be sorted, what the left-right search horizons should be, and what word or 

tag to search on. When the search is run, the search words or tags appear aligned. 
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centered in the concordancer with a few words of surrounding context visible on either 

side of each token. The context can be expanded for a fuller view. Unrelated examples 

can be individually deleted and zapped as a group at the end of the search. Words or tags 

can be searched on individually or as one of a number of possibilities by separating them 

with a slash- Thus ifJe/j '/jch is selected as the search word, the concordancer will bring 

up any and all examples containing any of the various phonetic representations of je in a 

single search. Parts of words can also be searched on by adding an asterisk to indicate the 

unspecified continuation, so that the search on jch is more correctly indicated by jch*. 

reflecting the transcription of je ne sais pas as jchais pas. 

Once the final transcriptions were prepared and converted into text only format so 

as to be readable for WordSmith. 1 ran Wordsmith searches a conversation at a time on 

all of the residual coding categories. 

2.4.3: Percentages 

Results of the individual searches relating to each research question are reported 

in percentages, first, by Overall figures for the entire corpus, then by Conversation, and 

finally by Individual figures. Overall figures help us see the big picture of clitic 

morphologization and subject NP use in ESSF. Conversational scores help compare 

degrees of familiarity and formality. Conversation IV-A stands apart from the others in 

this respect, being notably more formal, or more monitored, than the other conversations, 

while at the same type serving as a basis of comparison for features that appeared in other 

conversations but not in it. Finally, Individual speaker analysis is particularly helpful in 

cases where that speaker differs either from the overall group or from others in the 
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particular conversation or from him-/herself in another conversation, and for determining 

change in progress. 

Since morphologization is not usually an all or nothing proposition, in those 

environments where morphologization has not yet reached 100% but is still very well 

advanced and close to categorical, I will invoke the 90% criterion. As Lehrer (p.c.) points 

out. in several types of language studies the 90% criterion is interpreted as categorical use 

of a rule. This is frequently true, for example, in first and second language acquisition 

studies. Brown's benchmark studies of first language acquisition considered a form 

acquired when it was used in 90% of the obligatory contexts (Brown. 1973). By 

extension, this same criterion has often been applied to the acquisition of second 

language forms (Dulay and Burt. 1974). Given the incremental nature of 

grammaticalization. as a change spreads through a language an envirorunent at a time, it 

seems appropriate to invoke the 90% criterion with regard to the degree of clitic 

morphologization in ESSF. Following language acquisition research and Posner (1997). 

who states that it is rare for an old form to completely fall away in actual practice, even 

after it is no longer truly productive, I will apply the 90% criterion as appropriate (in 

addition to full 100% morphologization). since it offers a concrete measure for 

determining when a change has, for all practical purposes, reached completion. The 90% 

criterion comes into play particularly when results are aggregated across the entire 

corpus. 1 routinely present both aggregated and disaggregated results though, because 

since I am exploring grammaticalization, disaggregated results allow one to focus on the 

detail of change in progress, while aggregated results allow one to see the big picture. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

THE SUBJECT CLITICS OF ESSF 

This dissertation aims to explore the status of two controversial elements of 

Ever\ day Spoken Swiss French (ESSF): subject clitics and subject NPs. Of particular 

interest is the degree to which the clitics may have morphologized onto the verb, thereby 

losing in the process their original s>Titactic and semantic roles. The possibility of 

morphologization of the clitics consequently raises the issue of what the current status of 

subject NPs might be. This chapter and the two that follow explore the clitics. This 

chapter presents the clitics of ESSF and their allomorphs, based on the corpus described 

in the previous chapter. In particular, this chapter will explore to what extent the clitics 

meet Schwegler's (1990) four morphophonetic criteria for affixhood: Are the clitics 1) 

unstressed. 2) without pauses between them and the adjoining morpheme. 3) subject to 

systematic allomorphy. and 4) triggering a reduction in the paradigm? Almost by 

definition, the clitics are unstressed and are not separated from their adjoining morpheme. 

Therefore, in what follows. I will examine their pattern of allomorphy and paradigmatic 

reduction. In the present study I will limit myself to exploring the morphologization of 

the subject clitics. I will not deal with the object clitics. Following Kayne (1975), I will 

assume that they already form a single element with the verb. As presented here in 

Section 1.5.1. Kayne shows through a series of distributional tests that the object clitics 

behave as a single unit fused with the verb, deleting or repeating along with the rest of the 

tensed verb (Kayne 1975. p. 95-98). Ashby (1977) and Auger (1994) also find that the 

object clitic has already fused with the verb, in France and Quebec respectively. 
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3.1: Overview Of Subject Clitics In Everyday Spoken Swiss French 

In the literature, the subject clitics have appeared under a number of guises, 

ranging from subject pronouns to agreement markers in Quebec French (Auger. 1993, 

1994) and nominal clitics in hexagonal French (Jakubowicz and Rigaut. 1997). 

Traditional grammarians tend not to question the status of these elements as anything 

other than subject pronouns. Because of this approach, they find that they frequently need 

to make an additional distinction. Thus, as noted earlier, they refer to the clitics as 

unstressed, weak, atonic, or conjunctive subject pronouns, in contrast with the true, 

personal pronouns of this study (discussed in Chapter 6 on Subject NPs), which they refer 

to instead as stressed, strong, tonic, or disjunctive pronouns. 

The tables below present the two categories in standard orthography. For clarity, 

a column for object affixes is included, even though they will not be addressed other than 

in passing in this study. The first table presents the familiar, reference or pedagogical 

grammar terms and their accompanying forms. The second table presents the forms of 

ESSF and their revised nomenclature, based on the findings from this corpus. 
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Table 3.1: 

Personal Pronouns and Stressed Pronouns of Reference Grammars 

Subject Personal Pronouns fObiect Pronouns) Stressed Pronouns 
ISs. je me moi 
2Sg. tu te toi 
3Sg. il. elle, ce. on le. la, lui. se lui. elle. (;a 
IPl. ; nous nous nous 
2P1.; vous vous vous 
3P1.; ils. elles les. leur eu.\. elles 
Loc. y 
Ouant. en 

Table 3.2: 

Inflectional Prefixes and True. Personal Pronouns of ESSF 

Inflectional Prefixes Obiect Affixes True. Personal Pronoun Subiects 
ISg. je- -me- moi 
2Sg. tu- -te- toi 
3Sg. il-. elle-. 9a- (~ce-). qui-, on- -le-. -la-, -lui". -se- lui. elle. 9a, qui. — 
IPl. : on- -nous- nous 
2P1.; vous- -vous- vous 
3P1.; ils-. elles- -les-, -leur- eux 
Loc. -y-
Ouant. -en-

Note in particular the symmetry between the subject clitics/inflectional prefixes 

and the true, personal pronouns in ESSF Table 3.2. There, each true, personal pronoun, 

including qa and qui. has a corresponding clitic or prefix. The only clitic that does not 

have an extant corresponding true, personal pronoun is the 3Sg. indefinite clitic, on-. 

where soi is no longer a viable option. In fact, soi, onj2if/7...(one. one does...) would 

most likely be interpreted as soit on fait X, soil on fail Y (either we do X or we do Y). In 

some cases, the clitic/affix and the true, personal pronoun share the same form (elle-. 
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qui-, va-. vous-) but differ by the other criteria discussed earlier (e.g. stress, pause, or 

placement). 

In the table of ESSF forms, the IPl. is of particular interest for the ongoing 

morphologization of the clitics and its resulting fallout on the rest of the system. There, 

the true, personal pronoun itself is still nous, although the corresponding clitic is on-. 

This development contrasts with the traditional table, where nous appears as the I PI. 

form in each of the three columns. 

Even the somewhat more conservative speakers in the corpus, aitemated between 

ce- and fo- with etre in those environments where the difference was discemable. in 

other words where the stem began with /-s/, as in future -sera and conditional -serait. 

Lawson (2000) found this same alternation in a corpus of French French that he analyzed 

and concluded that ce and ga were two allomorphs of a single form. In Quebec French. 

Auger (1994) also notes widespread use of ga- as a 3Sg.. yet prefixal qa is not included in 

traditional prescriptive and pedagogical grammars. Not even respected linguistic 

treatments such as Kayne (1975) address clitic, or prefixal. fa-. Although he includes it 

in an example illustrating the properties of middle se (Kayne, 1975, p. 398), (3.1). he 

does not elaborate on the inflectional status of qq-. 

(3.1) Inflectional Qa- in Kayne (1975, p. 398) 

(a) i. Qa. ca pourrait se dire de Jean. 

ii. Qa, ca pourrait se dire de moi. 

i./ii. That could be said of Jean/me. 
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(b) i. Ca. ca pourrait se dire a Jean. 

ii. ?Ca. ca pourrait se dire a moi. 

i./ii. That could be said to Jean/me. 

But in this corpus of ESSF. inflectional <^a- is high in frequency, with or without the 

pronominal subject in addition. 

Finally, based on a limited amount of positive evidence, this corpus shows that 

the 3PI., the true, personal pronoun eicx is gender-neutral in ESSF. Although an older 

edition of the conservative dictionary Larousse (1968. p. 358) explicitly includes mention 

of elles («ELLE...pr. pers. f. de la 3*^ personne du sing., fem. de //. liii || PI. elles. »), the 

gender neutrality of eia is attested for French generally by a more recent edition of the 

more contemporary Petit Robert (3.2). and specifically for Swiss French by 

Schwegler (1990) and native speaker report. (3.3). 

(3.2) Petit Robert (1989) 

(a) « LUI...Pronom personnel de la troisieme personne du singulier..." II. 

Pronom masculin (V. Elle. fem.; cux, plur.). • 1° Sujet. « Lui, machinalement, 

r e t o i i r n a i t  v e r s  l a  b a t t e u s e  »  ( Z O L A ) .  »  { P e t i t  R o b e r t .  1 9 8 9 .  p .  1 1 1 7 )  

(b) « ELLE...Pronom personnel feminin sujet (V. L) ou complement de la 

troisieme personne. « Madame n 'a pas soupe : elle n 'a pris que du the » 

(LACLOS). Elle arrive : elles arrivent [el2:aRiv]. Elle-meme, elles-memes. V. 

Meme. Je la vois, elle. V. La. Je les vois, elles. V. Lcs. Dites-le-lui, a elle. 

V. Lui. Dites-le-leur, d elles. V. Leur. Adressez-vous d elle. Ces bijoux sent d 

elle, sont les siens. Je suis content d 'elle. « Je n 'aimais qu 'elle au monde » 
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(Muss.). Les ruines que la giierre accumule derriere elle. 0 Fam. Designe 

rhistoire. le fait dont on parle. « Ah ! non, elle est trop drdle! Begayait 

Loiibet » (ZOLA). Elle est bien bonne ! Elle est raide, celle-la ! a HOM. Aile, 

ale. 

ELLEBORE... 

1. ELLIPSE... 

2. ELLIPSE... » {Petit Robert, 1989, p. 619) 

(c) EUX...Pronom complement prepositionel. forme tonique correspondant a lis 

(V. E), pluriel de lui (V. Lui). Je vis avec eux, chez eux. C 'est a ewe de parler. 

L 'un d'eux, I 'un d'entre eux. Nous pensons a eux. lis ont fait cela a eux deux. 

Eux-tnemes. V. Metne. 0 (xvi*^) Forme d'insistance. lis n 'oublient pas. eux. 0 

Comme sujet: Si vous acceptez, eux refuseront. « Eux, bien entendu. 

n avaient pas bronche » (LOTl). a HOM. Euh, heu, aiufs. {Petit Robert, 1989. 

p. 714) 

This entry in (3.2a. b. c) shows how for the subject function of the true, personal 

pronouns, contemporary French follows the linguistically unmarked pattern: in the 3'^'^ 

person, gender is distinguished in the singular but not in the plural. In the series of 

examples from the Robert, (3.2a), lui. refers to a feminine form and a (generic) plural 

form, but not feminine plural form; (3.2b). elle, never refers to a feminine plural 

equivalent to subject eia, nor is elles listed separately, as the succeeding entries skip from 

ellebore to ellipse', and finally, (3.2c) does not recognize a feminine pluriel subject form 

equivalent to eux. Schwegler (1990), also Swiss, concedes that a stressed subject elles 
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existed in Middle French but does not include it in his list of current forms. One of the 

speakers from the corpus, when queried about the possible existence of a feminine plural 

true, personal pronoun offered the following reaction, (3.3). 

(3.3) Eiix vs. ...? 

ben comme ya Ml" et "elle" singulier et pis 'ils" et "elles' pluriel...alors si t'avais 

plutot avec *lui" et •elle"...t"aurais par e.xemple "eu.\' et...? 

SI: mais eux c'est deja pluriel!...qu'est-ce qu'i cherche(nt) encore..eiilles ?! 

"well the way y'got "il" n* "elle' singular an' 'ils' an' 'elles' plural...so if ya 

had iui' an' "elle' instead...you'd have for instance "eux' an'...? 

SI: but eiLx's already plural!...what t(he)y lookin' for.. *eulles ?!' 

In his disbelief over the question, he creates a hypothetical feminine plural, *eulles to fill 

the gap in the paradigm. 

This response is interesting for a number of reasons. First, even in this 

metalinguistic context, the old stressed form elles is so thoroughly lost that it is 

unretrievable and a non-existent novel form is created instead. Second, as a result of the 

true, personal pronouns having assumed the role of subject NP (as we shall see in the 

second half of this dissertation), communicatively, elle and elles, both [el] phonetically, 

did not provide speakers sufficient semantic distinctiveness to be maintained, and so the 

marked member of the opposition {elles, 3F.P1.) lost out to the unmarked member {elle. 

3F.Sg.). The loss of elles has produced a net communicative gain, for now each true, 

personal pronoun is phonetically distinct from the others. Furthermore, as will be 

discussed in the first half of this dissertation, Lambrecht (1981), Schvvegler (1990) zind 
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this coqjus all attest to a weakening of clitic elles- in Swiss French. In light of what we 

have just seen with regard to the demise of stressed elles. it could be surmised that in the 

3 PL. the loss of the stressed, feminine elles and the concurrent gender-neutralization of 

the true, personal pronoun eiix is a (perhaps even the) contributing factor in the ongoing 

loss of gender in the 3 PI. subject clitics. 

To sum up this section then, the "subject pronouns" of traditional grammar are the 

(subject) clitics/prefixes in ESSF whereas the 'stressed, strong, tonic, or disjunctive 

pronouns* of traditional grammar have become the only true, personal pronouns in ESSF. 

From the perspective of the traditional terminology, it is as if the (subject) clitics and the 

true, personal pronouns were two different manifestations of the same type of element. 

As we will see, the results presented in the next chapters will cast serious doubt upon 

such a classification. 

In contrast with the pedagogical or bon usage grammarian approach, linguists 

have tended to classify the unstressd forms as clitics, not pronouns. They have focused on 

distributional differences that show a concomitant decrease of independence and increase 

in bondedness to the following verb, as was reviewed in Chapter 1. However, since clitics 

by definition occupy a sort of middle ground, being neither fully free nor fully bound, 

linguists, perhaps influenced in part by tradition and their own literacy, have continued to 

view them as some sort of pronominal material. Over the course of the 20'^ century 

though, isolated voices (Vendryes 1921. von Wartburg 1988, Sauvageot, 1962. Bally 

1965) began remarking that these clitics were actually looking increasingly like affixes in 

some varieties. The movement began gaining strength in the final quarter of the century 
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with Ashby 1977 and his study on clitic inflection. It intensified throughout the 1990s 

joined by new voices such as Roberge (1990). who placed the Quebecois subject clitic in 

Intl. in the syntactic tree, although still treating it as the subject; Auger (1993). who 

showed the clitics to be agreement markers in Quebecois; and Nadasdi (1995), following 

Roberge and Auger, who drew parallels between acquisition and attrition of inflectional 

morphology and the use of the clitics in Quebecois by different groups of bilinguals. 

Although the term clitic covers both subject and object clitics, the present study 

will examine only subject clitics, in other words, the emerging prefix that now serves to 

mark person and number and/or gender on the verb in ESSF. Additionally, the 

surrounding phonetic environment conditions the actual allomorphic variant of the clitic 

that occurs in any given context. Therefore, each of the eleven clitics of ESSF will be 

presented both according to their person and number and/or gender features and the 

systematic phonetic reductions that they undergo. 

3.2: ISg. 

First person singular is expressed by a single clitic, conventionally written as je. 

In speech, however, this single form subdivides into three allomorphs. The first, a full-

form. is a lax, voiced, palatal fricative followed by schwa. It generally occurs in slower, 

more careful speech, (3.4a). 

(3.4) ISg. Full Form [za] 

(a) ie pen:se que oui (S2,1) 

•(I) thi:nk so.' 



(b) je_vois..hagis.. (S3.1) 

•(I) see..hagis.." 

It can. however, occur even in rapid speech, to highlight a crucial point in a narrative, 

(3.4b). 

The second allomorph. a reduced form, maintains the lax. voiced palatal fricative 

but loses the schwa, as this variant occurs routinely before following vowels. (3.5a). In 

more rapid speech, this reduction occurs before other voiced consonants as well, whether 

they be the inititial consonant of the verb-stem, (3.5b), or of the next elite, an object 

clitic. (3.5c). 

(5) 1 Sg. Reduced. Voiced Allomorph [z] 

(a) i'aimerais bien y aller la-bas une fois (S1.1) 

•(I)M like to go there sometime." 

(b) et la i'vois le—un petit restaurant..ces petits restaurants qui font a manger que 

la joumee..jusqu'a-jusqu'a hui--six heures huit heures..t'sais..i font qu'en 

ioumee..j'uis.. « i'v'aller »..i'v'--vers midi i'dis...ie vois..hagis...i'uis..« i'vais 

essayer »... (S3, I) 

'an' there (I) see th'—a little rest'rant..one o" those little rest'rants that's 

just open in the daytime..just till ei—six "r eight..ya know..they're only open 

for the day..(an') (I) sav to 'm..'(n'm gonna go..' (an') (1) g—"round 

lunchtime (I) said...(and") (I) see..Hagis...an" (0 tell 'm.."(n'm gonna give it a 

try..." 
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(c) i'me casse..crrc.. (S3.1) 

•(I)"m outta here...crrc.." 

In (3.5b). notice also the fusion that has occurred in je lui dis>j "uis between the voiced 

allomorph and both the voiced object clitic and stem consonant that follow. The reported 

speech that follows serves to confirm that these two fused tokens are actually derived 

from orthographic je lui dis. 

The third allomorph. also a reduced form, once again loses the schwa but in 

addition, here the palatal fricative devoices, but remains lax, in more rapid speech before 

a following voiceless consonant, whether before the initial voiceless consonant of the 

verb-stem. (3.6a). or the object clitic, (3.6b). 

(3.6) ISg. Reduced. Voiceless Allomorph [s] 

(a) bah ichsuis content.. .(I.S 1) 

"well. (I)"m glad...' 

(b) alors j'dis «si tu fais comme 9a...»..t-tch-jt-j'dis «si tufais 9a...pour les gens 

d'ici... icht'laisse plus travailler dans cette cuisine...» (S3.1) 

'an* so (I) say "if (you) do like that..."..y-y(I)-(I)'m t-(I) say.."if (ya) do 

that...for the people here...{I) won't ever let you go back in that kitchen..." 

(c) mais icht'dis...c'etait le machin..t'avais de I'espace comme 9a... (SI, I) 

'but (I)'m tellin" ya...with that thing..(ya) had tha:t much room...' 

In (3.6b). notice also the production difficulties S3 experiences in her false start, where 

she is coming off the voiceless tu fais^ trying to select between the voiceless j'chi 'dis, 

similar to (3.6c), and the voicedJ'dis that she finally selects, as she realizes that now she 
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is narrating to her audience, not addressing her kitchen help. Her difficulties may be 

further aggravated if she is anticipating the upcoming, voiceless Jcht 'laisse. 

3.3: 2Sg. 

Second person singular is also e.xpressed by a single clitic, conventionally written 

as III. The spoken language shows that it has two allomorphs: First, the full-form that 

generally occurs before consonants of the verb-stem. (3.7a). or of the object clitic. (3.7b). 

(3.7) 2Sg. Full Form: [tii] 

(a) tu veux encore un peu? (S2,1) 

•(you) want some more?" 

(b) tu tTappelles avec c'tte connerie? (S1.1) 

•d"(ya) remember that mess?' 

Second, the reduced form generally precedes vowels, either of the verb-stem itself, (3.8a) 

or of a reduced object clitic. (3.8b). 

(3.8) 2Sg. Reduced Allomorph: [t] 

(a) t'as dit pour toi-meme ou bien ? (S2. I) 

•(you) said for yourself, right T 

(b) parce que lui..on causait des choses et d'autres mais enfin quand t'ui disais 

que(l)que chose.. (SI. I) 

•"b'cause with him..(we)"d talk about one thing an' another but when (ya) 

told "m something..." 

(c) t"fais une saloperie comme 9a... (S3,1) 

"if (you) make slop like that..." 
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(d) et i faisait comme t'l'demandais... (SI. I) 

"an" (he)'d do it the way (you)"d asked'm to...' 

In fast speech, the reduced form can also precede the initial consonant of the stem, (3.8c). 

or object clitic, (3.8d). The discourse markers in (3.9) can also appear with full. (3.9a.c). 

or reduced forms, (3.9b,d). 

(3.9) 2Sg. Discourse Markers 

(a) SI : parce qu' il avait engage un gaillard une fois que..qui fsait pas le pain 

comme i faut... 

S3 : au Cafignon..tu sais... 

SI : i s'appelait Tchaikovsky... (SI. S3.1) 

"SI: b'cause (he)'d hired a guy once who didn't make the bread right... 

S3: at the Cafignon..(y") know... 

SI: his name was Tchaikovsky...' 

(b) ben tuvois ou j'etais done..vers le Tribunal Federal... (SI. I) 

"well, (you) know where (I) was right..by the Supreme Court...' 

(c) ben t'sais c'est vite loin hein (S2,1) 

"well, (ya) know, it goes fast huh' 

(d) 9a c'est clair qu'on mange d'enormes quantites t'vois ahhh! (S3, I) 

"well, then, sure (ya) gotta eat tons (ya) know ahhh!' 

The full form may be more common utterance-initially for turn-taking and the reduced 

form utterance-finally, although this does not necessarily seem to be the case for S2. In 
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t vois the reduction seems to simultaneously entail a certain weakening of the v almost to 

a [vv], 

3.4: 3Sg. 

The situation becomes much more complex in the 3Sg. Under this rubric, there are 

fue clitics, conventionally written as //. elle. qa. qui. and on. each with its own series of 

allomorphs.. In addition to person, these clitic encode gender and/or number, at least to a 

degree. 

3.4.1: //-

The unmarked member of the group. // encodes 3Sg. masculine, neuter, and. 

according to Matthews (1988). feminine to an increasing degree as well, although this 

trend is not apparent in the corpus. In speech, its allomorphs are: [i] before a consonant. 

(3.10). and [il] before a vowel. (3.11). 

(3.10) 3Sg.M./N. Pre-consonantal Allomorph: [i] 

ou i voulait pas faire rarmee... (S3,1) 

"or (he) didn' wanna do the army...' 

(3.11) 3Sg.M./N. Pre-vocalic Allomorph: [il] 

mais non..il a—hhh—^il_a pas voulu refaire... (S3,1) 

"but no..(he) di—hhh—(he) didn' wanna try'm again..." 

For number marking in ESSF. see also the discussion of 3P1. 
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3.4.2: elle-

Marked in comparison with //. elle encodes 3Sg.F. Its full form is given in (3.12). 

Elle does not reduce as consistently as //. but when it does, it follows the same phonetic 

pattern. Elle reduces to [e] before a consonant. (3.13), and maintains its full-form, [el], 

before a vowel, (3.14). 

(3.12) 3Sg.F. Full Form: [el] 

et pis elle descend...(S3.1) 

"an' then (she) goes down..." 

(3.13) 3Sg.F. Reduced Pre-consonantal Allomorph: [e] 

e doit etre fran9aise d'origine celle-ci...(Sl. I) 

"that character's gotta be French...' 

(3.14) 3Sg.F. Pre-vocalic Allomorph: [el] 

elle aimait bien les to:asts... (S3,1) 

"(she) liked (French) toast a lot...' 

For these speakers, 1 believe that e- is the only 3Sg.F. reduced, pre-consonantal 

allomorph. The a- that Lambrecht (1981) and Schwegler (1990) and others mention does 

not seem to occur. 

3.4.3: ca-

A versatile referential neuter, fa maintains its full-form before consonants, 

(3.15a). and before vowels in slower speech, (3.15b). However, in more rapid speech, 

particularly preceding another a, the two vowels may fuse, (3.16). 
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(3.15) 3Sg.N. Full Form: [sa] 

(a) non mais ca va: ou bien ?! (S3,1) 

•c"mon..give me a break !' 

(b) ah bon.J'etais sure que ca existait toujours... (S8. IV-A) 

"oh really..(I) was sure (it) slill e.xisted..." 

(3.16) 3Sg.N. qa Fused with Following a: [s] 

et c:'avait tout gicle sur les tnanteau.x de fourrures... (SI. I) 

"an" (it) all splattered all over the fur coats...' 

3.4.4: aiii-

Oiii is not traditionally considered a subject clitic but this corpus strongly suggests 

the possibility of a clitic qui in ESSF. This clitic, or inflectional qui. is distinct from 

subject NP qui. In addition to being unstressed and being produced in a single breath unit 

\\ ith the adjoining verb-stem, inflectional qui undergoes systematic phonetic reduction, 

similar to what we have just seen with other clitics. Generally, the full-form qui appears 

before a consonant, (3.17). 

(3.17) 3Sg. Inflectional qui Pre-consonantal Allomorph : [ki] 

le patron qui rn'reearde.. « .. (SI, I) 

"the boss looks at me.."...' 

Even before a consonant, the full form can reduce to such a point in rapid speech that the 

[i] is lost entirely, transcribed as qu(i)'V. (3.17). 
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(3.18) 3Sg. Inflectional qui Reduced. Pre-consonantal Allomorph ; [k] 

c'est quelqu'un qufiVs'donnait de la peine (S3.1) 

"she was someone who went to a lot of trouble..' 

Before a vowel, however, the [i] of clitic qui frequently reduces to a glide, transcribed as 

quiyV. (3.19). or to zero, (3.20). as just seen above in (3.18). 

(3.19) 3Sg. Inflectional qui Pre-vocalic Glide ; [kj] 

il I'avait passe dedans encore I'ancienne etamine quivetait un peu jaune mais enfin 

quivetait encore tout a fait propre mais quivavait pris la couleur avec I'age (S1,1) 

"(he) strained it again in the old cheesecloth that was a little yellow but was 

still perfectly clean an" had just yellowed with age...' 

(3.20) 3Sg. Inflectional qui Reduced. Pre-vocalic Allomorph: [k] 

et pis c'est Kolman qu(i)'est alle dire a Claude-Andre... (S3.1) 

'Kolman was the one (who) went an" told Claude-.Andre..." 

If one can judge by the pun in (3.21). it would appear that the reduction of [i] to zero 

when inflectional qui occurs pre-vocalically is not some random speech error but is a 

systematic part of the grammar. 

(3.21) -Qu'est-ce (que) 9a fait un nain boulanger? 

—Jchsais pas. 

~Ca fait un agenda. 

—Pourquoi ? 

~Parce(que) 9a fait un petit calepin. / un petit qu(i)'a le pain. (SI, ~) 
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In ever>day speech, a little notepad (z/« pelit calepin) is indistinguishable from a little 

guy who's got the bread (un petit qu(i) 'a le pain), or a midget baker {un nain boidanger). 

This reduced pre-vocalic allomorph of inflectional qui seems to offer 

incontrovertible evidence that inflectional qui is not underlyingly qu 'il. as Frei (1993) has 

argued. Pre-consonantally. qui versus qu 'il are identical in speech. Therefore. (3.17). 

repeated here as (3.22a) could underlyingly be either (3.21a) or (3.21b). 

(3.22) qui or qu 'il ? 

(a) le patron qui me regarde.. « .. (SI, I) 

"the boss looks at me.."..." 

(b) le patron qu'il me regarde 

'the boss [that (he)] looks at me.."..." 

Pre-vocalically. however, it becomes clear that qui is distinct from qu 'il. If underlyingly. 

qui were really qu'il. then the listener would anticipate the [il] allomorph and not the [i] 

one. pre-vocalically. In the baker riddle, this would yield un petit qu 'il a le pain, and the 

pun would fall flat. Even pre-vocalically. qui stays [ki]. and does not become [kil] the 

way it would if qui were actually qu 'il in disguise. 

Inflectional qui may have a final allomorph transcribed as c 'qui as in (3.23). 

(3.23) 3Sg. Inflectional qui c 'qui Allomorph: [ski] 

tu les paies presque 16£ hein..c'quivest cher he'm..euh c'est cher hein pour un 

steak en Angleterre... (S3. 1) 

"(ya) pay nearly 16£ for "m..huh..(that)'s expensive h\ih..ooouu (that)'s a lot 

for a steak in England..." 
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It seems to function as an independent finite utterance, set off as it is by hein on either 

side, and in between the two other utterances on the same theme. 

Finally and most importantly perhaps, inflectional qui is not just some random 

production problem. In this corpus, it seems as fully integrated into the language as any 

of the more generally agreed upon subject clitics. The examples in (3.24) show how it 

can function just as any other freestanding finite unerance. 

(3.24) Inflectional qui in ESSF 

(a) oh et pis Tautre trou du cul la qui m'a telephone a sept heures du matin... 

(S2,1) 

"oh an" then that other asshole goes an" calls me at seven in the morning...' 

(b) des fois des gens qui v'naient taper a la porte... (SI, I) 

"an" sometimes people'd come an" knock on the door..." 

(c) mais personne qui vest la pour lui montrer... (S3. 1) 

'but no one's there to show her..." 

The Swiss novelist Ramuz is known for his oral style. He places an inflectional qui 

utterance in the mouth of one of his characters at a key point in the action in Derborence, 

(3.25). 

(3.25) « Les Diablerets qui sont venus en bas ! » (Ramuz, Derborence. 1988, p.66) 

"The Diablerets"ve collapsed!' 

In (3.25). as well as in (3.22a) and (3.24a) inflectional qui seems to highlight the action 

that is being announced. 
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Finally, inflectional qui shows a tendency toward morphological invariability, 

limiting itself to person forms. (3.26). 

(3.26) Inflectional qui as 3'^'' Person Prefix 

(a) et la cle? 

S1: c'est moi qui I'a 

"an" the key? SlrTvegotit" 

(b) ?c"est moi qui I'ai 

This morphologized form contrasts with the traditional 1^' person form in (3.26b). 

Other characteristics of inflectional qui will be touched on in the discussion of the 

corpus results. Possible connections between inflectional qui and quantifiers will be 

addressed in the discussion of subject NPs, in Chapter 6. 

3.4.5: on-

On is the traditional indefinite, deriving from homo, man of Latin, which took on 

the meaning of one. as with Mann of German. On has not lost its impersonal function in 

the spoken language, but as Waugh (p.c.) and this corpus suggest, it is under siege, not 

just numerically as will be discussed later in the chapter, but from competing 2Sg. 

indefinite. (3.27). 

(3.27) si tu f—on fait de plus gros trues (S4, II) 

"if (ya) m—one makes bigger ones.." 

The semantic bleaching of its indefinite meaning follows logically in approaches that no 

longer see clitics as autonomous personal pronouns with particular kinds of semantic 

content but as elements that are well on their way to becoming affixes instead, in other 
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words pieces of morphology with a new semantic role to fill, a more general one. See the 

discussion on the IPl. below for discussion of a "markedness reversaP in the basic role of 

on (L.W., p.c.). The examples below all represent clear-cut cases of indefinite use. where 

the speaker cannot be interpreted as being included as part of on. In (3.28). S3 distances 

herself from the one who had been entrusted with preparing the ill-fated soup. In (3.29). 

S8 is Vaiidoise and therefore would presumably not use expressions from the cantons of 

Neuchatel or Valais, except as borrowings. S7 conclusively marks outside reference in 

(3.29), although perhaps somewhat less so in (3.30). 

On has two allomorphs: a nasalized o. [6], before an initial consonant of the verb-

stem. (3.28) and the nasalized o plus dental, [on], before a vowel-initial verb-stem, (3.29) 

or a geminate (3.30). These two allomorphs are transcribed as on and orm. respectively. 

(3.28) 3Sg.Indef Pre-consonantal Allomorph : [o] 

en disant qu'alors mon pauvre ami qu'on fait des soupes aussi i/e'gueulasses que 

ca..on ferait mieux de rien faire...(S3.1) 

"believe me..if one makes soups as disgusting as that..one would be better off 

not making anything at all..' 

(3.29) 3Sg.lndef Pre-vocalic Allomorph: [on] 

[des mots...] ..mais qu'onn utilisera de Neuchatel ou d'Ober Wallis... (S8. IV-A) 

[words...] "..but that one will use in Neuchatel or Ober Wallis..." 

(3.30) 3Sg. Indef. Geminate Allomorph: [on] 

onn nouszattend... (S7, IV-A) 

"they're waiting for us...' 
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In contrast with what happens in the other persons, when the object clitic lui follows 

indefinite on. lui does not seem to reduce or fuse with on, and therefore does not provide 

a corresponding pre-vocalic environment. (3.30) with object clitics. 

(3.30) on les rencontre aussi dans certaines parties de la France...(S7. IV-A) 

"one also encounters them in certain parts of France..." 

The fact that indefinite on is the only clitic not to have a corresponding, extant subject NP 

and that the object clitic does not seem to reduce in conjunction with it may be related to 

the endangered status of indefinite on in ESSF. 

3.5: IPl. 

The reader may have noticed two potentially surprising things when the subject 

clitics in this study were first listed in Table 3.2. First, nous did not appear on the clitic 

list, and. second, on appeared twice, as 3Sg. and IPl. While I had initially allotted a page 

in the coding notebook for a subject clitic nous, once the entire corpus had been coded, 

that page remained blank, lacking even a single entr>'. Thus, at least for this corpus of 

ESSF. the class of subject clitics will not be taken to include nous. Simultaneously, 

however, it may be safely assumed that the language would not have entirely lost its 

semantic concept of IPl. Indeed, the corpus shows this to be the case. Almost 

immediately, an additional page had to be added to the coding notebook, as it became 

apparent that form alone could not be the sole determinant of where utterances containing 

on should be coded (see discussion of 3Sg. indefinite on. in section 1.3.5 above). 

Semantically IPl. tokens of on needed to be distinguished from semantically 3Sg. 

indefinite cases of on. Appearances of the 3Sg. form in this corpus are deceiving; what 
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appears to be a 3Sg. form, is the only way that the semantic category of 1 PI. is ever 

expressed in this corpus. 

The fact that on. with its suffi.xless verb-stem. [6-parl]. is the only way speakers in 

this corpus express the concept of 1 PI. with the verb stands in sharp contrast with the 

situation in the written language where IPl. is still expressed by the subject clitic nous 

and its suffixing verb, [nu-parl-6]. in all but the most informal writing. TTiis finding 

constitutes clear evidence in favor of four hypotheses regarding the nature of French 

today. First, and perhaps most importantly for the present study, it exemplifies the drift 

toward morphologized, prefixal inflection, at the expense of the old suffixal pattern. 

Second, it lends strong support to Waugh's (p.c.) hypothesis of a reversal in the 

markedness relations in the semantics of on. As Waugh (1982, p. 310) explains in a 

discussion of markedness relations, 'the markedness relation between the two choices is 

the same, but the opposition itself, since it is defined by the mark, may indeed be 

changing. It remains to be seen if the markedness relation itself may actually be reversed 

over time." In this particular case, the semantic shift appears to have led to two separate 

but related reversals: 1) the markedness reversal between on and tu as to which is used 

more for the indefinite. Historically it was on but that is now losing out to tu because of 

2) the markedness reversal between two different uses of on. Historically, the impersonal 

use was favored but that is now losing out to on as the 1 PI. morpheme, while clitic nous 

has been lost in this function (at least in this corpus), although nous is retained as the true, 

personal pronoun and the object clitic. Together, these are both examples of further 

grammaticalization of the clitics, or in other words, how grammatical categories evolve in 
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terms of their grammatico-semantic functions. Third, these findings reinforce Lodge's 

(1993) discussion of developing diglossia between the spoken and written varieties of 

modem French today. Fourth and finally, they provide further evidence that nous no 

longer exists as a subject clitic in the spoken language. 

In addition to clear-cut cases of 3Sg. indefinite or 1 PI., a sizeable number of on 

tokens, close to 15% (see section 2.3 for details), defies easy classification as either 

impersonal or IPl. These vague uses constitute the third group of on tokens in the 

corpus. 

At the present time, all three uses seem to coexist relatively harmoniously for speakers, as 

the examples in (3.3 la) and (3.3lb) show. Although, as we will see later, the native 

speaker may well be interpreting these presumably vague cases as unquestionable 

instances of the 1 PI. semantically. 

(3.31) Co-existence of3Sg. Indefinite and IPl. on 

(a) ouais-ouais..parce(q)ue moi on m'a <Indef..> fait legaliser le mariage par 

rambassade...parce qu'on s'est <1P1.> marie ici et qu'onn a <1P1.> fait 

legaliser le mariage par I'ambassade... (S4. II) 

*yeah..'cuz for me they had me authenticate the wedding through the 

embassy...b'cause (we) got married here..an' had the wedding authenticated 

by the embassy...' 

(b) i faut qu'onn y aille <lPl.>..onn nouszattend <Indef.>... (S7. IV-A) 

'(we)"d better get going..they're waiting for us...' 
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Note that not only do indefinite and IPl. on co-exist in the same corpus, but actually 

within the same speaker and within the same extended utterance. Despite the apparently 

harmonious co-existence of the two forms in (3.31). the pun in (3.32). kindly shared with 

me by Aloys Grandjean. indicates that the balance may be tipping in favor of the IPl. as 

the basic interpretation, as predicted by Waugh's markedness reversal. 

(3.32) au restaurant c'est affiche...« Ici on parle toutes les langues ! »...aiors les 

clients..les touristes i viennent et i commandent chacun dans leur langue..mais sans 

succes..alors que finalement yena un qui rouspete.. « mais c'est marque qu'ici on 

parle toutes les langues...»...le patron qui repond...« pas moi..les clients ! » 

The word play here exploits the full range of meaning from the indefinite to the 1 PI. via 

the vague in between, as to who it is who speaks all languages: the owner or the 

customers. But in the end. the punch line depends on reverting to the traditional, now 

marked. 3Sg. impersonal meaning, in contrast with the now unmarked IPl. interpretation 

that had been anticipated. 

Despite its semantic evolution, at the level of form. IPl. on displays the same 

allomorphs as its 3Sg. impersonal counterpart, with the exception of the geminate. The 

first possible geminate (e.g. on nouszattend, as in (3.28) above) is logically impossible 

since it is semantically impersonal rather than 1 PI. The second possible geminate (e.g.. 

hypothetically, on n 'a pas fait) does not seem to occur in the corpus, given the limited 

number of negatives containing ne. especially in those environments where 

morphologization is already complete. The examples in (3.32) and (3.33) review these 

allomorphs but illustrated with tokens that are, semantically, clear-cut cases of the IPl. 
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Therefore, some examples need a somewhat enlarged context in order to conclusively 

determine the I PI. reference. 

(3.33) IPl. Pre-consonantal Allomorph : [6] 

(a) before consonant-initial verb-stem : 

S2 : tu veux encore un peu? 

51 : non..vaszy..non..proriteszen.. 

52 ; on partaee ? (I) 

"82: (ya) want some more? SI: no..go ahead..no..help yourself...S2: (we) 

can share?" 

(b) before consonant-initial object clitic : 

moi j"ai un couteau..tu veux encore un peu?...on I'partage... (S2.1) 

'I've got a knife..(ya) want some more?..(we)"ll share it...' 

(3.34) IPl. Pre-vocalic Allomorph: [on] 

(a) before vowel-initial verb-stem : 

onn aura aussi des oeufs... (S2,1) 

'(we)" 11 have eggs too...' 

(b) before vowel-initial object clitic : 

52 : c"tte annee on va..en Afrique du Sud... 

53 : onn en mangera aussi des ceufs... (I) 

*52 ; this year (we)'re going to..South Afi-ica...S3 : (an' we)'ll eat eggs 

too...' 
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In the actual conversation, the semantic concept of IPl. is set up by S2 in (3.33b). and is 

tlien immediately followed by (3.33a). 

In conclusion, then, just as with the other 1^' and 2"'' person subject clitics. IPl. is 

expressed by a single subject clitic, conventionally written as on. 

3.6: 2P1. 

Second person plural/ formal singular is also encoded by a single subject clitic, 

conventionally written as voiis. The spoken language shows that it has four possible 

forms. Both the full-forms and the reduced forms have pre-consonantal and pre-vocalic 

variants. 

(3.34) 2P1. Full. Pre-consonantal Allomorph : [vu] 

(a) before consonant-initial verb-stem : 

non mais: vous r'gardiez un peu..trop souvent en arriere de—du cote de notre 

voiture (SI. I) 

"no bu:t (you) kept looking back a little..too often tow—toward our car..." 

(b) before consonant-initial object clitic : 

ouais-.j'ai—jou—vousm euh j—vous m'manquez... (SI, I) 

•yeah..y—yie—I m—euh—y— (I) miss you guys...' 

(3.35) 2P1. Full, Pre-vocalic: [vuz] 

(a) before vowel-initial verb-stem : 

j'dis «vouszavez pas—vous2avez que marquer!.. ya du papier! » ..j'dis.. « 

vouszavez qu'a vous renseigner... » (S3,1) 
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*(an" I) go "(ya) don't haft—all (ya) hafta do is write it down!..there's 

paper!'..an' (I)'m like..'all (ya) gotta do is ask...' 

(b) before vowel-initial object clitic : 

si:h:h: vous en avez... (SI. I) 

"if:f:f: (you) have some..." 

(3.36) 2P1. Reduced, pre-consonantal : [v] 

(a) before consonant-initial verb-stem : 

52 : vous faitez quoi?—v'fou—vous fai~ 

53 : v'foutez quoi la? 

S2 : cinq heures du 

matin..tu vois ou quatre heures du matin..v'foutez quoi ici? (I) 

•S2: what're (you) doesing?—what th—what're (you) do—S3: what the 

hell are (you) up to there? S2: five in the momin'..(ya) know or four in the 

momin'..what the hell are (you) up to here?...' 

(b) before consonant-initial object clitic ; 

ouais mais v'l'avez pas trouve? (S2.1) 

•yeah but (ya) didn' find il?...' 

(3.37) 2P1. Reduced, pre-vocalic : [vz] 

(a) before vowel-initial verb-stem : 

est-ce(q)ue vzavez des problemes dans la region? ou pas? (SKI) 

'are (you) having problems in the area ? or...?' 
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(b) before vowel-initial object clitic : 

j'm'en souviens que vzenavez parle un jour 

•(1) remember (you) talked about that one time../ 

•Although SI. S2. and S3 are good friends and use the informal 2Sg.individually among 

themselves, the examples above come from the reported speech of narratives they tell 

about encounters in restaurants (3.35) and with police officers due to the irregular 

working hours of SI and S2. (3.34), (3.36). and (3.37). Of note is (3.36). where a certain 

amount of devoicing occurs particularly throughout the repeated false starts. 

3.7: 3P1. 

Once again, just as with 3Sg.. 3P1. distinguishes for gender, in addition to person and 

number. Because of this added feature, the situation is more complex than in the 1^' and 

2"'' persons with their single subject clitic. Nonetheless, 3P1. with its two subject clitics 

(and their allomorphs) is still more straightforward than 3Sg. The 3P1. are conventionally 

written as ils (3P1.M./N.) and elles (3P1.F.). 

3.7.1: ils-

Just as in 3Sg.. 3P1. ils has two allomorphs. Pre-consonantally, it is [i]. identical to 

pre-consonantal 3Sg., and pre-vocalically, it is [iz], in contrast with pre-vocalic il in 3Sg., 

despite the [ilz] rule that L2 learners consistently apply pre-consonantally as well as pre-

vocalically. Thus, while the number distinction in 3P1. has been lost pre-consonantally, it 

is maintained pre-vocalically. just as in 3Sg. 
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(3.38) 3PI. Pre-consonantal Allomorph : [i] 

(a) before consonant-initial verb-stem : 

comme i sont bouchers..i sont obliges de se lever tres t6t...et pis apreis i 

mangent ... (S3. 1) 

•"cuz (they)Te butchers..(they)'ve gotta get up really early...an" then 

(they) eat afterwards..." 

(b) before consonant-initial object clitic : 

et i t'ont envoye du filet mignon... (S1.1) 

"an" (they) sent ya out a filet mignon...' 

(3.39) 3Pl. Pre-vocalic Allomorph: [iz] 

(a) before vowel-initial verb-stem : 

alors le samedi 9a fait depuis dix ans qu' izavaient 9a t'vois..et qu' izallaient 

chaque samedi aller bouffer leur steak.. .et pis ben izallaient tout le temps dans 

ce machin... ( ... ) et pis izetaient tout surpris aussi.... (S2,1) 

'so (ya) see..(they)'ve had that Saturday dinner for ten years..every 

Saturday (they)'d go an" have their steak...(they) went t" that place all the 

time (...) an" so (they) were real surprised too...' 

(b) before vowel-initial object clitic : 

9a fait dix ans qu'izyvont tous les samedi... (S2,1) 

•(it)"s been ten years th't (they)'ve been goin" there every Saturday..." 

The multi-layered pun told by SI in (3.40) turns on the leveling of the 

singular/plural distinction in pre-consonantal contexts of the 3'^'' person (as well as 
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knowledge of literary ne as the single negator), where the underlined verbs can refer 

simultaneously to your brother Cyrus (3Sg.) and the six Russians or Slavs (3P1.). 

(3.40) Leveling of 3'^'^ Person Singular/Plural Distinction Pre-consonantally 

--pourquoi Cyrus i peut etre que ton frere et pas toi ?...ben...Cyrus [6 

Russes].. 

qa fait 6 Slaves..pis s'i s'lave(nt)..i s'nettoie(nt)..pis s'i s'nettoie [si ce n'est 

toi]..c"est ton frere... (SI.—) 

In contrast, the false start that S9 produces in (3.41) highlights the maintenance of 

the singular/plural distinction in pre-vocalic contexts of the 3"* person. It may also point 

to the pre-vocalic context as being really a rather limited subset of all 3'^'^ person 

utterances, and that, therefore, speakers normally do not have to worry about retrieving 

any more morphological material than the basic [i] to mark 3'^'' person. Sg. or PL. 

(3.41) Maintenance of 3'^'^ Person Singular/Plural Distinction Pre-vocalically 

mais bien sur..izavaient cru qu'on—onn enseigne n'importe comment..t'sais.. 

i—i—il a ia—izont jamais compris..le boulot qu'>'vait la derriere.. (S9. IV-B) 

"but of course (they) thought y—(ya) could teach any ol" which way..(ya) 

knovv..h—h— (he) nev—(they) never understood..how much work went into 

it behind the scenes...' 

We can see this online processing at work with S9. Having successfully selected 3P1. for 

the first verb, the speaker then runs into difficulty with the second verb. Although he 

does not lose the general 3^'' person, [i], he temporarily founders and mis-selects 3Sg. 

[ila] before righting himself and successfully retrieving 3PI. [izo]. 
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3.7.2: elles-

Elles is not quite as straight-forward as Us. While it has the pre-consonantai 

versus pre-vocalic aliomorphs. it still has full and reduced forms, each with its set of 

allomorphs. In this sense it resembles the situation in 2P1.. another numerically limited 

form in the corpus. Otherwise, however, it resembles Us in that, when it is used, it 

inherently marks person and gender but marks number only pre-vocalically. The four 

possibilities for the full and reduced forms with their allomorphs are shown below. 

(3.42) 3P1.F. Full Form, Pre-consonantal Allomorph: [el] 

elles sont douces (S3.1) 

•(they)"re mild...' 

(3.43) 3P1.F. Full Form. Pre-vocalic Allomorph: [EIZ] 

i me semblait qu'elleszexistaient plus (S7. IV-A) 

"(it) seemed to me (they) didn't exist anymore..." 

(3.44) 3P1.F. Reduced. Pre-consonantal Allomorph : [e] 

(a) before consonantal-initial verb-stem : 

non-non e sont assez douces (S3.1) 

"no-no (they)"re pretty mild..." 

(b) before consonant-initial object clitic : 

e s'ouvrent que la nuit... (S1.1) 

"(they) only open up at night..." 



(3.45) 3P1.F. Reduced, Pre-vocalic Aliomorph: [sz] 

pourtant ezetaient pas toutes rouges..(Sl. I) 

"still..(they) weren't red all the way through..." 

It is somewhat marked for a language to distinguish gender in the 3P1., and this fact may 

in part account for why the full-forms have not been entirely effaced by the reduced 

forms, as was the case with Us. Notice the reduced form before se in (3.44b). as if this is 

a particularly favorable environment for reduction. No equivalent unreduced forms 

occurred. 

Even within French, elles (n. = 54) is marked compared to Us (n. = 1151). As the 

marked member of the pair, elles is susceptible to being replaced by Us, in animate 

(3.46a) and inanimate (3.46b) contexts alike. This gender neutralization occurs despite 

S2"s double, audible (in bold) feminine marking in (3.46b). and S6's world knowledge 

that her cousins are girls, not boys, a difference, which, in addition, is audibly marked (in 

bold) by her in (3.46a). As discussed at the beginning of the chapter, the loss of the 

3F.PI. true, personal pronoun elles may be contributing to the ongoing erosion of the 

3F.P1. clitic elles-. even in such audibly feminine conte.xts as those in (3.46). 

(3.46) Gender Disagreement in the 3P1. 

(a) moi c'est a dire que mes petites cousines <3P1.F. > etaient de meme age que 

moi..mais eux <3P1.M.> i savaient <3Pl.M.>..izapprenaient <3P1.M.> le 

fran9ais mieux que nous rallemand..a I'ecole.. (S6, III) 

'I well (I) mean my little cousins were the same age as I (am)..but they 

knew..learned French better that we (learned) German in school' 
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(b) des mures c'—des mures <3P1.F. > i sont <3P1.M.> venus toutes <3F. > 

seules... (S9. IV-B) 

"blackberries a—blackberries sprouted all by themselves..." 

However, as the previous examples show in (3.42—3.45). even though clitic elles- may 

be on its way out in ESSF. it has not yet been lost completely, at least not at the present 

lime. 

This completes this overview of the subject clitics of Everyday Spoken Swiss 

French. In it, I have attempted to show both why je-. tu-. il-, elle- qa-, on-, qui-, on-, 

vans-, ils-. and elles- are included, as well as why nous is not. In addition. I have 

presented the standard phonetic reductions and/or allomorphs. since these variants may 

relate to the degree to which the subject clitics have morphologized into inflectional 

prefixes. These phonetic representations are summed up in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: 

Phonetic Representations of the Subject Clitics 

3Sg.N. : [sa]. [s] 
Inn. qui- : [ki], [kj], [k]. [ski] 
Indef. on- : Fol. lonl 

There is a strong tendency in the everyday conversation of ESSF to reduce the phonetic 

bulk of the subject clitics, particularly the most frequent ones, as predicted by Bybee et 

al.'s (1994: 20) 'dynamic coevolution of meaning and form.' With all but the most 

marked categories, this reduction is highly systematic, being determined by the 

ISg. : [^]. [z], [s] IPl. : 
2P1.: 
3P1.M. 
3P1.F. : 

[6]. [on] 
[vu], [vuz]. [v], [vz] 
[i]. [iz] 
[el], [elz], [e]. [ez] 

2Sg. : [tu], [t] 
3Sg.M. : [i], [il] 
3Sg.F. : [e], [el] 
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surrounding phonological environment. Bybee et al. (1994), Schwegler (1990). and 

Zwicky and Pullum (1983) concur that this phonetic reduction is characteristic of the 

morphologization process, in this particular case, of clitics on their way to becoming 

affixes. 

3.8: Chapter Summary 

This chapter has e.xplored the morphophonetic behavior of the subject clitics and 

has found them to be undergoing the types of allomorphy and reduction expected of 

clitics that are well on their way to becoming affixes. The next chapter leaves the 

morphophonetic arena and explores instead the obligatorification of those 1"", 2"'', and 3"^ 

person clitics that may have morphologized into morphemes of person, number and/or 

gender. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

ENVIRONMENTS OF COMPLETED (CATEGORICAL) CLITIC 

MORPHOLOGIZATION IN THE 2^'° AND 3"^° PERSON 

This chapter will examine environments where clitic morphologization has 

already reached completion. This will include all of the I^' and 2"*^ person, both singular 

and plural, as well as certain environments of the 3^*^ person. Other 3'^'' person 

environments, however, are still incomplete or variable and these residual environments 

will be addressed in the next chapter on incomplete/variable clitic morphologization. 

4.1: Clitic Morphologization in the I^' and 2"*^ Person 

The split between 1®' and 2"'^ person versus 3'^'' person is predicted by structuralist 

and functionalist approaches (Jakobson. 1971c; Benveniste, 1966) which define the 

semantic nature of these pronouns in relation to the speech event and predict how 

pronominal systems change, based on the communicative needs of speakers in direct 

interaction with each other, i.e.. the first and second persons themselves. Givon (1976) 

relates this to degree of topicality. The and 2"'' persons, as direct participants in the 

immediate conversational exchange, are more involved than the 3'^'^ person, the one being 

talked about. Thus 1^' and 2"'' persons are expected to change together and earlier than 3^'' 

person changes, which occur later. These predictions are borne out by the corpus. So. let 

us now turn to 1 Sg. for the particulars. 

4.1.1: ISg. :/e-. etc. 

The usual presentation of results by the corpus overall, by conversation, and by 

individual speaker is hardly necessary here other than to show the relative strength of the 
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tendencies via the differing number of tokens in each group. The three different analyses 

concur in their results. Je and its phonetic reductions and allomorphs (voiced je and j' 

and voiceless jch \ see Chapter 3) have completed their morphologization into a person-

number inflectional prefix on the verb. Of the 2.334 ISg. raw tokens or 1.361.5 adjusted 

tokens, available from the 14 different speakers in the seven different conversations in the 

corpus, no ISg. verb stem appears without an appropriate allomorph of je. How can we 

be sure that je has morphologized into an inflectional prefix according to the 

grammaticalization story and is not simply an obligatory personal pronoun as traditional 

grammars and generative syntax would have us believe? Not only does the appropriate 

form of je appear before every ISg. verb stem, but these 2.334 raw tokens or 1,361.5 

adjusted tokens appear only preceding a finite verb and nowhere else in the corpus. Were 

je. etc. truly the ISg. personal pronoun, one would expect it to occur separately from the 

finite verb at least occasionally but this never happens. The corpus reveals categorical 

100% use. For those who speak French, this result comes as no surprise. But when it is 

placed in the context of grammatical ization and compared with the situation in the 

closely related Northern Italian dialects, it indicates that ESSF is more advanced than 

they are in this environment. According to Haiman (1991), the ISg. subject clitic is not 

yet obligatory in Furlan, Venetian, Padovano, Fiorentino, and Trentino. 

Furthermore, a cursory look at ISg. false starts in the corpus show that je, etc. is 

consistently reprised along with the rest of the verbal material once the good start is 

made, as if for the speaker, it constitutes a single, indivisible unit. 
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(4.1) False Starts with ISg. elites: 

(a) i—i'avais presque..plus besoin de m'occuper de—(SI. I) 

"(I—1) hardly had to look after (him) anymore' 

(b) i—ie prendrais un petit peu de pasteque (S4, II) 

•(I—I)'ll have just a little more watermelon' 

(c) et pis ich—i—mais ichcrois que ya une tendance (S4. II) 

"an" then (I)th—(I)—but (I) think there's a tendency' 

(d) ouais.. i'ai—iou—vousm euh i—vous m'manquez (SI, I) 

•yeah..y—yie—I m—euh—y— (I) miss you guys..." 

(e) moi j"—moi j'aime pas trop (S3,1) 

*I d—I don't like very much" 

The example in (4. la) makes a nice starting point for this line of argument since it seems 

a little more intuitive, given the initial vowel of verb stem avals, that neither j' nor avais 

can stand on its own without the other. So when the speaker recovers from the false start. 

j avais is reprised as a single unit. Our literacy interferes with our perception of the 

situation in (4.1b) but in fact it is no different than the previous example in (4.1a), 

although perhaps (4.1c) makes this challenge to our received notions of the "word' a little 

easier to grasp since the voiceless 1 Sg. clitic allomorph.yc//. was already selected coming 

out of et puis in anticipation of the initial voiceless stop of the stem, crois. Example 

(4.Id) seems to argue strongly for the highly inflectional nature of ESSF. Additionally 

though, there appears to be an L2 cause for the speaker having gotten off on the wrong 

foot to begin with. This utterance also comes from the section of work narratives about 
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former employees. Here SI is recounting, in French now, one of the reasons the English-

speaking employee was giving for why she wanted to come back. It would appear that 

the speaker was experiencing interference from his L2, given the reversal of perspective 

from English / miss you to French vous me manquez "you are lacking to me'. 

As for the issue of whether subject moi is in turn becoming obligatory, the final 

false start here, in (4.1 e) could, at first glance, argue not only for the morphologization of 

Je but for the grammaticalization of moi as well, as an obligatory overt subject. At the 

present time, however, this does not seem to be the case. When the 14 speakers in the 

corpus are averaged together, not quite 12% of 1^' person utterances include the pronoun 

moi in addition to the clitic je. So. in 88% of the cases of the use of je. there is no 

accompanying moi. 

4.1.2: 2Sg. :/I/-, etc. 

The situation in 2Sg. is identical to that of ISg., except that fewer tokens are 

involved. Still, it is the third largest group of clitics in the corpus. Even the adjusted 

figures total just under 1.000 tokens, making it still quite a robust sample. 

Morphologization of the 2Sg. clitic has also reached completion since it occurs with 

100% of 2Sg. finite verbs and only with 2Sg. finite verb stems. The corpus as a whole 

yielded 1.383 raw 2Sg. tokens and 949.67 adjusted tokens. Of those, only 2.6%. or 36 of 

the 1.383 raw tokens, contain an overt subject, i.e., the true, personal pronoun toi. 

Nevertheless, the 2Sg. situation is more complex than the 1 Sg. one. The first 

issue has to due with how the 2Sg.nominative allomorph [t] overlaps with the dative and 

accusative allomorph [t]. It is only the nominative one that is of interest here. Overlap 
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was not an issue in ISg.. And it is not a problem for the complete grammaticalization of 

the 2Sg. subject clitic either, since despite the formal identity, meaning makes it clear that 

these two [t]s belong to different groups. Even though the accusative or dative [ta] and its 

allomorph [t] can additionally occur with an infinitive (4.3c,d), the nominative [t] carmot 

(4.2b). Just like its allomorph [tii]. it occurs only with a finite verb. 

(4.2) Nominative 2Sg. Allomorphs 

(a) [tu]: en ville tu risques moins (S2. VI) 

"in town there's not as much chance" 

(b) [t]: t'as des scorpions dans le desert? (SI2. VI) 

'do (you) have scorpions in the desert ? * 

(4.3) Dative and Accusative 2Sg. Allomorphs 

(a) fta]: i'te sers toute de suite (SI2, VI) 

"(I)'11 serve you right a way" 

(b) [t]: i"t"ai deja dit (S2. VI) 

'(I) already told (you)" 

(c) [ta]: pis i savent peut-etre te trouver (S2. VI) 

•then maybe (they) know howta find (ya)' 

(d) [t]: comme on dit chez nous mieux t'avoir en photo qu'en pension (SI. I) 

"as (we) say back home, better to have a picture of you than t"hafta set an 

e.xtra plate at the table for you and your appetite' 

Although an untagged WordSmith search cannot distinguish between the two. the 

meaning and position makes it clear that these are two separate forms with two distinct 
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functions. Relating them back to their respective allomorphs highlights this difference. 

The nominative one being studied here is an allomorph of tu. [tii]. whereas the 

accusative/dative one is an allomorph of te. [ta]. 

The second issue has to do with post-posed tu. There are two tokens in the corpus 

where the 2Sg. clitic follows rather than precedes the finite stem, and apparently in the 

conte.xt of a finite verb. Upon closer inspection, however, both of these two tokens are 

frozen forms that are part of ritualized speech. 

(4.4) 2Sg. Frozen Expressions 

(a) oh: penses-tu! aux Etats-Unis.. (S7. IV-A) 

"oh : that's whatyoj/ think! in the United States...' 

(b) pis il etait venu nous rendre visite..il a passe un quart d'heure a causer.. 

« comment vas-tu? bien.. »..et apres il est reparti.. (SI. I) 

"then (he) dropped by to say hi to us..an' stayed an' chatted 15 minutes or 

so 'how ya doin"? fine..'..and then (he) left..' 

As we saw in Chapter 2: Methodology. Speaker 7 and his wife S8, of Conversation IV-A. 

were prone to heavy monitoring. Nor was this brief recording (approximately 20 minutes 

in contrast with the usual hour or hour and a half) long enough to move beyond that. 

Despite the fact that penses-tu! is a perfectly legitimate frozen expression, it is 

numerically under siege compared to other equally frozen expressions where the clitic 

comes first, such as tu paries!, tu sais, and tu vols. In this corpus, this single token of 

penses-tu! is outnumbered approximately 1,000:1 by the number of tokens of prefixing 

discourse markers, tu sais. and tu vols, which themselves frequently reduce to t 'sais and 
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I vols. In the second case, coincidentally or not. Speaker 1 places his Comment vas-tu?. a 

frozen ritualistic greeting, in the mouth of a foreign, former employee as part of a work 

narrative on assistants he has had. What it is important to remember, however, is that 

neither of these frozen expressions constitute a currently productive form of the language, 

and as such, they in no way detract from the complete morphologization of the 2Sg. 

clitics. The two frozen expressions are examples of historical layering in the grammatical 

system. So, as Waugh (p.c.) and Posner (1997) remark, categorical results are not always 

found, or not even expected, even in environments where a change has reached 

completion. Thus, just as with ISg. clitic, in productive language use, the 2Sg. clitic has 

morphologized in 100% of the cases. It precedes all 2Sg. finite verbs and appears 

nowhere else in the corpus. 

These findings are corroborated once again by a cursory look at 2Sg. false start 

data. 

(4.5) False starts 

(a) tu—tu t'sens plus rien (S3.1) 

"(ya—ya) can't tell anything anymore" 

(b) tu dois—tu passes une autre table (S3.1) 

"(ya) gotta—(ya) go to another table" 

(c) pis cette pate tu I'u—tu v penses pas? (SI. I) 

"then this batcha dough wha—what about it ?" 

(d) bon tup—t'as pas la carte joumaliere qui fonctionne jusqu'en haut m'enfin... 

(SI, I) 
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"well (ya)c—(you)"re not gonna be able t'use your day pass all the way to 

the top though" 

If S3 were dealing with separate elements, once she has enunciated the tii in (4.5a) and 

(4.5b). she could presumably continue in (4.5a) or reformulate (4.5b) directly from where 

she had broken off. yet she does not. Instead, in both cases, she reprises her utterance 

from the beginning, including the already uttered tii, as if it is an integral part of the 

verbal material. S1 reformulates this same way in (4.5c) when he breaks off mid-stream. 

.A.lthough the problem is not with the clearly articulated tii. he repeats it too when he 

reformulates his utterance. Although the situation in (4.5d) is more complex, it seems 

clear that [t] is part of the inherent morphological material. 

Two other roles characterize 2Sg.clitics. The first is its use in what I will call the 

I 'as cleft. Like the c est and ya clefts, the l 'as cleft is a device for introducing a new 

element into the conversation. 

(4.6) t 'as Cleft 

(a) bon t'as le vieu.x male qui surveille le clan pis qui regarde.. (S6. Ill) 

"well (you)"ve got the old male keeping an eye on the herd an" checking 

things out" 

(b) alors t]^ les autruches qui se promenent.. (SI3, V) 

"so (you)\e got these ostriches roamin" around.." 

(c) parce que ̂  le "county" qui est.. ben..ouais le district quoi.. (SI, V) 

'"cuz ya got "districts" that are—..well..yeah like counties kinda..' 
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Compared to c est and va clefts, the t 'as cleft represents a fairly minor pattern (only 23 

tokens in the corpus in contrast with \29ya clefts and 151c 'est clefts). Despite its 

limited numbers, it seems to function generally like the other clefts, although it perhaps 

creates more involvement on the part of the listener. 

The second separate, but related, issue is the relatively extensive use of the 2Sg. 

clitic to signal indefinite constructions. In informal registers, this shift is prevalent cross-

linguistically in languages containing small, closed pronoun sets, according to Kitagawa 

and Lehrer (1990). For French in particular, see Ashby (1992). While this corpus shows 

loi not [tiij or [t] to be the personal pronoun, this generalization still holds true because 

[tii] or [t] supplies the appropriate marking on the verb. Therefore, it may be that this use 

is on the increase as part of the markedness reversal going on with the traditional 

indefinite marker on. in its shift from 3Sg. to 1 PI. clitic. Although the (u indefinite has a 

long histor}' in French, it may now be spreading into new environments. In fact, in many 

cases the i sais and t 'vois discourse markers that we saw above in the 2Sg. frozen 

expressions and I 'as clefts just discussed, frequently tend to be used with an indefinite 

nuance. But since the indefinite uses are not morphologically different from other 2Sg. 

uses. I have not done extensive separate tallies at the present time. Even without an 

official tally however, the corpus shows that a follow up study exploring which indefinite 

constructions are favored or disfavored in ESSF might well show that such patterns could 

be related to the general pattern of ongoing morphologization of the clitics and the 

ensuing semantic fallout and realignment. 
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4.1.3: 1 PI. : on-, etc. 

Just as we have already seen with ISg. and 2Sg.. morphologization has also gone 

to completion in 1 PI. Although none of the plural clitics are as numerous as their singular 

counterparts, the IPl. results are just as categorical as the ISg. ones. Again 100% of the 

total 865 IPl. contexts (635.83 adjusted tokens) include the IPl. clitic, and of them, only 

6.0%. or 52 of the 865 raw tokens, included an overt subject, i.e., the true, personal 

pronoun nous. What it is crucial to remember in this case is that 1 PI. subject clitic is on-

not nous-. Nous- as a possible subject clitic yielded 0 tokens, not a single one. Nous as a 

true, personal pronoun will be addressed in the next chapter. These are two separate 

elements, not just one and the same element showing up in two different contexts. 

Distributional evidence makes it possible to separate the two. 

(4.7) True, Personal Pronoun Subject nous vs. Subject Clitic nous : Some Possible 

Uses 

(a) Si nous nous-dinions ensemble ? 

"shall we have dinner together T 

(b) Si nous-dlnions ensemble ? (Muyskens, Harlow and Vialet. 1989. p. 98) 

(c) *Si -dinions ensemble ? 

(d) mais nous onn-a meme pas de repondeur..(S12, V) 

"but we don't even have an answering machine" 

(e) mais onn-a meme pas de repondeur 

(0 *mais nous -a meme pas de repondeur 

(g) *mais -a meme pas de repondeur 



Examples (4.7a-c). or any of a similar nature, are non-existent in the corpus. Turning to 

the written language for an example from Swiss literature proved no more fruitful. The 

first sample at hand was C.-F. Ramuz. known for his oral style. From his La grande peur 

dans la montagne comes the following example. (4.8). similar to (4.7d). 

(4.8) "mais nous autres on s'en moque un peu" (Ramuz, C.-F.. 1925. p.l 1) 

"but the rest of us kinda snicker about it" 

This quotation comes not from the dialogue, but the narration of the novel. Nor is this an 

isolated case. Ramuz's narrator continues to use on- not nous- as his IPl. clitic 

throughout the rest of La grande peur dans la Montagne as well as Derborence and Si le 

soleil ne revenait pas. So finding no authentic examples of subject clitic nous. I have 

settled for a second year college textbook example instead to illustrate the distributional 

facts. The clitic slot is just to the left of the hj^phen in both examples (4.7a-c) and (4.7d-

g). The subject NP slot is to the left of the clitic slot. While the artificial examples (4.7a-

b). show nous- in the clitic slot, in the actual data, only on- fills the clitic slot, and 

although nous exists in the corpus, it appears only in the subject NP slot. More will be 

said about this in Chapter 6. 

Nor does the true, personal pronoun nous have to appear in conjunction with a 

IPl. clitic, either for purposes of grammaticality. as (4.7d-e) above show, or for semantic 

disambiguation, as some have argued (Pohl. 1967), as the following examples (4.9) show. 
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(4.9) IPl. Clitic Solo: 

(a) (SI. S2. and S3.1) 

51 : jchsens qu' i va pas aller en Afrique du Sud... i va venir ici manger des 

oeufs..hh 

52 : c'tte annee on va ..en Afrique du Sud... 

53 : onn en maneera aussi des oeufs.. 

S2 : onn aura aussi des oeufs.. 

"SI: (I) get the feeling (he)"s not gonna go to South Africa...(he)"s gonna 

come here an' eat eggs..hh S2: this year (we) are going..to South Africa...S3; 

(vve)'re gonna eat eggs too..S3: (vve)'il have eggs too.." 

(b) (SL S4, and S5, II) 

55 : on s'est maries deux fois ouais...ici et aux Etats-U—ouais...deux mois 

apres... 

S1: on s'est maries trois fois alors... 

(petits rires generalises) 

S4: non onn a fait qu'une fois alors... 

"SS : (we) got married twice yeah...here and in the United St—yeah...two 

months later...Sl: (we) got married three times then...(laughter) S4: no (we) 

just got married once then' 

(c) (S6. Ill) 

56 : ben non onn etait que les quatre c'est tout (...) on s'arrete la ou 9a nous 

plait oil ya un joli coin derriere... 
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"uh no it was just the four of us that's all (...) (we)*d stop wherever we 

liked the looks of it* 

(d) (S7 and S8. IV-A) 

S8: alors tout a coup il est arrive avec un tout petit appareil comme 9a..i I'a 

pose sur la table..pis i nous a enregistre nos conversations..done onn a fait 

theoriquement:.. 

S7 : il a enregistre..onn a fait exactement la meme— 

S8: ouai 

S1: ouais ouais..oh ben.. 

S7: onn a fait exactement la meme chose... 

S8: il etait ravi pis apres i nous a fait ecouter les enregistrements.. 

'88: so all of a sudden he shows up with this little tiny recorder like that 

one..(he) put it down on the table..an" recorded our conversations..so 

theoretically (vve)"ve done:.. S7: (he) recorded..(we) did exactly the same— 

S8: yeah SI: yeah ok..oh uh.. S7; (we) did exactly this same kind of thing..." 

(e) (S1.S9. SIO, IV-B) 

SIO: parce que c'etait I'annee oil orm avait demenaee.. 

89; orm a eu de la neige..ouais-ouais c'etait terrible.. 

810: oil onn est venus habiter ici.. 

"810; b"cause that was the year (we) moved.. 89; it snowed on us like 

crazy..SIO; when we came to live up here..' 
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(0(SI.S11.S12.SI3.S14. V) 

(i) SI I: ah ouais..quand onn a visile Versailles..euh onn a ete euh..visiier ou ya le: 

SI2: Petit Trianon 

"SI 1: oh yeah..when (we) visited Versailles..uh (we) went an" uh..saw 

where there's the: S12: Petit Trianon" 

(ii) S13 : non onn eiail ires elonne alors..on pensail que c'etait plus—c'est tres 

touristique..ya beaucoup de monde mais.. 

"no (we) were really surprised., (we) thought (it) was more—(it)'s real 

touristy..there were a lot of people but.." 

(iii) S14: onn a un vieu.x velo onn allait—enfin vieux velo.. 

•(we)"ve got an ol" bike (we) were—anyway ol" bike" 

If this list of examples is so lengthy, it is only because certain researchers have argued 

that on- is not simply a replacement for nous-. According to Pohl (1967), on- would be 

an inclusive I PI., whereas nous- would be an exclusive IPl. This corpus shows that this 

is not the case. Soli (1983) too found no indication of an inclusive/exclusive distinction 

with on-/nous-. All speakers, no matter how conservative or monitoring otherwise, use 

on- as their sole IPl. clitic, without requiring other IPl. marking and without causing a 

communicative breakdown due the presumed vagueness of on-. As mentioned earlier, 

anecdotal ly. S9, a retired elemenartary school teacher, told me about the linguistic shock 

that he has seen children go through when they begin their schooling and are told that 

they must now say (or at least, write) nous faisons. a form many of them have never 

encountered before according to S9, instead of the on fait that they have heard and 
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acquired since infancy. They do not understand why they are suddenly being expected to 

use a new and unfamiliar form. It would appear then that in speech nous faisons has gone 

the way of the passe simple, that is. artificially maintained in the written language despite 

having been completely lost in the spoken language. Equally anecdotally. I have even 

seen on-W filter into the written language in informal correspondence and adolescent 

school compositions. 

Even though on has become the one and only IPl. inflection in ESSF. it has not 

(yet?) lost its function as the 3'"^ person indefinite. In fact, the example below shows how 

the two manage to negotiate a happy marriage even within the same sentence, as the tags 

show, indicating 1 PI. or indefinite usage. 

(4.10) ouais ouais..parce moi on m'a fait <indef> legaliser le mariage par I'ambassade 

parce qu' on s'est maries <1PI.> ici et qu' onn a fait <1P1.> legaliser le mariage par 

I'ambassade (S4. II) 

•yeah.."cuz for me they had me authenticate the wedding through the 

embassy...b'cause (we) got married here..an' had the wedding authenticated by 

the embassy...' 

Although indefinite uses such as this continue to exist, if the previously marked form. 

1 PI., has now become the unmarked form, as Waugh has predicted, then most speakers 

nowadays would presumably interpret, and produce, the basic-level, unmarked meaning 

of on-fait as 1 ?\.-fait, not 3Sg.Indef.-y2;/7. The corpus bears out this prediction. 

Results show that of the 789.6 Sl-adjusted on tokens (raw: n. = 1073). 80.5% are 

used as conclusively IPl. while only 4.6% are used as the indefinite. Another 14.9% are 
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vague, making it difficult to determine with certainty whether they are IPl. or 3Sg. 

indefinite, (4.11). 

(4. II) Vague on 

(a) on dirait un bateau (S11. V) 

'(one/we) would say a boatV 'it almost looks like a boat' 

(b) la aussi ben la on voit le rocher la (SI3. V) 

"there too well there (one/we) can see the rock there"/ 'ya can see..." 

(c) yavait un peu t'tout c'qu'on veut la-dedans.. (SL IV-B) 

"there was a little of everything (one/we) want in itV "there were people 

from everywhere ya can imagine in it' 

Although what appears vague to the linguist aware of the historical evolution of the form 

may not be vague at all in the mind of the speaker, especially for those in the under 40 

group. They may be interpreting the utterance with a clear-cut 1 PI. meaning as SI shows 

in (4.16b) at the end of this section. 

In fact, the results do show the age-stratification that typifies change in apparent 

time. From the corpus average of 80.5%, for speakers over 40. it falls to 70.6%. while 

for speakers under 40. IPl. on rises to 85.4%. Concurrently, compared to its corpus 

average of 4.6%, indefinite on rebounds 7.25% for speakers over 40 bur slips still further 

to 3.32% for speakers under 40. Finally, for speakers over 40. 22.1% of their on are 

vague but that figure slips to 11.2% in the under 40 group. 

The final point to tackle before leaving the section on the 1 PI. clitic is one that 

overlaps with subject NP issues again. That is, now that on- has lost its pronominal status 
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and has moqDhologized into an inflectional prefix signaling that the verb is IPl.. where 

does the semantic load of "we-ness" fall in ESSF? This question has two components: 

The clitic and the true, personal pronoun. In trying to answer this question. I will present 

hypothetical e.xamples and then corpus examples. 

Since the corpus shows that all of the 1^' and 2"^ person clitics have 

morphologized into inflectional prefixes on the verb, it does not appear to be accurate to 

say that French has lost its way of saying "we' and replaced it with the indefinite "one.' as 

the example in (4.12) shows, especially since, coincidentally or not, the former suffi.x and 

the current prefix are homophonous despite their divergent origins. 

(4.12) IPI. or 3Sg. Indefinite? 

(a) *soi on fait en tranches 

(b) nous on les fait facilement en tranches alors... (S5. II) 

(c) we make'm in slices a lotta the time... 

(d) 0 on les faisait facilement en tranches alors... 

Speakers do not say (4.12a) when they mean (4.12c). Instead, they say (4.12b). with or 

without additional stress on nous. If no emphasis, contrast, or disambiguation is needed, 

they say (4.12d). Based on this corpus, I would argue, that the concept of "we" is still 

alive and well in French. Only now. it is expressed either through the 1 PI. morpheme on-

on the inflected verb alone or through the additional presence of the true, personal 

pronoun nous as subject NP, but not through the extinct subject clitic nous. This parallels 

the situation in Spanish, where the morpheme -amos signals 1 PI. on the inflected verb, 

which may appear either alone or in conjunction with an overt subject NP, i.e., the 
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personal pronoun nosoiros. Thus, as Givon (1979) remarks, even when formerly 

independent pronouns are downgraded to inflections, the resulting morpheme remains 

capable of signaling the original grammatical person, thereby allowing such languages to 

dispense with overt subject pronouns as an obligatory phrasal element. 

Another similarity emerges between French nous and Spanish nosoiros with 

regards to their breadth of functions. In addition to their crucial role as subject NP, the 

true, personal pronouns can also stand alone as one word answers. (4.13). and serve as 

objects of a preposition, (4.14). 

(4.13) One Word Answer 

(a) - (c'est qui) qui est la? 

- nous. 

(t>) - ̂Quien es ? 

- Nosotros. 

(a. b) •- Who's there ? - We are." 

(4.14) Object of a Preposition 

(a) avec nous 

(b) con nosotros 

(a.b) 'with us" 

The reanalysis within the IPl. paradigm in ESSF is summed up as follows, (4.15). 
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(4.15) Where we went... 

(a) IPl. inflectional prefix: (SI and SI4. V) 

SI : c'est le parler familier done.. 

S14 : si onn-a un bon fran^ais: ? 

SI : non pas 9a.. 

S14: hhh 

Sl:justement.. 

"SI: (it)"s everyday talk so.. S14: if (we) speak proper French? SI: no not 

that.. SI4; hhh SI: exactly' 

(b) IPl. object clitic/affix : (S13. V) 

S13 : j'espere qu'elle-nous-mettra pas une note..hein 

"(1) hope (she) won't give us a grade..will she?" 

(c) IPl. overt subject: true, personal pronoun : 

(i) unstressed 

nous on les fait facilement en tranches alors... (S5, II) 

"we usually make'm in slices" 

(ii) stressed 

«non-non..tac.. tu t'asseids..nous on fait.. » (S3. I) 

"oh no you don"t..(you) sit right there..u e're gonna do it' 

In the example in (4.15a), no overt we-ness is expressed via the optional, true, personal 

pronoun nous', instead the verb is inflected for I PI. via the prefixed inflection on-. This 

1 PI. is communicated by the verb, especially since on- is now more likely to be IPl. than 
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3Sg. indefinite, through the markedness reversal. As S14 expresses her apprehensiveness 

at being recorded, the conversational context makes it clear for her and S1, that, as the 

latest victims of the recording venture, she can be referring only to her husband and 

herself as she worries about si on a un ban fran(;ais. Later her husband, in turn, brings 

the matter up again in (4.15b). joking about hoping qu'elle nous meitra pas une note. 

.Although not a focus of this study. (4.15b) illustrates how the original nous form persists 

as the object clitic. Finally. (4.15c) clearly shows that, as far as overt subjects go. Swiss 

French has not substituted indefinite on for the personal pronoun 'we." As far as the true, 

personal pronoun "we' goes, it is still nous, only now it is optional rather than obligatory. 

What has changed through the morphologization of the clitics is how the verb is inflected 

for the IPl. Instead of the suffixal parl-ons [parl-6]. it is now the prefixal on-parle [6-

parl]. It is possible that despite their divergent historical origins, the fact that the former 

suffix and the current prefi.x are phonetically identical may have secondarily helped the 

semantic shift take place. Also in this regard. Grafstrom (1969-1970) suggests that a net 

gain in expressivity results by having two distinct forms (nous on-V) rather than identical 

ones (nous nous l "). and that this may have also facilitated the change. In the original 

recording, in (4.15c, i) the true, personal pronoun nous is unstressed, as S5 mentions, but 

politely avoids drawing unnecessary attention to, the differences in preparing rosti. 

whereas in (4.15c, ii) nous bears heavy, contrastive stress as well, in this animated 

narrative that S3 tells as to who was going to prepare breakfast: S2's mother or her 

brother and sister-in-law. 

Schematically, the evolution in IPl. forms can be summarized as in Table 4.1: 
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Table 4.1; 

Evolution in IPi. 

Earlier: Later; 
nous = subject clitic on = 1 PI. morpheme 
nous = object clitic nous = object clitic 
nous = stressed nronoun nous = true, oersonal oronoun 

The split between moq^heme (inflectional prefix) on- and true, personal pronoun nous 

creates further symmetry within the new paradigm, with distinct forms for true, personal 

pronouns and inflectional prefixes (Grafstrom. 1969-70). Table 4.2: 

Table 4.2; 

True. Personal Pronouns and their Corresponding Inflectional Prefixes 

True. Personal Pronoun Inflectional Prefix 
ISg. moi je-
2Sg. toi tu-
IPl. nous on-

It is debatable when the nous V-ons (nous) 0/7-T shift may have taken place in 

Swiss French but the following examples. (4.16). give some idea of the time frame. The 

examples are presented as printed, using the spelling of the period. 

(4.16) nous V-ons —• (nous) on-V'm Swiss French 

(a) November 22, 1669: 

« ...nous leur donnons. 0 cedons. & 0 remettons. des a presan. 

perpetuellement & irrevocablement, sinon en cas de manqueman a Texecution 

des choses susdites. tous nos biens. meubles et immeubles. qui nous restent 

apres la part & legitime que nous avons desja baillee a nos trois filles. » 

(Cop. 1980, p. 78) 
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"...we give. cede. & remit unto them, henceforth, perpetually & 

irrevocably, other than in the case of their having failed to execute the 

aforesaid conditions, all our worldly goods and possessions remaining after 

the fair and equitable that we have already leased to our three daughters." 

(b) July 12, 1703: 

« On a trouve un enfant dans une boerte (boite) » 

(Cop. 1980. p. 135) 

"We (one) found a child in a box' 

(c) October 8. 1793: 

« La Revue que notre communaute vient de faire des ses habitans Etrangers 

(non-communiers [es?] du lieu), de leurs vies et moeurs et de leur 

comportement pendant nos troubles, leur donne de la crainte et de I'agitiation. 

en ce qu'ils presument gu'on veut les renvoyer tous. » 

(Cop. 1980. p. 140) 

"The Review that our community has just made of its Stranger inhabitants 

(those not having taken communion in the parish), of their lives and morals 

and their behavior during our difficulties, gives them fear and concern as they 

presume that we want to send them all away.' 

In (4.16a). we see that the second half of the 17^ century, nous V-ons is still being used in 

writing in the Upper Jura, although this may no longer be the case in speaking. By the 

end of the 1century though, we can see that on-V is already well enough entrenched to 

appear in the written language, (4.16c). It is (4.16b) that is in a sense the most intriguing 
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of these three examples. Unfortunately for the present analysis. Cop cited this sentence 

in isolation with no surrounding context. Chronologically intermediate, it is the very 

time period where usage could have been most variable between the old 3Sg. Indefinite 

and the emerging 1 PI. But for the current speaker of ESSF. S1. the sentence is 

unambiguously IPl.: The author and whoever was with the author when the two of them 

found the child together. 

4.1.4 : 2P1.^ : vous-. etc. 

The 2P1. clitic, vous, is the last of the P' and 2"'' person clitics. Like the others, 

morphologization is complete. In 100% of the 2Pl. contexts the clitic appeared before the 

\ erb-stem for a total of 135 tokens (or 95 adjusted tokens), and of them, only 5.2%. or 7 

of the 135 raw tokens, included an overt subject NP in addition. It is by far the category 

with the fewest tokens. Its closest rival is IPl., which as we have just seen, has 865 

tokens (635.83 adjusted tokens) in comparison. 

As the examples show (4.17). vous appears predominantly in two contexts; 1) as a 

plural marker in otherwise familiar contexts, and 2) in its classic role as a formal singular 

also in otherwise familiar contexts in the reported speech of narratives. 

(4.17) Plural 2P1. Clitic in Familiar Context 

(a) SI and SIC, IV-B 

SIO: XX que tu marchais beaucoup avec eux..hein.. 

SI :ouais-ouais ouais-ouais..oh ici aussi jeuh:.. 

SIO: oui tu—vous faisiez des promenades epouvantables pis apres tu faisais 

^ Grammatically, vous is plural, but semanticaliy, it can be either plural or formal singular. 
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faire 9a aux Japonais (gros eclats de rires generalises.)..tu tTappelles?..(rires) 

"SIO: (you) hiked a lot with'em didn't ya.. SI: oh: yeah..an' here too SIO: 

yeah ya—you guys took horrendous hikes then afterwards you'd take the 

Japanese on those same ones (laughter)..remember?' 

(b) SL V 

SI : euh si vous avez jamais vu des cactus..hein.. 

"uh if you've ever seen cactus..eh" 

(c)Sl. S12andS13. V 

SI3: ah ouais alors..mais c'est un peu comme ici alors..en etc.. 

S I :  b e n . .  

SI2: ouais..mais.. 

S1: quand—moi quand ya— 

SI3: ben non dans une periode..euh: 

SI2: vous vous etes.. 

SI3: fin de printemps..ou bien fin de I'ete.. 

S1: ouais 9a peut descendre.. 

SI2: mais vous: c'etait exceptionnel ca..hein..euh..t'as dit.. 

S I :  e u h . .  

SI3: ouais.. 

'S13: oh yeah ok..so (it)'s a little like here..in the summer then.. SI: well.. 

SI2: yeah but.. SI: when I when there's.. SI3: well no at a certain time 

o'year..uh: SI2: you guys are.. SI3: the enda spring..or the enda the summer.. 
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S1: yeah (it) can drop..but for you guys: that's the exception..right..euh not the 

rule..(ya) said.. SI: euh.. SI3: yeah* 

In (4.17b). SI is addressing his family in general and. in particular, his brother and sister-

in-law who never have seen cactus, as he shows pictures of where he now lives. In 

(4.17a) and (4.17c). S10 and S12 switch easily back and forth between singular and 

plural to indicate who is being addressed or referred to. 

(4.18) Formal 2P1. clitic in the Narratives of Otherwise Familiar Conte.xts 

«j"voulais me mettre de cote pour euh...comment dire...euh pour laisser passer 

les autres-.parce que jchcommen9ais a avoir des problemes— » t'vois... « ah 

d"accord..(...)..tachez de—de—j'espere que vzarrivez a reparer ces problemes.. » 

(SI. I) 

""(I) wanted to move over so uh..how to put it...uh t'let the others pass..b'cuz 

(I) was starting to have car trouble...' y'know..."oh ok..(...)..tryta—ta—(I) hope 

(y)"can get the problem fixed..."" 

In telling this narrative to his close friends, S2 and S3, SI marks the formality of the 

interaction with the police officer when he reports his speech. 

At the same time, notice, however, how S1 reverts to the 2Sg. discourse marker. 

t 'vol's, when he switches to address his friends, S2 and S3. There, the choice of discourse 

marker, i 'vois, seems to mark the informality of the conversational context rather than the 

plurality of S2 and S3 together. This usage contrasts with the productive plural use 

above, when SI addressed his family members directly, through productive 

constructions, not with discourse markers. This contrast might lend support to the 
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possibility that overall voiis is losing ground. The two domains we have just seen, 

formality and plurality, show the clitic vous to be infrequent but secure. Still, the fact 

that I vois. ostensibly a singular discourse marker, is used in familiar, plural contexts may 

suggest that that the current form of the 2P1. is beginning to weaken. 

Just as for its 2Sg. counterpart, the 2PI. form can be used as an indefinite 

substitute. This possibility will not be explored further in the present study but it might 

an interesting follow-up to see whether proportionally the 2Sg. or the 2P1. is used more 

for indefinite fiinctions, irrespective of their actual numbers, which already heavily favor 

2Sg. According to Beck (p.c.). in Quebec, t 'vois is favored, whereas in francophone 

Africa, it is v 'savez that predominates. 

Another specialt>' sets 2P1. apart from the rest of the verbal paradigm. At the 

same time as there has been the rise of prefixal inflection in French, there has also been 

the loss in the spoken language of the inflectional suffixes, with the exception of 2P1., 

which has maintained its suffix. The paradigm for first conjugation verbs appears below 

in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3; 

Paradigm For First Conjugation Verbs: parler 'to speak' 

Sg. PI. 
P': [s-parl] [6-parl] (formerly; [nu-parl-6]) 
2"'' ; [tii-parl] [vu-parl-e] 
3*^*^ ; ri-parll. re-parll. fsa-parll. fki-parll fi-parll. Fe-parll 

.A.S we have just seen above regarding IPl.. rather than just losing the inflectional suffix 

as the other persons had done, 1 PI. lost the entire form {nous parlons. [nu-parl-6]). 

replacing it with {on parle, [6-parl]) bringing the verbal paradigm within one of an 
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exclusively prefixing system. It has been argued (Ashby, 1977) that the weakening or 

loss of the 1 PI. could in turn lead to the loss of the 2P1. suffix and the ultimate 

regularization of the paradigm. This corpus shows that the first of these forms, the old 

1 PI., is in fact already gone. While at first glance 2P1. still seems to be alive and well, 

almost surprisingly so given the nature of the corpus, raw figures give quite another 

impression. Not only is 2P1. far and away the least numerous in the corpus overall, as we 

saw above in comparison with the I PI. tokens, but out of the total number of 2"'' person 

tokens. 1.518 (adjusted: L044.7), the 2P1. clitic represents only 8.9% (adjusted: 9.1%) of 

clitic tokens by person. But. there is an even more startling statistic concerning the 

percentage of 2""^ person utterances. Combined, 2"'' person utterances comprise 15.6% 

(adjusted: 15.9%) of the corpus, but taken separately, 2Sg. accounts for a full 14.2% 2Sg. 

(adjusted: 14.5%) while 2P1. accounts for only a tenuous 1% of the corpus: 1.4% 2P1. 

(adjusted: 1.0%). Certainly, to an extent, these figures are due to the nature of the data 

but even so. these figures for percentages of total use do clearly show 2P1. to be under 

siege. It is perhaps threatened with eventual extinction despite the fact that its clitic has 

already completed the morphologization. Although there are languages with double 

marking (prefixing and suffixing), these percentages seem to indicate that this is not a 

pattern easily tolerated by ESSF. Perhaps its categorical preservation has also been 

helped by a fortuitous phonological coincidence. The residual suffix in vous parlez [vu-

parl-e] is homophonous with both first conjugation infinitives, q.q.. parler [parl-e], past 

participles, e.g., parle [parl-e]. and the imperative, e.g.. parlez [parl-e]. 
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In addition, the maintenance of the tii/voiis distinction may well be aided by the 

tendency in Switzerland (and in Europe in general) to value and distinguishing between 

more formal versus more familiar relations. In other words, just because the 2P1. form is 

menaced on the linguistic front does not guarantee its future demise. Language being the 

means for human communication, if humans decide that a form is communicatively 

useful, then it will be maintained. Or at the very least, even if the form itself is lost, a new 

form will be found or created to take over its communicative function. As SI remarked, 

upon hearing these figures, it would be regrettable to lose such a practical form and fall 

into a generalized tuioiement. unable to mark distinctions of politeness or plurality. His 

reaction is apparently typical, as indicated by the expression On a pas garde les vaches 

ensemble (Hey, we never tended cows together!) in reply to the person who passes too 

easily to the tuioiement. Thus its communicative place in the language seems secure. 

So in a head-on conflict between linguistic unsuitability/irregularity and 

communicative utility, communicative needs seem to win out. Either, the irregular form 

will survive—certainly this happens in languages—or, in light of linguistic pressure 

toward regularization. the double-marked form will lose out. as happened with nous 

parlons. and the communicative function will survive in some new guise. What that new 

guise would be for the 2P1. is open to speculation. Given the overall tendency toward 

prefixed inflection, the present form, vous-parl-ez [vu-parl-e], could survive and just lose 

its suffix, giving us vous-parle [vu-parl]. This is the route that Old Mines French and 

Cajun French are taking, although the suffixal form still survives with some speakers 

(Smith, 1994). Smith draws overall structual comparisons between Cajun French and 
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Informal Spoken French. Yet on this particular point. I am not convinced that European 

French and New World French would develop the same solution, since the loss of 

suffixal inflection in the 2P1. would be taking place after the two dialects had separated 

geographically. The role of formality in the culture will also, no doubt, influence the 

outcome, perhaps especially if it would involve accepting an otherwise highly 

stigmatized form-

In light of what happened in the IPI.. it is possible that another already suffixless 

form might spread or arise to fill the void. From Spanish, we have the example of 

Usted(es), communicative polite 2Sg.(PI.). but formally 3Sg.(Pl.). stemming from its 

origins of extreme deference. In French, this kind of person deferential politeness 

seems completely ungrammaticized at the present time; but Monsieur. 3Sg. and therefore 

suffixless. can occasionally be pressed into service for either real or joking cases of 

extreme deference as when the aloof Parisian cat is queried regarding his meal 

preferences: Monsieur desire du lait avec sa pdtee? Clearly, if this had any real future as 

a new 2"'^ person polite, it would have to lose the irony of the cat example, as well as a 

considerable amount of its morphological bulk, for example: Sieu-desire du than? as SI 

went on to propose for the affected politeness of the cat context. In an age of increasing 

informality, it is difficult to imagine how a form showing such extreme deference 

originally could ever regain a foothold but clearly the communicative need is felt to be 

there, and STs word play is right in keeping with the morphosyntactics of current ESSF. 

Not only does the 2P1. clitic occur with all 2PI. verb-stems but in this corpus, it 

has morphologized 100% as a prefw. In other words, despite its role in signaling 
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formality, and presumably thereby triggering other markers of formality available in the 

language, it never once in this corpus shifts to follow the verb-stem as a separable clitic, 

in fixed expressions or in order to form inverted questions, not even in the most formal 

conversation. IV-A. The inverted questions in (4.19) once again come not from the 

corpus but from textbooks. 

(4.19) Inverted Questions 

(a) Quelle sorte de travail faites-vous ? (Muyskens, Harlow and Vialet. 1989. 

p. 64) 

"What line of work are you in?' 

(b) Avez-vous aime le concert de musique classique? (Ariew, Nerenz. Kulick, 

1993. p. 139) 

"Did you enjoy the classical music concert?" 

Its robustness both as a prefix and as a still fully productive feature of the 

language is apparent in S2"s narrative about being questioned by a policeman as he waits 

for his carpool in a grocery store parking lot at four or five in the morning. 

(4.20) (S2, S3,1) 

52 : vous faitez quoi?—vTou—vous fai— 

53 : vToutez quoi la? 

S2 : ..cinq heures du matin., tu vois ou quatre heures du matin..vToutez quoi ici? 

•S2: what're (you) doesing?—what th—what're (you) do—S3: what the hell 

are (you) up to there? S2: five in the momin'..(ya) know or four in the 

momin"..what the hell are (you) up to here?...' 
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As S2 stumbles in the first utterance. S3 chimes in. and in the final line. S2 adopts and 

personalizes S3"s suggestion. Other than the presence of the 2P1. clitic, nothing in these 

utterances, from lexical choice to word order, would connote formality. So perhaps the 

reports of the demise of the suffixing 2P1. have been exaggerated. 

This same example offers further evidence of its bound status in the repealed false 

starts of the first line. Additional false start data comes from the following bakery 

narration. 

(4.21) ouais.. i'ai—iou—vousm euh i—vous m'manquez (SI. I) 

•yeah..y—yie—I m—euh—y— (I) miss you guys..." 

Both the S2-S3 and SI example show the clitic-verb stem fiision of v'fou—v'fai—, and 

vousm—. This contrasts with the next example where an unquestionably free element si 

is not reprised even though it would have lent added clarity to the utterance. 

(4.22) si ce—vouszetes interesse par le genre..(Sl. V) 

'if (it—) (you)'re interested in that kinda thing..' 

That the relatively free morpheme si is not reprised, in contrast with the clitics that 

routinely are. may lend indirect support to the argument that clitics have morphologized 

to the point of being inseparable from the verb. 

4.1.5 Summary of and 2"^ Person Morphologization 

This wraps up the discussion of morphologization in the 1^' and 2"'' person of this 

corpus. As we have seen, in these four persons (ISg.. 2Sg., IPl.. 2P1.). morphologization 

of the clitics is complete in ESSF. In some senses this may come as no surprise to 

speakers of just about any variety of French. Speakers of the language, language. 
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teachers, and linguists alike will all happily concur that ISg. *vais an magasin is horribly 

ungrammatical and that 2Sg. vas cm magasin or 2P1. allez an magasin are either 

ungrammatical or are imperatives instead, at least with the right intonation. Although 

opinions may not be so clear-cut on the interpretation of on fait, the niche it has carved 

out for itself is entirely in keeping with the rest of this P' and 2"'' person pattern of 

morphologization as prefixes at the e.xpense of the former suffixes, a remnant of which 

remains for the present in 2P1. 

What may raise eyebrows is the conclusion that these clitics may not be behaving 

so much like obligatory pronouns as like inflectional prefixes. Despite the still 

incomplete morphologization in the 3'^'^ person, to be presented in Chapter 5. such a claim 

may seem more plausible once we can view the 1 and 2"*^ person data in the context of 

the 3'^'' person data and vice versa. 

Even so. the findings from this corpus of ESSF are in keeping with 

grammaticalization literature. Givon (1979) shows that P' and 2"*^ grammaticalize before 

3'^''. based on topicality and degree of involvement in the immediate communication. 

Since the change is already complete in the T' and 2"'' persons, it is impossible to 

tell from the current corpus, as Waugh (p.c) points out, whether 1^' or 2"'' morphologized 

first. A separate diachronic study, however, could determine this. Because 1 Sg. tolerates 

inversion even less easily than the other persons and in a more restricted range of 

constructs, one could speculate that this was the starting point of the change, and became 

the first environment to reach completion as well. Givon's (1979) hierarchy of topicality 

also predicts that l" person is more topical than 2"''. in addition to them both being more 
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topical than S"*. Haiman (1991). however, maintains that 2"'' person leads change, based 

on his work with Rhaeto-Romance and Northern Italian, where speakers would elicit the 

desires/opinions of their conversational partners. Conversely, if discourse becomes 

grammar, as Traugott and Heine say. as they sum up the Discourse > Morphosyntax 

Perspective favored by Givon. Li, and Thompson (Traugott and Heine, 1991). then ISg. 

also makes a logical starting point, as speakers assert their own opinions. Even in the 

present corpus, as we will see in Chapters 6 and 7 on subject NPs. ISg. shows a higher 

percentage of concurrent subject NP use, than does 2Sg./Pl., although not at this point 

high enough to hint at a second round of grammaticalization. 

In terms of dating the change, Posner (1996) states that these clitics had become 

obligatory by the 17"^ century. Bally (1965) pushes the date for their obligatory presence 

back even further: 1540. But obligatoriness without Schwegler's (1990) other criteria, 

does not necessarily equal morphologization. The clitics presumably continued to be 

separable at least through clitic inversion until much more recent times. Characteristic of 

the current morphologizing phase are two key components of grammaticalization. The 

first is the phonetic reduction, presented in the previous chapter, where the clitics lose 

their morphological bulk as they reduce into affixes. The second is the semantic 

bleaching that we are seeing here: 1) with on, which spread from 3Sg. to 1 PI., and 2) with 

ils as it encompasses elles. Furthermore, the final triumph of on- over nous as the 1 PI. 

clitic has largely been a 20"^ century phenomenon, based on an incident that Grafstrom 

reports as having occurred in Januar>' 1939: "A 17 year-old boy: En classe, on etait 

vingi-huii ('We were a group of 28 in class")—His mother: On etait! Notts etions vingt-
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huit. {'On elait! We were a group of 28 in class"). 1 can scarcely believe that a mother 

these days [1969] would react this way." (Grafstrom. 1969-70. p. 274). This change did 

not lake place overnight though. It has taken nearly a millennium, from its beginnings in 

12''^ century French (Welton-Lair. 1999. cited by Waugh, p.c.), to its rise to prominence 

as a fashionable, but marked, alternative in the French courts of the 17^*^ century, to its 

more generalized spread through popular speech over the course of the 19''' centtiry 

(Grevisse, 1986, p.l 140), and its across the board replacement of clitic nous by the end of 

the 20"^ century. So the 1^' and 2"*^ person results we have just seen appear to be an 

example of Givon's (1971. p 413. in Hopper & Traugott 1993, p. 139) classic line 

"Today's morpholog>' is yesterday's syntax." What may indeed have been syntax in the 

17^^ century may well have become morphology by the end of the 20''' century. 

4.2; Clitic Morphologization in Completed (Categorical) Environments of the 3^'^ Person 

The degree of morphologization in the 3'^'' person is more complex than it was for 

the 1 and 2"'' persons. But in certain environments, even in the 3'^'' person, the change has 

reached completion, and what were once 'free' units no longer are. These are the forms I 

address in the remainder of this chapter. In other domains of the 3'^'' person, change is 

well advanced for most speakers but at the same time, not imminently approaching 

completion either. These environments, I discuss in the next chapter. Here, I will discuss 

the full morphologization in the 3Sg.. then in the 3PI. 

4.2.1 3Sg. 

At the present time, full clitic morphologi2:ation in the 3Sg., (4.23), is primarily 

restricted to environments not including an NP, although note that in one NP 
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environment, the true, personal pronoun in (4.23d), the 3Sg. clitic has already fully 

morphologized into a prefix. 

(4.23) Full Clitic Morphologization in 3Sg. Utterances 

(a) Verbs Where a Subject Is Impossible: Weather Verbs 

parce quandt i pleut ici c'est pas: c'est—c'est— ^a va t'vois..m'alors quandt i 

pleut la-bas c'est pas souvent non plus mais alors ca rince alors... (S2,1) 

•'cuz when it rains here it's no:t it's—it's—it's no big deal y'kiiow..but 

there when it rains—which isn't very often either—it rains...' 

(b) Verbs Where a Subject Is Impossible: Impersonal Verbs 

i m'semble que c'est Baggins que j'ai entendu 

"t'seems to me Baggins was what I'd heard' (SKI) 

(c) Verbs Where a Subject is Possible, but Absent 

(i) i pr'nait toute la largeur.. (SI. 1) 

"he took up the whole door..' 

(ii) alors c'tait marrant (SI. I) 

"an' it was funny' 

(d) Verbs Where a Subject is Present: True, 3Sg. Personal Pronoun {lui. elle. qa) 

(i) lui i s'est fendu la poire... (SI. I) 

'he just busted up laughing' 

(ii) et elle elle travaillait deia la-bas... (S2,1) 

'and she was already working there...' 
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(iii) ca c'etait le chateau de Mary Stuart... (S3. I) 

•that was Mary Stuart's castle' 

There is also substantial evidence that this ongoing morphologization is spreading 

throughout the remaining environments containing an NP. (4.24). as well, but utterances 

of this type will be dealt with in the next chapter on incomplete or variable clitic 

morphologization. 

(4.24) Incomplete (Variable) Clitic Morphologization in 3Sg.Utterances with a 

Subject NP 

(a) son frere i s'est tire (S3,1) 

"her brother got out" 

(b) que la maman a Bernard elle leur a vu manger des quantites d'oeufs. des 

quantites d'euh de bacon des quantites de machin hahaha ! (S3.1) 

"an' did Bernard's mom ever see them eat tons of eggs and tons o' uh 

o'bacon an' tons o' stuff hahaha!' 

(c) une -s'appelle Maria..la cadette -aura aussi Maria.. (S3. VI) 

"one's named Maria..the younger one will be a Maria too..' 

Still, what is important to bear in mind for both this chapter and the next is that previous 

prescriptive injunctions against utterances of the type in (4.24a, b), no longer hold. 

having been steamrolled by spreading morphologization. As Klausenburger points out, 

"Mon ami il aimail ses parents ["my friend loved his parents'] may be heard quite 

frequently, being no longer socially stigmatized " (emphasis mine) (Klausenburger, 2000, 

p. 85). As a case in point, this structure has even found its way into writing, as in the 
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following exceqjt from the respected Swiss news magazine, I 'Hebdo: «La rentree 

scolaire est deja tin souveir pour les autres. On est d la mi-octobre: liii il debarque, d 

I ecole Avanchets-Saleve first day of school is already nothing but a memor>' for 

the other. It's already the middle of October when he lands at the Avanchets-Saleve 

school...] » {I'Hebdo. n° 44. 2000). The acceptance of these forms as the urmiarked 

manner of expression is strongly indicative of their continuing morphologization. 

The remainder of this chapter will examine the discursively more frequent forms 

from (4.23): 

1) verbs where a subject is impossible: 

(a) weather verbs (n. = raw: 33) 

(b) impersonal verbs (n. = raw: 21) 

2) verbs where a subject is possible, but absent: 

(a) content verbs (n. = raw : 3.744. adjusted : 2.522.3) 

(b) c'e5-/(n. = raw : 1,750. adjusted : 1.271.7) 

3) verbs with a true. 3Sg. subject pronoun {lui. elle. fa): 

(a) content verbs (n. = raw: 103. adjusted: 68.9) 

(b) qa c 'est (n. = raw : 185 ; adjusted : 174) 

Functional considerations would predict that verbs where a subject NP is impossible or 

missing would be a favorable environment for early morphologization because of their 

frequency and lack of anything else to identify the grammatical person. Conversely, 

functional considerations would also predict that utterances with overt subject NPs would 

change last both because of their infrequency in discourse (Ashby. 1999. Lambrecht, 
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1987) and because the presence of the NP that enables the listener to identify the referent 

even in the absence of the clitic (Waugh, p.c.). In between would be the pronouns, which 

are lighter referential subjects than, for instance, definite NPs. Pronominal subjects 

provide greater referential content that verb marking alone but not as much as a definite 

NP. Indeed, the corpus shows that the first, and at this point, the only, subject NP 

environment where the clitics have reached full morphologization is with the true, 

personal pronouns. 

4.2.1.1 3Sg.Verbs Where a Subject Is Impossible 

4.2.1.1.1 Weather Verbs 

Despite the extremes separating Switzerland and Arizona, weather verbs proved 

relatively infrequent. With only 33 tokens, these results must be viewed with caution. 

The limited number of tokens revealed morphologization of the 3Sg. clitic /- to be 

complete but subject to variability in the choice of clitic, as (23a) showed, repeated here 

as (4.25). 

(4.25) parce quandt i pleut ici c'est pas: c'est—c'est-- 9a va t'vois..m'alors quandt i 

pleut la-bas c'est pas souvent non plus mais alors ca rince alors... (S2.1) 

•'cuz when it rains here it's no:t it's—it's—it's no big deal y'know..but 

there when it rains—which isn't very often either—it rains...' 

Beck (p.c.) mentions that qa- for //- is more apt to occur with less common weather verbs 

such as Qct .s gate "it's turning nasty', instead of the basic il pleut "it's raining', just as is 

the case in the example above. Whether a larger number of tokens would reveal optional 
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clitic use. as SI had at one time claimed, the hypothetical form _-pleut seems highly 

//^likely now. given the overall trend across the larger group of impersonals. 

4.2.1.1.2 Impersonal Verbs 

This section is limited to a brief discussion of the two impersonal verbs in this 

corpus that show 100% clitic use. They are plaire "to please' and sembler "to seem". 

Both alternate between /- and fa-, although plaire shows a strong preference for ga-. the 

only /- example being (4.26a) below. 

(4.26) Alternation between /- and ga- with plaire and sembler 

(a) i me plait moins que le Nyew Q [kii]... (S8. IV-A) 

' 1 don't like it as much as the New Q...' 

(b) j'dis « ben dis done parce que moi ca me plait le boulot.. » (SI. I) 

"I say "it's b'cause I like like the work.."' 

(c) i'm'semble que c'est Baggins... (S1.1) 

"t'seems to me it's Baggins..." 

(d) oui..cam'semble que (pas'voit tout I'annee.-hein (S5.11) 

•yes.."t seems to me y'see it all year..don"tcha?" 

The total corpus yielded only 21 tokens, so no more will be said about them here. 

4.2.1.2 3Sg.Verbs Where a Subject Is Possible but Absent 

4.2.1.2.1: Content Verbs 

In contrast with the various impersonals just discussed, in this group, although 

these verbs can take a subject NP. those that I am about to present appear without their 

optional subject NP. Those cases where a subject NP is present are addressed in this 
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chapter or the next, according to whether or not the environment has completely 

morphologized. When the subject NP is missing, the 3Sg. clitic is always present, hence 

the notion that French requires overt and obligator}' subjects. However. I argue instead 

that the same process is at work here as in the P' and 2"'' persons described earlier, and 

that the 3Sg. clitic has fully morphologized in this environment as well. Indeed, a closer 

examination shows that in this context. 3Sg. clitics look more like inflections and less 

like pronominal clitics, as shown in the following four tests of morphologization: 1) 

ungrammaticality/misinterpretability through inseparability. 2) obligatoriness with 

sequential verbs. 3) lack of interrogative inversion because of the fixed order, and 4) 

obligatoriness with false starts. 

First, a verb stem lacking both any kind of clitic or subject NP, could easily be 

interpreted as an imperative rather than a finite clause. 

(4.27) 

(a) ouais mais i fetent..(S3.1) 

•yeah but (they)"re partying.." 

(b) *ouais mais -fetent [fet] 

(c) ouais mais fetes ! [fet] 

Speaker 3"s utterance becomes ungrammatical in (4.27b) without the clitic, unless it is 

interpreted as an imperative. (4.27c). because the two are homophonous. 

Second, not only does the clitic always occur with 100% of these verbs, but it 

always precedes the verb-stem as if frozen in place as a fully bound morpheme. Not even 

the most conservative or monitoring speakers invert it for interrogatives. 
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There is, however. Umited use of a discourse marker where the 3Sg. clitic appears 

after the verb stem, but as a frozen expression, it cannot be counted as productive 

language use. Parait-il "apparently" is a discourse marker of evidentiality and. with one 

e x c e p t i o n ,  i t  a p p e a r s  e x c l u s i v e l y  i n  t h e  i d i o l e c t  o f  o n e  s p e a k e r .  S I .  

(4.28) parait-il 

(a) i payait assez bien parait-il ..tous les—tous lest—toutes les semaines... (SI. I) 

•(he) paid pretty good apparently..every—every tw—every week..." 

(b) (SI, S3.1) 

S3 : pourquoi si 9a a marche si bien..pourquoi il est parti? 

S1 : euh::ben parait-il qu' i s'entendait pas avec ses parents.. (...) non mais 

jchcrois que c'est un probleme avec les parents...jchsais pas quoi...enfin c'est 

c'que j'ai compris c'est qu' il a dit onn a jamais su il est revenu une fois par 

hazard parce que parait-il qu' i s'est battu avec sa femme pis il a passe la fm 

de la—euh j'crois les demiers deux semaines de la f—de I'annee passee au; 

clou 

•S3: if (it) was so good..why did (he) leave? SI: uh::well apparently (he) 

didn" get along with his parents.. (...) no but (I) think (there) was some 

problem with his parents.. .or something.. .anyway (that)"s what (I) 

understood (that)'s what (he) said (we) never knew (he) came back once like 

that b'cuz apparently (he) got in a fight with his wife an' spent the end of 

the—uh (I) think the last two weeks of the en—of last year in: the 

slammer....' 
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The evidential function that parail-il has for S1 is reinforced by other reporting and/or 

distancing expressions he uses to present the demise of yet another of his unsavory 

assistants who come and go with remarkable regularity, especially by his Swiss 

standards. Here, he peppers the account with jchcrois: jchsaispas quoi..; c'est c'que j'ai 

compris: c'est qu' il a dit: and onn a jamais su in addition to paralt-il to distance himself 

from any first-hand knowledge of the situation. Thus for S1. parait-il is nothing more 

than a discourse marker of evidentiality. The only other occurrence of parait-il in the 

corpus comes from a single token produced by SI's father. S11. Given how S1 uses 

parait-iL it appears to be no more of an exception to full clitic morphologization than 

another residual frozen discourse marker. just considerably more frequent, at 

least for SI. than the isolated token ofpenses-tu from S7. But as residual frozen 

expressions, neither parait-il nor penses-tu constitutes productive language use. and so. 

full clitic morphologization here in the 3Sg. remains intact at 100%. 

Third, if the clitic were a pronoun, a single occurrence of it before the first verb in 

a sequence would suffice. In this corpus of ESSF. each new verb in a sequence includes a 

clitic, as (4.29a) and (4.29b) show. 

(4.29) Sequential Verbs in ESSF 

(a) et apres elle la prend et elle la grille.. (S3.1) 

"an" (she) takes an" grills it' 

(b) SI: ben il est—i faisait..comme i v'nait de commencer son..se—sa retraite..(;a 

faisait quoi ?..ouais il avait fini..ben..au mois de juin..et il avait fait encore des 

cours d'ete..et tout..et pis:..i faisait de la lecture pour les aveugles..il etait--oh 
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il V—il V crovait fort..et pis c'est quelque chose qui—qui interessait 

beaucoup..pour pas qu'i reste inactif..ouais et pis un jour..ben ij_a du descendre 

a—porter la voiture..revenir..descendre a Los Angeles..et d'apres ce qu'on 

sait..c'est que...il est descendu il avait deja un peu mal a restomac..mais pas a 

I'estomac qui: qu(i)etait normal..il a telephone..il est revenu..il a pose la 

voiture il_a ouvert la porte..non non-non ben..on sait pas comment i]_a fait 

d'ailleurs..hein..ouais..il a dit..il arrivait la « oh..j'me sens defaillir... »..loin..i 

s'est pose et i]_a plus r'bouge.. 

S I O  :  c ' e s t  u n e  b e l l e  m o r t . . h e i n . .  ( S I ,  S I O ,  I V - B )  

" S I :  w e l l  ( h e ) " s — ( h e )  w a s  d o i n g . . s i n c e  ( h e ) ' d  j u s t  r — r e — r e t i r e d . . h o w  

long had it been?..(he)'d finished..yeah..well..in June..an' then had even 

taught summer school an" everything..an' the:n..(he) was doing reading for the 

blind..(he) was—oh, (he) re—really believed in it..an' (it) was something 

that—that interested him a lot..so (he) didn't just sit around..yeah..an" then 

one day..(he) hadta go down t'—take the car in..come back home..go down t' 

L.A...then afterwards as far as (we) can figure out..the thing is...(he) went 

down an" was already feeling a little sick to his stomach..but not your usual 

sick to the stomach..(he) called home..(an') drove back home..parked the car 

(an') opened the door..n"n'-no well (yeah)..we don't know how (he) did it 

besides..y'know..yeah..(he) said—(he) was just getting to the front door 

'oh..(I) feel faint...'..an' that was it...(he) collapsed an' never got back 

up..SIO: (that)"s a beautiful way to die, isn't it?" 
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Compare the sequential finite verbs in these ESSF narratives with their English 

translations. In English, the second she or he can easily be elided before the next finite 

verb in the series. This ellipsis does not happen in the corpus of ESSF. The clitic 

reappears systematically with each new finite verb. This result is identical to what Ashby 

found in his large corpus of Parisian French, according to Schvvegler (Ashby 1980. cited 

in Schwegler. 1990. p.232. footnote 68) also found no instances of sequential verbs 

lacking a subject clitic in his large corpus of Parisian French. In addition to the 

sequential finite verbs, that SI produces abundantly, notice how he also uses infinitives 

sequentially in this same narrative, e.g. ben il a du descendre a—porter la 

voiture..revenir..descendre a Los Angeles. 

Along this same line, fourth and finally, false start data also seemed to support the 

fully bound status of this clitic, as we saw with the fiilly morphologized 1^' and 2"'' 

persons (both singular and plural). 

(4.30) False Starts in 3Sg. Clitics 

(a) il a—il a—il a—il a—il a eu--quand il etait avec nous..(S3,1) 

•h—h—h—h—(he) had—when he was with us..' 

(b) mais il les pr-il les-il les-il les traitaient beaucoup trop bien..(S3. I) 

"but (he) to—(he)—(he)—(he)—(he) treated (them) way too good..' 

Regardless of where the breakdown takes place, between morphemes as in (4.30a) or 

mid-morpheme as in (4.30b). the clitic is consistently reprised in the good start. 

Therefore, once again, these four points—1) ungrammaticality/misinterpretability. 

2) lack of inversion, 3) obligatoriness with sequential verbs, and 4) false starts—indicate 
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that, in the absence of a subject NP. these 3Sg. clitics have taken the next step toward 

full bondedness and have morphologized into affixes (e.g. inflectional prefixes). This 

conclusion will be corroborated in the next section, as well as tlie Chapters 6 and 7 on the 

subject NPs themselves. There, morphologization of the 3Sg. clitic in the subject NP 

context, if not complete, is well underway for 11 of the 14 speakers, who use the 3Sg. 

clitic in conjunction with a subject NP in 50% to 75% of the contexts. 

4.2.1.2.2: c esl 

C 'esi ser\ es to identify, as above, qualify, or present, as in the c 'esi cleft. 

(4.31) Functions of c est 

(a) Identification: 

les raisinets ouais c'est les raisinets (S5. II) 

Ted currants yeah (those) are the red currants" 

(b) c 'est + adjective : 

ecoute..le boudin c'est bon en general.. (S3.1) 

'well y'know..blood sausage is good most of the time" 

(c) c 'est cleft : 

done le chat—c'est le chat qui nous a adoptes..hein..c'est pas le:..on a pas 

adopte le chat c'est: plutot le contraire.. (SI, V) 

'so the cat—(it) was the cat who adopted us..right..(it) wasn't the:..(we) 

didn't adopt the cat (it)"s more the other way around..' 

These three functions also illustrate its invariable, fully morphologized character. 
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This corpus of ESSF shows invariable c 'est and c 'etail to be fully morphologized (raw: n. 

= 2.159. SI-adjusted: n. = 1.558.4. excluding c'est clefts). 

(4.32) etre 

(a) c est 

(i) Sg.: mais c'est une colonic anglaise hein... (S3.1) 

"but it's an English colony after all..." 

(ii) PI. : c'est les grandes euh les grandes rotatives de Bussigny (S7. IV-A) 

"it's the big uh the big rotary presses in Bussigny' 

(b) c 'etait 

(i) Sg. ; c'tait le premier qu'onn a mange alors... (S3.1) 

'it was the first one we'd eaten so..." 

(ii) PI. : parce que c'etai(en)t des telephones de travail tu comprends... 

(S8. IV-A) 

'because they were work calls, see ?' 

The only apparent exceptions are a small set of frozen expressions {est-ce que. 

qu 'est-ce que, and n 'est-ce pas), which themselves are relatively rare in the corpus. 

Despite its prominent place in reference and pedagogical grammars, in fact, only three 

tokens of n 'est-ce pas were produced in the entire corpus, all by speakers over 40 (S7. 

S9. SI2). Thus in productive language use, c 'est is fused and cannot undergo the 

inversion shown in the following made up sentence that exploits the clash of the two 

registers as well. (4.33) 

(4.33) Est-ce toi quiya raconte ces dneries? 
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"Is it you who went "n" blabbered all this nonsense?" 

The other crucial characteristic that this corpus reveals about c 'est is that, having 

morphologized completely, it is invariable in the spoken language, having lost any 

residual singular/plural distinction between c est and ce sont. The textbook example 

below presents the former situation as follows: 

(4.34) Textbook presentation: 

(a) 'C'est is used in all cases except for the third person plural, which takes ce 

sont. 

--C'est nous qui avons raison: ce sont eux qui ont tort. ' (Muyskens. Harlow. 

Vialet. p. 157) 

Tt is we who are right; it is they who are wrong" 

(b) "C'est elle. la petite fille avec sa grandmere. * vs. "Ce sont elles. les vieilles 

dames en robes rouges. ' (Anew. Nerenz. Kulik, p. 94) 

Tt is she the granddaughter with her grandmother." vs. Tt is they the old 

ladies in the red dresses.' 

Example (4.34a) is particularly striking because it not only uses ce sont. non-existent in 

speech, but also nous qui avons raison, which is impossible for several reasons in the 

spoken language, as well as elles in (4.35b). Nor does this type of pedagogical 

presentation seem to stop with the textbook, apparently. TAs are expected to use and 

teach the c 'est/ce sont distinction (Beck, p.c.). Granted, it should be pointed out that ce 

sont is still used in written Swiss French, as in this example, (4.35). from a letter to the 

editor of the Swiss news magazine / 'Hebdo. 
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(4.35) Si d'aucuns sont a plaindre, ce sont bien evidemment les admirateurs d'un 

Dieu qui leur a ete administre depuis I'entance au Iravers du Livre: la Bible, la 

Thora ou le Coran. {I'Hehdo. 18 mai. 2000, n° 20. p. 10) 

"If some have complained, it is obviously those admirers of a God who has 

been administered to them since childhood through the Holy Book: the Bible, 

the Torah or the Koran." 

This spoken/written split is typical of the stylistic continuum that at points is being 

stretched almost to the breaking point in French today, as discussed in Chapter 1 (Lodge. 

1993. p. 260). These textbook examples are both taken from relatively recent books that 

purportedly put at least as much emphasis on spoken communication as on written 

communication, but they never address this increasingly diglossic situation. 

Nevertheless, in this corpus of ESSF. morphologi2^ation has run its course. Ce sont has 

given way to c 'est. Furthermore, it is not that the form is simply absent from a small 

number of potential environments in the corpus, thereby leading one to suspect that it 

might immediately appear if more data were collected. Cecile McK.ee (p.c.) cautions 

against making claims about ungrammaticality based on negative data alone. In this 

corpus, though, positive data are available; environments where the written language still 

uses ce sont are consistently rendered as c 'est even in the most conservative speakers. S7. 

S8. and S4. 

(4.36) Fully Morphologized c 'est with Plural 

(a) (S7, S8. rV-A): 

S7 : alors si c'est les IRL elles sont a Bussigny..(...) 
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"well if (it)'s the IRL they're in Bussigny..(-. )' 

(b) S8 : tu sais (pa c'est pas—c'est dans pas que le vaudois ca..c'est des 

romands..(...) 

•y'know that's not—(that)"s in not just Vaudois . . ^  al l  Romands '  

(c) (S4, II) : 

S4: ouais c'est les raisinets-.ouais 

•yeah (those) are the red currants..yeah' 

So. c 'est. likeya, is frozen and only quasi verbal. 

4.2.1.3 3Sg.Verbs When a True. Personal Pronoun Subject Is Present 

4.2.1.3.1: Content Verbs 

This section presents the first context where the 3Sg. clitic has already attained 

100% morphologization in conjunction with a 3Sg. subject NP. Since the clitics seem to 

have completely lost their pronominal status and become inflectional prefixes in the 

majority of environments (ISg.. 2Sg.. IP!.. 2P1.. and a substantial part of 3Sg.. as well as 

a smaller part of 3P1. to come), it is perhaps not surprising, that the first subject NP 

environment where 3Sg. clitics have fully morphologized is with the true, personal 

pronoun. For if the former no longer exist as pronouns, communicative necessity 

presumably would then enlist something else to take their place. Indeed, historically, moi, 

toi, liiL etc. are more recent developments than je, tu, //.etc. The timeline and reasons for 

the evolution of these two series is quite complex and has generated an enormous amount 

of debate and speculation that cannot all be dealt with here, but suffice it to say that it is 

probably not coincidence that the first subject NP environment where clitics have 
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morphologized completely is in the context of these "new" (+/- 500-800 years) true, 

personal pronouns. For those who are about to object to my referring to the true, personal 

pronouns moi. toi. hii. etc. as subject pronouns, the current 3'^'' person subject pronouns of 

Italian {liii M.Sg.. lei F.Sg.. and loro PI.) also started life as oblique pronouns and 

gradually generalized to assume subject functions, according to Vincent (1988. p. 291). 

This corpus showed that 3Sg. clitic morphologization had reached completion in 

the presence of the 3Sg. subject NP when that subject is the true, personal pronoun, i.e., 

lui, die, qa. Full morphologization of the 3Sg. clitic in the presence of a true, personal 

pronoun subject (lui, elle, and qa) is a highly significant leading environment for the 

ultimate morphologization of the rest of the 3Sg. and 3P1. clitics. Based on the behavior 

of the 1^' and 2"'' persons, this enviroiiment also seems like the logical starting place for 

this last leg of the change. As we have seen, 1 and 2"'' clitics have fully morphologized 

in all contexts, in other words even in the presence of a subject NP. so the next logical 

step would be for morphologization to spread to 3'^'': lui, elle, and qa. and then finally eiix. 

The examples below show this progression. 

(4.37) Fully Morphologized Clitics in Conjunction with a true, personal pronoun 

Subject NP 

(a) ISg. : moi (n. = 255) 

et moi i'aime le Caotina..(S 1.1) 

"an" / like Caotina..' 

(b) 2Sg.: toi (n. = 44) 

alors il est americain; pis toi t'es suisse (S4. II) 
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"an" so he's American: an you xq Swiss" 

(c) I PI. : (n. = 51) 

alors nous onn a eu des coatis..ouais..(S2. VI) 

'we did have coatis..yeah.." 

(d) 2P1. : vous (n. = 3) 

alors ils leur ont dit « vous vous aliez dans telle et telle region..vous avez un 

lopin de terre ou— » parce qu'izallaient— (S13, V) 

"an" so they tcld'em 'you go settle in such an" such part of the 

country..you"ve got your homestead or—' b"cause they'd—' 

(e) 3Sg.M: lui (n. = 35) 

c'est vrai parce que lui il nous avait telephone des que neuf heures moins 

vingt-neuf heures.. (S8. IV-A) 

•(that)"s right because he called us around twenty o"nine nine in the 

evening (once)' 

(0 3Sg.F: ellein.= 18) 

elle elle aime le Suchard..(Sl, I) 

'she likes Suchard..' 

(g) 3Sg.N: fa (n. = 50) 

ouais mais ca ca peut arriver (S7, IV-A) 

•yeah but that can happen" 

(h) 3P1. : e/tv(n. = 19 : 18 +clitic, I —clitic) 

(i) et pis on etait la pis eux i sont sortirs.. (S3, VI) 
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"an" (we) were there an' then they came ou:t./ 

(ii) c'est a dire que mes petites cousines etaient de meme age que moi..mais 

eux i savaient.-izapprenaient le fran^ais mieux que nous Tallemand.-a 

recole..(S6. Ill) 

"well I mean my little cousins were the same age as I was..but they 

knew..learned French better than we (learned) German..in school..' 

The last two examples. 3PI., come from the only true, personal pronoun where clitic 

morphologization is still just short of completion. Nonetheless, they have reached the 

90% criterion and so for completeness I have included them the rest of the subject 

pronouns, which have already reached 100% clitic morphologization. So, note that while 

the corpus and the grammar books concur that the clitic is not quite fully morphologized 

with the 3'^'' PI. subject pronoun, eiix. the corpus also shows, in contrast with the grammar 

books, that clitic morphologization has reached completion with all the 3'^'* Sg.true. 

personal pronoun subjects, liti. elle. and ga. Thus of the total group of true, personal 

pronoun subjects. 474 of 475 occur with a clitic. The single holdout is not in the 3'^'^ Sg. 

environment under consideration in this section but rather in the marked, and so. 

predictably less advanced 3'^'' PI. 

This last example (4.37h.ii) is an interesting case in that in the written language 

elles e-savaient—ezapprenaient would be anticipated for talking about mes petites 

cousines. However, here the speaker neutralizes the marked gender form, as has been 

frequently mentioned in the literature (Lambrecht, 1981; Matthews, 1989; Schwegler. 

1990). While these authors tie in the weakening of feminine plural with the general 
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changes occurring in the French verb system, an anonymous reviewer from The 

Linguistic Journal of the Southwest, offers another complementary explanation: that the 

loss of gender in the plural may be related to general linguistic principles more than 

language specific change, pointing out that in French gender is neutralized more often in 

the plural than in the singular. This in turn though is related to more general questions of 

markedness. where singular is unmarked compared to plural regardless of gender, just as 

masculine is unmarked compared to feminine. In this corpus, the only true, personal 

pronoun + clitic construction 3P1. that was grammatically feminine was not marked as 

such morphosyntactically. Interestingly. Schwegler (1990) and Lambrecht (1981). both 

Swiss, concur on the weakening of gender marking in the 3F.P1. As mentioned earlier, the 

loss of the true, personal pronoun elles may in turn be hastening the loss of clitic elles-. 

Nevertheless, details of gender marking here should not distract from the main 

point that the 3Sg. clitic has already reached 100% morphologization in a first subject NP 

environment, that of the true, personal pronoun. Once one 3'^'' person clitic goes to 

completion in one subject NP environment, it seems that it would only be a matter of 

time before it morphologizes completely in other environments as well. This seems to be 

happening because, although the 3Pl.clitic has not quite fully morphologized in the 

presence of eiLX, it has almost reached completion. In the next section, I will present the 

one set of categorical clitic results from 3 PI. 
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4.2.1.3.2 Ca c 'est 

As we have seen earlier, c est is already fully morphologized. so it follows the 

same pattern we have just seen. When a true, personal pronoun appears with c 'est. it is 

qa. 

(4.38) ouais mais £a c'est vaudois quand meme.. (S5. Ill) 

"yeah but that really is vaudois' 

There are 185 raw and 174 adjusted tokens of qa. All appear as qa c 'est. *qa est being 

ungrammatical. 

4.2.2: 3P1. 

The 3P1. clitic has fully morphologized in only one environment so far. This 

final, fully morphologized environment in the study is the 3P1. without the additional 

presence of any subject NP. For some readers this may again raise the question of the 3P1. 

clitic simply being an overt and obligatory pronoun in keeping with the traditional claims 

that Modem French is a non-pro-drop language, in contrast with Old French and the other 

Romance languages. In this environment, however, the corpus shows that not only is the 

clitic present with every 3P1. verb-stem but that it behaves no more like a pronoun than 

did the 3Sg. clitic, based on the same tests for morphologization with 3P1. 

First, as with the 3Sg. clitics, without the 3P1. clitic, the utterance would become 

either completely ungrammatical or it would risk taking on an entirely different meaning, 

where the listener could interpret it instead as an imperative. 

(4.39) Morphologization of 3PI. Clitic 

(a) et pis apres: i mangent (S3,1) 
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"an" then aifterwards (they) eat" 

(b) * et pis apres: -mangent [maz] 

(c) et pis apres; mange ! [maz] 

Example (4.39b) is a thoroughly ungrammatical alternative for (4.39a). but in speech it 

forms a perfectly viable imperative, homophonous with the true imperative in (4.39c). 

Second, as with all other clitics discussed so far, when there is no subject NP 

present, the 3P1. clitic always appears immediately before the verb-stem and nowhere else 

in the corpus. In other words, not only is it never separated from the verb-stem by 

material of the type that can typically intervene between subjects and verbs, as in (4.40), 

but. in interrogatives, it also never appears immediately to the right of the verb-stem as a 

loosely bound clitic in order to form inverted questions. 

(4.40) Separability of Subjects and Verbs 

(a) John too thanked .Mr. Smith. 

(b) Jean aussi a remercie M. Dupraz. 

(c) He too thanked Mr. Smith. 

(d) *11 aussi a remercie M. Dupraz. 

This total lack of interrogative inversion throughout the entire corpus (other than a 

handful of frozen expressions that have already been discussed) argues strongly for the 

fully bound nature of the clitics as inflectional prefixes in ESSF. 

Third, although there are only approximately a third as many 3P1. tokens as 3Sg. 

tokens, sequential verbs do occur and show the same pattern as in 3Sg. In other words, 

the clitic is repeated with each new verb stem introduced. 
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(4.41) Sequential verbs with 3PI. Clitic 

(a) parce qu'en Angleterre i mangent mal..i savent pas faire a manger..mais en 

Irlande.. (S2,1) 

"cuz in England they don't ea:t well..don't know howta coo:k.. but in 

Ireland..' 

(b) mais avec eux.. izont emmene la culture qu' izavaient connue..d'ici..les 

coutumes qu'izont ..des ici i lezauraient emmenees la-bas.. (S3.1) 

'but along with"m..they took back the culture they'd known he;re..the 

customs from he:re..an' took it all: back the:re with'm.." 

.A.lthough. they can be omitted in conversational English, as shown in the translations of 

(4.41a) and (4.41b). i(l)(z) is not omitted but reappears with each new verb-stem that is 

added. 

Fourth, the false start pattern reinforces what we have just seen on separabilit>' 

and invertability. Once again, this corpus shows that regardless of where the speaker 

breaks off the utterance (between or within morphemes), the 3P1. clitic is consistently 

reprised along with the verb-stem. 

(4.42) 3P1. Clitic False Starts 

(a) pis it—is—i s'ecrivent jamais sur des papiers.. (S3,1) 

"an" th—th—(they) never write anything down..' 

(b) parce que..i:f—i font de la cuisine la—a la Grande Ourse?.. (SIO. IV-B) 

"bxuz..th—do (they) cook the—at the Big Dipper?..' 

(c) parce que..iz—is s'ren—i s'sont rendu compte..apres coup.. (S9. IV-B) 
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"b"cuze..th—(they)—(they) realized..too late.." 

In each of these three e.xamples. the break comes in the middle of the verbal material, the 

phonetic accommodations have already been made, and the good start reprises the 3PI. 

clitic, sometimes more than once until the good start is achieved as in (4.42a) and (4.42c). 

This argues that at least for these speakers in this environment, the 3PI. clitic is an 

integral part of the verb. 

Fifth and finally, in addition to the false starts above, a particularly striking 

example of phonological synthesis comes from S3: 

(4.43) Phonological Synthesis 

(a) encore que j'ai pas fait..parce qu'avec tout c'qu' i m'enzauraient mange..(1.S3) 

"it's a good thing (I) didn't..b'cuz (they)"d"ve eaten me out o" house an" 

home" 

(b) parce qu'avec tout c'qu' izauraient mange.. 

Here, without the object clitics m 'en, the pre-vocalic allomorph [iz], not the pre-

consonantal allomorph [i], would have applied, resulting in (4.43b). But instead of 

selecting the pre-consonantal allomorph, [i]. S3 appears to select the pre-vocalic one, [iz]. 

normally required by a vowel-initial stem and intercalates the object marking within the 

subject "clitic,' as an allomorphic variant. This errant [z], although not (yet?) as 

systematic, may also be related to the phonological [t] that Kayne (1975. p. 90) discusses 

in contrasting two interrogative patterns of written French: clitic inversion. (4.44a,b) and 

NP inversion (4.44c,d). 

(4.44) Inversion in Written Interrogatives 
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(a) Quand partira-t-il? 

(b) * Quand partira il? 

(c) Quand partira Yves? 

(d) *Quand partira-t-Yves? 

"When will 3Sg./Yves leave?" 

Ashby (1977) draws a comparison between the plural /z/ of liaison in the noun phrase 

with this potentially equivalent phenomenon in the verb phrase. And Beck (p.c.) alludes 

to the false liaison in qiiatr/z/ans ("four years"). Compare also sauf'z/^erreurs ("if Fm not 

mistaken") or, once again from the verb phrase, donne-moi/z/en ("give me some'). Of 

particular interest is the reanalyzed lexical item that Waugh (p.c.) adds to the list: zyeuter 

("to take a look', literally, "to eye"). In a similar vein, from the informal language of e-

mail correspondence, we have Salut les zamoureiix! ("Hi Lovebirds!") from S2 and S3. 

To sum up. these five points (ungrammaticality/misinterpretability. lack of 

separability or inversion, sequential verbs, false starts, and phonological synthesis) show 

that the 3 PI. clitic has fully morphologized into an inflectional prefix in contexts where 

there is no subject NP. The 3P1. without a subject NP is the final environment in this 

corpus where the clitic has achieved 100% morphologization. 

4.2.3: An Apparent Counter Trend in the 3Sg.: The Move toward Zero Marking in 

Certain Impersonal Verbs 

A new change appears to be beginning in the 3Sg. with certain impersonal verbs, 

now that ESSF is nearing the end of the cycle of clitic morphologization. This change is 

not the ongoing but as yet incomplete, morphologization that we will see in Chapter 5, 
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because as we have just seen in Section 4.2.1.1, morphologization is already complete 

with the impersonal verbs, as well as most other environments of the 3Sg. Instead, this 

new change is morphological change, a morphological realignment within an already 

established morphological paradigm. Why would the small group of verbs discussed in 

this section be embarking on a new change that initially appears to take them in the 

opposite direction from the rest of the verbs in the corpus, in other words away from 

overt inflectional prefixes towards zero marking? Two possible causes appear to be 

collaborating to drive this restructuring within the inflectional paradigm. 

First, markedness criteria show that the 3Sg. is the unmarked member of the 

person/number paradigm. With respect to number, singular is unmarked vis-a-vis plural 

(Bybee. 1985). Then within the 3Sg.. individual forms may have other markings with 

relation to each other. For example, elle- (F.) and ce—fa- (N.). and on- (Indef.) are all 

marked compared to //- (M.). As the unmarked form, this explains why it is il- that is 

used for impersonals. or as what has been referred to as a dummy pronoun. This also 

shows why it is the il- impersonal usage in a verb like il faui that is changing first, for all 

the 3Sg. forms, il- is the unmarked one. 

Furthermore, according to Benveniste (1966). 3'^'' person is the "non-person.' By 

this, he means that it is the only form that can refer to a fixed, objective entity, to a 

unfixed, non-objective entity, to no entity at all. or even to to 1^' and 2"*^ person, in some 

contexts, in some languages, and in some t>'pes of usage (Waugh, p.c.). In other words. 

3'^'' person has the widest range of possible contextualizations (i.e. contextual meanings) 

compared to the context sensitive referent of the 1^' or 2"*^ person (Benveniste, 1966; 
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Bybee. 1985). In some way. T' and 2"'' person always involve the speaker and the 

addressee. Even when used for indefinite reference, they at least imply that the T' and 

2"'' person are potentially in the scope of that reference. Therefore, 1^' and 2""^ person 

always involve the speech situation in some way and thus are much more restricted than 

the 3^'' person, which does not necessarily involve the speech situation. 

Crosslinguistically. studies of markedness and iconicity have shown that the 

unmarked member of an opposition will bear the least complex morphological expression 

for that category—or even none at all (Bybee, 1985). Bybee refers to this absence of an 

overt morpheme as zero expression (Bybee. 1985. p. 52). Crucially though, for Bybee. 

the absence of a specific overt expression is not just the lack of a morpheme on the 

unmarked form but a 'zero morph." or a non-overt morpheme that serves to distinguish 

that member from all the other members of the category (Bybee. 1985. p. 52). In 

Jakobson's terminology, it is the "zero sign" or "the opposition of something with 

nothing" (Jakobson. 197Id, p. 213). In other words, this zero is not just a 'nothing;" it is 

in fact a "significant nothing" that distinguishes its form from all the other forms in the 

paradigm, each with its own respective overt expression. Thus the form bearing the zero 

morph (Bybee, 1985) or zero sign (Jakobson. 1971d. p. 213) is still uniquely identifiable 

and distinct from each of the other forms in the paradigm. We can see the zero morph in 

action in the expression of gender in French. (4.45). The zero morph is indicated by #. 

(4.45) Zero (Non-overt) vs. Overt Expression of Gender in French 

(a) M: un# grand# gaillard# intelligent# /oe#-gra#-ga-ja-r#e-te-li-za#/ 

"a tall smart guy' 
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(b) F : une grande gaillarde intelligente /iin-grad-ga-jar-ds-tE-li-zat/ 

'a tall, smart women' 

Masculine (unmarked) is expressed via the zero morph. (#). and feminine (marked) is 

expressed through an overt morpheme, here the consonants /n. d. t/ and the so-called 

mute e. which is at least possible in certain contexts. 

The development of a zero morpheme in the 3Sg. is a very common 

morphological change cross-linguistically because of the unmarked status of the 3Sg.. as 

Bybee illustrates with Ronjat's data from the Clermont-Ferrand dialect of Modem 

Provencal (Ronjat. 1937. p. 193 in Bybee. 1985, p. 55). Table 4.4: Clermont-Ferrand 

Preterite. 

Table 4.4: 

Clermoni-Ferrand Preterite (Ron\at. 1937. p. 193 in Bvbee. 1985. p. 55) 
ISg.: cante-te IPl. : cante-tem 
2Sg. : cante-tes 2P1 : cante-tetz 
3Sg.: cante-# 3P1.: cante-ton 

But why should this new change be starting here with the impersonal? Quite 

simply, here, there is no possibility of communicative confusion. In contrast with the 

personal verbs, falloir. like the other impersonals, cannot take a Subject NP. In other 

words, (4.46a, b, c) are ungrammatical regardless of whether they have an overt Subject 

NP. as in (4.46a. b), or null Subject NP. as in (4.46c). Only (4.46d) is grammatical. 

There, the symbol = indicates the impossibility of a Subject NP. not just its absence. 

which is illustrated by 0 instead. 

(4.46) Impossibility of Subject NP with falloir 

(a) *Jean fi)-faut 
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*"Jean (3Sg.-) necessary to...' 

(b) *Lui (i)-faut 

*"He (3Sg.-) necessary to ' 

(c) * 0 (iVFaut (where 0 = Jean or Liii) 

*• 0 (3Sg.-) hasta." 

(d) = (iVFaut 

•= (3Sg.-) hasta." 

I have indicated the optionality of the 3Sg. prefix i- by placing it in parentheses. Its 

optionality affects neither the ungrammaticality of (4.46a, b, c). nor the grammaticality of 

(4.46d). The impossibility of a Subject NP excludes any referentiality on the part of 

(4.46d). Because the /- of i-faui is nonreferential or non-anaphoric, there is nothing in 

either the immediate utterance or in a preceding utterance to which it can refer 

anaphoricaily. in contrast with other uses of This lack of referentiality therefore 

eliminates any possibility of communicative breakdown or misunderstanding. 

Impersonal verbs exist only in the 3Sg. and the only prefix they can take is /- because, as 

explained above, it is the unmarked prefix. Because it is unmarked, it is the alternative 

with the least meaning and therefore it is the most suitable inflectional prefix when no 

reference or anaphoricity is possible. 

(4.47) Impossibility of Prefixes Other Than 3Sg. with falloir 

(a) *= je-faut/*=je-faus 

(b) *= tu-faut/*= tu-faus 

(c) = (i)-faut 
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Thus, the prefix becomes communicatively superfluous since falloir can occur only in the 

3Sg.: n -fciut is as uniquely identifiable as i-faut. Because of the sole interpretation of (i)-

fciut. the impersonals provide a natural starting place for the development of a zero 

morph. in a paradigm-internal morphological change predicted by markedness theory and 

substantiated by work in historical linguistics on morphological or paradigmatic change. 

Secondarily, conspiring with markedness in pushing the 3Sg. impersonal verbs of 

ESSF toward zero marking as the paradigm restructures itself is another factor: preferred 

syllable structure. The preferred syllable structure of French favors CV syllables. Thus 

the 3Sg. prefix //- would not be an optimal syllable, and therefore, one might expect that 

it would have a tendency to reduce to /. This is in fact what happens before a vowel 

initial stem in Reunion Creole and early child language. (4.48) and (4.49) 

(4.48) Reunion Creole 

le (<(i)l+est) = be PRES. (Green. 1988. p. 457) 

(4.49) Child Language 

(a) Pest vert (Raphael) (Jakubowicz & Rigaut, 1997, p. 76) 

(b) bebe ours Pest dans sa chambre (Louise) (Jakubowicz &. Rigaut, 1997, p. 75) 

Consonant initial stems present a different complication. As we have seen in Chapter 3. 

the preconsonantal allomorph of the 3Sg. is /-. The / has already been eliminated in order 

to avoid consonant clusters. So. if the / is already lost and the / is a dispreferred syllable 

onset, it is only a small step to losing the overt manifestation of the 3Sg. morpheme 

entirely. And in this case, in addition, it is a step toward the crosslinguistic tendency to 

zero mark the unmarked member of the paradigm. 
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If this hypothesis is correct that a new morphological change is developing to 

restructure the inflectional paradigm in order to bring it in line with universal markedness 

criteria and preferred syllable structure, then what are the consequences for the 

uniformity of the inflectional paradigm? Jaeggli and Safir (1989) have argued that null 

subjects occur only in languages where the inflectional paradigm is uniform, that is, all 

forms are inflected, as in the Romance languages, or none of the forms are inflected as in 

the Asian languages. English, due to the irregularity of its inflectional paradigm where 

one form (3Sg.) is inflected and others are not. does not allow null subjects other than in 

special circumstances such as diary English, e-mail English, or similar types of informal 

English. But as we will see in the following chapters. ESSF appears to allow null 

subjects, as well as the rest of the cluster of properties characteristic of Romance pro-

drop languages. Yet. if Jaeggli and Safir (1989) are right, only languages that are 

uniformally inflected or uniformally uninflected allow null subjects. Does the apparent 

development of a zero morpheme in the 3Sg. mean that ESSF would be losing its 

uniformally inflected paradigm? In fact, in spite of this morphological restructuring, the 

verbal paradigm of ESSF remains uniformally inflected because the zero morph carries 

meaning; it is the sign that distinguishes the 3Sg. from all of the other members of the 

paradigm. The ESSF pattern of a single, semantically content-full zero in the unmarked 

3Sg. stands in contrast with the generalized lack of inflection in the English r\ 2"'' and 

3P1. where the "nothing' is a true, "insignificant nothing." Although the lack of 

inflectional mark can distinguish any of the above forms from the 3Sg. -s, it cannot 

distinguish any of these forms from one another. In contrast, the zero morph of the ESSF 
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is unique to the 3Sg. Not only does it positively identify the form as 3Sg.. it also 

negatively identifies it as not being l". 2"''. or 3P1.. just as je- identifies its verb as being 

ISg. and no other. Thus, this zero morph is actually very "visible' and the inflectional 

paradigm remains just as regular as if all forms were signaled by an overt morpheme. 

So having discussed what this new change is and why it may be developing as 

well as its consequences on the rest of the inflectional paradigm, let us now turn to how it 

manifests itself in the results from the corpus. As we saw in Section 4.2.1.1.2. some 

impersonal verbs continue to show 100% prefi.x use. This result lends further support to 

the notion that the verbs discussed in this section represent new. morphological change, 

that is. a restructuring within the already established inflectional paradigm, and not 

incomplete morphologization. At the present time, or at least in the present corpus, four 

verbs have been affected by the new morphological change toward zero marking. They 

can be divided into two groups of results: a) categorical and b) variable. 

4.2.3.1: Categorical Zero Marking: va'va eu/vavait/ vavait enJvenavait 

The only verb to have completed this new morphological change is>r/. and its 

accompanying forms and tenses. With>'a. etc., zero marking is categorical. The full, 

written form // y a is never produced in conversation. At first glance, it might appear 

difficult to distinguish between the /i/ of ya and the 1x1 of //y a. If we are dealing with a 

true, vocalic /i/ instead of a glide instead, presumably the clitic would be the prevocalic 

allomorph [il]. rather than [i], in which case it would be audible and it is not. Therefore 

we can safely surmise that the clitic has been conclusively reduced to zero in ya. 
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Zero marked ya/ya en/yavait/yavail eii/yena/yenavait is a sort of presentational or 

existential in ESSF. Excluding clefts, which will not be addressed in this dissertation, the 

corpus contains 510 raw tokens and 363.3 Sl-adjusted tokens. Ya. etc.. serves to 

in t roduce  new informat ion  in to  the  conversa t ion ,  e i ther  in  a  s imple  u t te rance  or  in  aya 

cleft, as shown. 

(4.50) etc. in ESSF 

(a) eh! ya des bouts de viande la-bas.. (S2.1) 

"oh do they ever have cuts of meat over there !" 

(b) S6 ; c'est quoi 9a? ya pas une traduction de (;a? 

S5 : Rocky Road?..c'est bon ya du chocolat des noix: d-des noix des petits 

bouts de chocolat.. (S5. S6. Ill) 

'S6; what's that one? isn't there a translation for that ? S5: Rocky 

Road?..(it)"s good there's chocolate nuts: n—nuts chocolate chips' 

(c) parce que chaque annee ya des gens qui se font emporter (S1, III) 

"b'cuz ever>' year there are people who get swept away' 

(d) ya eu..ben ya eu Teddy..apres ya eu Craig..quya fait une semaine...qui a fait 

disparaitre $35..hlih attends vavait Ted—done Teddy. Craig, Lenny... 

'there was..well there was Teddy..then there was Craig..who lasted a 

week...an" made $35 disappear..hhh hold on there was Ted—yeah Teddy. 

Craig, Lenny...' 
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(e) non c'est comme les—les orages de mille neuf cent cinquante la quand on 

quand vavait la moitie des tuiles du toit de mes parents qui etai(en)t partis.. 

(S7. IV-A) 

"no (it)"s like the—the storms of nineteen fifty when (w—) when half the 

tiles on my parents roof blew off.. " 

(f) parce qu'vavait eu c'tte histoire en: mm..en Irlande (S4,11) 

"b'cause there was that stor>' in: uhm..in Ireland' 

(g) yavait pas mal de fermes-.mais vena peut-etre une deux.. (SI. Ill) 

'there usta be quite a few farms..but (now) there're maybe one (or) two' 

(h) ouais..venavait plus..hein.. (SIO, IV-B) 

•yeah.-there weren't any more of 'm..hmm..' 

Although S7 does utter one particularly exaggerated below that is drawn out 

more than the standard conversational ya, as indicated by the colon for increased vowel 

length, it is not a full-fledged written // y a either, because there is no accompanying [il]. 

(4.51) ah on va te soigner aux petits oignons y:a pas de probleme.. (S7. IV-A) 

"oh (we)'11 take care of you with little onions no problem.. 

Even though his literacy did not interfere with his standard, invariable c ̂ est production, 

which was just as systematic as for the other speakers, perhaps it did here with ily a. Or 

perhaps the fact that this token is not a presentational ya may cause it to act differently 

from other tokens of m (Waugh. p.c). Taken in that light, it would appear that the role of 

zero marked >-a. etc., in standard conversation is secure after all. 
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4.2.3.2: Variable Zero Marking: falloir. parailre. and suffire 

This emerging morphological change toward zero marking in the 3Sg. is not 

complete with falloir. paraitre. and suffire. Inflectional marking is still highly variable 

with these verbs, alternating between i-faut. i-parait. and i-siiffil and # -faul. # -parait. 

and ^ -suffit. In addition, note that w hen paraitre. and suffire take an overt inflectional 

morpheme it varies between /- and qa-. 

(4.52) Incomplete Morphological Change: Variable Zero Marking with falloir. 

paraitre. and suffire 

(a) falloir : 

(i) tu comprendras pourquoi i-Faut faire gaffe les distances.. (SI. V) 

•(you)"ll see why (you)"ve gotta watch out for the distances..." 

(ii) # -faut qu'il arrete de fumer.. (SI3, V) 

•(he)"s gotta stop smoking.." 

(b) paraitre: 

(i) mais i-parait qu'il a toume comme 9a.. (SI2. VI). 

"but (it) appears (he) turned like that.." 

(ii) something like that ca-parait pas enorme deux inch m'enfm bon.. (SI. Ill) 

'something like that doesn't seem like a lot two inches but anyway..." 

(iii) # -parait que c'est formidable.. (S11, V) 

"(it) appears (it)"s great.." 

(c) suffire : 

(i) i-sufflt que t'as des problemes (SI, V), 
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"all it takes is for ya t'run into trouble' 

(ii) oauis appara—apparamment ca-leur-suffit pas... (S4, II) 

•yeah appar—apparently (it) wasn't enough for them...' 

(iii) mais dessous c'est horrible parce que ir -suffit que toi t'es arrive t'as pris 

I'assiette (S3. I) 

"but the bottom is awful b'cuz all it takes is for you t'show up and take 

your plate" 

Of these, however, only falloir (n. = 200)—taken as a whole rather than further broken 

down by individual forms {(i)faiit (hafta). (i)fallait (hadta). (i)faucirait (would hafta). 

(i)faudra) (will hafta)—has sufficient tokens to merit independent discussion. But its 

ver>- frequency may make it atypical of the rest of the group. 

What is striking with falloir is that only slightly over half (raw; 57%. adjusted: 

56%) of the total falloir tokens include the 3Sg. clitic. To put it another way, close to 

half (raw; 43%, adjusted; 44%) of the total falloir tokens do not include the 3Sg. clitic. 

The results are displayed in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5: 

Fcilloir with 3Sg. Clitic: Individual & Overall 

Falloir. + Clitic/Total +CIitic Percentace -Clitic/Total -Clitic Percentage 
Sl-I 6/14 (42.9%) 8/14 (57.1%) 

11 7/14 (50.0%) 7/14 (50.0%) 
111 4/4 (100%) 0/4 (0%) 
IV-A 2/2 (100%) 0/2 (0%) 
IV-B 6/12 (0%) 6/12 (0%) 
V 10/11 (90.9%) 1/11 (90.1%) 
VT 6/12 (50.0%) 6/12 (50.0Vo) 
SI Total: 41/69 (59.4%) 2S/69 (40.6%) 
SI Adistd: 6.8/11.5 f59.4%) 4.7/11.5 f40.6%) 

S2-1 10/10 (100%) 0/10 (0%) 
VI 4/9 (44.4%) 5/9 (-55.6%) 
S2 Total: 14/19 f73.7%) 5/19 (26.2%) 

S3-1 15/19 (78.9%) 4/19 (21.1%) 
VI 4/11 (26.4%) 7/11 f63.6%) 
S3 Total: 19/30 (63.2%) 11/30 r36.7%) 

S4 8/14 (57.1%) 6/14 (42.9%) 
S5-1I 3/3 (100%) 0/3 (0%) 

111 I/I (100%) O/I fO%) 
S5 Total: 4/4 (100%) 0/4 (0%) 

S6 2/5 (40%) 3/5 (60%) 
S7 6/8 (75%) 2/8 (25%) 
S8 2/3 (66.7%) 1/3 (33.3%) 
89 3/7 (42.9%) 4/7 (57.1%) 
SIO 1/7 (14.3%) 6/7 (85.7%) 
Sll-V 2/3 (66.7%) 1/3 (33.3%) 

VI 2/4 (50%) 2/4 ("50%) 
S l l  T o t a l :  4/7 (57 .1%) 3/7 r42.9%) 

S12-V 0/0 (0%) 0/0 (0%) 
VI 2/10 (20%) 8/10 f80%) 

S12 Total: 2/10 (20%) 8/10 r8o%) 
S13 4/10 (40%) 6/10 (60%) 
S14 4/7 f57.1%) 3/7 f42.9%) 
Raw Total: 114/200 (57.0%) 86/200 (43.0%) 
Adiusted: 79.8/142.5 f56.0%^ 62.7/142.5 f44.0%) 

What makes these figures even more intriguing is how they relate to the pattern of 

morphologization in 3Sg. verbs that can take a subject NP. To review (all percentages 
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are S1-adjusted); I) in cases where the possible subject NP was absent, the 3Sg. clitic had 

fully. 100% morphologized into a prefix. 2) in total 3Sg. utterances (in other words, all 

those both with and without a subject NP), use of the 3Sg. clitic still reached 91.5%. and 

finally. 3) in the subset of just those 3Sg. utterances containing a subject NP. use of the 

3Sg. clitic slipped to 65.9%. In contrast, prefi.x use drops to 56% with falloir. This figure 

is appro.ximately 10 percentage points less than even the least morphologized 

environment of those verbs that can take a subject NP. As mentioned abo\'Q. falloir 

would be expected to be among those verbs on the leading edge of change because its 

single form eliminates the possibility for communicative confusion with other possible 

forms. Therefore these results lend further support to the argument being made here that 

this variability is due not to delayed morphologization but to paradigm internal, 

morphological change. 

This morphological change toward zero marking may be operating more below 

the level of consciousness (Labov. 1972/1991) than the subject NP-conditioned process 

of clitic morphologization. Conversations IV-A and II makes this pattern apparent. 

Although prefix omission is rare in IV-A (about the same level of dropping as its level of 

clitic use with a subject NP). it does not otherwise follow the same familiarity factors that 

we saw with subject NPs. In other words. Conversation II has a relatively high prefix 

omission rate with falloir. Here, Conversation II closely mirrors the group total (44.0%). 

registering 41.9% omission of the prefix. But prefix use with falloir is highly variable, as 

the contrast between V (35.5%) and VI (60.9%) shows. In these two conversations, lack 

of familiarity was not a major factor, although perhaps slightly with S3, who did not 



know SI 1 and S12 as well as her husband S2 did. But Conversation VI is exactly where 

S3"s prefix omission percentage soars. Table 4.6: Falloir with 3Sg. Clitic: Conversation 

below presents the falloir data by Conversation. 

Table 4.6: 

Falloir with 3Sg. Clitic: Conversation 

Falloir. + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage -Clitic/Total -Clitic Percentace 
I: 
51 
52 
53 

6/14 
10/10 
15/19 

(42.9%) 
(100%) 
r78.9%) 

8/14 
0/10 
4/19 

(57.1%) 
(0%) 
a 1.1%) 

1 Total: 31/43 f72.1%) 12/43 (27.9%) 
II: 
SI 
54 
55 

7/14 
8/14 
3/3 

(50.0%) 
(57.1%) 
(100%) 

7/14 
6/14 
0/3 

(50.0%) 
(42.9%) 
(0%) 

II Total: 18/31 f58.1%) 13/31 f41.9%) 
III: 
SI 
55 
56 

4/4 
1/1 
2/5 

(100%) 
(100%) 
C40%^ 

0/4 
O/I 
3/5 

(0%) 
(0%) 
(60%) 

III Total: 7/10 (70%^ 3/10 (•30%) 
IV-A: 
SI 
57 
58 

2/2 
6/8 
2/3 

(100%) 
(75%) 
(66.7%) 

0/2 
2/8 
1/3 

(0%) 
(25%) 
(33.3%) 

IV-A Total: 10/13 r76.9%) 3/13 (23.1%) 
IV-B: 
SI 
S9 
SIO 

6/12 
3/7 
1/7 

(0%) 
(42.9%) 
(-14.3%) 

6/12 
4/7 
6/7 

(0%) 
(57.1%) 
(85.7%) 

IV-B Total: 10/26 r38.5%) 16/26 (61.5%) 
V: 
SI 
S i !  
512 
513 
514 

10/11 
2/3 
0/0 
4/10 
4/7 

(90.9%) 
(66.7%) 
(0%) 
(40%) 
(57.1%) 

1/11 
1/3 
0/0 
6/10 
3/7 

(90.1%) 
(33.3%) 
(0%) 
(60%) 
(42.9%) 

V Total: 20/31 (64.5%) 11/31 (35.5%) 
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VL
SI 6/12 (50.0%) 6/12 (50.0%) 
S2 4/9 (44.4%) 5/9 (55.6%) 
S3 4/11 (36.4%) 7/11 (63.6%) 
S l l  2/4 (50%) 2/4 (50%) 
S12 2/10 r20%) 8/10 (80%) 
VI Total: 18/46 (-39.1%) 28/46 r60.9%) 

The correlations between 3Sg. clitic use with a subject NP and prefix omission 

with falloir is not straightforward. However, one familiar theme reappears; the couples 

effect. Once again, although with greater overall variability this time, married couples S2 

and S3. S7 and S8. S9 and S10. SI 1 and S12 pattern broadly similarly, with the wives in 

the lead with respect to the feature in question. And once again. S13 and S14 break with 

the overall pattern. Here, with falloir, in contrast with the rest of the corpus, the wives 

lead in prefix omission. These results contrast with those where the verb that can take a 

subject NP. There, the wives lead their husbands by a slight margin (2-4 percentage 

points) in greater 3Sg. clitic use in conjunction with a subject NP. Here, the wives lead 

their husbands by a more substantial margin (usually 10 percentage points or more) in 

lesser prefix use with falloir. as shown in Table 4.7: Falloir Married Couples. So if 

ESSF is developing zero-marking at least in the impersonals of the 3Sg.. the wives are 

leading this change. 
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Table 4.7: 

Falloir with 3Sg. Clitic: Married Couples 

Falloir: + Clitic/Total +CIitic Percentage -Clitic/Total -Clitic Percentage 
S2 14/19 (73.7%) 5/19 (26.3%) 
S3 19/30 (63.3%) 11/30 (36.7%) 
S7 6/8 (75%) 2/8 (25%) 
S8 2/3 f66.7%) 1/3 (33.3%) 
S9 211 (42.9%) 4/7 (57.1%) 
S I O  1/7 (14.3%) 6/7 (85.7%) 
S l l  4/7 (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 
S12 2/10 (20%) 8/10 (80%) 
S I 3  4/10 (40%) 6/10 (60%) 
S14 Ml (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 

It is perhaps revealing that S7 and S8 have the lowest 3Sg. clitic use in verbs taking a 

subject NP whereas here with falloir. they have the lowest prefix omission rate. Yet this 

reversal is not systematic. It is not the youngest couple (S2 and S3) that have the highest 

prefix omission scores. In fact, theirs are nearly as low as S7 and S8. despite their being 

among the highest in 3Sg. clitic use with a subject NP; in fact, S3 was the highest for the 

entire corpus. Here with falloir, the highest prefix omission rates came from SIO (85.7%) 

and S12 (80.0%) who had also demonstrated high 3Sg. clitic use with the subject NP, 

both at 77.8%. 

Supplemental tallies again for Gender. Age and Gender 8c Age, despite being 

somewhat contradictorv'. revealed one potentially indicative trend. Women, irrespective 

of age. are leading this emerging morphological change, as shown in the Tables 11-13: 

falloir. Gender, falloir: Age, and falloir. Gender and Age. 
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Table 4.8: 

Falloir with 3Sg. Clitic: Gender 

Falloir: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentace -Clitic/Total -Clitic Percentage 
MEN: 
SI Total: 41/69 (59.4%) 28/69 (40.6%) 

Adjstd: 6.8/11.5 (59.4%) 4.7/11.5 (40.6%) 
S2 14/19 (73.7%) 5/19 (26.3%) 
S7 6/8 (75%) 2/8 (25%) 
S9 3/7 (42.9%) 4/7 (57.1%) 
SI 1 4/7 (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 
S13 4/10 (40%) 6/10 (60%) 
Men Total: 72/120 (60.0%) 48/120 (40.0%) 
SI-Adjusted: 37.8/62.5 (60.5%) 24.7/62.5 (39.6%) 
WOMEN: 
S3 19/30 (63.3%) 11/30 (36.7%) 
S4 8/14 (57.1%) 6/14 (42.9%) 
S5 4/4 (100%) 0/4 (0%) 
S6 2/5 (40%) 3/5 (60%) 
S8 2/3 (66.7%) 1/3 (33.3%) 
S I O  1/7 (14.3%) 6/7 (85.7%) 
S12 2/10 (20%) 8/10 (80%) 
S14 4/7 (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 
Women Total: 42/80 (52.5%) 38/80 C47.5%) 
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Table 4.9: 

Falloir with 3Sg. Clitic: Age 

Falloir. + Clitic/Total +Clitic % -Clitic/Total -Clitic % 
UNDER 40: 
SI (35 yrs.) Total: 41/69 (59.4%) 28/69 (40.6%) 

Adjstd: 6.8/11.5 (59.4%) 4.7/11.5 (40.6%) 
S2 (31 yrs.) 14/19 (73.7%) 5/19 (26.3%) 
S3 (26 yrs.) 19/30 (63.3%) 11/30 (36.7%) 
S4 (37 yrs.) 8/14 (57.1%) 6/14 (42.9%) 
S5 (33 yrs.) 4/4 (100%) 0/4 (0%) 
S6 (36 \TS.) 2/5 (40%) 3/5 (60%) 
SI3 (39 \TS.) 4/10 (40%) 6/10 (60%) 
SI4 (36 vrs.) 4/7 (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 
^0 Total: 96/158 (60.8%) 62/158 (39.2%) 
Sl-Adiusted: 61.8/100.5 (61.5%) 38.7/100.5 r38.5%) 
OVER 40: 
S7 (64 yrs.) 6/8 (75%) 2/8 (25%) 
S8 (61 yrs.) 2/3 (66.7%) 1/3 (33.3%) 
S9 (68 yrs.) 3/7 (42.9%) 4/7 (57.1%) 
S10 (67 yrs.) 1/7 (14.3%) 6/7 (85.7%) 
S11 (64 yrs.) 4/7 (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 
S12 (61 vrs.) 2/10 (20%) 8/10 (-80%) 
-i-40 Total: 18/42 r42.9%) 24/42 r57.1%) 
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Table 4.10; 

Falloir with 3Sg. Clitic: Gender and Age 

Falloir. + Clitic/Total +Clitic % -Clitic/Total -Clitic % 
MEN UNDER 40: 
SI (35 yrs.) Total: 41/69 (59.4%) 28/69 (40.6%) 

Adjstd: 6.8/11.5 (59.4%) 4.7/11.5 (40.6%) 
S2 (31 yrs.) 14/19 (73.7%) 5/19 (26.3%) 
SI3 (39 vrs.) 4/10 (40%) 6/10 (60%) 
M-40 Total: 59/98 (60.2%) 39/98 (39.8%) 
Sl-Adiusted: 24.8/40.5 (61.2%) 15.7/40.5 (38.8%) 
MEN OVER 40: 
S7 (64 yrs.) 6/8 (75%) 2/8 (25%) 
S9 (68 yrs.) 3/7 (42.9%) 4/7 (57.1%) 
SI I (64 vrs.) 4/7 (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 
M+40 Total: 13/22 (59.1%) 9/22 (40.9%) 
WOMEN UNDER 40 : 
S3 (26 yrs.) 19/30 (63.3%) 11/30 (36.7%) 
S4 (37 yrs.) 8/14 (57.1%) 6/14 (42.9%) 
S5 (33 yrs.) 4/4 (100%) 0/4 (0%) 
S6 (36 yrs.) 2/5 (40%) 3/5 (60%) 
S14 (36 vrs.) 4/7 (57.1%) 3/7 (42.9%) 
W-40 Total: 37/60 (61.7%) 23/60 (38.3%) 
WOMEN OVER 40: 
S8 (61 yrs.) 2/3 (66.7%) 1/3 (33.3%) 
SIO (67 yrs.) 1/7 (14.3%) 6/7 (85.7%) 
SI2 (61 vrs.) 2/10 (20%) 8/10 (80%) 
W+40 Total: 5/20 (25%%) 15/20 (75%) 

Women omitted the prefix more than men (47.5% to 39.6%, SI adjusted) but perhaps 

surprisingly, older speakers omitted more than younger speakers (57.1% to 38.6%). 

Futhermore. once Gender & Age were combined, the younger men and the younger 

women had virtually identical omission scores (38.9% and 38.3% respectively) with no 

gender differentiation. In the older speakers, by contrast, the men deleted at only 40.9%. 

only slightly more often than the younger speakers, whereas the women deleted in 75% 
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of the possible utterances. Once again S7 and S8 stand apart from their respective groups 

omitting the prefix less often than either the older men or women. 

In conclusion, the variability seen here with falloir is of a different nature than the 

variability seen in the rest of the corpus. Here, it is indicative of the next wave of change, 

that is. morphological restructuring within the inflectional paradigm. In this very 

common morphological change, the least marked member of the category, i.e. 3Sg., loses 

its overt morpheme and develops the semantically significant zero morph in its place. As 

we have seen, logically then, the new change can start here with the impersonal verbs 

because, since the impersonals exist in only a single form, 3Sg.. communicatively there is 

no chance for confusion even if the prefix is absent. 

In contrast with what we have seen here, in the next chapter, variability really is 

indicative of as yet incomplete morphologization. 

4.3: Chapter Summary 

So, to conclude this chapter on environments of completed morphologization. we 

can see that the 1^'. 2"''. and the 3'^'' person subject clitics discussed here, meet 

Schwegler's (1990) eight tests of morphologi2^tion: 1) They appear in a fi.xed order, 

preceding the verb; 2) there is no intercalated non-affixal material (see also Zwicky and 

Pullum. 1983); 3) they undergo systematic allomorphy (e.g. devoicing, vowel reduction, 

and liaison), as shown in Chapter 3; 4) both the individual forms and the paradigm as a 

whole is undergoing reduction, as in the reduction of morphological bulk within the 

individual forms (e.g.Je>j\ tu>t'. voiis>vz) and loss (e.g. clitic nous) or weakening (e.g. 

clitic ellcs) of entire individual forms within the paradigm (also Chapter 3); 5) they are 
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repeated with every new verb, even in a sequence of verbs; 6) they are unstressed: 6) they 

are not separated from the verb stem by a pause: and finally. 7) they are obligatory. 

According to these criteria then, the subject clitics do not look like subject clitic pronouns 

but like full-fledged inflectional prefixes. Inflectional: because, in speech, they are the 

elements that signals person/number marking on the verb. Prefixes-, because, as Meillet 

(1912. in Hopper and Traugott, 1993) and Givon (1979) remarked in a by now classic 

observation about pronouns eroding down to person/number marking on verbs, if the 

word order of the original language was subject-initial (as has been the case all the way 

back to Latin), then those original pronouns would have found themselves before, not 

after, the verb. Therefore, as morphologization occurred, they have become prefixes, not 

suffixes. In addition, although this is not the topic of this dissertation, the object clitics 

have also morphologized as prefixes (between the nominative inflectional prefix and the 

verb). Hence, with regards to its grammatical affixes. ESSF has gone from a suffixing 

language to a prefixing one and is entering a new era of synthesis, i.e.. grammatical 

categories as prefixes. This is true also of the NP where gender and number is signaled 

by the article clitic before the noun, and sometimes, by liaison of the prefixal /z/. Bauer 

(1995. p. 25-26) extends this shift beyond the person/number marking on the verb and 

article placement on the noun, as mentioned here, to several other phrasal and inflectional 

categories. She recasts the traditional analytic/synthetic distinction into a syntactic 

branching model contrasting left-branching Classical Latin with right-branching Modem 

French. The pattern that emerges is highly systematic, as shown below using her 
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terminology in Table 4.11: Left-branching Latin and Right-branching French 

Grammatical Structures. 

Table 4.11: 

Left-branching Latin and Right-branching French Grammatical Structures 
(Bauer. 1995. p. 25-26) 

PHRASES 
Latin French 

Obiect Verb Verb Obiect 
exercitum duxit il conduisait Tarmee 
"he led the armv" 
PP Verb Verb PP 
in partes discindere diviser en parties 
"to divided in parts' 
Adverb Verb Verb Adverb 
leniter ridere rire doucement 
"to smile kindly" 
Adiective Copula Copula Adverb 
avidus est il est avide 
"he is greedy' 
Noun Adposition Preposition Noun 
me -cum avec moi 
"with me' 
Adiective Noun Noun Adiective 
longissimus truncus un tronc tres allonge 
"a very long trunk" 
Genetive Noun Noun Genetive 
deorum munus le present des dieu.\ 
"the present of the gods" 
Noun Adiective Adiective Noun 
pecuniae 
•greedy for money' 
Referent 

avidus 

Comoarative 

avide 

Comparative 

d'argent 

Referent 
Paulo 
"biceer than Paul' 

grandior plus grand que Paul 
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rNFLECTED FORMS 
Latin French 

.A.diective Decree Desree Adjective 
grand -ior plus grand 
"bigger" 
Noun Endine Preposition Noun 
leg -ibus avec des lois 
"with laws" 
Verb Endine Aux/Pronoun Verb 
am -av-erit il aura aime 
'he will haved loved" 
Noun Conjunction Conjunction Noun 
populus 
"and the oeoole" 

-que et le peuple 

Finally. Section 4.2.3 presented what could at first glance appear to be a fairly 

serious counter-example to the completely morphologized environments discussed in this 

chapter as well as to the increasingly morphologized environments to be addressed in the 

next chapter. What initially appears to be an unexpectedly slow environment to 

morphologize turns out to be instead the leading edge of a new change that is emerging in 

impersonal verbs such asya and falloir. This change is not morphologization but rather 

restructuring within the inflectional paradigm, in accordance with markedness criteria. It 

is the development of a zero morph in the unmarked 3Sg. and is a common 

morphological change. Because these verbs exist only in the 3Sg. and cannot take a 

subject NP, they remain uniquely identifiable with or without their prefix and so are not 

problematic in terms of successful communication. 

Next in Chapter 5: Incomplete (or Variable) Clitic Morphologization. I will turn 

to those variable environments where clitic morphologization has not yet gone to 

completion in the present corpus of ESSF. As we will see. some environments are close 

to completion, others are not. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

ENVIRONMENTS OF INCOMPLETE (VARIABLE) CLITIC 

MORPHOLOGIZATION IN THE 3'^'^ PERSON 

In chapter 4.1 presented the environments where the subject clitics had fully 

morphologized into inflectional prefixes. The corpus revealed that clitic 

morphologization was complete in all contexts of the 1^' and 2""^ person, both the singular 

and plural, as well as in a number of communicatively crucial 3'^'' person environments. 

This order of change is predicted by such structuralist, functionalist. language-as-

communication theories of grammaticalization as Benveniste (1966). based on the needs 

of the conversational participants, leaving those less topical, non-participants (i.e. 3^"^ 

person) to change last. This prediction is borne out in this corpus. Although 3"^ person 

trails 1^' and 2"'' person, morphologization is already underway there too. as we have seen 

in the last chapter. Sections 4.2. L (3Sg.) and 4.2.2 (3P1.). presented contexts in the corpus 

where the clitic has already completely morphologized. Also predictably, the unmarked 

3Sg. has undergone more widespread clitic morphologization than the more marked 3P1. 

Despite the fact that grammatical ization is already well underway in the 3'^'' 

person, it is not yet complete. Therefore, in this chapter, I present the results for those 

environments of the corpus where morphologization has not yet gone to completion, 

beginning with 3Sg. and then moving on to 3P1. In the corpus, the only environment 

remaining where the clitics have not yet fially morphologized are the subgroup of 3^'* 

person utterances containing a subject NP, both singular and plural. Indeed, as Waugh 

(p.c.) points out, communicatively based, functionalist theories of language would predict 
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that 3'^'' person contexts with a subject NP present would be the last and most difficult 

environment for obligatory clitic usage to develop because, referentially. the subject has 

already been identified. In utterances containing no subject NP. as in the bulk of 1^' and 

2"'' person and a portion of 3'^'' person utterances, and no affixal person marking on the 

verb, the clitic or other morpheme becomes obligatory for communicative reasons since 

there would be no other way of determining who did what. So. it is only in those 

environments with a subject NP where the clitic or other morpheme would not be 

communicatively necessary. Therefore, it would be predicted that this would be the last 

environment to develop obligatory inflectional morphemes. Concurrently, the heavier or 

more referential the NP, the later it would be to require inflectional marking on the 

corresponding verb. So it would be anticipated that inflection would develop sooner in 

the presence of a lighter pronominal subject than it would with a heavier nominal subject, 

such as a definite NP. 

As we have already seen, clitic morphologization is complete across the board, in 

all persons in the absence of a subject NP. Additionally, it is complete even in the 

presence of a subject NP in the P' and 2"*^ persons both singular and plural. What we are 

looking at here is the final tip of the iceberg, the last bend in the S-curve of language 

change (Aitchison. 1991). The contexts that I am about to present are the last holdout 

environments, the exceptions to the rule of the big picture of clitic morphologization in 

ESSF. Based on this state of affairs then. I suggest that typologically ESSF has already 

reached the 'point pivot of parametric shift' (Posner, 1999. p. 288) with regard to its 

verbal morphology, and consequently, its use of subject NPs (both nouns and pronouns). 
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5.1: 3Sg. Clitics in Verbs That Can Take an Optional Subject NP 

Although, as we have already seen in the previous chapter, the 3Sg. clitic has 

already fully morphologized in verbs that can take a subject NP when the NP is absent or 

when it is a true, personal pronoun., as we are about to see in the coming sections, 

morphologization of the 3Sg. clitic is not complete, and. in fact, is highly variable, in the 

presence of most other subject NPs. Therefore, in order to grasp the overall degree of 

morphologization in the 3Sg.. I will present percentages of 3Sg. clitic use in two steps. 

First, in section 5.1.1.1 present the percentage of 3Sg. clitic use for all 3Sg. finite 

utterances combined, regardless of whether or not they contain a subject NP. (5.1). 

(5.1) Total 3Sg. Clitic Morphologization (with and without Subject NP) 

(a) elle elle aime le Suchard.. (SI. I) 

'she likes Suchard.." 

(b) il est amer plutot le Caotina.. (S1,1) 

"Caotina is kinda bitter..' 

(c) et pis 0 i venait 0 il apportait du poisson.. (S1, II) 

"an' (he)"d come and bring fish..' 

In (5.1a). the utterance includes both a 3Sg. clitic and a pre-posed subject NP. In (5.1b). 

the utterance contains a 3Sg. clitic and a post-posed subject NP. And in (5.1c). the 

utterance contains just the 3Sg. clitic but no subject NP. The figures for combined 3Sg. 

clitic use include all of these conditions. I present three layers of results, each 

increasingly detailed: 1) by the corpus overall, 2) by conversation, and 3) by individual 

speakers. 
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Then, in section 5.1.2.1 present percentage of 3Sg. clitic use in the more restricted 

set of 3Sg. finite utterances that additionally include a subject NP. (5.2). 

(5.2) 3Sg. Clitic Morphologization with Subject NP 

(a) comme la fois oil le citoven suisse a vote un exempt (S4, II) 

iike the time the Swiss citizens voted an exemption' 

(b) ben..le citoven suisse moven i r'garde son portemonnaie... (S4. II) 

"well..the average Swiss citizen keeps an eye on his wallet.." 

In (5.2a). the utterance lacks a 3Sg. clitic; in (5.2b) it contains one. But in both (5.2a) and 

(5.2b). the utterance contains a subject NP. The figures for 3Sg. clitic morphologization 

with subject NP include just those utterances including a subject NP, whether or not the 

3Sg. is present. I present three layers of results, each increasingly detailed: 1) Overall 

results for the corpus as a whole, with all speakers combined; 2) by Conversation; and 3) 

by Individual. 

I hope that this approach will help keep the subject NP situation in its proper 

perspective, that is. as the tail end of language change in this larger picture of the 

morphologization of clitics in ESSF. As is becoming apparent, a number of factors, 

linguistic, sociolinguistic, and contextual seem to affect the degree of 3Sg. clitic 

morphologization in those remaining environments where it has not yet gone to 

completion. Finally, factors relating primarily to the subject NP. rather than the clitic. 

will be dealt with in Chapter 6 on subject NPs as a conditioning influence on clitic 

morphologization. 
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5.1.1: Total 3Sg. Clitic Morphologi2^tion f±Subiect NP Combined) 

Overall. 3Sg. clitic morphologization across all 3Sg. utterances (n. = 3.744) 

reaches 92.1%. for the entire corpus. The SI-adjusted score (n. = 2.522.3) falls off but 

onl\- by appro.ximately one half of one percentage point to 91.5%. see Table 5.1: 3Sg. 

Finite Verbs with Clitic: Overall. 

Table 5.1: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic: Overall 

3Sg. Overall + Clitic/Total +Clitic % 3Sg. Without/q//o/"r+Clitic/Total +Clitic % 
Raw Total 3450/3744 (92.1%) Raw Total 114/200 (94.1%) 
SI .Adjusted 2306.7/2522.3 (91.5%) SI Adjusted 79.8 r92.9%) 

For purely hypothetical purposes, if the exceptional speakers. S7 and S8 were then 

factored out of the Sl-adjusted figure (n. = 2.336.3). 3Sg. clitic use would rise again to 

92.2%. fractionally higher than the raw corpus total before SI-adjustment. Again, as 

noted earlier in the individual figures, when all of the 3Sg. is taken together (^Subject NP 

and iSubject NP). the overall corpus score is high, attaining the quasi-categorical 90% 

criterion. Additionally, no matter how the overall corpus is adjusted from the raw scores. 

the resulting adjusted scores introduce minimal variablility and remain above the 90% 

mark in all cases. Thus, taken as whole, although the 3Sg. clitic has not reached the 100% 

morphologization of the 1^' and 2"^* persons, it has reached the 90% quasi-categorical 

level. These figures will also serve to show, in the ne.xt section, that utterances containing 

a subject NP are actually but a small subset of all 3Sg. occurrences. 
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Conversational data is not as revealing as it is in the +Subject NP subset of 3'^'' 

person utterances, given the relative lack of variability in 3Sg. clitic use in all the 3Sg. 

utterances combined, as shown in Table 5.2: 3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic; Conversation 

Table 5.2: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic: Conversation 

3Sa. + Clitic/Total +Clitic % 
I : 
51 
52 
53 

389/418 
79/83 
250/264 

(93.1%) 
(95.2%) 
(-94.7%) 

Total: 718/765 (93.9%) 
II : 
SI 
54 
55 

152/161 
213/243 
59/68 

(94.4%) 
(87.7%) 
f86.8%) 

Total: 424/472 f89.8%) 
III : 
SI 
55 
56 

138/145 
107/115 
112/120 

(95.2%) 
(93.0%) 
f93.3%) 

Total: 357/380 (-93.9%) 
IV-A : 
SI 
57 
58 

88/96 
89/109 
64/77 

(91.7%) 
(81.7%) 
f83.1%) 

Total: 241/282 f85.5%) 
IV-B : 
SI 
S9 
S I O  

217/234 
158/169 
107/117 

(91.7%) 
(93.5%) 
f91.5%) 

Total: 482/520 f92.7%) 
V : 
SI 
SI I 
512 
513 
514 

229/235 
54/59 
76/78 
217/233 
93/100 

(97.4%) 
(91.5%) 
(97.4%) 
(93.1%) 
C93.0%) 

Total: 669/705 r94.9%) 
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VI  :  
51 159/177 (89.8%) 
52 82/92 (89.1%) 
53 95/106 (89.6%) 
SI I 74/79 (93.7%) 
S12 149/166 r89.6%) 
Total: 559/620 C90.2%^ 

Nonetheless, the two conversations containing the e.xceptional S7 and S8 and the 

transitional S4, do yield the lowest conversational scores for 3Sg. clitic use. In fact, those 

two conversations (II with S4 and IV-A with S7 and S8) are the only ones to fall below 

the 90% criterion just established above in the discussion of individual results in all 3Sg. 

utterances. Again these scores seem to reflect the exceptional versus transitional character 

of these three speakers. While the IV-A average is 85.5%. with SI serving to pull up S7 

and S8's individual scores of 81.7% and 83.1% respectively, the II average just misses 

the 90% criterion at 89.8%. In II. though, it is once again SI (at 94.4%) that pulls up the 

conversational average, for within this conversation, despite S5*s individual average 

(90.7%). here she actually drops slightly below S4"s 87.7% to 86.8% in this 

conversational context. While the scores for S4 and S5 may reflect speech 

accommodation to each other and to the conversational situation (they were not long time 

close friends or family the way most of the other speakers were), speech accommodation 

does not so neatly account for STs data. As we will see in section 5.1.2. he shows a wide 

range of speech accomodation. Further, his lowest score for 3Sg. clitic use in the overall 

3'^'' person context, come instead in Conversation VI with his parents and best friends. 

With the exception of S11. this is also the case for all of the other speakers when they 

appear in VI compared to their other respective conversations. Thus if speech 
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accommodation is having an influence, its effect is not straightforward, and scores may 

also have been affected by the presence of the variable impersonals, section 3.2.2. Still 

the highest conversational total (94.9%) appears in Conversation V when only the 

immediate family and daughter-in-law are present. 

Individual scores show that all 14 speakers display two strong tendencies. They 

have consistently high percentages of clitic morphologization and show relatively little 

variation. Table 5.3 : 3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic: Individual. 
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Table 5.3: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic: Individual 

3Sa. + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentaae 
S I :  
I 389/418 (93.1%) 
II 152/161 (94.4%) 
III 138/145 (95.2%) 
IV-A 88/96 (91.7%) 
IV-B 217/234 (91.7%) 
V 229/235 (97.4%) 
VI 159/177 (89.8%) 
S1 Total 1372/1466 93.6% 
SI Adjusted 228.7/244.3 93.6% 
S2: 
I 79/83 (95.2%) 
VI 82/92 (89.1%) 
S2 Total 161/175 92.0% 
S3: 
I 250/264 (94.7%) 
VI 95/106 (89.6%) 
S3 Total 345/370 93.2% 
S4 213/243 87.7% 
55: 
11 59/68 (86.8%) 
III 107/115 (93.0%) 
S5 Total 166/183 90.7% 
S6 112/120 93.3% 
S7 89/109 81.7% 
S8 64/77 83.1% 
S9 158/169 93.5% 
S I O  107/117 91.5% 
S l l :  
V 54/59 (91.5%) 
VI 74/79 (93.7%) 
SI 1 Total 128/138 92.8% 
S12: 
V 76/78 (97.4%) 
VI 149/166 (89.6%) 
S12 Total 225/244 92.2% 
S13 217/233 93.1% 
S14 93/100 93.0% 
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The greatest within-speaker range is still only about eight percentage points for S1 

(89.8% in VI to 97.4% in V) and S12 (89.6% in VI to 97.4% in V). dropping to barely 

more than a two point spread for S11 (91.5% in V to 93.7% in VI). Between-speaker 

variation ranges from a high of 97.4% for SI and his mother S12 in their Conversation V 

together to a low of 81.7% for S7. for a range of approximately 15 percentage points. 

This spread is considerably greater than the within-speaker spread and highliglits 

individual speaker differences. Still though it is minimal in comparison with the 

comparable figures representing the subject NP effect, which will be presented in section 

5.1.2. In the meantime, though, it is important to note that since both SI «& S12 were in 

more than one conversation, this high of 97.4% does not represent the highest individual 

average of total 3Sg. clitic use. Coincidentally. that figure does also go to SI at 93.6% 

but with S9 just behind at 93.5%, bringing the average individual spread to around 12 

percentage points instead. At the same time S12 drops to 92.2%. Although the drop is 

hardly large enough to be considered a true drop, si.x other speakers intervene between 

STs high of 93.6% and SlTs 92.2%. 

This clustering shows the relative lack of variability in the total 3Sg. clitic 

morphologization scores. In fact. 11 of the 14 speakers attained at least 90% use of the 

3Sg. clitic in their total 3Sg. utterances, while a twelveth one, S4, was not far behind at 

87.7%, barely over 2% away from the 90% criterion. And as we saw when I presented 

the methodology in Chapter 2. in many studies, especially data based ones, the 90% 

criterion is interpreted as categorical use of a rule. In contrast, two other speakers. S7 

and S8. consistently pattern together but apart from the rest of group (S7: 81.7% and S8: 
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83.1%). Still, overall, the relative lack of variation and close-to-categorical results for 12 

of the 14 speakers may help keep the tail of the iceberg, i.e. the subject NP effect, in its 

proper perspective, that of the residual environment of 3Sg. clitic motphologijation. 

5.1.2: 3Sg. Clitics in 3Sg. Finite Utterances (+ Subject NP) 

Especially in light of the quasi-categorical use of the 3Sg. clitic in the total 3Sg. 

conte.xt that we have just seen above, in these final stages in the morphologization of the 

3Sg. clitics, two linguistic factors are determinant in conditioning 3Sg. clitic 

morphologization. They are 1) the presence of a subject NP in an utterance, (5.3) and 2) 

the type of subject NP, (5.4). This section addresses these two points from the 

perspective of the clitic and presents the results of 3Sg. clitic morphologization in 

utterances containing a subject NP. first by the Overall corpus, then by Conversation, and 

finally, by Individual. In addition, the next chapter will also deal with the second point, 

(5.4). but from the perspective of the subject NP rather than the clitic. 

(5.3) 3Sg. Clitic Morphologization in +Subject NP 3Sg. Finite Utterances 

(a) comme la fois ou le citoven suisse vote un exempt (84, II) 

'like the time the Swiss citizen(s) voted an exemption' 

(b) ben..le citoven suisse moven i r'garde son portemonnaie... (S4. II) 

"well..the average Swiss citizen keeps an eye on his wallet..." 

(c) il est amer plutot le Caotina.. (SI, I) 

"Caotina's kinda bitter.." 

(d) 0 il est: il est amer..plutot ga.. ( S I .  I )  

•(it)"s: (it)'s bitter..(that)'s it..' 
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This section examines clitic morphologization only in utterances like (5.3a-c). but not 

(5.3d). which was dealt with in the previous section in addition to those like (5.3a-c). 

(5.4) Type of Subject NP 

(a) True. Personal Pronoun; 

elle elle est plutot pour que 9a s'ouvre (S1. II) 

"she's in favor of opening up" 

(b) Demonstrative Pronoun; 

ce(nui-la-la i gagne bien (S1.1) 

"that guy makes a good living" 

(c) Possessive Pronoun; 

ben le notre il mangeait du pain de poire des Grisons (S1,11) 

"ours would eat Graubiinder pear bread' 

(d) Proper Name; 

mais Daniel il aime bien (S5. II) 

"but Daniel likes it" 

(e) Definite NP; 

le gars francais il le comprenait pas hein (S6. Ill) 

"but the French guy didn't understand eh" 

(f) Indefinite NP: 

pour moi une omelette elle est comme 9a (S4. II) 

•for me an omelette's like that" 
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(g) Quantifier NP: 

tout le monde -devait s'asseoir (S8. IV-A) 

"everyone had to sit down' 

( h )  O t h e r :  

aller sur / 'est ca va plus vite ouais (S5. II) 

"going east is faster yeah" 

Clitic morphologization is further advanced in some subject NP environments, such as 

with the various pronominals in (5.4a-c) than in others, such as the full NPs in (5.4d-0-

The delayed quantifiers. (5.4g), are not a surprise, since, as Waugh (p.c.) points out this is 

an environment where, communicatively, the clitic or inflectional prefix would not be 

expected to develop because il cannot refer anaphorically to tout le monde. And yet. as 

we will see in Chapter 6. even with the quantifiers (a distinctly unfavorable envirorunent 

for clitic morphologization). morphologization is already underway. I will return to the 

details of these factors as appropriate throughout the general presentation of the results. 

In addition to the Overall results, this chapter discusses variation by Conversation. 

Individual variation, and sociolinguistic issues for the group as a whole. 

Overall results for the corpus are not particularly high for 3Sg. clitic use in 

conjunction with a subject NP. The raw score (n. = 646) is 69.2%. which slips to 65.9% 

once the total figures have been adjusted for SI. making an adjusted total of (n. = 431.8). 

However, if hypothetically. results were retallied without S7 and S8 on the grounds that 

the recordings did not successfully capture their vernacular, although the total is reduced 

once again (n. = 393.8) use of 3Sg. clitic with a subject NP rises again to just hitting 
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70%, and thereby slightly exceeding even the original non-Sl-adjusted score. These 

results, while clearly lower than the total 3Sg. combined results, still pattern the same 

way. The main difference between the two is in the number of tokens available in each 

group: 3.744 (or 2.522.3 SI-adjusted) versus 646 (or 431.8 SI-adjusted). But this 

disparity in fact further suggests that the subject NP environment is only a small portion 

of the big picture, and as such is on the tail end of change. Communicative clarity and 

traditional prescriptive grammar have probably slowed completion in these remaining 

environments. Although complete morphologization of the 3^'' person still has a fair way 

to go before it is categorical for all speakers, in all linguistic environments, this corpus 

shows that it is clearly moving strongly in that direction. 

Table 5.4: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs +Clitic and -rSubiect NP: Overall 

3Se., +NP: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
Raw Total: 447/646 69.2% 
SI Adiusted: 284.5/431.8 65.9% 

Conversational scores would appear to indicate that sociolinguistic factors are 

also at work in determining 3Sg. clitic use when accompanied by a subject NP. These 

factors may include age. degree of familiarity, speech accommodation, and 

conversational topic. The single biggest factor conditioning the results of the various 

conversations seems to be the extralinguistic factor of degree of familiarity with the other 

conversational participants, with the exception of outlier Conversation IV-A. where the 

participants have all known each other for many years. Here, it is possible that the 

initially more formal circumstances of their acquaintance may still be making their 
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presence felt. Table 5.5: 3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP; Conversation 

shows the details below. 
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Table 5.5: 

3Sa. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Conversation 

3S2.. -^NP: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentace 
I: 
51 
52 
53 

68/87 
7/11 
39/48 

(78.2%) 
(63.6%) 
(81.3%) 

Total 114/146 (78.1%) 
II: 
SI 
54 
55 

22/24 
20/43 
7/16 

(91.7%) 
(46.5%) 
(43.8%) 

Total 49/83 (59.0%) 
III: 
SI 
55 
56 

17/23 
10/18 
11/16 

(73.9%) 
(55.6%) 
(68.8%) 

Total 38/57 (66.7%) 
IV-A: 
SI 
57 
58 

3/11 
5/22 
4/16 

(27.3%) 
(22.7%) 
(25.0%) 

Total 12/49 (24.5%) 
IV-B: 
SI 
S9 
S I O  

22/32 
22/32 
14/18 

(68.8%) 
(75.0%) 
(77.8%) 

Total 57/78 (73.1%) 
V: 
SI 
SI 1 
512 
513 
514 

42/47 
8/11 
13/15 
26/36 
4/8 

(89.4%) 
(72.7%) 
(86.7%) 
(72.2%) 
(50.0%) 

Total 93/117 (-79.5%) 
VI: 
51 
52 
53 
SI 1 
S12 

21/33 
21/33 
10/14 
10/13 
22/30 

(63.6%) 
(80.8%) 
(71.4%) 
(76.9%) 
(73.3%) 

Total 84/116 (-72.4%) 



Other than IV-A. the lowest conversational percentage is that of II (59.0%) where S4 was 

only slightly acquainted with SI and S5. while SI and S5 were somewhat better 

acquainted but at the same time not the longtime friend/family that appear in the other 

conv ersational groupings. Similarly, the next lowest score came in conversation III 

(66.7%) where SI and S6 were old friends, perhaps helping to raise this score some in 

comparison with 11. but S5 and S6 were meeting for the first time. In the remaining 

conversations, I, IV-B. V. and VI. all the participants were long-time friends or family 

and 3Sg. clitic use with a subject NP hovers just above or just below the 75% mark. Thus 

just over half of the conversations use the 3Sg. clitic in conjunction with the subject NP 

approximately 75% of the time or more on average. 

Compared to degree of familiarity, the effect of speech accommodation is not as 

clear-cut. That is. once again with the e.xception of IV-A where SI shifts from his 75.9% 

average dowTi to 27.3%. bringing himself very closely in line with S7"s 22.7% and S8"s 

25.0%, while remaining just above them. Still this close patterning does not hold at all in 

II. where SI hits his personal high of 91.7% to 46.5% and 43.8% for S4 and S5 

respectively. A similar but not quite as pronounced disparity occurs within the family in 

V where S14 registers only 50% use compared to use around 75% or above on the part of 

the other speakers. Nor is this disparity due to the fact that they are famille and she is 

helle-famille. as she is actually a very well-integrated daughter-in-law. The difference is 

more likely due to either socio-economic differences (in contrast with her husband's 

family, she is from a family of doctors, teachers, and high-ranking chocolate executives), 

or methodological flaws (she did not seem entirely comfortable with the recording 
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process and produced a somewhat more limited number of tokens, at least compared to 

the combined tokens available for SI 1 and SI2). While conversational topic may also 

have some influence on the conversational scores, it too is far from conclusive and seems 

secondarN' to the familiarity effect (and the general exceptionality of S7 and S8). For. 

while 87 gives a lecture on Old French and S4 discusses the Swiss banks and pitfalls of 

the European Union, in contrast^ S9 details mortage rates and the administrative 

malfunctioning of the Esperanto Cultural Center. And participants in V. including overall 

top scoring S3, discuss the upcoming referendum on legalizing the transit of heavier 

commercial trucks through the country', without any particular ill-effect on their 3Sg. 

clitic with subject NP scores. 

Finally. Individual 3Sg. clitic morphologization in the subset of 3Sg. finite 

utterances containing a subject NP. shows that all 14 speakers once again display two 

strong tendencies. First, they have consistently lower percentages of 3Sg. clitic 

morphologization in conjunction with a subject NP than they had had in the combined 

3Sg. category, just discussed in section 3.2.1.1. Second, they show considerably greater 

variation in 3Sg. clitic use. both within themselves, if they appear in multiple 

conversations (SI, S2, S3. S5. SI 1, SI2). as well as between speakers in this +Subject NP 

subset category than they did in the combined 3Sg. category. On average, individual 

3Sg. clitic use in the presence of a subject NP dropped easily 20 percentage points 

compared to the combined 3Sg. scores, and within speaker variability hovered around 10 

to 15 to fifteen percentage points. This range of variability can be seen in Table 5.6: 3Sg. 

Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Individual. 
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Table 5.6: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Individual 

+ NP 3Se.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentace 
S I :  
I 68/87 (78.2%) 
II 22/24 (91.7%) 
III 17/23 (73.9%) 
IV-A 3 / 1 1  (27.3%) 
IV-B 22/32 (68.8%) 
V 42/47 (89.4%) 
VI 21/33 (63.6%) 
SI Total 195/257 (75.9%) 
SI Adjusted 32.5/42.8 (75.9%) 
S2; 
I 7/11 (63.6%) 
VI 21/26 (80.8%) 
S2 Total 28/37 (75.7%) 
S3: 
I 39/48 (81.3%) 
VI 10/14 (71.4%) 
S3 Total 49/62 (79.0%) 
S4: 20/43 (46.5%) 
S5: 
II 7/16 (43.8%) 
I I I  10/18 (55.6%) 
S5 Total 17/34 (50.0%) 
S6; 11/16 (68.8%) 
S7: 5/22 (22.7%) 
S8: 4/16 (25.0%) 
S9: 21/28 (75.0%) 
S I O :  14/18 (77.8%) 
S l l :  
V 8/11 (72.7%) 
VI 10/13 (76.9%) 
S l l  T o t a l  18/24 (75.0%) 
S12: 
V 13/15 (86.7%) 
VI 22/30 (73.3%) 
S I 2  T o t a l  35/45 (77.8%) 
S I 3 :  26/36 (72.2%) 
SI 4: 4/S r50.0%^ 
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At the individual level, these differences become particularly pronounced. For 

example. SI averages 75.9% 3Sg. clitic use in the presence of a subject NP. considerably 

lower than his 93.6% 3Sg. clitic use in 3Sg. utterances overall but toward the high end of 

3 S g .  c l i t i c  u s e  i n  c o n j u n c t i o n  w i t h  a  s u b j e c t  N P .  W h a t  i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  s t r i k i n g  a b o u t  S i ' s  

results though is his range of variation. A certain amount is perhaps predictable because 

he is the only speaker who appears in ail seven conversations. Not only does he have tiie 

greatest within-speaker variation in his percentage of 3Sg. clitic use in the presence of a 

subject NP but that variability spans more than 60 percentage points, ranging from a low 

of 27.3% in IV-A to a high of91.7% in II. Both his average of 75.9% and this spread of 

over 60 percentage points contrast sharply with his eight-point spread around his average 

of 93.6% in the overall 3Sg. context. 

By contrast. S11. S1 "s father who appears in two definitely familiar 

conversations, albeit with a relatively limited number of tokens, shows the smallest 

spread, a difference of only just over four percentage points, ranging from 72.7% in V to 

76.9% in VI. His average of 75.0% use of the 3Sg. clitic in the presence of the subject 

NP. is. however, very similar to his son's 75.9%. despite the vast difference in their range 

of variability. The greatest drop in 3Sg. clitic use in conjunction with a subject NP 

compared to all 3Sg. use came from S7. one of the most conservative or monitoring 

speakers. From his group low of 81.7% of 3Sg. clitic use out of total 3Sg. utterances. 

once only the subject NP subset is looked at, 3Sg. clitic use plummets to 22.7%. While 

S7"s figures are not that much lower tlian Si's low figures (which come from his 

conversation with S7 and show his facility for speech accommodation), the discrepancy 
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is far more striking when compared to S I's averages, as well as those of the majority of 

speakers in the rest of the corpus. Here. too. though their total 3Sg. clitic figures are 

relatively close (93.6% for SI versus 81.7% for S7). the presence of a subject NP triggers 

a large amount of variability in the use of the 3Sg. clitic (75.9% for SI versus 22.7% for 

S7). There, from S7"s low of only 22.7%. the high soars to 91.7% from SI in 

Conversation II. 1 find this figure somewhat surprising since these were the two speakers 

in the entire corpus with whom he was least familiar. At the time of recording, he had 

met S4 only once before, at her wedding. 

Since SI was in multiple conversations, his individual high figure does not 

represent the highest average. The highest average percentage of 3Sg. clitic use in 

conjunction with a subject NP goes to S3, who in her two conversations averaged 79.0%. 

This figure is potentially interesting because S3 is the youngest woman in the group. For 

theories of language change that posit that younger women frequently tend to be on the 

leading edge of language change (Labov. 1972/1991. p. 301; Gauchat. 1905 in Labov. 

1972/1991. p. 301. Milroy. 1980/1995). this virtually 80% figure may be indicating the 

future direction of ESSF and the ongoing morphologization of the clitics in apparent time 

(Gauchat. 1905 in Labov, 1972/1991, p. 275). If this trend is not apparent with the other 

younger women, it may reflect the limitations of the data more than the actual state of the 

language. S4 and S5 were meeting for only the second or third time. S5 and S6 were 

meeting for the first time, and S14 was at least initially somewhat ill at ease with the 

prospect of the recordings. The correlation between women and linguistic innovation is 

not a direct one. Both Labov and Milroy both warn that 'the evidence is confused and 
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conflicting" (Milroy.1980. p.l 12) on this point. Labov cautions; "In case after case, we 

find that women use the more advanced forms in their own casual speech, and correct 

more sharply to the other extreme in their formal speech.' Labov (1972/1991. p.301). 

Even with men, as Si's range of 3Sg. clitic use with a subject NP showed, extralinguistic 

factors still can have a substantial impact on the course of 3Sg. clitic morphologization. 

as in conversation IV-A when he dropped to 27.3% from his average of 75.9%. This 

spread appears to be a case of Matthews' (1989) situational codeswitching inherent in the 

"change from below" (Labov. 1972) that he sees taking place in French. 

Thus, as we have seen, the presence of the subject NP substantially lowers 3Sg. 

clitic use and increases individual variation both within and between speakers. Still, in 

terms of the overall question of morphologization. 8 of the 14 speakers (SI. S2. S3. S9. 

SIO. SI 1. SI 2. and SI 3) cluster around the 75% level. A transitional group of three 

speakers (S4. S5. S6. and S14 who. with the exception of S14. were not as well 

acquainted with each other as the speakers in the 75% group) still used it in 

approximately 50% to 67% of their 3Sg. utterances. Then there is a sharp drop, the 

biggest single drop, down to S7 and S8 who use the 3Sg. clitic in conjunction with a 

subject NP in only about 25% of their utterances, if that. Whether these figures represent 

true conservatism on the part of S7 and S8, extreme monitoring, a failure of the recording 

to capture their true vernacular, monitoring in the presence of a tape recorder, or other 

factors yet unknown, these two speakers seem almost distinct from the overall trend. 

While none of the speakers have reached even quasi-categoricality in 3Sg. clitic use when 

combined with a subject NP, S3's 79.0% seems qualitatively different from the 25% level 
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of S7 and S8. who are alone by themselves at the bottom, whereas S3 simply leads the 

75% group. If conversational factors affected the scores of the transitional group, they did 

not do so to the same degree as v^ith S7 and S8. Thus with the exception of these two. the 

scores seem to be at least moving in the direction that the ongoing morphologization of 

the clitic would predict. 

Finally, seeking sociolinguistic correlations of this subject NP induced variability 

in the use of the 3Sg. clitic. I made three additional calculations, in addition to the usual 

individual, conversation, and overall levels. They were Gender. Age, and Gender & Age. 

None of these attempts to track change in apparent time proved particularly revealing, 

although they will be discussed below. These inconclusive results could be due to 

methodological limitations of this study in the form of too few speakers or unequal 

degrees of familiarity or formality among the speakers or to an actual lack of 

sociolinguistic induced variation in a context determined solely by linguistic variables. 

Given the contradictions that arise in some of these subgroupings. it may be. however. 

that the apparent lack of correlation stems from methodological limitations rather than 

actual lack of sociolinguistic influence. Or perhaps, the real source of variation is 1) 

linguistic context, including type of subject NP, and/or 2) discourse factors, such as 

conversational topic and familiarity with other speakers. 

In brief, first with respect to gender, men used the 3Sg. clitic in conjunction with 

the subject NP more than women (72.5% (raw) and 68.8% (adjusted) versus 63.6% 

respectively), as a group, shown in the right two columns of Table 7. On the surface, this 

result could potentially mark it as a conservative feature rather than as glimpse of fiiture 
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French. It could also mark it as a feature with covert prestige, which could then 

potentially filter up from the bottom, via Labov's (1972) change from below. Diluted into 

the whole 3'^'^ person conte.xt (combined +Subject NP and ±Subject NP). though, men use 

the 3Sg. clitic only slightly more than the women (92.8% (raw) and 91.9% (adjusted) 

versus 91.1% respectively), as shown in the left two columns of Table 5.7 3Sg. Finite 

Verbs with Clitic: Gender. 

Table 5.7: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic (and Subject NP): Gender 

3Sg.; + Clitic/Total +CIitic Percentage +NP. + Clitic/Total +CIitic Percentage 
MEN: 
SI 1372/1466 93.6% 195/257 75.9% 
Adjstd 228.7/244.3 93.6% 32.5/42.8 75.9% 
S2 161/175 (92.0%) 28/37 (75.7%) 
S7 89/109 (81.7%) 5/22 (22.7%) 
S9 158/169 (93.5%) 21/28 (75.0%) 
SII 128/138 (92.8%) 18/24 (75.0%) 
SI3 217/233 (93.1%) 26/36 (72.2%) 
Total 2125/2290 (92.8%) 293/404 (72.5%) 
Adistd 981.7/1068.3 (91.9%) 130.5/189.8 (68.8%) 
WOMEN: 
S3 345/370 (93.2%) 49/62 (79.0%) 
S4 213/243 (87.7%) 20/43 (46.5%) 
S5 166/183 (90.7%) 17/34 (50.0%) 
S6 112/120 (93.3%) 11/16 (68.8%) 
S8 64/77 (83.1%) 4/16 (25.0%) 
SIO 107/117 (91.5%) 14/18 (77.8%) 
SI2 225/244 (92.2%) 35/45 (77.8%) 
SI4 93/100 (93.0%) 4/8 (50.0%) 
Total 1325/1454 r91.1%^ 154/242 ^63.6%^ 

Second, with respect to age, speakers under 40 used the 3Sg. clitic in conjunction 

with the subject NP more than speakers over 40 (71.0% (raw) and 67.3% (adjusted) 

versus 63.4% respectively) as a group, as in Table 5.8 3Sg.: Age. 
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3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic (and Subject NP): Age 

3Sg.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic % +NP. + Clitic/Total +Clitic % 
UNDER 40 : 
SI (35 yrs.) 1372/1466 (93.6%) 195/257 (75.9%) 
Adjstd 228.7/244.3 (93.6%) 32.5/42.8 (75.9%) 
S2 (31 \TS.) 161/175 (92.0%) 28/37 (75.7%) 
S3 (26 yrs.) 345/370 (93.2%) 49/62 (79.0%) 
S4 (37 yrs.) 213/243 (87.7%) 20/43 (46.5%) 
S5 (35 yrs.) 166/183 (90.7%) 17/34 (50.0%) 
S6 (36 yrs.) 112/120 (93.3%) 11/16 (68.8%) 
S13 (39 yrs.) 217/233 (93.1%) 26/36 (72.2%) 
S14 (36 vrs.) 93/100 (93.0%) 4/8 (50.0%) 
Totals: 2679/2890 (92.7%) 350/493 (71.0%) 
Adjstd: 1535.7/1668.3 (92.1%) 187.5/278.8 (67.3%) 
OVER 40 : 
S7 (64 yrs.) 89/109 (81.7%) 5/22 (22.7%) 
S8 (61 yrs.) 64/77 (83.1%) 4/16 (25.0%) 
S9 (68 yrs.) 158/169 (93.5%) 21/28 (75.0%) 
S10(67 yrs.) 107/117 (91.5%) 14/18 (77.8%) 
S11 (64 yrs.) 128/138 (92.8%) 18/24 (75.0%) 
S12 (61 vrs.) 225/244 (92.2%) 35/45 (77.8%) 
Totals; 771/854 (90.3%) 97/153 (63.4%) 

On the surface, this result could mark 3Sg. clitic use in the presence of a subject NP as a 

change in progress through apparent time. Additionally, the discrepancy in the total 3Sg. 

context is marginally greater in favor of the younger group in the age group than it was in 

favor of the men in the gender group, in raw scores, a 2.4 point difference as opposed to a 

1.7 point difference (92.7% (raw) and 92.1% (adjusted) for the under 40 group versus 

90.3% for the over 40 group). 

Finally, the four-way split by gender and age serves more than anything to call 

into question the results of these first two additional calculations. It highlights the effect 

of a small subject pool and exceptional subjects or situations. That said, for 3Sg. clitic 



use in the presence of a subject NP. the results are as follows, summarized in Table 5.9; 

3Sg. Gender & Age. 

Table 5.9: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic (and Subject NP): Gender Age 

3Sg.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic % +NP. + Clitic/Total +Clitic % 
MEN UNDER 40 : 
Sl(35yrs.) 1372/1466 (93.6%) 195/257 (75.9%) 
Adjstd: 228.7/244.3 (93.6%) 32.5/42.83 (75.9%) 
S2(31yrs.) 161/175 (92.0%) 28/37 (75.7%) 
SI3G9vrs.') 217/233 (93.1%) 26/36 (72.2%) 
Total: 1750/1874 (93.3%) 249/330 (93.4%) 
.Adistd: 606.7/652.3 (93.0%) 86.5/115.8 (74.7%) 
MEN OVER 40 : 
S7(64yrs.) 89/109 (81.7%) 5/22 (22.7%) 
S9(68yrs.) 158/169 (93.5%) 21/28 (75.0%) 
Sll('64vrs.) 128/138 (92.8%) 18/24 (75.0%) 
Total : 375/416 (90.1%) 44/74 (59.5%) 
WOMEN UNDER 40 : 
S3 (26 yrs.) 345/370 (93.2%) 49/62 (79.0%) 
S4(37>TS.) 213/243 (87.7%) 20/43 (46.5%) 
S5(33yrs.) 166/183 (90.7%) 17/34 (50.0%) 
S6(36yrs.) 112/120 (93.3%) 11/16 (68.8%) 
S14(36VTS.) 93/100 (93.0%) 4/8 (50.0%) 
Total : 929/1016 (91.4%) 101/163 (61.7%) 
WOMEN OVER 40 : 
S8 (64 yrs.) 64/77 (83.1%) 4/16 (25.0%) 
S10(67yrs.) 107/117 (91.5%) 14/18 (77.8%) 
S12(64vrs.) 225/244 (92.2%) 35/45 (77.8%) 
Total : 396/438 (90.4%) 53/79 (67.1%) 

The men have both the highest and the lowest percentages of 3Sg. clitic +NP use; 

the Men Under 40 hit 75.5% raw and 74.7% SI-adjusted, whereas the Men Over 40 show-

only 59.5% use. This drop, though, is an artifact of the data, due to the e.xtraordinarily 

low figures of S7. The scores of the other two men in the group are virtually identical to 

the Men Under 40 group. These figures contrast with the women's scores, which cluster 
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in the middle but are reversed for age. While it was the Men Under 40 who had the 

higher scores among the men. with the women, it is those over 40 who demonstate 

slightly higher 3Sg. clitic use (62.0% for those under 40 in contrast with 67.1% for those 

over 40.) If younger women are said to lead language change, it is not this group of 

younger women in any case, as they have the third lowest score of the four groups. 

However, if younger women lead only in changes toward a prestige variant, this 

could account for the difference, since, based on prescriptive grammar, this arguably 

would not be considered a prestige variant. Nonetheless, this does not account for 

everything either since the youngest woman in the entire corpus falls into this group, and 

it is she who has the highest percentage of use in the entire corpus at 79.0%. thereby 

surpassing the Men Under 40 goup by slightly more than 4 percentage points. And. as 

we have seen, women can be the most advanced in their casual speech and yet the most 

conservative/prestige in the formal speech (Labov. 1972). Thus, it appears that the 

results of the women under 40 may have been skewed by the lack of familiarity with their 

conversational partners on the part of three of the five members. 

Similarly, the results for the men over 40 seem to have been skewed by the 

presence of the e.xceptional S7 with his 22.7% in contrast with the two other men in his 

group (S9 and S11), who are both exactly at 75%. Thus aside from S7. the rest of the men 

all hover right around the 75% mark. In other words, they use the 3Sg. clitic even in the 

presence of the subject NP in three-quarters of its possible contexts. A strikingly similar 

situation arises with the women. In the group of women over 40, the exceptional S8 may 

be skewing the results of her group with her 25.0% in contrast with the two other women 
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in her group (SIO and SI2). who are both exactly at 77.8%. Their approximately three-

quarters use does not carry over to the rest of the women, as was the case in the men's 

group but an even more intriguing correlation emerges instead. 

The subject pool here may be small compared to typical sociolinguistic studies 

but it has one interesting coincidence. It contains five married couples; ten of the fourteen 

speakers are married to other members of the group, S2 and S3, S7 and S8. S9 and SIO. 

SI 1 and SI2. and finally S13 and S14. With the exception of S13 and 14. regardless of 

whether the other four couples are under 40 or over 40 or whether percentages are low or 

high, the 'couples' results are very clear-cut. In use of 3Sg. clitics with a subject NP. in 

these four couples, the husband's score and the wife's score are ver>' close and the wife's 

score is the higher of the two. as shown in Table 5.10: 3Sg. Married Couples. 

Table 5.10: 

3Sg. Finite Verbs with Clitic (and Subject NP): Married Couples 

3Sa.: Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage +NP. + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
S2 161/175 (92.0%) 28/37 (75.7%) 
S3 345/370 C93.2%) 49/62 (79.0%) 
S7 89/109 (81.7%) 5/22 (22.7%) 
S8 64/77 (83.1%) 4/16 (25.0%) 
S9 158/169 (93.5%) 21/28 (75.0%) 
SIO 107/117 (91.5%) 14/18 (77.8%) 
S l l  128/138 (92.8%) 18/24 (75.0%) 
S12 225/244 (92.2%) 35/45 (77.8%) 
S13 217/233 (93.1%) 26/36 (72.2%) 
SI4  93/100 (-93.0%) 4/8 (50.0%) 

The only exception to this is S13 and SI4. where their scores are not close and his is the 

higher of the two. Whether this is due to their crossed socio-economic class or her 

seeming to feel somewhat ill at ease with the recording is impossible to establish based 
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on the present corpus alone. So although the lack of familiarity in the women under 40 

group may be confounding what may or may not be happening in their group, the 

coincidence of having the subgroup of married couples in the corpus may help to 

disambiguate who is leading the ongoing morphologization of the 3Sg. clitic. Based on 

the married couples, it is the wives, although this difference might not prove to be 

statistically significant. 

This concludes the discussion of variability in 3Sg. To review the findings thus 

far. we saw that 1) 3Sg. clitic morphologization is quasi-categorical (92.1% raw and 

91.5%, SI-adjusted) in total 3'^'^ person utterances, (i.e., with and without a subject NP), 

because of the limited number of utterances that actually contain a subject NP (12.3% in 

conformity with discourse studies that reported limited use of subject NPs in spontaneous 

conversation (Lambrecht. 1987); 2) 3Sg. clitic use drops substantially when the 3''' person 

is restricted to only those utterances containing a subject NP (69.2% raw; and 65.9%. SI 

adjusted), although speakers" use of it in virtually two-thirds of the possible contexts 

indicates that even here morphologization is well-advzinced. In the next section. I present 

the results of 3P1. clitic use in the 3'^'' PL. an environment, which, as predicted by 

markedness theory, is less advanced than the 3Sg. just seen. 

5.2: 3Pl. 

Before I present the details of clitic morphologization in the 3'^'' PL. 1 would first 

like to present one caveat regarding corpus size and variability. Despite the raw corpus 

containing close to 10,000 personal finite utterances (i.e., excluding, in this tally, c 'est 

and ya, 2Sg. discourse markers, and clefts) some persons have more tokens than others. 
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Then once further sub-groupings are made and examined with regard to the individual 

speaker, some of the less frequently used forms or categories finish with a rather limited 

number of tokens. The smaller sample size in 3P1. (±Subject: raw: n. = 1288. adjusted: n. 

= 988.8). compared to the 3Sg. particularly in the +Subject NP environment (+Subject: 

raw: n. = 203. adjusted: n. = 153) may make the findings less conclusive than those of the 

3Sg. Still, as a whole, the 3PI. results are predictably in keeping with what might be 

expected based on the 3Sg. results. 

Related to this point is the question of variability. It affects the 3P1. results in 

three ver>' direct ways: 1) There is more variability in clitic use between speakers than 

within speakers; 2) There is more variability in clitic use in 3P1. than in 3Sg.: and finally 

3) there is more variability in clitic use in the subject NP only context than in the 

combined with or without subject NP context. Whether marked forms (and 3PI. is 

marked compared to 3Sg. just as +Subject NP is marked compared to -subject NP) are 

more \ ariable than unmarked forms or whether, as marked forms, their limited numbers 

affect the outcome, the 3 PI. results show a greater range of variation and less overall 

consistency than the 3*^*^ Sg. Despite the limitations of these 3 PI. results, it is hoped that 

they can still shed some light on the larger picture of clitic morphologization in ESSF. 

The tendencies that emerge, although not as robust as the 3Sg. results, still show 

that 3P1. behaves as would be predicted by grammaticalization. It is behind 3Sg., which is 

in turn behind 1^^ and 2"'^. but it is moving in the same direction as the other 

person/number groupings. As there is no "variable impersonal" effect in the 3PI. (even 

though this effect is actually due to new morphological change, not incomplete 
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morphologization). the findings fall cleanly into two groups. Just as with 3Sg.. first I will 

present the results of clitic morphologization in all 3P1. utterances, that is with and 

without a subject NP. combined. (5.5). 

(5.5) Total 3P1. Clitic Morphologization: ±Subject NP 

(a) les tresses elles sont faites avec de la farine fleur... (SI. IV-A) 

"braided egg bread is made with white flour...' 

(b) ben je s'rais curieux d'savoir d'oCi i viennent tous ces gens-la... (S1. V) 

•yeah well (I)"d be curious t'know where all those people come from..." 

(c) et pis..ya un chemin de fer touristique..il s'est: rouvert..sur une ligne entre 

Mendrisio et Stabio..donc c'est une ligne qui avait ete ouverte en vingt-sept 

pis qui s'est ferme deu.\ ans apres.. 0 izont rouvert sur le parcours Suisse....© 

i vont un bout sur le parcours italien..mais c'est un p—c'est comme si tu 

vas..dans la plaine du Elhone dans la region de Noville t'vois c'est—c'est en 

pleine brousse quoi..ya pas une maison ya rien du tout.... (S11. VI) 

"an" then...(there)"s a tourist railroad...it opened back up..on a line 

between Mendrisio an' Stabio..(it)"s a line that opened in twenty-seven and 

closed two years later..(they) opened the Swiss section back up...(they) go a 

ways on the Italian part..but it's a 1—(it)'s as if you were on the Rhone plain 

around Noville y'know (it)"s—(it)'s in the middle of nowhere..not a 

house..nothing....' 

Second. I will present the results of 3P1. clitic morphologization in the more restricted 

environment of just those utterances containing a subject NP, (5.6). Of those subject NP 
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tokens (n. = raw: 203). full NPs account for 184 tokens while true, personal pronouns 

account for only 19 tokens. 

(5.6) 3P1. Clitic Morphologization: +Subject NP 

(a) j'la fais pour les chats..parce que des chats cuisinent pas tout seals... (S4, II) 

"(I) make it for the cats..b"cause cats don't cook all by themselves...* 

(b) j'estime les chats i savent pas s'cuire une dinde... (S4, II) 

"as far as (I) know my cats don't know how to cook themselves a turkey..." 

Again, just as with the 3Sg.. I have broken the analysis of the corpus down into three 

different levels: Overall. Conversation, and Individual. 

5.2.1: Total 3P1. Clitic Morphologization (rfcSubiect NP) 

Overall results of 3PL combined clitic morphologization (±Subject NP) appear to 

average slightly higher than their 3Sg. counterparts, none of the adjustments of the 

overall results reach percentages as high as a number of the individuals or conversations. 

Table 5.11: 3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic (±Subject NP): Overall shows these findings. 

Table 5.11: 

3PI. Finite Verbs with Clitic (±Subiect NPV. Overall 

3P1.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic % 
Raw Total : 1205/1288 (93.6%) 
SI Adjusted: 920.8/988.8 f93.1%) 

Furthermore, if the 3P1. scores just outpace the 3Sg. scores, it is not because 

morphologization order has failed but because the variable impersonals (e.g.,falloir) are 

not a factor here. It should be recalled, however, that the falloir is variable not because of 

incomplete morphologization but instead, as we saw in Section 4.2.3. but because, having 
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already morphologized.ya//o/r is now embarking on a new course of morphological 

change. Iffalloir is factored out. 3Sg. regains the lead by a slight margin in the raw 

scores (3Sg. 94.1% vs. 3Pl. 93.6%) but. interestingly, not in the adjusted scores (3Sg. 

92.9% vs. 93.1%). Possible explanations for this discrepancy in the 3PI. are discussed 

below. This said, the overall raw score (n. = 1.288) is 93.6%. The SI-adjusted score (n. 

= 988.83) slips fractionally to 93.1%. If, hypothetically, S7 and S8 were factored out of 

the SI-adjusted score (n. = 933.83). although that seems less justifiable here than in the 

3Sg.. then the percentage would climb back up slightly to 93.7%. just surpassing the raw 

score. Thus all versions of the overall score surpass the quasi-categorical 90% criterion. 

However, none of the versions of the overall score reaches the 95% level that become one 

of the distinguishing characteristics between 3Sg. and 3PI. in the conversational and 

individual scores. 

Conversational results of 3P1. combined clitic morphologization (±Subject NP) 

also reflect the absence of the variable impersonals. averaging again slightly higher than 

their 3Sg. counterparts, paralleling the individual situation. Table 5.12: 3P1. Finite Verbs 

with Clitic (iSubject NP): Conversation shows these results. 
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Table 5.12: 

3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic (^Subject NP): Conversation 

3P1.; + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentaee 
I: 
51 
52 
53 

41/42 
40/42 
56/60 

(97.6%) 
(95.2%) 
(93.3%) 

1 Total: 137/144 (95.1%) 
11: 
SI 
54 
55 

54/59 
88/102 
34/37 

(91.5%) 
(86.3%) 
(91.9%) 

II Total: 176/198 (88.9%) 
III: 
SI 
55 
56 

43/48 
38/39 
71/76 

(89.6%) 
(97.4%) 
(93.4%) 

III Total: 152/163 (93.3%) 
IV-A: 
SI 
57 
58 

22/23 
36/40 
10/15 

(95.7%) 
(90.0%) 
(66.7%) 

IV-A Total: 68/78 (87.2%) 
IV-B: 
SI 
S9 
SIO 

64/66 
84/91 
43/43 

(96.7%) 
(92.3%) 
(100.%) 

IV-B Total: 191/200 (95.5%) 
V: 
SI 
511 
512 
513 
514 

66/69 
29/33 
12/13 
73/76 
14/15 

(95.7%) 
(87.9%) 
(92.0%) 
(96.1%) 
(93.3%) 

V Total: 194/206 (94.2%) 
VI; 
51 
52 
53 
511 
512 

51/52 
62/64 
81/83 
64/66 
29/34 

(98.1%) 
(96.9%) 
(97.6%) 
(97.0%) 
(85.3%) 

VI Total: 287/299 (96.0%) 
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While five of the seven conversations (I. III. IV-A. V and VI) average 90% or higher, 

three of them (I. IV-B. and VI) actually average 95% or higher. The highest 

conversational average is VI at 96.0%. Even though the same five conversations also 

a\ eraged 90% or above in 3Sg.. none of them attained the 95% level we see here, 

although V just missed it at 94.9%. In addition to the lack of the variable impersonals. 

conversational results also reflect the formality of the situation, as evidenced through 

possible monitoring, or the conversational topic. Perhaps not surprisingly by now. IV-A 

had the lowest conversational average at 87.2%. slightly higher than its 3Sg. average of 

85.5%. Conversation II. however, is barely higher at 88.9%. This figure is perhaps as 

much a result of the topics discussed as the fact the speakers were not particularly 

familiar with each other. When talk turned to the European Union and Swiss banks, there 

was ample opportunity to find fault with whatever "They' had done, leading to a 

concomitant shift in register too. (5.7). Because of the lengthier nature of some of these 

examples, this same effect can be seen in some nearby 3Sg. examples as well 

(5.7) Effect of Conversational Topic on 3P1. Clitic Use 

(a) si vraiment le gouvemement: -pense que le gouvernement -doit faire 

quelque chose et puis si euh les banques -pensent qu'elles doivent faire 

quelque chose ben., on fait 9a... (S4. II) 

'if really the government: thinks the government has to do something and 

if uh the banks think they have to do something then we'll do that...' 

(b) parce qu'y'avait eu c'tte histoire en: mm..en Irlande oii le cout de la vie par 

example -est haut par rapport a certains des salaires si en plus..tu peux aller 
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acheter ta Fiat..comme tu veux moins cher en Italic:..et tout et tout quand tu la 

ramenes..les usines Fiat et les revendeurs Fiat qu'v'avait en Irlande..par 

example -Fonctionnent plus..parce que—tu passes pas par eux pour acheter 

ta Fiat.. (S4. II) 

"b'cause there was that story abou:t uhm Ireland where the cost of living 

for instance is high compared to some salaries..an' so if you can go buy the 

Fiat you want cheaper in Italy:..an" everything even once you bring it back..so 

the Fiat factories an" Fiat dealerships in Ireland..for instance are really 

struggling..b"cause—^you aren't working through them any more to buy your 

Fiat...' 

(c) les petits: les petits commercants -sont: -sont contre c'est clair (S5. II) 

"small: small businessmen are: are opposed to it of course" 

(d) parce qu'a present juste pour te donner une idee..les—les—les camions 

etrangers -ne paient rien du tout..quand i traversent la Suisse..(...) alors les 

quarantes tonnes -vont etre acceptes..si—si la..mais ils devront payer aussi 

en fonction de leur— (S2, VI) 

'b"cause now just to give you an idea..the—the—the foreign trucks don't 

pay anything..when they cross Switzerland..(...) so the 40-tons are going to be 

accepted..if—if the..but they'll have to pay according to their—' 

Thus conversational topic seems to have as much effect on clitic use. if not more, than the 

individuals participating in that conversation themselves. 
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Individual results for clitic morphologization in the entire 3P1. (±Subject NP). 

yield both higher and lower percentages than was the case for 3Sg.. Table 5.13: 3Pl. 

Finite Verbs with Clitic (±Subject NP): Individual shows these differences. 
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Table 5.13: 

3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic (^Subject NP): Individual 

3P1.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentaee 
SI : 
I 41/42 (97.6%) 
II 54/59 (91.5%) 
I I I  43/48 (89.6%) 
IV-.^ 22/23 (95.7%) 
IV-B 64/66 (96.7%) 
V 66/69 (95.7%) 
VI 51/52 f98.1%) 
SI Total: 341/359 (95.0%) 
SI Adjusted: 56.8/59.8 (95.0%) 
S2 : 
I 40/42 (95.2%) 
VI 62/64 f96.9%) 
S2 Total: 102/106 (96.2%) 
S3 : 
I 56/60 (93.3%) 
VI 81/83 f97.6%) 
S3 Total: 137/143 f95.8%) 
S4 : 88/102 r86.3%) 
S5 : 
II 34/37 (91.9%) 
III 38/39 (97.4%) 
S5 Total: 72/76 f94.7%) 
S6 : 71/76 (93.4%) 
S7 : 36/40 f90.0%) 
S8 : 10/15 f66.7%) 
S9 : 84/91 (92.3%) 
SIO :  43/43 noo.%) 
Sl l  :  
V 29/33 (87.9%) 
VI 64/66 r97.0%) 
S l l  To ta l :  93/99 (93.9%) 
S12 : 
V 12/13 (92.0%) 
VI 29/34 f85.3%) 
S12 Total: 41/47 (S7.2%) 
S13: 73/76 (96.1%) 
S14 : 14/15 (93.2%) 
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Interestingly however, most speakers average slightly higher here than in 3Sg. In part. 

this result can be attributed to the absence of variable impersonais in the 3P1. data, since 

impersonals exist only in the 3Sg. The rest of the 3P1. data support this interpretation, 

since otherwise, they are in fact lower than their 3Sg. counterpart. 

Within-speaker variation for those speakers appearing in more than one 

conversation (SI. S2. S3. S5, SI 1. and SI2) is only marginally higher than it was in this 

same 3Sg. context (5.96 percentage points here, versus 5.83 in 3Sg.). but what is perhaps 

most surprising about this category, in contrast to its 3Sg. counterpart, is the degree of 

between-speaker variability (undoubtedly in part due to the smaller number of 3P1. tokens 

available). There. 3Sg. clitic use with and without the subject NP was uniformly high. It 

showed only a 10.5 percentage point spread, ranging from a low 83.1% for S7 to a high 

of 93.6% for S1. Here, the low ranges from a meager 66.7% for S8. to a 

(co inc iden ta l ly? )  ca tegor ica l  h igh  o f  100% for  S I0 .  True ,  in  3Sg . .  S8  was  low and  SIO 

was high but not to such a degree. While in both 3Sg. and 3P1. 11 of the 14 speakers 

reached the 90% criterion, they were not the same eleven speakers in each group. 

Surprisingly S7, despite his normally low percentages, is part of the group, registering an 

even 90%. while SI2 narrowly misses being in the group, with her 87.2%. Once again S4 

is a transitional speaker, right behind S12 at 86.3%. Then comes the unprecedented drop 

to 66.7% for S8. by far the lowest figure in either 3Sg. or 3P1. in this first grouping. It 

should be remembered that in 3Sg. several speakers, even in the +Subject NP context, 

had 3Sg. clitic use figures that were higher than this! S8's low score here is perhaps all 

the more striking because without the variable impersonals. if anything scores were 
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higher here than they had been in 3Sg. In fact, here without the influence of the variable 

impersonals. 5 of the 14 speakers actually averaged 95% or higher in their 3P1. clitic use. 

Recall that no speaker in the 3Sg. context averaged higher than 93.6%. 

In the next section, it will become apparent that the order of morphologization is 

intact, as 3P1. clitic uses drops precipitously in the subset of those 3P1. utterances that 

include a subject NR. predictably falling behind 3Sg. once again. 

5.2.2: 3P1. Clitic Morphologization in Utterances Containing a Subject NP 

Overall use of the 3 PI. clitic in conjunction with the subject NP falls in 

comparison to the equivalent 3Sg. situation but is also substantial enough to show 

evidence of morphologization following along behind the other more advanced 

environments. Table 5.14: 3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Overall shows 

this delay. 

Table 5.14: 

3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Overall 

3PI.: +NP + Clitic/Total +NP + Clitic Percentage 
Raw Total: 120/203 (59.1%) 
SI-Adjusted: 85/153 (55.6%^ 

The raw score (n. = 203) is 59.1%. The Sl-adjusted score (n. = 153) slips to 55.6%. And 

finally, if hypothetically S7 and S8 were factored out of the S-1 adjusted score (n. = 140). 

which again does not seem particularly justifiable here because of the S4-S7 cross-over, 

the percentage of use would rise again to 57.1%. The effect of S7's more robust use here 

can be seen in this final figure. Previously, when he was factored out, the new. revised 

score would then just surpass the raw score. Here, however, because he already uses the 
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form more, factoring him out does not malce the figures rise back up as much as in the 

other cases. Finally though, so as not to lose sight of the overall significance of these 

figures, this corpus of ESSF shows that although the morphoiogization of the 3P1. clitics 

in the presence of a subject NP is definitely not yet complete, it is nevertheless 

reasonably well advanced. With a score of 54.9%. this means after all that it is used in 

somewhat over half of the possible utterances, even in this late morphologizing 

environment. Although the 3P1. clitic trails its 3Sg. counterpart (which nearly attained 

the two-thirds threshold at 65.9%). it is clearly going down the same path, and lagging 

only a reasonable distance behind. 

Conversational averages are quite predictable in the context of 3PI. clitic use with 

a subject NP. Table 5.15: 3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Conversation 

shows this pattern. 
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Table 5.15: 

3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Conversation 

3 PI.: +NP + Clitic/Total -i-NP + Clitic Percentaee 
I: 
51 
52 
53 

9/10 
7/9 
7/11 

(90.0%) 
(77.8%) 
(63.6%) 

I Total: 20/27 (74.1%) 
II: 
SI 
54 
55 

4/9 
2/16 
0/3 

(44.4%) 
(12.5%) 
(0.0%) 

11 Total: 6/28 (21.4%) 
III: 
SI 
55 
56 

4/9 
2/3 
9/14 

(44.4%) 
(66.7%) 
(64.3%) 

III Total: 15/26 (57.7%) 
IV-A: 
SI 
57 
58 

2/3 
4/8 
0/5 

(66.7%) 
(50.0%) 
(0.0%) 

IV-A Total: 6/16 (37.5%) 
IV-B: 
SI 
S9 
SIO 

3/5 
5/12 
3/3 

(60.0%) 
(41.7%) 
(100%) 

IV-B Total: 11/20 (55.0%) 
V: 
SI 
511 
512 
513 
514 

12/15 
1/5 
3/4 
8/11 
1/2 

(66.7%) 
(20.0%) 
(75.0%) 
(72.7%) 
(50.0%) 

V Total: 25/37 (67.6%) 
VI: 
51 
52 
53 
SI 1 
S12 

8/9 
7/9 
13/15 
6/8 
3/8 

(88.9%) 
(77.8%) 
(86.7%) 
(75.0%) 
(37.5%) 

VI Total: 37/49 (75.5%) 
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They range from a high of 75.5% for VI (with I right behind at 74.1%) to a low of 21.4% 

in II. Both of these figures fall slightly from their 3Sg. counterparts, where the high was 

79.5% in V and 24.5% in IV-A. While V and VI generally cluster together as relatively 

high scoring conversations. II had been transitional in 3Sg.. with IV-A far behind. If it is 

11 that brings up the rear here in 3P1.. instead of IV-A. which rose to 37.5%. it must be 

attributable to the S4-S7 crossover. Again. S4"s drop, while larger than that of other 

speakers, is still less surprising than S7's rise, based both on predictions from 

grammaticalization and the behavior of other speakers in the corpus. The clustering and 

spread of conversational scores for 3P1. clitic use in conjunction with a subject NP follow 

a pattern similar to that seen just above in the individual scores as well as in the 

conversational scores for 3Sg.. although again with the expected lag. Here in 3Pl.. only 

one of the seven conversations (VI) reaches the 75% threshold. Two others (1 and V) 

attain the two-thirds mark. However, it is perhaps more accurate to think of I as just 

missing the 75% threshold, since it registers 74.1% use of the 3P1. clitic even with the 

subject NP. In contrast, V barely makes the 66.7% cutoff at 67.6%. Once the bar is 

lowered to the half-way point, five of the seven conversations qualify, adding III at 

57.7% and IV-B at 55.0%. All but one of the conversations meet the 33.3% level but that 

hold-out conversation. II. does not even register 25% use of the 3 PI. clitic in conjunction 

with the subject NP. The distribution is similar to 3Sg.. but the clustering occurs at lower 

levels. Contrast, for example, particularly the 66.7% and 50.0% cutoff levels. In 3Sg.. 5 

out of the 7 attained two-thirds use. in contrast with only 3 of the 7 here in plural. 
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Similarly, in 3Sg.. 6 of the 7 conversations used the 3P1. clitic at least half the time with a 

subject NP, whereas in 3P1. only 5 of the 7 did. 

Individual results drop for 3P1. clitic use in just those utterances containing a 

subject NP both in comparison to that of total 3 PI. utterances and also in comparison to 

those 3Sg. utterances containing a subject NP. At the same time, they pattern as 

grammaticalization would predict, belatedly following the same path as the other persons 

presented. Table 5.16: 3P1. Finite Verbs with Clitic and Subject NP: Individual shows 

this drop. 
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Table 5.16: 

3PI. Finite Verbs + Clitic and -rSubiect NP: Individual 

3P1.: +NP + Clitic/Total +NP T Clitic Percentaee 
S I :  
I 9/10 (90.0%) 
II 4/9 (44.4%) 
III 4/9 (44.4%) 
IV-A 2/3 (66.7%) 
IV-B 3/5 (60.0%) 
V 12/15 (66.7%) 
VI 8/9 (88.9%) 
SI Total 42/60 (70.0%) 
SI Adjusted 7/10 (70.0%) 
S2: 
I 4/6 (66.7%) 
VI 7/9 (77.8%) 
S2 Total 11/15 (73.3%) 
S3: 
I 7/11 (63.6%) 
VI 13/15 (86.7%) 
S3 Total 20/26 (86.7%) 
S4: 2/16 (12.5%) 
S5: 
11 0/3 (0.0%) 
III 2/3 (66.7%) 
S5 Total 2/6 (33.3%) 
S6 9/14 (64.3%) 
S7 4/8 (50.0%) 
S8 0/5 (0.0%) 
S9 5/12 (41.7%) 
SIO 3/3 (100%) 
SI 1: 
V 1/5 (20.0%) 
VI 6/8 (75.0%) 
SI I Total: 7/13 (53.8%) 
S12: 
V 3/4 (75.0%) 
VI 3/8 (37.5%) 
S12  To ta l :  6/12 (50.0%) 
SI3  8/11 (72.7%) 
SI4  1/2 f50.0%) 
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The return to the expected pattern of 3P1. trailing 3Sg. lends additional support to 

the idea that the cross-over effect in the previous section was due to the confounding 

effect of the variable impersonals in the 3Sg. ±Subject NP. Within-speaker variation is 

higher here than in the other contexts. In the +Subject NP context, this is not entirely 

because of the variety of speech situations that SI finds himself in. Even so. for those 

speakers who participate in more than one conversation, the average within-in speaker 

point spread of 26.6 pales in comparison to the between-speaker range of a ftill 100 

points, from SIO to 88. SIO included the 3P1. clitic categorically in ever>' 3P1. utterance 

with a subject NP and S8 omitted it equally categorically. As the table shows, though. 

this extreme variation must be due. at least in part, to smaller numbers of tokens. For two 

reasons the limited number of tokens is probably not wholly to blame. First, that 

drawback affects this whole subgroup. Second, it should be remembered from the 3Sg. 

+Subject NP context that these two speakers had relatively high and low scores 

respectively. SIO was in the group that clustered around the 75% level and S8 just missed 

having the lowest score of the group at only 25% even in the 3Sg. results. Thus, it is 

perhaps SIO's relative increase that is more surprising than S8"s decrease, and also 

perhaps more attributable to an unrepresentatively small sample. 

More enlightening than the individual high and low scores in this case, is perhaps 

how the scores of all the speakers are distributed. In contrast with clitic 

morphologization in the 3Sg. +Subject NP where fully half (7 out of 14) of all the 

speakers reached 75% use, here, in the same context but for the 3PI.. only 2 of the 14 

reach that level. One of them was SIO. as we have just seen. The other is S3, perhaps not 
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surprising either, since she was the overall high scorer in 3Sg. at 79% in 3Sg. -i-Subject 

NP. In this equivalent 3P1. category, she slips back only two points to 76.9%. Her results 

are potentially indicative, since as the youngest woman in the group, she may be on the 

forefront of language change. 

When the bar was lowered to include speakers who used the 3P1. clitic in at least 

two-thirds of the subject NP contexts, three more speakers joined the group. They were 

SI (70.0%). S2 (73.3%). and SI3 (72.2%). all comfortably above the 66.7% minimum for 

inclusion in this group. In contrast, though, this same category in 3Sg. included 9 of the 

14 speakers, rather than just 5 of 14. 

This difference begins leveling out at the 50% level, which included 11 of the 14 

in 3Sg. and managed to hold onto 10 of 14 in 3 PI. But they are not the same ten speakers 

as in the 3Sg. group. Here, they include SI. S2. S3. SIO. and SI 3. of course, but S6 

(64.3%), S7 (50.0%). SI 1 (53.8%). SI2 (50.0%). and S14 (50.0%) in addition. Perhaps 

the most surprising member of this group is S7. as if perhaps plural is not as salient an 

environment for monitoring as the unmarked singular. 

Lowering the bar to the one-third level of use brings in two more speakers, S5 

(33.3%) and S9 (41.7%). Dropping the bar to the 25% level still does not bring in the 

remaining two speakers and the group remains unchanged. Neither of the remaining 

speakers uses the 3PI. clitic in conjunction with the subject NP in even a quarter of the 

possible conte.xts. S8. as we have already seen, does not use it even once, making her 

categorical in her 0% non-use. The more surprising of the two. however, is S4 (12.5%) 

who, in 3Sg., was at a transitional level, just missing the 50% level in 3Sg. but far ahead 
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of S7 and S8 who hovered around the 25% level. Certainly figures fall off from 3Sg. to 

3 PI. but not this much with the other speakers. Therefore, this drastic drop may be 

primarily triggered by a shift to more formal language in discussing what the great, 

faceless "They" could have done differently in dealings with the European Union and 

Swiss banks. 

(5.8) Conversational Topic and More Conser\'ative Speakers 

(a) les lois allemandes -etaient les Plus avancees.. (S4. II) 

"the German laws were the most advanced..." 

(b) ces avocats -les obligaient a prendre un avocat qui les ruine... (S7. IV-A) 

"those lawyers forced them to hire a lawyer who ruins them..." 

(c) ces avocats -ne font que 9a... (S8. IV-A) 

"those lawyers do nothing but that..." 

When compared to other speakers in this group, insufficient tokens are not to blame for 

S4"s low score, as may be the case with SIO"s unexpected rise from singular to plural. 

Nor was SIO the only one whose score rose here. S7"s did too. So in this context, two of 

the fourteen speakers had scores that were actually higher than their 3Sg. scores. This 

result runs counter to predictions about direction of grammatical ization as well as counter 

to the results of the other speakers in the corpus. 

Three additional sociolinguistic calculations lend further support to these results, 

based on Gender. Age, and Gender & Age. as shown in Tables 31-33 below. 
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Table 5.17; 

3 PI. Finite Verbs + Clitic +Subiect NP: Gender 

3PI.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentace +NP. + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
.MEN : 
SI 341/359 (95.0%) 42/60 (70.0%) 
Adjstd 56.8 / 59.8 (95.0%) 7/ 10 (70.0%) 
S2 102/106 (96.2%) 11/15 (73.3%) 
S7 36/40 (90.0%) 4/8 (50.0%) 
S9 84/91 (92.3%) 5/12 (41.7%) 
S l l  93 /99  (93.9%) 7/13 (53.8%) 
S13 73/76 (96.1%) 8/11 (72.7%) 
Total: 729/771 (94.6%) 77/119 (64.7%) 
Adistd:444.8/471.8 (94.3%) 42/69 (60.9%) 
WOMEN : 
S3 137/143 (95.8%) 20/26 (76.9%) 
S4 88/102 (86.3%) 2/16 (12.5%) 
S5 72/76 (94.7%) 2/6 (33.3%) 
S6 71/76 (93.4%) 9/14 (64.3%) 
S8 10/15 (66.7%) 0/5 (0.0%) 
SIO 43 /43  (100.%) 3/3 (100.%) 
S12 41/47 (87.2%) 6/12 (50.0%) 
S14 14/15 (93.3%) 1/2 (50.0%) 
Total: 476/517 C92.0696%^ 43/84 r51.1905%) 
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Table 5.18: 

3P1. Finite Verbs -rClitic + Subject NP: Age 

3P1.: + Clitic/Total +cntic % +NP. + Clitic/Total +Clitic % 
UNDER 40 ; 
SI (35 yrs.) 341/359 (95.0%) 42/60 (70.0%) 
Adjstd 56.8/59.8 (95.0%) 7/ 10 (70.0%) 
S2 (3 1 yrs.) 102/106 (96.2%) 11/15 (73.3%) 
S3 (26 yrs.) 137/143 (95.8%) 20/26 (76.9%) 
S4 (37 yrs.) 88/102 (86.3%) 2/16 (12.5%) 
S5 (33 yrs.) 72/76 (94.7%) 2/6 (33.3%) 
S6 (36 yrs.) 71/76 (93.4%) 9/14 (64.3%) 
SI3  (39  yr s . )  73/76 (96.1%) 8/11 (72.7%) 
S14 (36 \TS.) 14/15 (93.3%) 1/2 f50.0%) 
Total: 898/953 (94.2%) 95/150 (63.3%) 
Adjstd: 613.8/653.8 (93.9%) 60/100 (60.0%) 
OVER 40 : 
S7 (64 yrs.) 36/40 (90.0%) 4/8 (50.0%) 
S8 (61 yrs.) 10/15 (66.7%) 0/5 (0.0%) 
S9 (68 yrs.) 84/91 (92.3%) 5/12 (41.7%) 
SIO (67  yr s . )  43/43 (100.%) 3/3 (100.%) 
SI 1 (64 VTs.) 93/99 (93.9%) 7/13 (53.8%) 
SI2 (61 VTS.) 41/47 (87.2%) 6/12 (50.0%) 
Totals: 307/335 r91.6%^ 25/53 f47.2%^ 
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Table 5.19: 

3P1. Finite Verbs +Clitic + Subject NP: Gender and Aee 

3P1.: + Clitic/Total -i-Clitic Percentaee +NP. + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentaee 
MEN UNDER 40 : 
SI  (35  y r s . )  341 /359  (95.0%) 42/60 (70.0%) 
Adjstd 56.8 / 59.8 (95.0%) 7/ 10 (70.0%) 
S2(3Iy r s . )  102 /106  (96.2%) 11/15 (73.3%) 
S13f39vrs . )  73 /76  r96.1%) 8/11 (72.7%) 
Total: 516/541 (95.4%) 61/86 (70.9%) 
.^distd: 231.8/241.8 (95.9%) 26/36 (72.2%) 
MEN OVER 40 : 
S7 (64 yrs.) 36/40 (90.0%) 4/8 (50.0%) 
S9(68yrs.) 84/91 (92.3%) 5/12 (41.7%) 
S l l (64vrs . )  93 /99  (93.9%) 7/13 (53.8%) 
Total : 213/230 (92.6%) 16/33 (48.5%) 
WOMEN UNDER 40 : 
S3 (26 yrs.) 137/143 (95.8%) 20/26 (76.9%) 
S4(37yrs . )  88 /102  (86.3%) 2/16 (12.5%) 
S5 (33 yrs.) 72/76 (94.7%) 2/6 (33.3%) 
S6(36>TS.) 71/76 (93.4%) 9/14 (64.3%) 
S14(36vrs . )  73 /76  f96.1%) 8/11 (72.7%) 
Total : 441/473 f93.2%) 41/73 (56.2%) 
WOMEN OVER 40 : 
S8 (61 VTS.) 10/15 (66.7%) 0/5 (0.0%) 
S10(67yrs . )  43 /43  (100.%) 3/3 (100.%) 
S12(61vrs . )  41 /47  (87.2%) 6/12 (50.0%) 
To ta l :  94 /105  r89.5%) 9/20 f45.0%) 

The percentages are as follows for use of the 3P1. clitic in conjunction with a subject NP: 

1) Men (64.7%) use it more thcin women (51.2%); 2) speakers under 40 (63.3%) use it 

more than speakers over 40 (47.2%); and 3) men under 40 (72.0%) use is more than 

women under 40 (56.2%). who use it more than men over 40 (48.5%). who use it more 

than women over 40 (45.0%). I will remain agnostic for the time being on these gender 

figures but the age figures may suggest ongoing morphologization of the 3P1. clitic even 

in the presence of a subject NP in ESSF. 
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Finally. I will mention, just briefly since it is more in the realm of the chapter 6 

discussion of subject NPs. one linguistic factor that seems to differentiate the degree of 

morphologization in 3Sg. versus 3P1. This corpus showed that 3Sg. clitic 

morphologization had reached completion in the presence of the 3Sg. true, personal 

pronoun {lui, elle, (^a). In 3P1.. this is the subject NP environment that is closest to 

complete morphologization. but it still trails 3Sg.. It comes up just short of full 

morphologization with this single counter-example where the 3 PI. clitic fails to precede 

vom. (5.9): 

( 5.9) parce que le mois de septembre..eux..vont en vacances trois semaines (SI2. VI) 

"because in September..they..go on vacation for three weeks" 

Of course, given the general direction of spread of morphologization. it is not surprising 

that 3Sg. should morphologized before 3P1. It is also not surprising that if the clitics have 

virtually completed their morphological transformation from subject pronouns into 

inflectional prefixes, the first subject NP environments where the clitics would fully 

morphologize would be with those, the true, personal pronouns, that are being pressed 

into service as replacement subject pronouns to fill the void left by the morphologization 

of the clitics, so as not to leave the language completely without a set of personal 

pronouns. In this respect. Benveniste (1966. p. 251) presents it as a linguistic universal 

that all human languages have pronouns and that these are grouped into subsets of 

personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, etc. This issue of the true, personal 

pronouns as replacement subject pronouns will be readdressed in the Chapter 6 

discussion of the subject NPs. 
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5.3: Summarj' of 3'^'' Person (Singular and Plural) 

Briefly, to sum up the results of the 3'^'^ person, the overall findings are as follows: 

This corpus of ESSF shows that predictably the entire 3"* person is lagging behind the 1^' 

and 2"'' persons. Second. 3P1. is lagging behind 3Sg. Third, as we saw in Chapter 4, 

morphologization is complete in some 3'^'' person environments, including in the 3Sg.: I ) 

c 'est. 2) weather verbs. 3) impersonals, including and falloir, whose variability is due 

not to incomplete morphologization but to a new round of morphological change instead. 

4) 3Sg. clitics without a subject NP. and finally, 5) 3Sg. clitics with a subject NP when 

that subject is a true. 3Sg. personal pronoun; and also in one environment of the 3'^'^ PI.: 1) 

3Pi. clitics without a subject NP. Fourth, as we have seen in this chapter, 

morphologization is not yet complete in two other environments: I) 3Sg. when the 

subject NP is other than luL elle. or qci and 2) 3PI. with a subject NP. Still in those 

environments where morphologization has not yet reached completion, it seems to be 

moving clearly in that direction and is already very well advanced in some of those 

environments. In these remaining environments, variation seems to be conditioned by the 

usual host of linguistic, sociolinguistic, and stylistic factors. 

5.4: Combined Clitics (lSg.-3Pl.) 

Having been through the results individually by person. I will now present the 

total clitic results combined by person in order to arrive at a better overview of clitic 

behavior in this corpus of ESSF. As with the variable 3'^'^ person, here too. I will examine 

the results in two different conte.xts: 1) clitic morphologization in total finite utterances 

(^Subject NP) and 2) clitic morphologization in +Subject NP utterances; and at three 
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different levels: 1) Overall. 2) Conversation, and 3) Individual. Finally. I will offer a 

cursor}' look at Gender. Age, and Gender & Age findings for the two different contexts. 

5.4.1: Total Clitic nSg.-3Pl.) Morphologization in Total Finite Utterances (±Subiect NP) 

Overall, no matter how the figures for total clitic morphologization in total finite 

utterances are tallied, the results surpass the 95% threshold, showing morphologization to 

be quasi-categorical. The raw score (n. = 9,749) and the hypothetical deletion of IV-A 

with S7 and S8 (n. = 5.897.13) show total clitic use topping out at 96.1%. The adjusted 

score (n. = 6.553.13). (reducing SI and including outliers S7 and S8). is only fractionally 

less at 95.7%. still comfortably clearing the 95.0% level. Table 5.20: Finite Verbs with 

1 Sg.-3PI. Clitic (± Subject NP): Overall shows these near categorical results. 

Table 5.20; 

Finite Verbs with lSg.-3Pl. Clitic ("± Subject NP): Overall 

ISg.oPl.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
ISg. 2334/2334 (100%) 
Ajstd 1361.5/1361.5 noo%) 
2Sg. 1383/1383 (100%) 
Ajstd: 949.67/949.67 flOO%) 
3Sg. 3450/3744 (92.1%) 
Ajstd 2306.67/2522.3 f91.5%) 
3S/1P 865/865 (100%) 
Ajstd 635.83/635.83 (100%) 
2P1. 135/135 (100%) 
Ajstd 95/95 noo%) 
3Pl. 1205/1288 (93.6%) 
Ajstd 920.83/988.83 (93.1%) 
lSg.-3Pl.Total:9372/9749 (96.1%) 
Adistd: 6269.5/6553.13 (95.7%^ 

Conversation level results for total clitic morphologization in total finite 

utterances mirror the trends that have emerged in individual use. In other words. 
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variation than the Conversation scores taken individually by grammatical person. Here, 

the conversational high tops out at 97.2% in V. with 1 in hot pursuit at 97.1%. The low 

dips to 92.2% for IV-A. In fact. 6 of the 7 conversations reach or surpass the 95% 

threshold. IV-A being the outlier again but for the first time, even it manages to remain 

above the 90% level. Table 5.21; Finite Verbs with ISg.oPl. Clitic (± Subject NP): 

Conversation shows these near categorical results. 

Table 5.21: 

Finite Verbs with ISg.oPl. Clitic (± Subject NP): Conversation 

lSg.-3Pl.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
I: 
S I :  
ISe. 
2Se. 
3Sg. 
3S/1P 
2P1. 
3P1. 

352/352 
125/125 
389/418 
39/39 
12/12 
41/42 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(93.1%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
^97.6%) 

SI Total: 958/988 r97.0%) 
82: 
ISc. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S 7I P  
2P1. 
3P1. 

38/38 
28/28 
79/83 
46/46 
3/3 
40/42 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(95.2%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
(95.2%) 

S2 Total: 234/240 (97.5%) 
S3: 
ISe. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S7IP 
2P1. 
3P1. 

160/160 
111/111 
250/264 
56/56 
7/7 
56/60 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(94.7%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
f93.3%) 

S3 Total: 640/658 (97.3%) 
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I Total: 1832/1886 r97.i%) 
II: 
SI; 
ISg. 170/170 (100%) 
2Sg. 76/76 (100%) 
3Sg. 152/161 (94.4%) 
3S7IP 25/25 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 54/59 (91.5%) 
SI Total: 479/493 (97.2%) 
S4: 
ISg. 213/213 (100%) 
2Sg. 159/159 (100%) 
3Sg. 213/243 (87.7%) 
3S7IP 57/57 (100%) 
2P1. 5/5 (100%) 
3P1. 88/102 (86.3%) 
S4 Total: 735/779 (94.4%) 
S5: 
ISg. 53/53 (100%) 
2Sg. 80/80 (100%) 
3Sg. 59/68 (86.8%) 
3S/1P 19/19 (100%) 
2P1. 5/5 (100%) 
3P1. 34/37 (91.9%) 
85 Total: 250/262 (95.4%) 
II Total: 1464/1534 r95.4%) 
III: 
SI: 
ISg. 132/132 (100%) 
2Sg. 61/61 (100%) 
3Sg. 138/145 (95.2%) 
3S/1P 32/32 (100%) 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 43/48 (89.6%) 
SI Total: 407/419 (97.1%) 
S5 : 
ISg. 47/47 (100%) 
2Sg. 36/36 (100%) 
3Sg. 107/115 (93.0%) 
3S/1P 28/28 (100%) 
2P1. 10/10 (100%) 
3P1. 38/39 (97.4%) 
S5 Total: 266/275 (-96.7%) 
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S6: 
ISg. 79/79 (100%) 
2Sg. 49/49 (100%) 
3Sg. 112/120 (93.3%) 
3S7IP 38/38 (100%) 
2P1. 3/3 (100%) 
3P1. 71/76 (93 A%) 
S6 Total: 352/365 (96.4%) 
III Total: 1025/1059 f96.8%) 
IV-A: 
SI: 
ISe. 101/101 (100%) 
2Sg. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 88/96 (91.7%) 
3S/1P 18/18 (100%) 
2P1. 3/3 (100%) 
3PI. 22/23 (95.7%) 
SI Total; 234/243 (96.3%) 
S7: 
ISs. 70/70 (100%) 
2SI. 25/25 (100%) 
3Sg. 89/109 (81.7%) 
3S/1P 17/17 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 36/40 (90.0%) 
S7 Total: 239/263 (90.9%) 
S8: 
ISs. 27/27 (100%) 
2Sg. 22/22 (100%) 
3Sg. 64/77 (83.1%) 
38/IP 6/6 (100%) 
2P1. 3/3 (100%) 
3P1. 10/15 (66.7%) 
S8 Total: 132/150 (88.0%) 
IV-A Total: 605/656 (92.2%) 
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IV-B: 
SI: 
IV-B 
ISg. 170/170 (100%) 
2Sg. 20/20 (100%) 
3Sg. 217/234 (91.7%) 
3S/IP 43/43 (100%) 
2Pl. l/I (100%) 
3P1. 64/66 (96.7%) 
SI Total: 515/534 (96.5%) 
S9: 
ISg. 24/24 (100%) 
2Sg. 32/32 (100%) 
3Sg. 158/169 (93.5%) 
3S/1P 26./26 (100%) 
2P1. 7/7 (100%) 
3P1. 84/91 (92.3%) 
S9 Total: 331/349 (94.8%) 
SIO: 
ISg. 36/36 (100%) 
2Sg. 17/17 (100%) 
3Sg. 107/117 (91.5%) 
3S/IP 20/20 (100%) 
2P1. 6/6 (100%) 
3PI. 43/43 rioo.%) 
SIO Total; 229/239 (95.8%) 
IV-B Total: 1075/1122 (95.8%) 
V: 
SI: 
ISg. 124/124 (100%) 
2Sg. 131/131 (100%) 
3Sg. 229/235 (97.4%) 
3S/IP 36/36 (100%) 
2PI. 12/12 (100%) 
3P1. 66/69 (95.7%) 
SI Total: 598/607 (98.5%) 
SIl: 
ISg. 26/26 (100%) 
2Sg. 25/25 (100%) 
3Sg. 54/59 (91.5%) 
3S7IP 17/17 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 (0%) 
3PI. 29/33 (87.9%) 
SIl Total: 151//160 (94.4%) 
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S12: 
ISg. 38/38 (100%) 
2Sg. 34/34 (100%) 
3Sg. 76/78 (97.4%) 
3S/1P 18/18 (100%) 
2P1. 7/7 (100%) 
3P1. 12/13 r92.0%) 
S12 Total: 185/188 f98.4%> 
S13: 
IS2. 92/92 (100%) 
2Sg. 88/88 (100%) 
3Sg. 217/233 (93.1%) 
3S/1P 46/46 (100%) 
2P1. 13/13 (100%) 
3P1. 73/76 f96.1%) 
S13 Total: 529/548 (96.5%) 
S14: 
ISg. 67/67 (100%) 
2Sg. 21/21 (100%) 
3Sg. 93/100 (93.0%) 
3S/1P 20/20 (100%) 
2P1. 4/4 (100%) 
3P1. 14/15 (93.3%) 
S14 Total: 219/227 f96.5%) 
V Total: 1682/1730 (97.2%) 
VI: 
SI: 
ISa. 118/118 (100%) 
2Sg. 105/105 (100%) 
3Sg. 159/177 (89.8%) 
3S/1P 82/82 (100%) 
2P1. 17/17 (100%) 
3P1. 51/52 (98-1%) 
SI Total: 532/551 (96.6%) 
S2: 
ISg. 41/41 (100%) 
2Sg. 28/28 (100%) 
3Sg. 82/92 (89.1%) 
3S7IP 46/46 (100%) 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 62/64 (96.9%) 
S2 Total: 260/272 (95.6%) 
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S3: 
ISg. 60/60 (100%) 
2Sg. 49/49 (100%) 
3Sg. 95/106 (89.6%) 
3S7IP 49/49 (100%) 
2P1. 4/4 (100%) 
3P1. 81/83 (97.6%) 
S3 Total: 338/351 (96.3%) 
Sll: 
ISg. 23/23 (100%) 
2Sg. 29/29 (100%) 
3Sg. 74/79 (93.7%) 
3S/1P 36/36 (100%) 
2PI. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 64/66 f97.0%) 
S l l  T o t a l :  228/235 (97.0%) 
S12: 
ISg. 73/73 (100%) 
2Sg. 30/30 (100%) 
3Sg. 149/166 (89.6%) 
3S/IP 45/45 (100%) 
2P1. 5/5 (100%) 
3P1. 29/34 (85.3%) 
S12 Total: 331/353 (93.8%) 
VI Total; 1689/1762 ^95.9%^ 

Individual figures once again show less within- than between-speaker variation in 

total clitic use irrespective of subject NP use. Additionally, they show less within-speaker 

variation than they did in either of the person tallies. For those speakers that 

participated in more than one conversation (SI. S2. S3, S5. SI 1. and SI2) the maximum 

range of variation was a 4.6 point spread from SI2. while the minimum was a difference 

of 1.0 from S3. For these six speakers though, within-speaker variation averaged out at 

2.3 percentage points, compared to a point spread of 5.8 for 3Sg. and 6.0 for 3P1. in the 

equivalent total finites context. Once range of variation is situated in the entire corpus, 

what is striking is the lack of variation, only a single point, for S3, the youngest speaker 
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in the corpus. Between-speaker variation of total clitic use in total finite utterances is 

also constrained once it is diluted into the entire corpus. From a high of 97.1% total clitic 

use for S1 to a low of 88.0% for S8 in total finite utterances, the average range settles at a 

9.1 percentage point spread, in contrast with a 10.5 and 33.3 percentage point spread 

resptectively in clitic use in 3Sg. and 3P1. total finite person utterances. Clustering of 

scores in the context of total clitic use in total finite utterances shows both consistently 

very- high use as well as a possible correlation with age. In this context. 10 of the 14 

speakers use the clitic at least 95% of the time and all but one of them (13 of 14) use it at 

least 90% of the time. The exception is S8 at 88.0%. Even for those who miss the 95% 

threshold, two of the three miss it only fractionally: S9 at 94.8% and S4 at 94.4%, in 

contrast with S7 who is further behind at 90.9%. Moreover, not only does a sizeable 

majority' of speakers attain the 95% threshold, but all of the speakers under 40 with the 

exception of S4 attain at least 96% use. In fact, three of them (S2. SI 3, and S14) all 

register the same 96.5% total clitic use. Clearly, taken in this larger context, clitic 

morphologization is very near completion. Table 5.22: Finite Verbs with 1 Sg.-3P1. Clitic 

(± Subject NP): Individual shows these near categorical results. 
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Table 5.22: 

Finite Verbs with lSg.-3Pl. Clitic (± Subject NP): Individual 

lSg.-3Pl.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
SI : 
1 
ISg. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S7IP 
2P1. 
3P1. 

352/352 
125/125 
389/418 
39/39 
12/12 
41/42 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(93.1%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
(97.6%) 

Total; 958/988 (97.0%) 
II 
ISg. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S7IP 
2P1. 
3P1. 

170/170 
76/76 
152/161 
25/25 
2/2 
54/59 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(94.4%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
(91.5%) 

Total: 479/493 (97.2%) 
III 
ISg. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S/1P 
2P1. 
3PI. 

132/132 
61/61 
138/145 
32/32 
1/1 
43/48 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(95.2%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
(89.6%) 

Total: 407/419 (97.1%) 
IV-A 
iSg. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S/1P 
2P1. 
3P1. 

101/101 
2/2 
88/96 
18/18 
3/3 
22/23 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(91.7%) 
(100%) 
(100%) 
(95.7%) 

Total: 234/243 (96.3%) 
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IV-B 
ISg. 170/170 (100%) 
2Sg. 20/20 (100%) 
3Sg. 217/234 (91.7%) 
3S/1P 43/43 (100%) 
2P1. I/l (100%) 
3P1. 64/66 (96.7%) 
Total: 515/534 (96.5%) 
V 
ISs. 124/124 (100%) 
2Sg. 131/131 (100%) 
3Sg. 229/235 (97.4%) 
3S/1P 36/36 (100%) 
2P1. 12/12 (100%) 
3P1. 66/69 (95.7%) 
Total: 598/607 (9S.5%) 
VI 
ISg. 118/118 (100%) 
2Sg. 105/105 (100%) 
3Sg. 159/177 (89.8%) 
3S/1P 82/82 (100%) 
2P1. 17/17 (100%) 
3P1. 51/52 (98.1%) 
Total: 532/551 96.6%) 
SI I-VI Total: 
ISg. 
Adjstd 
2Sg. 
Adjstd 
3Sg. 
Adjstd 
3S/IP 
Adjstd 
2P1. 
Adjstd 
3PI. 
Adjstd 

1167/1167 
194.50/194.50 
520/520 
86.67/86.67 
1372/1466 
228.67/244.33 
275/275 
45.83/45.83 
48/48 
8/8 
341/359 
56.83/59.83 

100%) 

100%) 

100%) 

100%) 
93.6%) 
93.6%) 
100%) 

100%) 

100%) 

100%) 
95.0%) 
95.0%) 

SI Clitic Total:3723/3835 
SI Aistd: 620.50/639.17 

97.1%) 
97.1%) 
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S2 
I 
ISg. 38/38 (100%) 
2Sg. 28/28 (100%) 
3Sg. 79/83 (95.2%) 
3S/1P 46/46 (100%) 
2P1. 3/3 (100%) 
3P1. 40/42 ^95.2%) 
Total; 234/240 (97.5%) 
VI 
I So. 41/41 (100%) 
2Sg. 28/28 (100%) 
3Sg. 82/92 (89.1%) 
3S7IP 46/46 (100%) 
2PI. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 62/64 (96.9%) 
Total; 260/272 (95.6%) 
S2 I, VI Total: 
ISc. 79/79 (100%) 
2Sg. 56/56 (100%) 
3Sg. 161/175 (92.0%) 
3S7IP 92/92 (100%) 
2P1. 4/4 (100%) 
3PI. 102/106 (96.2%) 
S2 Clitic Total:494/512 (96.5%) 
S3 : 
I 
ISs. 160/160 (100%) 
2Sg. 111/111 (100%) 
3Sg. 250/264 (94.7%) 
3S7IP 56/56 (100%) 
2P1. 7/7 (100%) 
3P1. 56/60 (93.3%) 
Totals; 640/658 (97.3%) 
VI 
ISg. 60/60 (100%) 
2Sg. 49/49 (100%) 
3Sg. 95/106 (89.6%) 
3S/1P 49/49 (100%) 
2P1. 4/4 (100%) 
3PI. 81/83 (97.6%) 
Totals: 338/351 (96.3%) 
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S3 I, VI Total: 
ISg. 220/220 (100%) 
2Sc. 160/160 (100%) 
3Sg. 345/370 (93.2%) 
3S/1P 105/105 (100%) 
2P1. 11/11 (100%) 
3P1. 137/143 (95.8%) 
S3 Clitic Total:978/1009 (96.9%) 
S4 H Total: 
ISg. 213/213 (100%) 
2Sg. 159/159 (100%) 
3Sg. 213/243 (87.7%) 
3S7IP 57/57 (100%) 
2P1. 5/5 (100%) 
3PL 88/102 (86.3%) 
S4 Clitic Total:735/779 (94AVo) 
S5 : 
II 
ISc. 53/53 (100%) 
2Sg. 80/80 (100%) 
3Sg. 59/68 (86.8%) 
3S/IP 19/19 (100%) 
2PI. 5/5 (100%) 
3P1. 34/37 (91.9%) 
Totals: 250/262 (95.4%) 
III 
ISg. 47/47 (100%) 
2Sg. 36/36 (100%) 
3Sg. 107/115 (93.0%) 
3S/IP 28/28 (100%) 
2P1. 10/10 (100%) 
3PI. 38/39 (97.4%) 
Totals: 266/275 (96.7%) 
85 II-III Total: 
ISg. 100/100 (100%) 
2Sg. 116/116 (100%) 
3Sg. 166/183 (90.7%) 
3S/1P 47/47 (100%) 
2PI. 15/15 (100%) 
3P1. 72/76 (94.7%) 
S5 Clitic Total:5l6/537 (96AVo) 
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S6 III Total: 
ISg. 79/79 (100%) 
2Sg. 49/49 (100%) 
3Sg. 112/120 (93.3%) 
3S/1P 38/38 (100%) 
2PI. 3/3 (100%) 
3P1. 71/76 f93.4%) 
S6 Clitic Total:352/365 (96.4Vo) 
S7 IV-A Total: 
ISe. 70/70 (100%) 
2Sg. 25/25 (100%) 
3Sg. 89/109 (81.7%) 
3S/1P 17/17 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 36/40 (90.0%) 
S7 Clitic Total:239/263 (90.9Vo) 
S8 IV-A Total: 
ISg. 27/27 (100%) 
2Sg. 22/22 (100%) 
3Sg. 64/77 (83.1%) 
3S/1P 6/6 (100%) 
2P1. 3/3 (100%) 
3P1. 10/15 (66.7%) 
S8 Clitic Total: 132/150 (88.0%) 
S9 IV-B Total: 
ISg. 24/24 (100%) 
2Sg. 32/32 (100%) 
3Sg. 158/169 (93.5%) 
3S/IP 26/26 (100%) 
2P1. 7/7 (100%) 
3P1. 84/91 f92.3%) 
S9 Clitic Total:331/349 (94.8%) 
SIO IV-B Total: 
ISg. 36/36 (100%) 
2Sg. 17/17 (100%) 
3Sg. 107/117 (91.5%) 
3S/IP 20/20 (100%) 
2P1. 6/6 (100%) 
3P1. 43/43 (100.%) 
SIO Clitic Total:229/239 f95.8%) 
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S l l  :  
V 
ISg. 26/26 (100%) 
2Sg. 25/25 (100%) 
3Sg. 54/59 (91.5%) 
3S/1P 17/17 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 (0%) 
3P1. 29/33 C87.9%) 
Total: 151//I60 (94.4%) 
VI 
ISg. 23/23 (100%) 
2Sg. 29/29 (100%) 
3Sg. 74/79 (93.7%) 
3S/1P 36/36 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 64/66 r97.0%) 
Total; 228/235 (97.0%) 
S l l  V - V I  T o t a l :  
ISg. 49/49 (100%) 
2Sg. 54/54 (100%) 
3Sg. 128/138 (92.8%) 
3S/1P 53/53 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 93/99 f93.9%) 
S l l  C l i t i c  T o t a l : 3 7 9 / 3 9 5  r95.9%) 
S12 : 
V 
ISc. 38/38 (100%) 
2Sg. 34/34 (100%) 
3Sg. 76/78 (97.4%) 
3S/1P 18/18 (100%) 
2P1. 7/7 (100%) 
3P1. 12/13 f92.0%) 
Totals; 185/188 f98.4%) 
VI 
ISg. 73/73 (100%) 
2Sg. 30/30 (100%) 
3Sg. 149/166 (89.6%) 
3S/1P 45/45 (100%) 
2P1. 5/5 (100%) 
3P1. 29/34 f85.3%) 
Totals; 331/353 (93.8%) 
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S12 V-VI Total: 
ISg. I l l / I l l  (100%) 
2Sg. 64/64 (100%) 
3Sg. 225/244 (92.2%) 
3S/1P 63/63 (100%) 
2P1. 12/12 (100%) 
3P1. 41/47 (87.2%> 
S12 CliticTotal:516/541 (95.4%) 
S13 V Total: 
ISg. 92/92 (100%) 
2Sg. 88/88 (100%) 
3Sg. 217/233 (93.1%) 
3S/1P 46/46 (100%) 
2P1. 13/13 (100%) 
3P1. 73/76 (96.1%) 
S I 3  C l i t i c  T o t a l : 5 2 9 / 5 4 8  (96.5%) 
S14 V Total: 
ISe. 67/67 (100%) 
2Sg. 21/21 (100%) 
3Sg. 93/100 (93.0%) 
3S/1P 20/20 (100%) 
2P1. 4/4 (100%) 
3P1. 14/15 (93.3%) 
S14CIiticTotal:219/227 (96.5%) 

Finally, an additional glance at Gender. Age. and Gender & Age computations 

show that there may be a correlation, although the variation is so restricted in this 

category' that it is impossible to tell if such a small percentage point difference would 

actually be statistically significant or not. Tables 37-39 show these possible correlations. 
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Table 5.23: 

Finite Verbs with lSg.-3Pi. Clitic (± Subject NP): Gender 

lSe.-3Pl.: + Clitic/Total +CIitic Percentaee 
MEN: 
SI Raw 3723/3835 (97.1%) 
SI Adjusted 620.5/639.2 
S2 260/272 (95.6%) 
S7 239/263 (90.9%) 
S9 331/349 (94.8%) 
S l l  379/395 (95.9%) 
S13 529/548 (96.5%) 
Total: 5461/5662 (96.5%) 
SI Adjusted: 2358.5/2466.2 (95.6%) 
WOMEN: 
S3 978/1009 (96.9%) 
S4 735/779 (94.4%) 
S5 516/537 (96.1%) 
S6 352/365 (96.4%) 
S8 132/150 (88.0%) 
S I O  229/239 (95.8%) 
S12 516/541 (95.4%) 
S14 219/227 (96.5%) 
Total: 3677/3847 r95.6%) 
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Table 5.24: 
Finite Verbs with lSg.-3Pl. Clitic (± Subject NP): Age 

1SO.-3P1.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
UNDER 40: 
81 (35 yrs.) 3723/3835 (97.1%) 
SI Adjusted 620.5/639.2 
S2 (31 yrs.) 260/272 (95.6%) 
S3 (26yrs.) 978/1009 (96.9%) 
S4 (37yrs.) 735/779 (94.4%) 
S5 (64VTS.) 516/537 (96.1%) 
S6 (36yrs.) 352/365 (96.4%) 
S13 (3*9yrs.) 529/548 (96.5%) 
S14 (36vrs.") 219/227 (96.5%) 
Total: 7312/7572 (96.6%) 
SI Adjusted: 4209.5/4376.2 (96.2%) 
OVER 40: 
S7 (64yrs.) 239/263 (90.9%) 
S8 (61 yrs.) 132/150 (88.0%) 
S9 (68\TS.) 331/349 (94.8%) 
SIO (67yrs.) 229/239 (95.8%) 
S11 (64yrs.) 379/395 (95.9%) 
S12 (61vrs.) 516/541 (95.4%) 
Total: 1826/1937 R94.3%^ 
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Table 5.25: 

Finite Verbs with lSe.-3Pl. Clitic Subject NP): Gender & Age 

lSa.-3Pl.; + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
MEN UNDER 40: 
Sl(35yrs.) 3723/3835 (97.1%) 
SI Adjusted 620.5/639.2 
S2(31yrs.) 260/272 (95.6%) 
S13f39\TS.') 529/548 f96.5%) 
Total: 4512/4655 (96.9%) 
SI Adjusted; 1409.5/1459.2 ^96.6%) 
MEN OVER 40: 
S7 (64yrs.) 239/263 (90.9%) 
S9(68yrs.) 331/349 (94.8%) 
S I !  f 6 4 v r s . ' )  3 7 9 / 3 9 5  (95.9%) 
Total: 949/1007 (94.2%) 
WOMEN UNDER 40: 
S3(26yrs.) 978/1009 (96.9%) 
S4 (37yrs.) 735/779 (94.4%) 
S5 (64yrs.) 516/537 (96.1%) 
S6 (36yrs.) 352/365 (96.4%) 
S14(36vrs.) 219/227 (96.5%> 
Total: 2800/2917 (96.0%) 
WOMEN OVER 40: 
S8(61yrs.) 132/150 (88.0%) 
S10(67yrs.) 229/239 (95.8%) 
S12(61vrs.') 516/541 (95.4%) 
Total: 877/930 (94.3%) 

Gender reveals nothing more than a fractional difference in favor of the men in total clitic 

use in the total finite utterances (95.5% for the men versus 95.2% for the women). But 

Age reveals a two-point difference in favor of speakers under 40 (96.4 for the under 40 

group versus 94.3% for the over 40 group). Further, within the two age groups, there is 

only fractional, additional variation by gender (96.7% for M-40, 96.0% for F-40 versus 

94.2% for M+40, 94.3% for F+40). Although in other circumstances, a difference of 

only two points would hardly be called a difference, in this case, where the scores are so 
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closely grouped together, where the Gender scores defer to the Age scores, and where the 

final result places the two age groups on different sides of the 95% criterion, these figures 

may represent an actual difference. 

It is in the context of the entire corpus that it becomes apparent how the variation 

we saw earlier in the 3'^'' person is nothing but the residual tail end of the much larger 

process of clitic morphologization that has very nearly reached completion in ESSF. 

5.4.2: Total Clitic dSg.-3Pl.) Morphologization in +Subiect NP Utterances Only 

Of course, the percentages drop for total clitic use when restricted to only those 

contexts where a subject NP is also present. Even so, the results show this environment to 

be moving strongly in the same general direction as the figures we have just seen. 

Overall, even though the SI-adjusted results just miss the 75% mark, they do 

come close, and this augers well for the ultimate, fiill morphologization of clitics in 

ESSF. Thus the total clitic use in just those utterances containing a subject NP was 

76.5% for the raw score (n. = 1.199), 73.2% for the SI-adjusted score (n. = 804.8), and 

76.4% for the hypothetical IV-A deleted score 76.4% (n. = 713.8). Table 5.26 places 

this advanced stage of clitic morphologization in context. 
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Table 5.26: 

Finite Verbs +Subiect NP +Clitic nSg.oPI.): Overall 

lSe.-3Pl.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentace 
ISg. 255/255 (100%) 
Aistd 157.5/157.5 noo%) 
2Sg. 36/36 (100%) 
Aistd 18.5/18.5 flOO%) 
3Sg. 447/646 (69.2%) 
Aistd 284.5/431.83 (66.4%) 
3S/1P 52/52 (100%) 
Aistd 40.33/40.33 (100%) 
2P1. 7/7 (100%) 
Aistd 3.67/3.67 (100%) 
3P1. 120/203 (59.1%) 
Aistd 85/153 (55.6%) 
Raw Total: 917/1199 (76.5%) 
Adistd: 589.5/804.83 f73.2%) 

Conversation results show that morphologization is generally well advanced not 

just for a few isolated speakers but across conversations as well. Here, still reflecting the 

individual participants to a certain extent, the conversational high came from I (SI. S2, 

and S3) at 84.0% and the low came from IV-A (SI. S7. and S8) at 48.4%. Once again 

though clustering gives a clearer impression of the corpus as a whole, rather than just its 

extremes. Here. 5 of the 7 conversations registered total clitic use in subject NP contexts 

of at least 75% (I: 84.0%. V: 82.8%. VI: 80.3%. IV-B: 76.6%. and III: 75.8%). A sixth 

conversation. II. used the clitics in the presence of a subject NP in over two-thirds of the 

possible contexts (69.1%). Only IV-A. although coming close, failed to use them even 

half of the time, at 48.4%. Table 5.27 presents these results. 
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Table 5.27: 

Finite Verbs +Subiect NP Clitic (lSg.-3Pl.): Conversation 

1S2.-3P1.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentaee 
I : 
S I :  
ISe. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S/'lP 
2P1. 
3P1. 

26/26 
4/4 
68/87 
l / l  
0/0 
9/10 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(78.2%) 
(100%) 

(90.0%) 
SI Total; 108/128 (84.4%) 
S2: 
ISg. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S/1P 
2P1. 
3P1. 

3/3 
1/1 
7/11 
0/0 
0/0 
4/6 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(63.6%) 

(66.7%) 
S2 Total: 15/21 (71.4%) 
S3: 
ISg. 
2Sg. 
3Sg. 
3S/1P 
2P1. 
3P1. 

28/28 
1/1 
39/48 
6/6 
0/0 
7/11 

(100%) 
(100%) 
(81.3%) 
(100%) 

(63.6%) 
S3 Total: 81/94 (86.2%) 
I Total: 204/243 ^84.0%) 
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II : 
S I :  
ISg. 19/19 (100%) 
2Sg. 4/4 (100%) 
3Sg. 22/24 (91.7%) 
3S/1P 4/4 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 4/9 (44.4%) 
SI Total: 53/60 (88.3%) 
S4: 
ISg. 28/28 (100%) 
2Sg. 5/5 (100%) 
3Sg. 20/43 (46.5%) 
3S/1P 2/2 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 2/16 (12.5%) 
S4 Total : 57/94 (60.6%) 
S5: 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 7/16 (43.8%) 
3S/1P 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 0/3 (0.0%) 
S5 Total: 15/27 (55.6%) 
II Total: 125/181 f69.1%> 
I I I :  
S I :  
ISg. 17/17 (100%) 
2Sg. 5/5 (100%) 
3Sg. 17/23 (73.9%) 
3s7lP 1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 4/9 (44.4%) 
SI Total: 44/55 (80.0%) 
S5: 
ISg. 4/4 (100%) 
2Sg. 1/1 (100%) 
3Sg. 10/18 (55.6%) 
3S/iP 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 2/3 (66.7%) 
S5 Total: 20/29 (69.0%) 
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S6: 
ISg. 4/4 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 11/16 (68.8%) 
3S/1P 6/6 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 9/14 (64.3%) 
S6 Total : 30/40 (75.0%) 
III Total: 95/124 (76.6%) 
IV-A : 
S I :  
ISs. 11/11 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 3/11 (27.3%) 
3S/1P 1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 2/3 (66.7%) 
SI Total: 18/27 (66.7%) 
S7: 
ISg. 9/9 (100%) 
2Sg. 1/1 (100%) 
3Sg. 5/22 (22.7%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 4/8 (50.0%) 
S7 Total : 19/40 (47.5%) 
S8: 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 4/16 (25.0%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 0/5 (0.0%) 
S8 Total : 7/24 (29.2%) 
IV-A Total: 44/91 (48.4Vo) 
IV-B : 
S I :  
ISg. 17/17 (100%) 
2Sg. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 22/32 (68.8%) 
3S/IP 0/0 
2PI. 0/0 
3P1. 3/5 (60.0%) 
SI Total: 44/56 (78.6%) 
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S9: 
ISg. 5/5 (100%) 
2Sg. 3/3 (100%) 
3Sg. 21/28 (75.0%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 5/12 ^41.7%) 
S9 Total : 34/48 ('70.8%) 
SIO: 
ISg. 2/2 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 14/18 (77.8%) 
3S/1P 1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 3/3 (100%) 
S I O  T o t a l  :  20/24 (83.3%) 
IV-B Total: 98/128 f76.6%) 
V : 
S I :  
ISa. 16/16 (100%) 
2Sg. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 42/47 (89.4%) 
3S/1P 4/4 (100%) 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 12/15 (66.7%) 
SI Total: 77/85 (-90.6%) 
S l l :  
ISg. 5/5 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 8/11 (72.7%) 
3S/1P 1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 1/5 (20.0%) 
S l l  T o t a l :  15/22 (68.2%) 
S12: 
ISa. 5/5 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 13/15 (86.7%) 
3S/1P 5/5 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 3/4 (75.0%) 
S12 Total: 28/31 f90.3%) 
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S13; 
ISg. 7/7 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 26/36 (72.2%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3Pl. 8/11 (72.7%> 
S13 Total ; 42/55 (76.4%) 
S14: 
ISg. 6/6 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 4/8 (50.0%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 1/2 (50.0%) 
S14 Total : 11/16 (68.8%) 
V Total: 173/209 f82.8%) 
VI : 
S I ;  
ISg. 11/11 (100%) 
2Sg. 4/4 (100%) 
3Sg. 21/33 (63.6%) 
3S/1P 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 8/9 (88.9%) 
SI Total: 49/62 f79.0%) 
S2: 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 21/26 (80.8%) 
3S/1P 2/2 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 7/9 (77.8%) 
S2 Total: 33/40 (82.5%) 
S3: 
ISg. 11/11 (100%) 
2Sg. 1/1 (100%) 
3Sg. 10/14 (71.4%) 
3S/1P 6/6 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3PI. 13/15 (86.7%) 
S3 Total: 41/47 (87.2%) 
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SI 1: 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 10/13 (76.9%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 6/8 f75.0%) 
S 1 1  T o t a l :  19/24 (79.2%) 
S I 2 ;  
ISg. 9/9 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 22/30 (73.3%) 
3S/1P 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 3/8 (37.5%) 
S12 Total: 37/50 (74.0%) 
VI Total: 179/223 r80.3%> 

Individual results for the subject NP subset of clitic use once again show greater 

within- and between-speaker variation than for total utterances, with one notable 

exception. For those six speakers that appeared in more than one conversation (SI. S2. 

S3. S5. S11. and S12). within-speaker variation, while greater than in the context of total 

clitic use in total finite utterances, is still considerably less than in either of the 3'^'' person 

contexts. Here the average point differential is 12.9. in contrast with the 20 or more point 

spread in 3'^'' person within-speaker variation. Although the high here hits 23.9 for SI 

(from a low of 66.7% in IV-A to a high of 90.6% in V), this figure is still dowTi by more 

than half compared to his range in 3Sg. Both of these figures reflect his high degree of 

speech accommodation in conversation IV-A. Without this conversation, his range of 

variation for use of clitics in the subject NP subset would fall to an even 12 point-spread, 

behind the 16.3 range of variability that S12 displays. The low score for within-speaker 

variation is. however, the most intriguing figure, and potentially most indicative as well. 
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It comes from S3. As we saw in the previous section, she displayed virtually no 

variability in the total clitic use in all her finite utterances, only a single point. Here, in an 

otherwise much more variable context, she still varied by only a single point in her total 

clitic use in the presence of a subject NP, from a low of 86.2% to a high of 87.2%. In 

contrast, the between-speaker variation remains quite large ranging from S3"s average, 

and corpus high, of 86.5% to S8"s corpus low of 29.2%. This 57.3-point spread is due 

more to the e.xceptional S8 than to group leader S3. S8 trails the second lowest speaker, 

her husband S7, by nearly 20 percentage points whereas S3 leads the second place 

finisher. SIO, by only 3.2 percentage points. Seeing how scores cluster helps to give a 

clearer picture than just the extremes. And here, even in the restricting context of the 

subject NP. a full half of the speakers (7 of the 14) used a clitic in at least 75% of these 

utterances, whereas 10 of the 14 used it in at least 66.7% of them. Only two speakers 

used the clitic less than 50% of the time. These two. of course, were S7 and S8. However, 

S7 at least approaches the 50% mark with his 47.5%. The tight age clustering that 

occurred in the total clitic in total finite utterances is not apparent here in the subject NP 

subset where the -40 speakers range from below two-thirds to above three-quarters, as if 

this may still be available for monitoring. Table 5.28 shows this spread. 
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Table 5.28: 

Finite Verbs -i-Subiect NP +Clitic (ISg.oPL): Individual 

1SC.-3P1.: + Clitic/Total -f-Clitic Percentaae 
SI : 
I 1 
ISg. 26/26 (100%) 
2Sg. 4/4 (100%) 
3Sg. 68/87 (78.2%) 
3S/1P 1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3PI. 9/10 (90.0%) 
Total; 108/128 (84.4%) 
II 
ISg. 19/19 (100%) 
2Sg. 4/4 (100%) 
3Sg. 22/24 (91.7%) 
3S/1P 4/4 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 4/9 (44.4%) 
Total: 53/60 (88.3%) 
I I I  
ISg. 17/17 (100%) 
2Sg. 5/5 (100%) 
3Sg. 17/23 (73.9%) 
3 S / I P  1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 4/9 (44.4%) 
Total: 44/55 (80.0%) 
IV-A 
ISe. 11/11 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 3/11 (27.3%) 
3S/1P 1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 2/3 (66.7%) 
Total: 18/27 (66.7%) 
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IV-B 
ISg. 17/17 (100%) 
2Sg. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 22/32 (68.8%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 3/5 (60.0%) 
Total: 44/56 (78.6%) 
V 
ISg. 16/16 (100%) 
2Se. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 42/47 (89.4%) 
3S/1P 4/4 (100%) 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 12/15 (66.7%) 
Total: 77/85 (90.6%) 
VI 
ISa. 11/11 (100%) 
2Sg. 4/4 (100%) 
3Sg. 21/33 (63.6%) 
3S/1P 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 8/9 (88.9%) 
Total: 49/62 (79.0%) 
Total of SI Conversations 1-VI; 
ISg. 117/117 (100%) 
Adjstd 19.50/19.50 
2Sg. 21/21 (100%) 
.Adjstd 3.50/3.50 
3Sg. 195/257 (75.9%) 
Adjstd 32.50/42.83 
3S/1P 14/14 (100%) 
Adjstd 2.33/2.33 
2P1. 4/4 (100%) 
Adjstd 0.67/0.67 
3P1. 42/60 (70.0%) 
Adjstd 7/10 
SI Total: 393/473 (83.1%) 
Aistd 65.50/78.83 
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S2 : 
I 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 1/1 (100%) 
3Sg. 7/11 (63.6%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 4/6 (66.7%) 
Total: 15/21 (7\A%) 
VI 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sa. 0/0 
3Sg. 21/26 (80.8%) 
3S/1P 2/2 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 7/9 (77.8%) 
Total: 33/40 (82.5%) 
Total of S2 Conversations I and VI: 
ISg. 6/6 (100%) 
2Sg. 1/1 (100%) 
3Sg. 28/37 (75.7%) 
3S/1P 2/2 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 11/15 (73.3%) 
S2 Total: 48/61 (7S.lVo) 
S3 : 
r 1 
ISg. 28/28 (100%) 
2Se. 1/1 (100%) 
3Sg. 39/48 (81.3%) 
3S/1P 6/6 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 7/11 (63.6%) 
Totals: 81/94 (86.2%) 
VI 
ISg. 11/11 (100%) 
2Sg. 1/1 (100%) 
3Sg. 10/14 (71.4%) 
3S/1P 6/6 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 13/15 (86.7%) 
Totals: 41/47 (87.2%) 
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Total of S3 Conversations I and VI: 
ISg. 39/39 (100%) 
2Sg. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 49/62 (79.0%) 
3S/1P 12/12 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 20/26 f76.9%) 
S3 Total : 122/141 ^86.5%) 
S4 : GE 
II 
ISg. 28/28 (100%) 
2Sg. 5/5 (100%) 
3Sg. 20/43 (46.5%) 
3S/1P 2/2 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 2/16 (\2.5%) 
S4 Total : 57/94 (6O.6V0) 
S5 : VD 
II 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 2/2 (100%) 
3Sg. 7/16 (43.8%) 
3S/1P 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 0/3 
Totals: 15/27 (55.6%) 
III 
ISg. 4/4 (100%) 
2Sg. I/l (100%) 
3Sg. 10/18 (55.6%) 
3S/IP 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 2/3 (66.7Vo) 
Totals: 20/29 (69.0%) 
Total of S5 Conversations II and III: 
ISe. 7/7 (100%) 
2Sg. 3/3 (100%) 
3Sg. 17/34 (50.0%) 
3S/1P 6/6 (100%) 
2PI. 0/0 
3P1. 2/6 (33.3%) 
S5 Total: 35/56 (62.5%^ 
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S6 : JU 
III 
ISg. 4/4 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. II/I6 (68.8%) 
3S/1P 6/6 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 9/14 (64.3%) 
S6 Total : 30/40 (75.0%) 
S7 : 
IV-A 
ISe. 9/9 (100%) 
2Sg. I/l (100%) 
3Sg. 5/22 (22.7%) 
3S7IP 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 4/8 (50.0%) 
S7 Total: 19/40 (47.5%) 
S8: 
IV-A 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 4/16 (25.0%) 
3S7IP 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 0/5 (0%) 
S8 Total : 7/24 (29.2%) 
S9 : 
IV-B 
1 Sg. 5/5 (100%) 
2Sg. 3/3 (100%) 
3Sg. 21/28 (75.0%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 5/12 (41.7%) 
S9 Total : 4/48 (70.8%) 
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SIO : 
IV-B 
ISc. 2/2 (100%) 
2Se. 0/0 
3Sc. 14/18 (77.8%) 
3S/1P 1/1 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 3/3 rioo%) 
SIO Total: 20/24 f83.3%) 
S l l  :  
V 
ISg. 5/5 (100%) 
2Se. 0/0 
3Sg. 8/11 (72.7%) 
3S/1P I / l  (100%) 
2Pl. 0/0 
3P1. 1/5 r20.0%) 
Totals: 15/22 (68.2%) 
VI 
ISg. 3/3 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sa. 10/13 (76.9%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 6/8 (75.0%) 
Totals: 19/24 (79.2%) 
Total of SI 1 Conversations V and VI: 
ISg. 8/8 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 18/24 (75.0%) 
3S/1P l/I (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 7/13 (53.8%) 
S l l  T o t a l :  34/46 (73.9% > 
S12 : 
V 
ISs. 5/5 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 13/15 (86.7%) 
3S/IP 5/5 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 3/4 (75.0%) 
Totals: 28/31 (90.3%) 
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VI 
ISe. 9/9 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 22/30 (73.3%) 
3S/1P 3/3 (100%) 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 3/8 G7.5%) 
Totals: 37/50 (74.0%) 
Total of S! 12 Conversations V and VI: 
ISg. 14/14 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 35/45 (77.8%) 
3S/IP 8/8 (100%) 
2P1. 2/2 (100%) 
3P1. 6/12 (50.0%) 
S12 Total 65/81 f80.2%) 
S13 : 
V 
ISa. 7/7 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 26/36 (72.2%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 1/1 (100%) 
3P1. 8/11 (72.7%) 
S13 Total 42/55 f76.4%) 
S14 : 
V 
ISg. 6/6 (100%) 
2Sg. 0/0 
3Sg. 4/8 (50.0%) 
3S/1P 0/0 
2P1. 0/0 
3P1. 1/2 (50.0%) 
SI 4 Total: 11/16 r68.8%) 

The additional calculations of Gender. Age, and Gender & Age also seem to 

support the ultimate, full morphologization of the clitics. Tables 43-45 show how Age, 

more than Gender, is the driving force behind clitic morphologization. 
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Table 5.29: 

Finite Verbs -i-Subiect NP -rClitic (lSg.-3Pl.): Gender 

1SC.-3P1.; + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentaee 
MEN: 
SI Raw 393/473 (83.1%) 
SI Adjusted 65.5/78.8 
S2 48/61 (78.7%) 
S7 19/40 (47.5%) 
S9 34/48 (70.8%) 
Sll 34/46 (73.9%) 
SI3 42/55 (16A°/o) 
Total; 570/723 (78.8%) 
SI Adjusted; 242.5/328.8 (73.6%) 
WOMEN; 
S3 122/141 (86.5%) 
S4 57/94 (60.6%) 
S5 35/56 (62.5%) 
S6 30/40 (75.0%) 
S8 7/24 (29.2%) 
SIO 20/24 (83.3%) 
S12 65/81 (80.2%) 
S14 11/16 (-68.8%) 
Total; 347/476 r72.9%^ 
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Table 5.30: 

Finite Verbs with lSg.-3Pl. Clitic +Subiect NP: Age 

lSg.-3Pl.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
UNDER 40: 
SI (35 yrs.) 393/473 (83.1%) 
SI Adjusted 65.5/78.8 
S2 (31 yrs.) 48/61 (78.7%) 
S3 (26yrs.) 122/141 (86.5%) 
S4 (37yrs.) 57/94 (60.6%) 
S5 (64yrs.) 35/56 (62.5%) 
S6 (36yrs.) 30/40 (75.0%) 
S13 (39yrs.) 42/55 (76.4%) 
S14 (36vrs.) 11/16 (68.8%) 
Total: 738/936 (78.8%) 
SI Adjusted: 410.5/541.8 (75.8%) 
OVER 40: 
S7 (64yrs.) 19/40 (47.5%) 
S8 (61yrs.) 7/24 (29.2%) 
S9 (68yrs.) 34/48 (70.8%) 
SIO (67yrs.) 20/24 (83.3%) 
SI 1 (64yrs.) 34/46 (73.9%) 
SI2 (61vrs.) 65/81 (80.2%) 
Total: 179/263 
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Table 5.31: 

Finite Verbs with lSg.-3Pl. Clitic +Subiect NP: Gender & Age 

lSa.-3Pl.: + Clitic/Total +Clitic Percentage 
MEN LrNDER 40: 
Sl(35yrs.) 393/473 (83.1%) 
SI Adjusted 65.5/78.8 
S2(31>TS.) 48/61 (78.7%) 
SI3G9vrs.) 42/55 ('76.4%'> 
Total: 483/589 (82.0%) 
SI Adjusted: 155.5/194.8 (79.8%) 
MEN OVER 40: 
S7 (64yrs.) 19/40 (47.5%) 
S9 (68yrs.) 34/48 (70.8%) 
SlU64vrs.> 34/46 (•73.9%) 
Total: 87/134 (64.9%) 
WOMEN UNDER 40: 
S3 (26yrs.) 122/141 (86.5%) 
S4 (37yrs.) 57/94 (60.6%) 
S5 (64>Ts.) 35/56 (62.5%) 
S6 (36yrs.) 30/40 (75.0%) 
S14(36vrs.) 11/16 (68.8%) 
Total: 255/347 (73.5%) 
WOMEN OVER 40: 
S8 (61yrs.) 7/24 (29.2%) 
S10(67yrs.) 20/24 (83.3%) 
S12f61vrs.') 65/81 (80.2%) 
Total: 92/129 r7L3%) 

Gender showed virtually no difference. Gender & Age combined initially seemed 

inconclusive (M-40: 79.8%. F-40: 73.5%, M+40: 64.9%. F+40: 71.3%) but when Age is 

taken alone, use favors the Under 40 group by an 8.6 margin. Those Under 40 use a clitic 

in the conte.xt of a subject NP in 76.7% of their utterances in contrast with those Over 40 

who use it in only 68.1% of theirs. Nor can this difference be attributed entirely to the 

fact that the exceptional S7 and S8 are in the Over 40 group, because S4 is in the Under 

40 group, and for her group, if not for the corpus as a whole, she lends to be somewhat 
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exceptional. Thus based on this corpus of ESSF. it would appear that although the 

morphologization of the clitic is not quite complete at the present time, it is not arrested 

either. The age-in-apparent-time results indicate that this change is still in progress, 

particularly perhaps if we take into account the overall leader. S3, at a very high and 

invariable 86.5%. is not only in the Under 40 group, but in contrast with the rest of her 

group, she is still in her twenties. Still, she is in the second half of her twenties, long 

done with school, and married for a few years already, therefore I surmise that her 

language use may have stabilized from its teen years. In this case. S3 is the one to keep 

an eye on. for she may be the Swiss French of the future. 

5.5: A Note On iVe 

Before concluding this chapter on the ongoing morphologization of the clitics in 

ESSF. I would like to make a few brief remarks about the infamous ne. It has long been 

commented on (Harris. 1978: .A.shby. 1981; Gadet. 1989; Posner, 1997) that «e-dropping 

is such a prevalent feature of spoken French, that ne is doomed to eventual extinction. In 

fact. Gadet (p.c.Waugh) finds that it is already extinct, at least in one of the varieties she 

studies: underprivileged urban youth, and therefore no longer accepts we-dropping 

dissertations about that population anymore. In the ordinary, everyday speech of the 

general French population though it has not been lost totally, and Gadet (1989) cautions 

that it is not disappearing as fast as some would lead one to believe, an observation borne 

out by certain usages in this corpus. Nevertheless, both Gadet (1989) and Ashby (1999) 

find evidence that the ongoing loss of ne is a case of change in progress, especially since 

its loss is further advanced in Quebec than in France. Even though this dissertation is 
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about the status of the clitics and the ensuing role of the subject NPs and not about ne. its 

demise may still be of interest in terms of the possible interconnectedness between the 

rise of prefixal inflection zmd the fall of ne. 

The relationship of ne to the clitics is as follow s. As we saw in the literature 

review. Zwicky and Pullum (1983) propose a series of tests for distinguishing between 

clitics and affixes. They conclude that clitics can attach to other clitics but that clitics 

cannot intervene between affixes. At this point, recall that in this dissertation, I am 

assuming that the object clitics have already become affixes, based on a series of verb 

deletion tests that Kayne (1975. p.97) proposes, which show that the object clitics form 

an inseparable part of the verb. i.e. an affix. Therefore, according to Zwicky and 

Pullum's criteria, if ne and the clitics were all clitics, then they could all line up. 

interspersed with one another, before the verb. Conversely, if they are all affixes, they 

can also all appear, as long as they do so in the appropriate order. If. however, ne is 

genuinely a clitic, while the pronominal clitics have morphologized into affixes (i.e. 

inflectional prefixes), and. if Zwicky and Pullum are right, then ne insertion between a 

prefix and its stem becomes a disallowable sequence. Harris (1978), predating Zwicky 

and Pullum. makes the same argument in essence, although not in the same terms. Vice

like pressure is increasing around ne from an otherwise cohesive group of clitic pronouns, 

where ne is the only non-person marker vying for a pre-verbal slot. 

The effect of increasing morphologization is attested to by the fact that ne has 

vanished entirely in the French of Gadet's Parisian adolescents (Waugh. p.c.) and has 

become rarissime in the ordinary spoken language, including in the present corpus of 
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ESSF. Although these Swiss speakers have not gone as far as Gadet's speakers, ne is 

definitely under siege in this corpus. Of the 1.982 negative finite utterances that occur in 

the corpus, only 49 of them, or 2.5%. include ne. Furthermore, the greatest density of ne-

use in finite utterances occurs in the formal/monitoring Conversation IV-A with S7 and 

S8. Together, these two speakers account for 30.1% of the total we-use in the entire 

corpus. 

Nonetheless, this is not to say that ne appears solely in the mouths of S7 and S8. 

True, it clusters in IV-A. but it is scattered throughout the rest of the corpus. Frequently, 

it appears oddly enough, almost as a conscious mark of contrast, emphasis, or dramatic 

effect, in an interesting reversal of its historical development^. Historically, after all. it 

was ne that was the original negator. Pas. etc. were added only later as reinforcers. In 

time, ne weakened to the point where pas became the real, unmarked negator (ne being 

the marked negator), losing its emphatic role in the process. Yet there are points in this 

corpus where ne seems to be brought back deliberately, not so much to fulfill its 

traditional formal function, as to mark some kind of dramatic effect, contrast, or. 

ironically, emphasis. In fact, the only two tokens where the highly morphologized c 'esl 

appears with a ne are in utterances signaling strong emphasis or contrast (5.10). This 

makes for 1.5%. (n.=l 30) ne use with c est. a figure well below the corpus average of 

(2.5%). Interestingly, neither of these two tokens is produced by either of the most 

conser\'ative speakers, S7 and S8, whose c'est negatives are uniformally without ne. 

'' Yaeger-Dror's (2000) Parisian corpus also shows evidence of this reversal, as ne is inserted in a 
repetition, seeking confirmation, although it had not been included in the initial formulation of the 
utterance. 
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Therefore this result seems to substantiate both the fully morphologized status of 

invariable c esl/c etciit as well as the role of revived ne as reinforcer. In the following 

examples, the basic we-less negation is underlined and the reinforced ne...pas negation is 

double-underlined. 

(5.10) ne as Reinforcer 

(a) Dramatic Effect 

S9 : ..i toume pas..amuses-toi.. 

SI; j'ai I'impression qu' i s'coince de temps a autre..hh 

S9: le parler.. neuchatelois ne lui convient oas (theatrically).. 

"59: ..(it)'s not going around..have fiin.. SI: (I) think (it) sticks from time 

to time..hh SIO: Neuchatelois..s\)QCch. doesn't agree with it.." 

(b) Emphasis 

(i) SIO: izont..peu a peu vendu toutes les maisons il en reste plus que deu.x 

maintenant izont vendu encore une i n'en reste plus Qu'une..donc ca peut 

pas etre grand..ca peut plus etre grand comme avant i peuvent plus avoir 

tellement de.. 

'SIO: bit by bit..(they) sold all the houses (there) are only two left now 

they sold another one yet and now (there)'s only one left..so (it) can't be 

big., (it) can't be big anymore the way it was before (they) can't have very 

many (people) anymore..' 
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(ii) SI2: mais nous onn a meme pas de repondeur.mais papa i n'en veut pas.. 

S2 : hein..non.. 

S12 ; nous onn a meme pas de repondeur..et papa i n'en veut pas... 

*512: but we don't even have an answering machine..but papa doesn't 

want one.. S2 : hmm..no.. SI2: we don't even have an answering 

machine..and papa doesn't want one either...' 

(c) Emphasis with c 'est 

c'etait dans les—ouais..c'tait dans les deux premieres semaines oil on savait 

encore pas beaucoup d'espagnol..si c'n'est pas du tout..t'vois ... (S2.1) 

'(it) was during the—yeah..(it) was during the first two weeks when (we) 

didn" know much Spanish yet..if any at all..y'know..." 

(d) Emphasis and Contrast 

SI3: ouais mais t'as le probleme pour faucher?..ou t'as le probleme que 

rherbe..ne devait pas pousser?.. 

SI: rherbe..ne devait pas pousser theoriquement.. 

SI3: ah:: bon 

SI; enfin elle devait r'pousser.oui mais..disons elle devait pas r pousser a ce 

point-la.. 

SI3: (indistinct discourse marker) 

SI: parce qu'a—ya autant d'herbe qu'a I'origine.. 

S13: ah! parce que c'etait un coin de buissons..ce n'est pas un coin d'herbe... 
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"813: yeah but where's your problem mowing it?..or that the grass..wasn' 

even s'pposeta be grovving?..Sl: the grass..\vasn" even s'pposeta be growing 

supposedly.. SI3: oh:: ok SI: well (it) was s'pposeta grow back a iittle..yeah 

but..well let's say (it) wasn't s'pposeta grow back that much.. S13: (discourse 

marker) SI: b'cuz at—(there)"s as much grass as there was t'begin with.. SI3: 

oh! b'cause (it) was a bushy area..(it)'s not a grassy area..." 

The contrast between the ne examples and the basic negatives shows another reversal of 

markedness in the negatives too. such that in the spoken language, the we-less negative is 

the unmarked variant and ne negative is the marked variant, to be used only for special 

stylistic effect. 

These examples, however, leave us with inconclusive evidence regarding the 

main concern here, that of the morphosyntactic interaction between ne and the clitics. It 

is true that in (5.10 b. ii) S12 includes a subject NP. a clitic, ne. and an object all before 

the verb-stem proper. In her first clause, the presence or absence of ne cannot be 

conclusively determined because, since the clitic is on. she could have said either on n 'a 

pas or onn a pas. at least theoretically. But neither SI, S9, and SI 3 include a clitic in 

addition to their subject NP. In the absence of a subject NP. the situation is not so clear. 

In the case of S13's ce n 'est. Waugh (p.c.) wonders if it is not being reinterpreted as ce 

nest with nest having negation as lexical meaning rather than grammatical meaning. 

What is clear from this corpus, however, is that the mantra about the morphologization of 

the clitics squeezing out ne may not be the direct correlation that is generally assumed. It 

turns out that, aside from the exceptional S7, the highest ne user in the corpus was S3, the 
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young woman who led the entire corpus in use of a clitic in conjunction with a subject 

NP. She had 7 tokens of ne, more than any other speaker who appeared in two 

conversations, and accounted for 16.2% of total ne use in the entire corpus. 

That ne is still available in ESSF to signal formality (or even to mark emphasis or 

contrast in familiar contexts) may show that Swiss French is a more conservative variety 

than others that have been studied (Smith. 1994). Certainly there is phonetic evidence 

that would support this speculation. Certain contrasts that have been lost elsewhere, for 

example in some varieties of hexagonal French, have been maintained in ESSF. at least 

by many speakers. Examples include the two a's in les pdtesUes pattes. and the two final 

vowels in je parlaislj 'ai parte, or // est allelelle est allee. Still perhaps not too much 

stock should be put in this, for phonetic conservatism does not necessarily imply 

syntactic conservatism. Perhaps it is just the opposite that is true—that ESSF is more 

innovative—because Ashby's (1999) latest figures for ne use in Tours are considerably 

higher (18%. overall) than for these ESSF speakers (2.5%. Overall). Some of this 

difference, of course, may be due to different recording contexts. 

The continued availability of ne as a stylistic variant, may also signal that it is not 

as thoroughly morphologized as certain clitics (p.c. Waugh). This suggestion may at first 

seem counter-intuitive in light of the findings. After all, ne appeared in only 2.5% of the 

negatives, whereas the combined total clitics use in total finite utterances still only 

reached 95.7%. meaning that a clitic did not appear in 4.3% of the utterances, in contrast 

with ne's appearance in only 2.5% of negatives. These corpus-level figures can be 

somewhat misleading, however, because they contain both the completely and 
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incompletely morphologized clitics. In this case, one particular clitic needs to be 

compared directly with ne. and that is on. Recall, that on appeared as one of the 

categorical fully morphologized clitics. In other words, first, as we saw from the 

distributional test in Chapter 4. it always appeared and was never omitted. Second, 

contrary to the situation here with ne. even in the most formal settings, clitic nous was 

never substituted for on. not even as a stylistic alternate. Therefore, presumably, if ne is 

not as highly grammaticalized. it would be more apt to be lost completely than would 

another more thoroughly grammatical ized element. 

This possibility leads in turn to speculation that ne may be more likely to appear 

in the less fully morphologized environments of the 3'^'' person than in the completely 

morphologized l" and 2"*^ persons. Indeed, the corpus shows this to be the case. Of the 

49 tokens of ne. 38 tokens do occur with a 3'^'' person (Sg. or PI.), accounting for 71.6^0 

of the total occurrences of ne. The remaining tokens occur with P' and 2"'^ pers. Sg.: Je 

(S7=3, S8=l. S14=2, S3 = 1. and S4=l) and lu (S9=2 and S3=I). These results are 

summed up in Table 5.32. 

Table 5.32: 

ne Use bv Person 

ne/Total Percentage 
Ipers. : 8/49 16.3% 
2pers. : 3/49 6.1% 
3Ders. : 38/49 77.6% 

Despite the preponderance of 3'^'' person ne's, nearly one quarter of ne use came from the 

fully morphologized environments of P' and 2"'' person. So just as we saw above with 

S3"s percentages of clitic use and ne use, the correlation between the morphologization of 
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the clitics and the disappearance of ne may not be as direct as previously assumed. There 

is obviously much more that remains to tease apart in the relationship between ne and the 

clitics, but that will have to be dealt with elsewhere. 

5.6: Chapter Summary 

This chapter has shown that clitics in Everday Spoken Swiss French are in the 

final stages of morphologizing from former subject pronouns/clitics into person and 

number/gender inflectional prefixes. The change is already complete in 1^' and 2"'' person 

and some 3'^'' Sg. environments. The remaining 3'^'' person environments are variably well 

advanced depending on various linguistic, sociolinguistic and stylistic factors. 

Thus, at this point, it is perhaps pertinent to consider the contributions of 

Wolfgang Schuize (April 3. 2000) to the Funknet internet discussion group regarding 

grammaticalization. In response to the question, "Is it at 50%, 75%. 100% of the time? 

Grammatical agreement." Schuize responds, "statistics appear(s) to be a rather 

problematic indicator". In the case of ESSF. we happen to have statistics on our side in 

P' and 2"*^ person. But 3'^'' person falls into this vague area that the question inquires 

about. Schuize proposes instead a data-based answer. First, Tt sounds logical (to me) to 

call such a technique an "agreeement' technique if the pronominal constituent can be 

deleted...in such cases, the clitic does not have an overt (textual) antecedent but serves to 

identify a given actant on the verb." This is the case in (5.1 la) in ESSF where the overt, 

textual antecedent is present versus (12b) where it has been deleted. 
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(5.11) Agreement Technique in ESSF 

(a) mmm on s'est—moi ich't'dis... (S3.1) 

"mmm IPl.-rflx-say—I lSg.-2Sg.dat.-tell...' 

"mmm (we) sai (to ourselves)—I'm telling (va)...' 

(b) 0 i'dis « qu'est-cqu'c'est que 9a ? » (S3. I) 

•01Sg.-say 'whatszat ?'" 

"(1) go "whatszat ?'" 

Second. Schulze contrasts this "(pronoun based) agreement [where] the clitic in question 

can appear without its antecedent (but not necessarily does)* with languages that have "a 

system of pronominal doubling, [where] the antecedent can appear without the clitic (but 

not necessarily does).' Well, this also seems to be the case in ESSF. that is in those 

residual 3'^'' person environments where the clitic has not finished its morphologization. 

(5.12). 

(5.12) Pronominal Doubling Technique in ESSF 

(a) des chats -cuisinent pas tous seuls (S4. II) 

"cats (do)n"t cook all by themselves" 

(b) les chats i savent pas s'cuire une dinde (S4, II) 

"the cats can't cook themselves a turkey' 

In (5.12a). the antecedent appears without the clitic, although it can also appear with it. 

(5.12b). So. by Schulze's definitions of agreement versus pronominal doubling, where 

does this leave the mostly morphologized subject clitic/inflectional prefixes of ESSF? 

Going by these examples, it seems to have both systems. But given the picture that 
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emerges from the whole corpus, rather than just individual examples selected to prove a 

point each way. this rather uneasy state of affairs seems instead to be a classic case of 

Jakobson's (1971a. 1971b) dynamic synchrony in action. The main weight of productive 

ESSF has pulled it toward the agreement-based system but residue of pronominal 

doubling may persist, even if not particularly productively, in those remaining 3'^'' person 

environments where grammaticalization is not yet imminently approaching completion. 
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CHAPTER 6 : 

EFFECT OF SUBJECT NP TYPE ON CLITIC MORPHOLOGIZATION 

This chapter and the next present the results of three analyses conducted to 

determine the role of the subject NPs (both nominal and pronominal) in Everyday Spoken 

Swiss French (ESSF). This chapter examines clitic morphologization from the 

perspective of the subject NP in terms of how different classes of NPs act as a 

conditioning factor on clitic use. It acts as a bridge between the previous three chapters 

that have explored clitic morphologization from the perspective of the clitic itself and the 

next chapter that will explore the resulting role of the subject NP in its own right, in terms 

of position, function, and frequency. 

The presence of a subject NP in an utterance does not have a single, unified effect 

on the clitic. Instead, it depends heavily on the degree to which the particular clitic has 

morphologized and on the class of subject NP. The six classes are; 1) True. Personal 

Pronouns (which have already been touched on in previous chapters, but from the 

perspective of the clitic) 2) Demonstrative Pronouns, 3) Possessive Pronouns. 4) Proper 

Names. 5) Definite NPs. and 6) Indefinite NPs, 7) Quantifiers, and 8) Other Subjects. As 

it turns out. this order only partially reflects the increasingly inhibitive effect of the 

subject NP on clitic morphologization. The figures given in the rest of this chapter vvill 

be for the corpus Overall. 

6.1: True. Personal Pronouns as Subject NPs 

Once again, recall that given the results of clitic morphologization in the previous 

chapters, the true, personal pronouns in this study are understood to be: moi (1 Sg.). toi 
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(2Sg.). liii (3Sg.M.), elle (3Sg.F.). (;a (3Sg.N.), nous (IPl-X vous (2Pl.). and eicc (3PI.). 

since the old forms {je. tu. illelle. etc.) have been shown to be no longer personal 

pronouns but inflectional prefi.xes of person and number/gender on the verb instead. 

First, in the list of true, personal pronouns above, the identification of fa as a 3Sg. neuter 

pronoun may seem surprising in a language that has only two grammatical genders: 

masculine and feminine. This corpus shows, however, that the true, personal pronouns 

operate according to natural gender instead, not grammatical gender, as the examples in 

(6.1) below. 

(6.1) Natural Gender vs. Grammatical Gender in the True. Personal Pronouns 

(a) pourtant lui i s'appelle Satapano (SI. V) 

•yeah but he's Satapano" 

(b) et elle elle travaillait deja la-bas (S2.1) 

"and she was already working there' 

(c) £a c'est le micro (S1. IV-B) 

"it's the microphone" 

(d) *lui il est le micro 

•*he"s the microphone' 

(e) £a 9a va commencer a poser des problemes (84, II) 

it's gonna start causing problems" 

(0 ]ui il va commencer a poser des problemes 

•he"s gonna start causing problems' 
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Both lui and elle always take a human referent, as in the contrast between (6.1a-b) and 

(6.Id) whereas the unmarked meaning off« has an inanimate referent. (6.1c). In (6.10-

substituting lui for the (;a of (6.1e) does not make the sentence ungrammaticai but it 

changes its meaning entirely. In (6.1e and 0- note also, as discussed earlier in Chapter 3. 

the concurrent change in inflectional prefix. In contrast with the grammar book model. 

Qa- serv es as an inflectional morpheme in ESSF. just as do //-. elle-. Auger (1994) made a 

similar finding for Quebec Colloquial French. 

Second, although a 3P1.F. true, personal pronoun, elles, exists as a feminine 

equivalent of eitx in written French as well as in prescriptive and pedagogical grammar 

books, it seems to have been lost for the speakers of this corpus, just as was the case with 

clitic nous, as we saw in Chapters 3 and 4. Instead, eicx, originally 3P1.M.. has assumed 

the former function of elles acting a generic plural, as we saw from STs reaction in 

example (3.3) in Chapter 3. Notice how the gender distinction in this utterance has been 

lost entirely, both in the true, personal pronoun and in the clitic. 

(6.2) moi c'est a dire que mes petites cousines (3P1.F.) etaient de meme age que 

moi..mais eux (3Pl.generic) ils savaient..ils apprenaient le fran^ais mieux que 

nous Tallemand-.a I'ecole.. 

"I—well. I mean my little cousins were the same age as me..but they 

knew—learned French better than we (learned) German)' 

As mentioned earlier. Schwegler and Lambrecht. both Swiss, concur on a paradigm given 

in Schwegler (1990, p.233) that includes nous on- but omits elles fi-om the true, personal 

pronouns. Therefore, elles will not be included in the group of true, personal pronouns. 
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Since morphologization of the 1^' and 2"'' person clitics has reached completion in 

both the singular and plural, as we saw in Chapter 4. the additional presence of a or 2"'' 

person pronoun consequently has no effect on the clitic in these environments. (6.3). It is 

present in 100% of the subset of utterances that additionally contain a /wo/, toi^ nous, and 

voiis. in one of the configurations described above. Despite the variety of possible word 

orders, the vast majority of pronouns occur in the subject NP cl.-V pattern shown in (6.3). 

(6.3) Categorical Clitic with P' and 2"^ Person True, Personal Pronoun 

(a) ISg. : 

ouais..moi i'ai tout range... (S14, V) 

•yeah..I put everything away..." 

(b) 2Sg. : 

pis tgi t'es Suisse.. (S4. II) 

"an" you're Swiss..." 

(c) IPl. ; 

..mieu.x que nous on savait rallemand.. (S6, III) 

"better than we knew German.." 

(d) 2P1. : 

bon..vous vous les connaissez deja.. (S1. VI) 

"well ok..you guys have already seen'em" 

Frequency of these forms generally follows the overall frequency of P' and 2"'' singular 

and plural utterances in the corpus, with 1^' being more numerous than 2"*^, and singular 

being more numerous than plural. 
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It may be remembered from Chapter 5. that the 3^*^ person clitics have not fully 

morphologized in all cases. Still, there are some environments where change has reached 

completion. One of those is in the 3'^'' Sg. when a 3Sg. true, personal pronoun is present. 

The additional presence of any one of the 3Sg. true, personal pronouns (luL elle. or ga) 

has no effect on the appearance of any of the 3Sg. inflectional prefixes, whether //-. elle-. 

or (;a-. (6.4). The prefi.x is present in 100% of the utterances that additionally contain the 

true, personal pronoun lui. elle. or ga. 

(6.4) Categorical 3Sg. Inflectional Prefix with 3Sg. True Pronoun 

(a) 3Sg.M. : 

lui il est geometre..(S2. VI) 

'he's a. surveyor.." 

(b) 3Sg.F. : 

non elle elle est institutrice voila... (S2. VI) 

"no she's a teacher that's it..." 

(c) 3Sg.N. : 

£a ca a fiche malheur (S10. IV-B) 

"that spelled trouble' 

If the combined total (raw: n. = 103; SI adjusted: n. = 68.8) of the 3Sg. true, personal 

pronouns seems modest compared to the lion's share of 3Sg. utterances in the corpus 

(3Sg. iSubject NP; raw: n. = 3.744. SI adjusted: n. = 2,522.3; 3Sg. +Subject NP: raw: n. 

= 646, S1 adjusted: n. = 431.83). it must be remembered that pronouns are not the only 
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subject NP available in 3'^'' person utterances, as is generally the case in 1^' or 2"'' person 

utterances. 

As for 3 PI., it may be remembered that morphologization of the clitic lagged 

behind its 3Sg., counterpart, as anticipated by the order of grammaticalization. which 

predicts that 3Sg. will be ahead of 3P1. as the two drift toward full grammaticalization. 

Yet even in the environment where the subject NP is the 3P1. pronoun eicx, 

morphologization is virtually complete, at 94.7%. raw. or 91.9%. SI adjusted. In only 

one utterance does the 3P1. clitic fail to appear, (6.5a), in contrast with the routine pattern 

in (6.5b). 

(6.5) Effect of True, 3PI. Personal Pronoun Subject on 3P1.Clitic 

(a) parce que le mois de septembre..gi<.Y -vont en vacances trois semaines... 

(S12. VI) 

"because in September..go on vacation for three weeks..." 

(b) eu.x izont Tabonnement general alors...(Sl. II) 

"they've got the all purpose pass..." 

The example in (6.5a) can probably be interpreted at face value, in other words, that in 

the 3P1. pronoun environment, morphologization is very close to but not quite complete, 

because S12 generally patterns with the majority of the speakers in the corpus. She is not 

(normally) an outlier the way S7 and S8 tend to be. Still though, it is perhaps not purely 

coincidental that the one counter example to the full morphologization of the clitic in the 

presence of eicc comes from a speaker in the Over 40 age group. 
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The effects of true, personal pronouns on the subject clitics are summed up below 

in the Table 6.1: Clitic Morphologization in the Presence of a True. Personal Pronoun. 

Table 6.1: 

Clitic Morphologization in the Presence of a True. Personal Pronoun 

(Raw ) +Clitic -Clitic fAdiusted) +Clitic -Clitic 
Moi : (n. = 255) 100% 0% (n. = 157.5) 100% 0% 
Toi : (n. = 44) 100% 0% (n. = 27.3) 100% 0% 
Lui : (n. = 35) 100% 0% (n. = 23.3) 100% 0% 
Elle : (n. = 18) 100% 0% ( n . =  1 1 . 3 )  100% 0% 
C a :  ( n . =  5 0 )  100% 0% (n. = 34.2) 100% 0% 
Nous : :  ( n . =  5 1 )  100% 0% (n. = 40.2) 100% 0% 
Vous : : (n. = 3) 100% 0% ( n . =  2 . 2 )  100% 0% 
Eu.\ : (n. = 19) 94.7% 5.3% f n . =  1 2 . 3 )  91.9% 8.1% 
Total: ( n . =  4 7 5 )  99.8% 0.21% f n .  =  3 0 8 . 3 )  99.7% 0.32% 

Despite the 3'^'' person clitic falling just slightly short of full morphologization with the 

3 PI. pronoun eiix. once these results are situated within the group of true, personal 

pronouns as a whole, it is striking to see how close to absolutely categorical these figures 

are. with raw and SI adjusted scores both hovering just fractionally under 100% for the 

entire group combined. The true, personal pronouns show the highest level of concurrent 

morphologization of the subject clitics. 

This correlation raises questions as to the true status of the subject pronouns in 

ESSF today. Even in more modem, less prescriptive analyses that acknowledge the 

subject clitics to be just that—semi-independent forms that no longer function the same 

way as fully independent subject pronouns—the unquestioned assumption is still that 

they are subject clitic pronouns. They are treated as NPs in syntactic trees, at least in 

earlier analyses, rather than as inflections, in contrast with the virtually identical Northern 

Italian clitics, which are placed in fNFL. Roberge (1990) initially challenged this 
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assumption and argued for placing the subject clitics of Colloquial French in AGR of 

INFL. in keeping with the Northern Italian model. But they were still assumed to be the 

true subject pronouns. ]\xs\. cliticized. The morphologization data presented in the 

previous three chapters suggest a different stor>'. Still, this scenario leaves us with a 

conundrum. If these subject clitic "pronouns" have morphologized to the extent that they 

are inflectional prefixes and no longer subject pronouns, not even cliticized ones, does 

ESSF still have subject pronouns then, and if so. what are they? Bear in mind, once again 

that Benveniste (1966. p. 251) states that all languages have personal pronouns. 

A comparison with other Romance languages proves helpful here. First, the 

optional subject pronouns of everyday Italian have 3^'' person forms {lui M.Sg.. lei F. Sg.. 

and loro PI.) that have evolved from oblique pronouns, and only later, spread to assume 

the role of nominative subject as well (Vincent. 1988). Second. Occitan has object 

clitics, but no subject clitics; instead it has a single set of morphologically free, caseless 

pronouns that serve, among their various other uses, as optional subject pronouns when 

an overt subject is called for (Wheeler. 1988). Given the proximity between Occitan and 

French, this situation is particularly germane for understanding the role of the true, 

personal pronouns of ESSF. since like the Occitan ones, the true, personal pronouns of 

ESSF are 1) caseless and 2) morphologically free. From their beginnings as obliques to 

their spread into functioning as optional, overt subjects, this extension may be another in 

an ongoing series of markedness reversals going on in ESSF today. This corpus shows 

that the true, personal pronouns of ESSF are extensively used as optional, overt subject 

NPs now that the former clitics have fully morphologized into inflectional prefixes in 
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iheir presence. Further corpus research could determine if this subject role has now 

become their primjiry function, with their original usages having now become secondary. 

Finally, as just mentioned, like the Italian and Occitan pronouns as well as the rest 

of the Romance family^, these "new." morphologically free, true, personal pronouns of 

ESSF are not obligatory, overt subjects. In fact, the next chapter will show them to be a 

highly optional phrasal element that appears only under the proper discourse conditions, 

although syntactically, their use is always a possibility. 

6.2: Demonstrative Pronouns as Subject NPs 

The subject NP environment where subject clitics are next most highly morphologized is 

with the demonstrative pronouns. Since they are also a type of pronoun, it is not 

surprising that they should follow closely behind the true, personal pronouns, as just 

discussed. In contrast with those in the previous section, though, demonstratives are used 

far less frequently in the corpus (Raw: n. = 31: SI-Adjusted: n. = 17.7) and comprise only 

three members: celiii (3Sg.M./N.). celle (3Sg. F.). and ceioc (3Pl.). Just as with the non-

existant 3P1.F. elles. in the pronouns, a hypothetical 3P1.F. demonstrative, celles. exists in 

grammar and style manuals but seems to have been lost for productive language use in 

ESSF. Therefore, no more will be said about it here. The three remaining forms can, 

optionally, take the deictic particles -ci and -la. In addition, in ESSF, the -la can 

reduplicate at the end of celui-la. perhaps to recreate the original force of the now 

unemphatic -la. Combined with the frequent / deletion in the demonstrative itself 

(signaled by the parentheses surrounding the /)• this yields the form in (6.6). 

' other than the Swiss dialects of Romansch, which may have been influenced by their centuries of 
bilingualism with Germanic dialects. 
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(6.6) mon patron i disait« oauis..cefl)ui-la-la i gagne bien mais il est pas Chevalier du 

Bon Pain.. » .. hhuhh.. (SI. I) 

'my boss would say "yeah..that guy earns a good living but (he) isn't a Knight 

of Good Bread.."..hhuhh..' 

A full-fledged analysis of the role of these various deictic particles in ESSF is beyond the 

scope of this dissertation. So. in the results presented here, it is the basic demonstrative 

alone, regardless of its accompanying particle, that is tallied. Despite the somewhat 

limited number of demonstrative pronouns produced in this corpus, they clearly appear to 

be a viable conversational option. Their appearance in this corpus of Swiss French 

though, makes for an interesting contrast with the corpus of French French that Lawson 

(2000) analyzed. In it. he found demonstrative pronouns to be quite rare. Whether this is 

a sign of possible Swiss conservatism or simply differing conversational registers cannot 

be determined without further study. 

Once again, the 3Sg. vs. 3P1. split becomes apparent. The clitic has completed its 

morphologization in the presence of a 3Sg. demonstrative pronoun but not in the presence 

of a 3P1. one. In addition, at 83.3% (raw) and 86.5% (SI-adjusted), it falls further short 

than in the true, 3P1. personal pronoun environment, both in number of exceptions and in 

age in apparent time. In (6.7). the Demonstrative is shown in the fully morphologized 

3Sg. environment; in (6.8). the predominant 3P1. pattern is shown in (6.8a) and the two 

e.xceptions in (6.8b,c). 

(6.7) Categorical Clitic with 3Sg. Demonstrative Pronoun Subject 

(a) non celui-la il est la..hein... (S13, V) 
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"no that one's there..right...' 

(b) oh celle-ci elle a presque doublee... (SI. V) 

"oh that one's almost doubled in size..." 

(6.8) Effect of 3P1. Demonstrative Pronoun Subject on 3P1.Clitic 

(a) et ceux qui sont la depis longtemps i vent en avoir marre.... (S3, I) 

'an" the ones who"ve been there a longtime are gonna get fed up....' 

(b) pour que: ceux qui: qui: sortaient de la vaisselle propre -puissent aller de 

pieds sees et sans s'casser la figure.... (SI. I) 

'so tha:t the ones who: who: were getting out the clean dishes can go 

through without getting their feet wet an' without falling on their faces....' 

(c) alors ceux qui sont ten: en: qu'est-ce qu'on dit?..en gras.. -sont 

des..des:..euh... (S7. IV-A) 

"so those who are in: in: what do we call that ?..in boId.,are the..the:..uh..." 

(d) 9a c'est des petits--des petits cochons de lait xx les cochons noirs..yavait des 

petits—alors ceux-la izetaient comme 9a grands... (SI3, V) 

'those are the babies—little suckling pigs xx the black pigs..there were 

little ones—so those were only that big...' 

(e) mm..ouais..ceux-la i sentaient bien... (SI. VI) 

"oh: yeah those you could smell from a mile away ..." 

Only two of the ceux utterances. (6.8d. e), are not part of a ceiix (71//-F subject NP, and 

both of those include the clitic, although these subjects are much lighter than the others. 

Age in apparent time does not seem to be a possible explanation for the 3PL 
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demonstrative usage the way it may have been with pronouns. In (6.8b), SI is under 40 

while in (6.8c). S7 is over 40. What these two utterances do have in common, however, 

is that in both, the speaker encounters production difficulties leading up to the missing 

clitic. In that these false starts may increase attention to production, these two utterances 

may reflect monitored speech, as much as stage of grammaticalization. 

The effects of demonstrative pronouns on the subject clitics are summed up below 

in the Table 6.2: Clitic Morphologization in the Presence of Demonstrative Pronoun. 

Table 6.2: 

Clitic Morphologization in the Presence of Demonstrative Pronoun 

Raw 
+Clitic -Clitic +Clitic 

Sl-Adiusted 
-Clitic 

Celui ; 100% 0% (n. = 12) 100% 0%, (n. = 6.7) 
Celle : 100% 0% (n. = 7) 100%) 0%) (n. = 5.8) 
Ceux : 83.3% 16.7% Cn. = 12) 86.5% 13.5% (n. = 8.67) 
Total : 93.5% 6.5% (n. = 31) 93.4% 6.6% (n. II 

Given the limited number of tokens, these results should be viewed with caution, but 

nonetheless, they reflect general tendencies of the corpus at large as well as the pattern 

for the true, personal pronouns, which were the first group of subject NPs examined. 

6.3: Possessive Pronouns as Subject NPs 

A third type of pronoun appears in the corpus but only exceedingly rarely. It is the 

possessive pronoun, and only 4 tokens are produced. Obviously, therefore, a full analysis 

cannot be conducted. Suffice it to say. however, that these four tokens, reproduced below 

in (6.9). show 100% clitic use. 

(6.9) Categorical Clitic with 3Sg. Possessive Pronoun Subject 

(a) ben..le notre i mangeait du pain de poire des Orisons... (SI, I) 
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"uh well..ours would eat Graubiinder pear bread...' 

(b) parce que le notre il est bon... (SI2. VI) 

"b'cuz ours is good...' 

(c) la mienne elle a xxx (S12. VI) 

"mine has xxx" 

(d) les notres i vont pas aussi bien (S1, VI) 

"ours aren't doing as well" 

Despite the severely limited number of tokens, the 100% clitic use in the singular 

examples. (6.9a-c) mirrors the situation that we have just seen with the true, personal 

pronouns and demonstrative pronouns. However, in the true, personal pronoun and 

demonstrative environments, clitic use, while high, was not 100%. Therefore, it is likely 

that the 100% in the plural here with the possessive pronoun, is an artifact of (6.9d). 

being the single plural token produced. If more plural tokens were produced, the 

percentage would most likely fall, but probably only slightly, based on the similarity that 

emerges among the other pronouns. 

Thus, to sum up. as we leave these three types of pronouns and move on to 

various types of full NP subjects, it would appear that there is a split between these two 

larger groups, where morphologization of the clitic is virtually complete with the various 

types of pronominal subjects but is still highly variable with various types of nominal 

subjects. 
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6.4: Proper Names as Subjects 

In contrast with the advanced stage of clitic morphologization that was apparent 

in the presence of pronominal subjects (true, personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, 

and possessive pronouns alike), where all groups triggered over 90% clitic use. the 

degree of grammaticalization drops abruptly in the context of proper names, the first of 

the nominal subject NPs to be examined. The category Proper Name can be further 

subdivided into Person, names of individuals strictly speaking. (Armand. Monsieur 

Tripiedaz, Papa); Places (PEurope, la Suisse Romande. le Grand Canyon); Things, more 

loosely grouped and perhaps best viewed as neither of the above, including names of 

brands, stores, publications, etc. (le Caotina. la Migros. la Monata Cirkulero); and finally. 

Origins, the [+Human] equivalent of Things (les Suisses. les Americains). These 

additional distinctions reveal fiirther variation in the degree of clitic morphologization. 

Proper names of Person are the most advanced and Places the least advanced. In the 

middle are Origins followed by Things. Superimposed on this four-way distinction is the 

continuing split between the more advanced 3Sg. and the less advanced 3P1.. at least in 

subcategories where plurals were actually produced. 

Among proper name subjects, the Person subgroup shows the highest level of 

clitic morphologization. at 76.4% raw and 74.0% SI-adjusted. In (6.10) below we see the 

possible configurations: (6.10a) singular Person with 3Sg. clitic, (6.10b) singular Person 

without 3Sg. clitic. (6.10c) plural Person with 3P1. clitic. (6.10d) plural Person without 

3P1. clitic. 



(6.10) Effect of Person-Proper Name Subject on 3'^'^ Person Clitic 

(a) Singular Person with 3Sg. Clitic 

et pis Bess elle I'a laisse dormir assez long— (S6. Ill) 

"an" then Bess let him sleep a pretty long—' 

(b) Singular Person without 3Sg. Clitic 

Ariel -aime pas beaucoup les—les framboises...mais Sandrine -aime 

beaucoup les frambroises.... (S5. Ill) 

"Ariel doesn't like ras—raspberries ver>' much...but Sandrine likes 

raspberries a lot...." 

(c) Plural Person with 3PI. Clitic 

ouais-.les Tripiedaz izont pas change... (S2, VI) 

•yeah..the Tripiedaz haven changed..." 

(d) Plural Person without 3P1. Clitic 

meme Odile et Odette -trouvaient drole... (S12. VI) 

"even Odile an" Odette thought (it was) weird..." 

Overall, singular examples, either with or without the clitic are much more numerous 

than plural ones. In fact, the plural example in (6.10d) is the only one of this type 

available in the entire corpus. In general, co-ordinated subjects of this sort, whether w 

Persons or other subject NPs. and with or v/ithout clitics, are surprisingly rare in this 

corpus. Only a handful of examples are available. 

The Place subgroup of proper name subjects shows the lowest level of clitic 

morphologization, at 38.5% raw (n. = 13) and 28.4% SI-adjusted (n. = 8.8). In (6.11) 



below we see the possible configurations: (9a) singular Place with 3Sg. clitic and (6.1 lb) 

singular Place without 3Sg. clitic. There are no e.xamples of plural Place. 

(6.11) Effect of Place-Proper Name Subject on 3'^'' Person Clitic 

(a) Singular Place with 3Sg. Clitic 

parce que le Nouveau-Mexique ca:a Tair pele... (SI3. V) 

"cuz New Mexico looks real barren..." 

(b) Singular Place without 3Sg. Clitic 

la Suisse Romande -est plus favorable que la Suisse Allemande.... (S5. II) 

'French-speaking Switzerland is more in favor than German-speaking 

Switzerland...." 

Note that the results for the effect of Place on the clitic is as low as it is even in the 

absence of any plural tokens, which presumably would lower the percentage of use still 

more. In contrast, four of the Place tokens have [+Human] referents, as in (6.1 lb), a 

factor which normally leads to higher clitic use in this corpus. Yet here, none of them 

trigger the clitic. Given the limited number of Place tokens produced, however, these 

results, singular or plural, may not be truly representative. 

The Thing subgroup of proper name subjects shows a low-intermediate level of 

clitic morphologization. at 38.5% raw (n. = 13), but rising, surprisingly, to 41.3% Sl-

adjusted (n. = 8). Thing tokens, while less numerous than with Person, are more 

numerous than with Place, and therefore perhaps more representative. The possible 

configurations are listed as follows in (6.12) below: (6.12a) singular Thing with 3Sg. 

clitic and (6.12b) singular Thing without 3Sg. clitic. Again, there are no plural e.xamples. 
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(6.12) Effect of Thing-Proper Name Subject on 3'^'' Person Clitic 

(a) Singular Thing with 3Sg. Clitic 

mais le Nvevv Q il etait vraiment une nouvelle formule... (S7, IV-B) 

'but the New Q was really a new approach' 

(b) Singular Thing without 3Sg. Clitic 

je sais que la Migros: ^ plus personne: -a— -a plus personne au 

dessous de deux milles (S4. II) 

'(I) know that Migros: doesn't have arnyone—doesn't—doesn't have 

anyone below two thousand anymore' 

Finally, the Origins subgroup of proper name subjects shows an intermediate level 

of clitic morphologization, at 58.3% raw (n. = 24) and 51.6% SI-adjusted (n. = 19). 

Since this classification, practically by definition, tends to focus on groups, plural tokens 

are actually more numerous than singular ones. It is the only one of the Proper Name 

subgroups where this is the case. The possible configurations are listed as follows in 

(6.13) below: (6.13a) singular Origins with 3Sg. clitic. (6.13b) singular Origins without 

3Sg. clitic. (6.13c) plural Origins with 3P1. clitic. (6.13d) plural Origins without 3P1. 

clitic. 

(6.13) Effect of Origins-Proper Name Subject on 3'^'* Person Clitic 

(a) Singular Origins with 3Sg. Clitic 

pis le Britannique il avait deia ete couche... (SI, VI) 

"an' the British guy had already gone to bed...' 
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(b) Singular Origins without 3Sg. Clitic 

alors cet Americain -disait « c'est absolument scandaleux... (S8. IV-A) 

"so this American was saying "(it) s absolutely scandalous"..." 

(c) Plural Origins with 3P1. Clitic 

les Haut-Vaiaisans i I'ont fait avec 1"Argentine.... (SI3. V) 

"the people from Upper Valais did that with Argentina...." 

(d) Plural Origins without 3PI. Clitic 

mais les Americains -se— -se piquent d'etre a la poi::nte des sciences.... 

(S8. IV-A) 

"but the Americans pr—pride themselves on being at the ve:ry: forefront 

in the sciences..." 

Of particular interest here is how the false starts are handled in (6.12b) and 

(6.13d). where the clitic does not occur. In each case, the totality of the verbal material is 

repeated as is. once the true start is made. And in (6.13d) the verb includes the reflexive 

marker se. which is repeated along with the rest, so se is also prefixal. When these two 

speakers recover from false starts, they appear to start over from, what are for them. 

whole units of verbal material. Another false start of this type, although not with a proper 

name subject, is supplied by S7. in (6.14) below. 

(6.14) ju: squ'a: ce: que; le—le procureur en question..euh.. -obtienne..euh.. 

-o— -obtienne c"qu" i veut... (S7. IV-A) 

"unitil the—the prosecutor in question..uh..gets..uh..g—gets what he wants' 
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As we saw in Chapter 5 on the clitics. S4. S7 and S8 tend toward the low end of clitic 

morphologization. In fact. S8 is far and away the absolute corpus low for clitic 

morphologization in the presence of a subject NP. at only 29.2%. Next comes S7 at 

47.5%. In contrast, for S4. the clitic occurs in 60.6% of subject NP utterances. Although 

double SB's score, this percentage still places S4 at least slightly below all other speakers, 

aside from outliers S7 and S8. Therefore, when other speakers reprise their false starts 

from the clitic onward, as we have seen in Chapter 3. and as is showTi with various 

subject NPs in (6.15) below, it would appear that they too are reprising what for them 

constitute single, indivisible units of verbal material. 

(6.15) False Starts in Subject NP Utterances Including Clitic 

(a) True. Personal Pronoun 

ben nous on—on voit ga a Brigue alors... (S12. VI) 

"well we s—see that in Brig..." 

(b) Demonstrative Pronoun 

ce(l)ui-la il en aur—il a merite une piece de dix francs (S13, V) 

'that guy would h—did deserve a ten franc coin' 

(c) Proper Name (Person) 

la seconde des filles Celine..elle a—elle est..en Amerique (SI2. VI) 

"the second daughter Celine..h—is..in America" 

(d) Proper Name (Place) 

le Texas il est..il est a Test du Nouveau-Mexique (SI, V) 

'Texas is..is east of New Mexico' 
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The difference between the false starts in (6.15a-d) and (6.12b). (6.13d). and (6.14) seems 

to be that for the speakers in (6.15) the clitics have morphologized in these environments, 

whereas they apparently have not for S4 and S8. at least in the Things. (6.12b) and the 

Origins Proper Name subjects environment, (6.13d). and for S7 in the Definite NP 

environment. (14). Indeed, in contrast with S4. S7. and S8"s 60.6%. 47.5% and 29.2% 

respectively, clitic morphologization across subject NP contexts has reached 83.1% for 

SI. 80.2% for SI2. and 76.4% for SI3. 

The effects of proper name subjects on the subject clitics are summed up below in 

Table 6.3 : Clitic Morphologization in the Presence of Proper Name Subject NP. 

Table 6.3: 

Clitic Morphologization in the Presence of Proper Name Subject NP 

Raw 
+Clitic -Clitic +Clitic 

SI-Adjusted 
-Clitic 

Person—Sg. 76.5% 23.5% (n. = 85) 74.7% 25.4% (n. = 59.2) 
Person—PI. 75.0% 25.0% (n. = 4) 56.5% 43.5% (n. = 2.3) 
Person Total : 76.4% 23.6% (n. = 89) 74.0% 26.0% Cn. = 61.5) 
Place—Sg. 38.5% 61.5% (n. - 13) 28.4% 71.6% (n. = 8.8) 
Place—PI. — (n. = 0) — (n. = 0) 

Place Total: 38.5% 61.5% (n. T 13) 28.4% 71.6% fn. = 8.8) 
Thing—Sg. 38.5% 61.5% (n. = 13) 41.3% 58.4% (n. = 8) 
Thine—PI. — (n. = 0) (n. = 0) 

Thins Total : 38.5% 61.5% (n. = 13) 41.3.% 58.4% rn. = 8) 

Origins—Sg. 80.0% 20.0% (n. 5) 69.7% 30.3% (n. = 3.3) 
Origins—PI. 52.6% 47.4% (n. = 19) 47.9% 52.1% fn. = 15.67) 
Origins Total: 58.3% 41.6% (n. = 24) 51.7% 48.3% fn. = 19) 
P.N.—Sg. 68.1% 31.9% (n. = 116) 65.9% 34.4% (n. = 79.3) 
P.N.—PI. 56.2% 43.5% (n. = 23) 49.0% 51.0% (n.  = 18.0) 
P.N. Total : 66.2% 33.8% Cn. = 139) 62.8% 37.5% Cn. = 97.2) 

Morphologization is most advanced with the names of Persons, followed by Origins. It 

is least advanced with Things and Places. Significantly for this discussion of language 
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change and morphologization. and as predicted by Givon's (1979) hierarchy of 

Topicality, both of the [+Human] environments (Person and Origins) lead both of the 

[-Human] environments (Place and Thing), and by a comfortable margin. As in the other 

environments examined thus far. singular consistently leads plural in degree of 

morphologization. 

6.5; Definite NPs as Subjects 

Somewhat to my surprise, the class of Definite NPs is the envirorunent where 

clitic morphologization was the second least advanced. Only Quantifiers, discussed in 

Section 6.1.7 show lower percentages. But while the Definite NPs come in only 

somewhat behind Proper Names, in a gradual decline, the Quantifiers, far behind, drop 

off sharply following the Definite NPs. Still, taken on its own, the class of Definite NPs 

reserves a number of surprises and calls into question the purely linguistic progression of 

grammaticalization. Here, in the Definite NPs. the impact of extra-linguisitic factors 

cannot be overlooked. Languages may evolve in certain predictable directions, language-

intemally. But layered on top of that is the unpredictable human factor. It is those 

human users of the language who mold it to fit their needs and expectations. This 

external dimension of language change then is culture-specific, and nowhere is the 

weight of those expectations greater than in French, where language and cultural 

prominence are so closely interconnected. 

Table 6.4 below shows the possible interplay between linguistic and extra-

linguistic factors in the sometimes quirky and unexpected results, at least according to 

what grammicalization alone would predict. In contrast with other categories, limited 
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numbers of tokens do not appear as likely to be the source of discrepancies, with the 

possible exception of the [+Animate] subcategor>'. 

Table 6.4; 

Clitic Morpholoeization in the Presence of Definite NP Subject 

Raw 
+Clitic -Clitic +Clitic 

SI-Adjusted 
-Clitic 

-s-Hum.—Sg. 66.4% 
+Hum.—PL 40.0% 

33.6% (n. 
60.0% fn. 

= 113) 
= 50) 

60.5% 
37.8% 

39.5% (n. 
62.2% fn. 

= 77.2) 
= 37.5) 

+Hum. Total : 58.3% 41.7% rn. = 163) 53.1% 46.9% (n. = 114.6) 
-!-Anim.—Sg. 56.3% 
+Anim.—PI. 55.6% 

43.8% (n. 
44.4% (n.  

= 16) 
= 9) 

48.1% 
51.0% 

51.9%(n. 
49.0% fn. 

= 13.5) 
= 8.2) 

-t-Anim. Total:56.0% 44.0% fn. = 25) 49.2% 50.8% fn. = 21.7) 
-Anim.—Sg. 60.9% 
-Anim.—PI. 59.4% 

39.1% (n. 
40.6% (n. 

= 179) 
= 64) 

59.4% 
51.2% 

40.6% (n. 
48.8% fn. 

= 114.8) 
= 43.3) 

—Anim. Total: 60.5% 39.5% fn. = 243) 57.1% 42.8% fn. = 158.1) 
+Def.NP—Sg.62.7% 
+Def.NP —Pl51.2% 

37.3% (n. 
48.8% fn. 

= 308) 
= 123) 

59.0% 
45.6% 

41.0% (n. 
54.4% fn. 

= 205.5) 
= 88.8) 

^Def.NPTotal:59.4% 40.6% rn. = 431) 55.0% 45.0% fn. = 294.3) 

For the class as a whole, clitic morphologization is only slightly over 50%. and at this 

level follows the expected order of singular leading plural. The reversal of this order in 

the [+Animate] PL may be due primarily to a single speaker, the relatively low scoring 

S4, who relates various incidents involving her well-traveled cats. 

Less immediately explainable is why [-Animate] outranks [+Human] both in 

absolute number of tokens and in degree of clitic morphologization. Givon's (1979) 

hierarchy of topicality show that speakers/listeners prefer subjects that are [+Human] 

over those that are [-Human], and [+Animate] over [-Animate]. This apparent 

preference for inanimate subjects over animate ones is actually an artifact of the coding 

categories. Once 3'^'^ person human subjects were tallied across all subject NP classes in 

the corpus. [+Human] subjects numerically surpass [-Animate] ones, and by a 
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considerable margin, as shown below in Table 6.5: [+Human] versus [-Animate] subjects 

in the Corpus. 

Table 6.5: 

r-^Humanl versus f-Animatel subjects in the Corpus 

Raw (n. = 1089) SI-Adjusted fn. = 728.9) 
[+Hum.] f-Anim.] r+Hum.l I-Anim.l 

Pronouns 425 50 274.1 34.2 
Demonstratives 29 0 15.7 0 
Possessives 0 4 0 2.33 
Proper Names 113 26 80.5 17.6 
Definite NPs 163 243 114.6 158.1 
Indefinite NPs II 13 9.3 13 
Other 0 12 0 10.3 
Total: 741 348 494.2 235.5 

Clearly. Definite NPs are the domain par excellence of [-Anim.] subjects, just as 

Pronouns and Proper Names are for [+Hum.] subjects. 

Still such a reanalysis does not account for the second puzzlement: why the 

subject clitics should appear to be more fully morphologized in the context of a 

[-.Animate] than a [+Human]. It could be. as Waugh (p.c.) suggests, that [-Anim.] does 

not make as good a subject as [+Hum.] and therefore the clitic is needed for 

identification. Comrie (1989. p. 186) attests that while animacy may not appear to be a 

salient factor in the synchronic state of a language, it becomes a relevant feature in 

language change because of its extra-linguistic, conceptual universality. What is 

intriguing about these figures is that as long as each subcategory is taken separately, 

overall the expected patterns emerge: [+Hum.] Sg. outranks both [+Hum.] pi. and [-

Anim.] Sg., and [—Anim.] Sg. outscores [-Anim.] PI. However, the [-Anim.] pi. results 

are not as far below the [-Anim.] Sg. as might be expected, so that when singular and 
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plural are combined. [—Anim.] shows a higher level of morphologization than [+Hum.] 

totaled. Jakobson's (1971a. 1971b) concept of dynamic synchrony, where the synchronic 

state of the language is not static but is inherently variable containing not only its current 

state but also vestiges of old forms as well as hints of future changes yet to come, may 

help to explain this. This situation will be particularly noticeable at the individual level 

where some speakers may show more of the old forms and other speakers may show 

more of the new ones. So the interplay of linguistic and extra-linguistic factors through 

dynamic synchrony may account in part for the unexpected reversal that we have just 

seen in [+Hum.] versus [-Anim.], as will be discussed further in Section 6.1.9, which 

summarizes subject NP impact on clitics. In light of this combination of factors, it is 

perhaps not surprising that definite NP subjects trigger a huge amount of individual 

variation in the degree of clitic morphologization. as shown in Table 6.6. Furthermore, 

the functional factors discussed earlier predict that definite NPs would be the 

environment where morphologization would occur last because of the ease of identifying 

the referent even in the absence of the clitic. 



Table 6.6: 

Clitic Morphologization with Definite NP Subject bv Speaker 

3Se. 3P1. Total 
-i-Def.NP:+Clitic +Clitic +Clitic 
SI 69.9% (n. = 123:20.5)65.9% (n. = 41:6.8) 68.9% (n. = 164; 27.3 
S2 81.3% (n. = 16) 57.1% (n. = 7) 70.8% (n. 24) 
S3 82.1% (n. = 28) 80.0% (n. = 10) 81.6% (n. = 38) 
S4 36.0% (n. = 25) 18.8% (n. = 16) 29.7% (n. = 41) 
S5 28.6% (n. - 14) 50.0% (n. = 4) 33.3% (n. = 18) 
S6 57.1% (n. - 7) 57.1% (n. = 7) 57.1% (n. = 14) 
S7 8.3% (n. = 12) 50.0% (n. = 2) 14.3% (n. = 14) 
S8 60.0% (n. 5) 0.0% (n. - 3) 37.5% (n. = 8) 
S9 61.5% (n. - 13) 22.2% (n. = 9) 45.5% (n. = 22) 
SIO: 85.7% (n. = 7) 100% (n. - 1) 87.5% (n. = 8) 
SI I: 72.2% (n. = 18) 61.5% (n. = 13) 67.7% (n. - 31) 
S12: 53.8% (n. = 13) 0.0% (n. - 4) 41.2% (n. = 17) 
S13: 65.2% (n. = 23) 66.7% (n. = 3) 65.4% (n. = 26) 
S14: 25.0% Cn. = 4) 50% fn. = 2) 33.3% m. = 6) 
Raw; 62.7% (n. = 308) 51.2% (n. = 123) 59.4% (n. = 431) 
Adistd:59.0% fn. - 205.5) 45.6% fn. - 88.8^ 55.0% fn. — 294.3) 

Quite possibly, the extremes (both high and low) in the plural are due to insufficient 

tokens. This lack may also cause the cross-over effect where plural leads singular for 

some speakers, since for the group as a whole, singular does lead plural. Nonetheless. 

S7, with his total of 14.3% is an extremely conservative or monitoring speaker, while S3 

(81.6%) and S10 (87.5%) are just the opposite. S3 is the youngest speaker (still in her 

twenties) but S10 is among the oldest. Both are from the canton of Neuchatel (but so is 

S9). Perhaps most importantly, though, both seemed completely unfazed by the 

recordings, and S3, at least in Conversation 1. told a number of highly animated 

narratives. 



6.6: Indefinite NPs as Subjects 

The results for the Indefinite NP subjects are surprising in at least two ways. First, 

according to conventional wisdom of generative grammar (Rizzi, 1986: Roberge. 1990). 

just like the quantifiers to be discussed in the next section, presumably subject clitics 

cannot occur with indefinite NPs. due to their lack of referentiality. While this claim 

does still remain largely true for quantifiers, as will be seen in the next section, it does not 

hold for indefinites NPs. Clitics do occur in the context of indefinite NP subjects, and in 

this corpus, do so quite robustly, slightly surpassing the corpus average. This finding 

brings us to the second surprise. As we have moved from the various classes of pronouns 

and nouns ultimately through to quantifiers, the degree of clitic morphologization has 

fallen steadily. Yet here in the indefinites, percentages spike back up again, outpacing, as 

a group, not only definites but also proper names. In other words, the indefinite NPs 

trigger the highest degree of clitic morphologization of any of the nominal subjects, 

placing ahead of everything except the various pronominal subjects. The numbers are 

very small compared to the definite NPs but still, with these few tokens, clitic 

morphologization is well advanced, hovering around the 75% level in the presence of 

indefinite NPs, once animacy features are combined: 77.8% raw (n. = 27) and 73.7% Sl-

adjusted (n. = 22.8). Table 6.7 : Clitic Morphologization in the Presence of Indefinite NP 

Subjects presents the details for number and animacy among the indefinites. 
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Table 6.7: 

Clitic Morphologi2^tion in the Presence oFIndefinite NP Subject 

Raw SI -Adjusted 
+Clitic -Clitic +Clitic -Clitic 

-^Hum.—Sg. 80.0% 20.0% (n. = 5) 76.0% 24.0% (n. = 4.2) 
^Hum.—PI. 83.3% 16.7% (n. = 6) 80.7% 19.3% (n. = 5.2) 
-t-Hum. Total : 81.8% 18.2%fn. = in 78.6% 21.4% rn. = 9.3) 
-i-Anim.—Sg. 0% 100% (n. = 2) 0% 100% (n. = 2) 
-^-Anim.—PI. 0% 100% (n. = 1) 0% 100% (n. = 1) 
+Anim. Total: 0% 100% Cn. = 3^ 0% 100% fn. = 3) 
-Anim.—Sg. 100% 0%(n. = 10) 100% 0% (n. = 7.5) 
-Anim.—PI. 66.7% 33.3% (n. = 3) 66.7% 33.3% (n. = 3) 
-Anim. Total 92.3% 7.7% (n. = 13) 90.5% 9.5% (n .= 13) 
-Def NP—Sg. 82.4% 17.6% (n.= 17) 78.1% 21.9% (n. = 13.7) 
-Def NP —PI. 70.0% 30.0% (n. = 10) 67.3% 32.7% (n. = 9.2) 
-DefNPTotal 77.8% 22.2% Cn. = 27^ 73.7% 26.3% fn = 22.8^ 

Despite the generally advanced degree of morphologization in this group overall, a few-

surprises emerge along the way in the details. In [+Human]. plural outpaces singular in 

both raw and adjusted figures. In [+Animate]. morphologization does not even appear to 

have begun. And [-Animate] outscores [-i-Human] both in number of tokens and in 

percentage of clitic morphologization. In the context of the Inanimates. I suggest that 

these three counter-intuitive results are due to insufficient tokens in their respective 

subcategories. The fact that, when the various animacy factors are totaled together, 

singular once again leads plural seems to support this possibility. 

It would also seem then that the supposed taboo on clitics with Indefinites comes 

not so much from the strictures of grammaticality itself but from discourse. Indefinite 

utterances are distinctly rare in the corpus, compared to other finite utterances, in that 

discursively, they are not the preferred way of introducing new information into 

conversation in ESSF. Only 27 raw and 22.8 SI-adjusted tokens are produced and the 
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majority of those are not true indefinites. In raw scores, 17 of the 27 are generics. (6.16) 

and the remaining 10 refer to given or accessible information (Chafe 1987. 1994), (6.17). 

(6.16) Generic Use 

(a) mais un bouquin i va pas t'repondre... (S1.1) 

"but a book isn't gorma answer you..." 

(b) pour moi..une omelette elie est comme 9a... (S4,11) 

•for me..an omelette's like that... " 

(c) une pleine farine bise elle est peut-etre plus claire... (S7. IV-A) 

"a real farine bise is maybe a little lighter..." 

(d) si un: un Russe i va en France.. (S2, VI) 

"if a: a Russian goes to France.." 

(e) j'ai des doutes que des gens i vont aimer beaucoup... (SI. II) 

"I doubt people are gonna like it much... " 

(6.17) Accessible Referent 

(a) 3Sg. 

SI. VI: euh a Tucson..I'amie qui vient des Cullayes..quiyhabite a Tucson..elle 

elle habite un peu a rexterieur..en dessus de la riviere..mais elle a dit..faut 

qu'elle les retoume tous les matins pour descendre les scorpions..je crois que 

le--un de ses gamins il s'est fait piquer une fois..mais sans..sans xxx 

'uh in Tucson..the friend from Les CulIayes..who lives in Tucson...she 

lives in the Foothills...but she said she hasta tum'm over every morning and 
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shake out the scorpions...I think the—one of her kids got stung once...but 

vN-ithout... without xx.\" 

(b) 3P1. 

des mures c"—des mures i sont venus toutes seules... (S9. IV-B) 

"blackberries just took root all by themselves..." 

.A.S the examples in (6.16) show, the lack of referentialit>' inherent in generics is not an 

impediment to clitic morphologization. These figures are interesting because this is an 

environment where one would expect morphologization to lag behind. In (6.17). the 

identity of the kids and the blackberries is not new but accessible from the discourse 

context in (6.17a) or from the situational context of the homegrown blackberry dessert 

being served in (6.17b). New indefinite information is normally introduced via clefts, 

which are being left for later analysis. There may. however, be an interplay between 

clefts and certain subject NPs and degree of morphologization. 

6.7: Quantifiers as Subjects 

Quantifiers as subject NPs arise only in the 3'^'' person, both singular and plural, 

and they account for a large part of the variability or incomplete morphologization in the 

3^*^ person clitics. They are by far the type of subject NP that most severely constrains 

clitic use. Still, in contrast with reports (Rizzi. 1986; Roberge. 1990) of the outright 

ungrammaticality of quantifier + clitic sequences, this corpus shows that such is clearly 

not the case for ESSF. Such a result then argues strongly for the continuing 

morphologization of the 3'^'^ person clitics, where the Quantifiers represent nothing more 

than an extremely delayed environment, rather than a special case or some kind of 
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separate entit>' from the other classes of subject NPs. The results, which show the most 

striking reversal yet in the usual order of grammaticalization, are presented in Table 6.8. 

for 3Sg.below, and Table 6.9. for 3P1.. following. 

Table 6.8: 

3Sg. Clitic Morphologization w^ith Quantifier Subject 

3Sa. : -i-Clitic -Clitic Total n. 
beaucoup NP 100% 0% (n. = 1) 
chacun 25% 75% (n. = 4) 
chaque NP 50% 50% (n. = 2) 

la majeure partie 100% 0% (n. = 1) 
n'importe qui 0% 100% (n. = 1) 
personne 14.3% 85.7% (n. = 7) 
la plupart 100% 0% (n. = 1) 
quelqu'un 40% 60% (n. = 5) 
rien 0% 100% (n. - 1) 
tout 0% 100% (n. = 8) 
le tout 0% 100% (n. = 1) 
tout le monde 0% 100% (n. = 12) 
tout NP 50% 50% (n. = 6) 
toute NP 0% 100% (n. = 4) 
Quant. 3Sg. Raw: 20.4% 79.6% (n. = 54) 
Quant. Sc. Adjusted: 20.5% 79.5% ( n .  = 41.5^ 

In the 3Sg., the presence of a quantifier as subject very strongly disfavors the use 

of a clitic in basic finite utterances of the type to be discussed in section 2 of this chapter. 

Of the 54 raw and 41.5 adjusted tokens. 43 raw and 33 adjusted, or 80% appear in 

utterances lacking a clitic. Still, the remaining 11 raw and 8.5 adjusted tokens, or 20%, 

that appear alongside a clitic show clearly that such sequences are not categorically 

ungrammatical either. 

In general, as can be seen from the figures above, traditional bare quantifiers have 

a more constraining effect on clitic use than do quantified NPs, but given the limited 
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number of tokens for individual quantifiers, these figures must be viewed with caution. If 

personne (no one) and qiielqii 'im (someone) seem to be exceptions to this pattern, with 

their clitic use of 14.3% and 40% respectively, this is only partly the case. Indeed, the 

three tokens that occur do not use / but inflectional qui instead. Yet as we have seen in 

the presentation of clitic elements of ESSF. inflectional qui occurs obligatorily at an even 

higher rate than other 3^'' person clitics, for most speakers in the corpus. As such, it may 

be a way of avoiding traditional sanctions against quantifier + //// co-occurrence while at 

the same time abiding by the requirements of the emerging system, which calls for 

prefixal inflections on all finite verbs. The situation with personne and quelqu 'un is 

shown in (6.18a) and (6.18b) below. 

(6.18) Inflectional qui with Bare Quantifiers (3Sg.) 

(a) jamais personne qui m'a dit « oh..t"es Suisse toi ? » (SI, II) 

'no one's ever said to me "oh, are you Swiss ?" 

(b) quelqu'un qui veut xx d'autre ? (S5. II) 

"someone want some more ?' 

Only one, singular bare quantifier, chacun (each one), triggers one token with i/il. and in 

the somewhat surprising context in (6.19) below, where S2 repeats Si's clitic-less 

utterance adding the clitic in the process. 

(6.19) Chacun with and without Clitic; 

51 : chacun—chacun -a sa maniere de cuire c'est sur... 

52 : ah ben c'est 9a...c'est que chacun il a sa maniere de...(I. SI and S2) 

'SI: everyone—everyone has their own way of cooking that's for sure... 
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S2: yeah well that's it...the thing is everyone's got their own way of..." 

Still, as Table 6.8: Quantifiers. Sg. above shows, the preferred pattern favors SI, not S2. 

at least at the present time. The majority pattern for 3Sg. quantifier subjects is shown 

below. (6.20). in the following clitic-less e.xamples. 

(6.20) Bare Quantifier Subjects Suppressing Clitics 

(a) ben ma foi chacun -pense ce qu'i pense et pis voila.. (SI4, V) 

"well afterall everyone thinks what they think and that's that.." 

(b) n'importe qui -peut t'appeler n'importe quand... (SI. V) 

"anyone can call you anj^ime...' 

(c) et pis personne -avait aucune idee.. (S5. II) 

"and no one had any idea.." 

(d) quand quelqu"un..quand quelqu'un -repond a un natel ou bien quivappelle 

avec son natel.. (SI3. V) 

"when someone..when someone answers a cell phone or calls from his cell 

phone..' 

(e) rien -empeche (S3. I) 

"nothing stands in the way' 

(0 tout -est tombe..le coca les cafes les: comme tout sur le manteau de daim.. 

(S3.1) 

"everything fell..the coke the coffee the: like that right onto the suede coat.." 

Speaker 13's utterance in (6.20d) is a particularly interesting example in a list that is 

otherwise unsurprising (at least by written norms). It serves to highlight both the 
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constraining influence of a bare quantifier and the obligatoriness of inflectional qui. 

Immediately following the bare quantifier, the clitic is absent even for this speaker who 

otherwise appears to be at an advanced stage of clitic morphologization. as evidenced by 

the introduction of inflectional qui preceding appelle. which is the second verb in the 

series. Ouelqu iin (someone) serves as the subject of both repond and appelle. and 

although it manages to suppress the clitic before the first verb, it does not manage to 

before the second, despite the lack of parallelism that this introduces. This utterance 

shows how obligatory the inflectional prefix really is in a sequence of verbs. The false 

start leading up to quelqu 'un may be indicative of processing time, preparing for an 

utterance that is the exception to the rule of obligatory clitics. 

Curiously, while still stronger than with most other classes of subject NPs. this 

inhibiting effect is not as strong in 3PI. as it is in 3Sg.. once again contrary to what the 

normal course of morphologization would predict. I hypothesize, as in the preceding 

sections, that this apparent anomaly does not stem from a failure of grammatical ization to 

account for the data but rather, at least in part, from a sort of Labovian above-the-level-of 

consciousness prescriptive pressure. As the unmarked member of the plurality 

opposition. 3Sg. is perhaps a more salient source of prescriptive examples and 

condemnations at school or in grammar books than is 3 PI., the marked member of the 

pair. Pre-school age child data could prove revealing in this regard. 

In the main, the difference between bare quantifiers and quantified NPs extends to 

the plural as well. It may in part account for why the plural figures are higher than the 

singular ones, since they involve fewer bare quantifiers, proportionate to Quantified NPs. 
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There are also so many fewer plural tokens than singular ones, that it is possible that this 

reversal is due to an insufficient number of tokens instead. Yet given the degree of the 

discrepancy, such a possibility seems unlikely. Of the 26 raw and 21 adjusted tokens 

containing a plural quantifier, a much more even split emerges, compared to 3Sg.: A 

clitic appeared with 16 raw (61.5%) and 11.83 adjusted (56.3%) of the utterances. So. 

in the plural then, the balance actually tips in favor of the clitics, as shown in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9: 

3P1. Clitic Morphologization with Quantifier Subject 

3P1. : +Clitic -Clitic Total n. 
beaucoup 0% 100% (n. = l) 
certams 66.7% 33.3% (n.=3) 
certains NP 100% 0% (n. = 2) 
enormement 0% 100% (n.= l) 
tous NP 75.0% 25.0% (n. = 12) 
toutes NP 66.7% 33.3% 

II C
 

numeral 0% 100% (n. = 3) 
numeral NP 100% 0% (n. = 1) 
Quant. 3PI. Raw: 
Ouant. 3P1. Adiusted: 

61.5% 
56.3% 

38.5% 
43.7% 

(n.= 26) 
fn. = 2n 

Of note in this group is enormement. Although it does not normally figure on a 

traditional list of quantifiers. 1 have included it here because the speaker. S3, seems to 

treat it as such. (6.21). 

(6.21) mais beaucoup -sont venus ici...enormement -sont venus ici... (S3.1) 

"but lots came here...enormously came here..." 

Following on the heels of beaucoup (many), enormement (enormously, tons) patterns 

exactly like any conventional quantifier and lacks a clitic, and this from the speaker who 

has the highest degree of clitic morphologization overall. 
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Numerals appear to follow suit. (6.22). 

(6.22) Numerals 

deu.x -ont ete vendus et deu.\ -sont loin...(SI3. V) 

"two were sold and two are gone..." 

It would seem that the presence of the quantifier has a proximally constraining effect 

onl\'. since this is the same speaker who inserted inflectional qui prior to the second verb 

in the series, but which was at a comfortable distance from the original quantifier subject, 

in (6.20d) above. 

The distance effect may also account for why the clitic is infiltrating the 

Quantifier NP environment before, or more strongly, than the Bare Quantifier 

environment, as shown in Table 6.10. for in general, the heavier the NP. the greater the 

apparent need for the clitic, as can be seen in (6.23) below. 

(6.23) QNPs with Variably Heavy Subjects 

(a) Without Clitic: 

(i) tout le reste -etait bon.. (S6. Ill) 

'all the rest was good.." 

(ii) je veux que toute mon equipe -soit demerde (S3, I) 

"(1) want my whole group to get along on their own, think for themselves 

an" take initiative" 

(iii) toute la soupe -lui etait tombee dans le dos.. (SI. I) 

'all the soup fell down his back..' 



(iv) tous les—tous les arbres -ont la croix blanche ... (S5. II) 

'all the—all the trees have a white cross on them..." 

(v) toutes les filles -s'appellent Maria... (S3. VI) 

'all the girls are called Maria..." 

(vi) tous les poteaux derriere la maison -avaient ele couches (S7. IV-A) 

"all the power poles behind the house had been knocked down" 

(vii) toute I'electricite de toutes les maisons -passait par les potelets 

(S7. IV-A) 

"all the electricitiy for all the houses was carried by those power poles" 

(b) With Clitic: 

(i) tout ca ca depend d'une—d'un approvisionnement... (SIO, IV-B) 

"all that depends on—on being supplied..." 

(ii) i savent bien que toutes les sommelieres [ki]—elleszessaient d"aller la... 

(SIO. IV-B) 

"(they) knew that all the waitresses tha—tried to go there..." 

(iii) mais toutes les compagnies etrangeres izavaient un container... (S2. 1) 

'but all the foreign companies had a container...' 

(iv) alors tous les gens dans le train izont commence a entendre... (SI. IV-B) 

"so all the people in the train started hearing..." 

(v) encore actuellement..tous ceux qui iouent un role..izont appris 

resperanto..sous cette periode... (S9, IV-B) 
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"to this day..everyone who plays a role..learned Esperanto..during that 

period..." 

With the e.xception of (6.23vi) and (6.23vii). the examples in (6.23a) constitute minimally 

heavA subjects where the quantifier is in closer proximity to the verb than in the heavier 

subjects that tend to dominate in (6.23b). with the e.xception of (6.23i) and (6.23ii). In 

contrast with the presentation by form in (6.23) above, in the calculations below, (out 

(NP) includes all forms, gender and number combined, with the exclusion of tout le 

monde. which I treat separately. 

Table 6.10: 

Ongoing Clitic Morphologization in Bare Quantifiers and ONPs 

Bare Quantifiers (n. = 19) 
+Clitic -Clitic 

ONPs (n. = 31 
-f-Clitic 

1 )  

-Clitic 
Beaucoup (NP) 0/1 1/1 1/1 0/1 
Certains (NP) 2/3 1/3 2/2 0/2 
Chacun/Chaque (NP) 1/4 3/4 1/2 1/2 
Numeral (NP) 0/3 3/3 1/1 0/1 
Tout (NP) 0/8 8/8 14/25 11/25 
Total : 3/19 16/19 19/31 12/31 
Raw Total: 
SI-Adiusted Total: 

15.8% 
13.8% 

84.2% 
86.2% 

61.3% 
64.5% 

38.7% 
35.7% 

It appears, however, that there may be an interaction between distance/heaviness of NP 

and the particular quantifier, as illustrated in (6.24) below. 

(6.24) par exemple certains termes qui—qui viennent par exemple du patois..du 

Jura..i sont de la langue d"oil..c'est-a-dire euh qui est—qui est le—le pre-fran9ais 

qui etait dans le nord de la France...tandis que tout le restant des parlers romands 

done euh Neuchatel Vaud Fribourg Valais..euh -sont toriginaires de la langue 
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d'oc c'est a dire euh du pre-fran^ais qui etait dans le sud de la France euh ie 

franco-proven9al comme on dit... (S7. IV-A) 

•for example some terms that—that come from the Jura../7a/o/5..are from 

langue d'oil..in other words uh what is—what is the—the pre-French of northern 

France... whereas ail the rest of the Swiss French varieties that is uh Neuchatel 

Vaud Fribourg Vaiais...uh have their origins in the langiie d'oc in other words uh 

the pre-French of southern France uh franco-provenqal as we say..." 

First, a caveat is in order about the lengthy example above: S7 and his wife S8 seem to 

typify Labov's (1972/1991. 1994) remarks about hypercorrection in the lower middle 

class, the group where he classifies schoolteachers. Ashby (1980) also remarks upon the 

conservative speech patterns of teachers, as reflected in Malecofs corpus of Parisian 

French discourse. According to SL S7 used to correct his written work for him and both 

S7 and SB are quite attentive to 'proper French*. Linguistically, the short recording bears 

this out. showing them both to speak either a distinctintly conservative or monitored 

variety throughout, even compared to the next most conservative speaker, linguistic post-

doc. S4. as predicted by Labov's cross-over pattern. Initially. 1 saw this example only in 

terms of spontaneous versus monitored production. In the first half of the example, S7 

temporarily seemed to let his guard down and let his true vernacular come through by 

including the clitic following a heavy subject NP, only to start monitoring again in the 

second part, as evidenced. I hypothesize, by the euh preceding the second finite verb. 

Strikingly, this second verb is lacking its clitic, despite following an even heavier NP 

than the first, despite following the ew/j-hesitation. and despite taking heavy stress on the 
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conspicuously ciitic-less stem. Additionally, note that he injects what for everyday 

speech is a somewhat surprising liaison between sonl and originaires coming out of this 

same verb. Given these four points, his euh does seem indicative of monitored 

production, giving him time to plan the rest of his utterance. While monitoring, or 

attention to speech, does seem to be involved. I suspect that it does not tell the whole 

stor\' either, in light of the results in Table 6.10. Both with bare quantifiers and QNPs, 

clitic morphologization is more advanced with certains than with tout. Hence, it appears 

that S7's dual example in (6.24) above is motivated by linguistic as well as the more 

apparent extra-linguistic factors. 

Since, even as bare quantifiers, chacim "each one', and qiielqu 'iin "someone" 

trigger higher clitic use than beaucoup "many. much', rien "nothing", personne "no one", 

or lout 'all. everything", there may exist a continuum of referentiality. as Montalbetti 

(p.c.) once suggested, whereby those quantifiers with higher degrees of referentiality 

would be the first to allow clitics. Those further down the continuum would accept them 

only later, the trailers in an already trailing environment. The features [±Human] and 

[±Animate] may also be influencing the order of change here too, as it was earlier with 

Proper Names, Definite NPs, and Indefinite NPs. With so few tokens of each type, 

however, it is impossible to see if either of these predictions is bom out. 

Tout le monde is a striking exception to the findings that quantified NPs or plural 

forms take a clitic more easily than bare or singular Quantifier NP. The most numerous 

of any single quantifier (raw: n. = 12), not a single token of tout le monde occurs with a 

clitic, (6.25). 
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(6.25) tout le monde -va manger n'importe oil (S9, IV-B) 

"everyone goes and eats any ol" where" 

Yet of all the tout forms, it is the tout NPs that are most apt to take a clitic. It could be 

then that tout le monde has le.xicalized so fully (it frequently reduces to toumonde. for 

example) that it is now perceived as a bare quantifier on a par with tout, rien. and 

beaucoup. all of which appear without a clitic. Indeed, normally one cannot refer 

anaphorically to tout le monde with il. Even so. what is all the more interesting about this 

still-categorical lack of the clitic with tout le monde is how it contrasts with a fixed 

expression in the language that seems to have taken on a life of its own. Auger (1994) 

refers to a film that makes use of the clitic in the title: Tout le monde il est beau, tout le 

monde il est gentil. Now it is reworked and recycled in an issue of the Swiss weekly 

news magazine. L 'Hebdo. contrasting the old administration with the new for the 

upcoming national exposition: «Fini Tagressivite verticale entre 'tout le monde il est 

beau, tout le monde il est creatif des dirigeantes eclairees au neon post-modeme ou 

presumees telles.» {L 'Hebdo. 18 mai 2000, n° 20. p. 21). None of this, however, has 

seemed to have any impact at all on the production of any of the speakers in the corpus . 

Perhaps, rather than facilitating the spread of change into a new environment, it is having 

the opposite effect, if it has become a highly visible, fixed expression, allowable in the 

expression and its spin-offs but stigmatized elsewhere, despite its conforming to the 

general drift of the language. Contrast this film with another more recent one that also 

has a quantifier in the title Chacun cherche son chat. Although in this corpus, chacun is 

® However. Jakubowicz & Rigaut (1997) offer an example of a quantifier + clitic-Verb sequence from tout 
te monde in child language: tout le monde il veut tine cigarette [Philippe 2 ; 3 ; 7] 
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one of the bare quantifiers that is beginning to allow a clitic, in the movie title, the clitic 

is absent according to the traditional form. 

The combined singular and plural results for Quantifiers are presented below, in 

Table 6.11: Clitic Morphologization (3Sg. & 3P1.) with Quantifier Subjects. 

Table 6.11: 

Clitic Morphologization (3Sg. & 3P1.') with Quantifier Subjects 

3Se. &3P1. ; +Clitic -Clitic Total n. 
Quant. Raw: 33.8% 66.3% (n.= 80) 
Ouant. Adiusted: 32.5% 67.5% (n. = 58.3) 

While in adjusted figures, clitics occur with not quite 33.3% of the finite utterances that 

contain a Quantifier, still, the fact that they do occur with nearly 33.3% of the Quantifiers 

strongly suggests that morphologization is well underway, even in this most delayed 

environment of the corpus. 

Synchronically. though, as was the case with the +Def. NPs. the presence of a 

Quantifier introduces a considerable amount of individual and situational variation in the 

use of of the clitic, although perhaps not in the expected way or with the expected 

speakers. These results are summarized below in Table 6.12; Clitic Morphologization 

with Quantifier Subjects by Speaker. 



Table 6.12: 

Clitic Morphologization with Quantifier Subjects bv Speaker 

3Se. 
+Clitic -Clitic 

3P1. 
+Clitic -Clitic 

SI 20% 80% (n. = 15:2.5) 83.3% 16.7% (n. =  6 : 1 )  
S2 16.7% 83.3% (n. = 6) 100% 0% (n. = I) 
S3 16.7% 83.3% (n. = 6) 0% 100% (n. = 3) 
S4 0% 100% (n. = 2) 0% 100% (n. = 1) 
S5 28.6% 71.4% (n. -7) 75% 25% (n. = 4) 
S6 0% 100% (n. = 2) ~ (n. = 0) 
S7 0% 100% (n. = 2) 66.7% 33.3% (n. = 3) 
S8 0% 100% (n. = 2) ~ (n. = 0) 
S9 60% 40% (n. = 5) 100% 0% (n. = 2) 
SIO; 33.3% 66.7% (n. = 3) 100% 0% (n. = 2) 
SIl: — (n. = 0) 0% 100% (n. = 1) 
SI 2: 0% 100% (n. = 1) — (n. = 0) 
S13: 0% 100% (n. = 2) 33.3% 66.7% (n. = 3) 
S14: 0% 100% (n. = 1) — (n. = 0) 

Quant. Raw: 
Ouant.Adistd: 

20.4% 
20.5% 

79.6% (n. 
79.5% Cn. 

= 54) 
= 41.5) 

61.5% 
56.3% 

38.5% (n. 
43 .7% (n .  

= 26) 
= 21) 

One somewhat unexpected finding to emerge fi-om this table is the consistency of the 

singular/plural split. If speakers produce both singular and plural quantifiers (five of 

them produce only one or the other), they are more apt to use the clitic in the plural than 

in the singular. Only S3 does not; and S4, in her few tokens, does not produce a single 

clitic, either singular or plural. If she is the one from whom fellow linguists have been 

eliciting their grammaticality judgments, this could account for the supposed non

occurrence of Quantifier + clitic sequences. Although the plural figures may be 

unnaturally high because of the limited number of tokens, the overall pattern of plural 

leading singular is probably accurate since it comes from a wide number (and range) of 

speakers. Even the usually conservative, or monitoring, S7 behaves much like any of the 

other speakers in the corpus when it comes to the plural quantifiers. In the plural, as 
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suggested earlier, perhaps speakers are freer of prescriptive norms, or perhaps the extra 

lexical material gives speakers time to forget that they are dealing with a quantifier. 

letting them revert to their spontaneous, unguarded, clitic-producing spoken pattern. 

Either of these possibilities makes the plural a logical leading environment for continuing 

morphologization of clitics even with a quantifier subject. 

From this corpus of ESSF. it would appear that the drift toward full 

morphologization of clitics is so strong and yet their morphologization so delayed in the 

presence of a Quantifier that this situation makes for a certain linguistic clash. On the 

one hand, optimally, all finite verbs must include their inflectional prefi.x (or former 

clitic), while on the other hand, equally optimally, quantifiers and clitics must not co-

occur in basic finite utterances. At this point in time, quantifiers (no clitics) still 

dominate. Nevertheless, this corpus indicates that obligatory clitics have a firm foot-in-

the-door. accounting, in adjusted figures, for nearly a third. 32.5%. of basic finite 

utterances, once singular and plural are combined. Faced with these competing rules, 

speakers in this corpus often opt for another strategy yet: Avoidance. Rather than 

committing to either one of these less than optimal structures above, they choose an 

unrelated alternative structure instead. 

Clefts are the favorite avoidance structure for these speakers, tallying up an 

additional 41 quantifiers, or 50% as many as appeared in finite utterances. 

(6.26) Quantifier Clefts 

(a) S9: pis apres c'etait tous les camions de La Chaux-de-Fonds qui allai(en)t 

deblayer Geneve ... (IV-B) 
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'an' afterwards (it) was all the trucks from La Chaux-de-Fonds that went 

an* ploughed out Geneva..." 

(b) S12 : mais yenavait beaucoup I'annee oil onn est alles (V) 

"but there were a lot the year (we) were there" 

(c) S7 : t'as certains mo:ts que tu trouves vraiment que dans la region du Jura 

(IV-A) 

"you have some wo:rds that you really find only in the Jura" 

Clefts, whether with c est. ya. or t 'as. are by far the most common avoidance structure. 

Inflectional qui (n.= 5). already classified here as one of the inflectional prefixes 

(see Chapter 3). could nevertheless be considered another strategy for avoiding a head on 

conflict between a Quantifier and a more traditional clitic. 

(6.27) Inflectional qui 

S5 : tous les voisins qui faisai(en)t demi-tour... (Ill) 

"all the neighbors were turning around..." 

Inflectional qui perhaps then ser\'es as a stepping-stone to Quantifier co-occurrence with 

more traditional clitics in the future. 

Finally, the examples below provide an overview of various other avoidance 

strategies that speakers select in order to avoid a head-on linguistic clash between 

quantifiers and obligatory clitics. 

(6.28) Other Avoidance Strategies 

(a) SI : non vena beauc—j"ai entendu beaucoup qui se plaignai(en)t et tout.. 

(IV-B) 
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"no there are a 1—(I) heard a lot who were complaining and evervihing.." 

(b) S9 : i vient beaucoup d'humidite juste a ce moment la.. (IV-B) 

'up comes a lot of humidity just then.." 

(c) SI: ben j's'rais curieu.\ de savoird'ou i viennent tous ces gens la.. (V) 

"well (I)"d be curious t'know where all those people come from.." 

(d) S3: mais personne pour lui montrer.. (I) 

"but no one to show her..." 

In (6.28a). SI avoids at all costs ju.\taposing a quantifier and a clitic in a basic finite 

utterance: first he tries out aya cleft before switching strategies and placing the quantifier 

in the direct object. This strategy allows him to satisfy both constraints: I) obligator}' 

inflectional prefi.xes and 2) dispreference for Quant. + clitic sequences. Of these two. 

however, the results from this corpus show that Obligatory Inflectional Prefixes is a 

higher-ranking constraint, in Optimality theoretic terms, than No Quant, -j- Clitics, for the 

clitic is present with 73.2% of the tokens (adjusted score), even in just the subset of 

environments containing an overt subject NP. whereas the quantifier manages to avoid 

the clitic in only 67.5% of the cases (adjusted score). In (6.28b). S9 selects an 

unaccusative. otherwise rare in the corpus but in keeping with the drift toward 

inflectional prefixes, rather than juxtaposing a quantifier and clitic. In (6.28c). SI satisfies 

both obligatory inflectional prefixes and quantifiers not adjoining clitics by post-posing 

the quantifier. Thus, even though a clitic is still problematic with a preposed subject. 

with a postposed one it is not. Finally (6.28d), S3 opts out of the finite construction all 

together and places the quantifier in an infinitive phrase instead. Recourse to the 



infinitive is a strategy that is also used in certain contexts to avoid the subjunctive 

(Waugh. p.c.) as well as possible social missteps, in more problematic choices between lu 

and vous. 

6.8: Other Subjects 

After classifying the subject NPs of the corpus into the categories just presented 

(True Personal Pronoun. Demonstrative Pronoun. Possessive Pronoun. Proper Name. 

Definite NP. Indefinite NP. and Quantifier), I found that a small number of subject NP 

tokens remained that did not easily fit into any of the pre-established categories. I 

include them here, grouped together in a general catch-all category. They include 

actions, adverbial locations, numbers used as nouns in telephone numbers or prices, and 

definitions of nouns. Given the limited number of tokens (raw: n. = 12; Sl-adjusted: n. = 

10.3). this group is presented in its entirety in (6.29) below. Notice how for all of these, 

the clitic is ga-; this further goes to show how fa- should be classed among the prefi.xal 

inflections of ESSF. 

(6.29) Other Subjects 

(a) Subject cl.-V (3Sg./Pl.).: 

(i) mais j'ai quand meme dit «mais c'est incroyable ici..deja la demiere fois 

jchuis ici j'ai demande une pomme de terre au four et pis j'm'retrouve avec 

des frites!..» j'dis «vous avez pas—vous avez qu"a marquer! ya du papier! 

9a existe!..» EUH::!!! mais jchcrois qu'elle a tout entendu..parce que pour 

finir j'ui dis «mais v'savez hein papier et pis marquer hein ga 

existe..v'savez...» (S3,1) 
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"but (I) went ahead an" said •(it)'s unbelievable here..already the last 

time (I) came here (I) ordered a baked potato an" (1) wind up with French 

fries!.." an" (I) like "y'don" ha—all y'hafta do is write it down! there's 

paper! (it) e.xists!..' OOOU::!!! did (I) ever give (her) an earful..so anyway 

finally (I) told her "but y'know huh a piece o" paper an" writing it down 

isn't illegal right y'can do that..y'know.." 

(ii) et id j^a toujours ete les premiers avec 1" Autriche (S3.1) 

"an' here has always been in first place along with Austria' 

(iii) aller sur Test ca va plus vite..ouais (S5, II) 

•going east is faster..yeah' 

(iv) zero-vingt-et-un c'a: pas change (S1. II) 

"oh-twenty-one hasn't changed" 

(v) (S4. II) qu" i fassent abattre les grands arbres pour pas avoir les oiseaux ga 

m'scie (S4. II) 

"for them t"chop down these big trees so they don't hafta put up with the 

birds just kills me" 

(vi) nonante neuf cents ca vaut la peine...(S5, III) 

"ninety-nine hundred makes it worth it..." 

(vii) des galas..ca s"appelle (S6. Ill) 

'galas is what they're called" 

(viii) pour voir Jim Click ou autre ca m'interesse pas trop hhh (SI. Ill) 

'watching Jim Click or someone doesn't exactly interest me hhh' 
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(ix) (S5. Ill) peser sur un bouton ca se dit pas..hein.. (SI. HI) 

"(they) don't say 'to weigh on a key"..do they?.." 

(x) reorganisation ca veut dire qu"on fout tout le monde a la porte..hein.. 

(S9. IV-B) 

"dowTisizing really just means firing everyone..right..' 

(xi) done 40 tonnes sur trois essieux ca fait moins de degats (S11, VI) 

"so 40 tons on three axles causes less damage' 

(b) Subject -V (3Sg.): 

(i) c'est encore celle-la--le pire 9'avait ete la cuisine..la premiere chose qu'izont 

vendu c'est celle-la..(...S9...) non alors 9a (ja a fiche malheur..parce que..vous 

I'aviez bien arrange cette—pis autour de la maison -etait bien en ordre et 

tout..(,..Sl. S9...) 9a c'etait—(...S9...) alors c'est la Grande Ourse c'est .x.x 

comme prive maintenant voila.... (SIO. IV-B) 

"(it) was that one besides—the worst was (it) had been the kitchen..the 

tlrst thing (they) sold was that one..(...S9...) no that spelled trouble right 

off..b"cause..(you)'d gotten it all set up—an" around the house outside was all 

fixed up nice an' neat an" tidy..(...Sl. S9...) that was—(...S9...) so (it)"s the 

Big Dipper (it)'s xx like private now an' that's the end of that....' 

This distribution raises the question of change in apparent time. Although two of the 

0ver-40 speakers (S9 and SI I) produce utterances including the clitic, the majority of 

speakers in the morphologized examples in (6.29a) cu-e in the Under-40 group (SI. S4. 

S5. and S6) while the only speaker to produce this type of utterance without a clitic 
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comes from the Over-40 group, which might, in fact, be viewed better as an Over-60 

group. In the larger context of her conversational contribution here, the rest of her (;a-

use resembles that of the other speakers, yet toward the end. this odd example persists. 

Note also, in the Under-40 group, the fusion that has occurred between clitic fcr and verb-

stem a for SI and S3, although some residual vowel length. (:). remains for mid-thirties 

S1 in contrast with mid-twenties S3. Paradoxically, even S10 produces a completely 

fused g'avait ete at the beginning of her turn where she closes with no fa- at all. The 

percentages are presented below in Table 6.13: Clitic Morphologization with Residual 

Subjects. 

Table 6.13: 

Clitic Moroholoeization with Residual Subjects 

Raw (n. = 12) 
+Clitic -Clitic 

SI-Adjusted (n. = 10.3) 
+Clitic -Clitic 

Other SubiNP: 91.7% 8.3% 90.3% 9.7% 

Despite the arbitrary grouping of these residual utterances containing an overt subject, 

they share two features: I) uniform choice of fa as the clitic, when it appears, and 2) a 

ver\' advanced stage of morphologization of that clitic: 90% or above for the group in 

either raw or SI-adjusted figures. So <^a- is f before a and arguably before est. in other 

words, c 'est could just as well be ce^esi or (^a+esi. since as Lawson argues (Waugh. p.c.) 

ce and ga are variants of each other, rather than being in contrast. 

6.9: Summary by Class of Subject NP 

To review then, it would appear that pronouns and quantifiers are situated at 

opposite ends of the continuum in the effect that they have on stage of clitic 
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morphologization. with the other subject NPs located at various points in between. True, 

personal pronouns have virtually no effect on clitic use. since the former clitics have in 

essence 100% morphologized into inflectional prefixes in this environment, at 99.7%. 

even in adjusted figures. Demonstrative and possessive pronouns also trigger very high or 

categorical clitic use. at 93.4% and 100%. respectively. Just behind the combined groups 

of pronouns comes the residual, catch-all group of other overt subjects, where clitic 

morphologization with fa- has also reached the 90% level. Next, surprisingly, come the 

indefinite NPs. more accurately seen here for the most part as generics. Although all of 

the proper and common nouns rank clearly behind the various pronouns, the indefinite 

NPs hover around the 75% level, making it the subject NP environment where clitic 

morphologization is most advanced. While [+Human] proper names also reach the 75% 

level, the rest of that group pulls it down to not quite the 66.7% level. Definite NPs trail 

still further with clitics occurring in only slightly over 50% of the utterances. It is these 

various subject NP environments where the discourse function of definite NPs. with their 

potential for easy reference, are exerting a restraining influence on the progression of 

morphologization through the final environments of ESSF. Finally, bringing up the 

grammaticalizational rear, are the quantifiers, where, as we have just seen, 

morphologization of clitics is still in the relatively early stages, at around 33.3%. These 

results are summarized in Table 6.14 below for the corpus Overall and by Individual in 

Table 6.15. following. 
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Table 6.14: 

Clitic Morphologization bv Subject NP Class 

Raw 
+Clitic -Clitic 

SI 
+Clitic 

;-Adiusted 
-Clitic 

Possessives 100% 0.0% (n. = 4) 100% 0.0% (n. = 2.3) 
Pronouns 99.8% 0.2% (n. = 475) 99.7% 0.3% (n. = 308.3) 
Demonstr. 93.5% 6.5% (n. = 31) 93.4% 6.6% (n. = 17.7) 
Other 91.7% 8.3% (n. = 12) 90.3% 9.7% (n. = 10.3) 
Indefinite NPs 77.8% 22.2% (n. = 27) 73.7% 26.3% (n. = 22.8) 
Proper Names 65.9% 34.1%(n. = 139) 62.5% 37.5% (n. = 97.2) 
Definite NPs 59.4% 40.6% (n. -431) 55.5% 45.0% (n. = 294.3) 
Ouantifiers 33.8% 66.3% fn. = 80) 32.5% 67.5% (n. = 62.5) 
Subi NPTotaI:76.3% 23.7% (n .  = 1199) 72.6% 27.4% fn. = 815.4) 

The Individual scores highlight how for all speakers in the corpus morphologization is 

\'irtually complete with any class of pronominal subject NP. how it is highly variable for 

most classes of nominal NPs but well advanced for most speakers, with indefinite NPs 

surprisingly so. and finally how quantifiers trail other environments for most speakers, in 

contrast with the residual subjects in Other. 
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Table 6.15: 

Clitic Morphologization (-rClitic) bv Speaker and bv Subject NP Class 

Pron. Dem. Poss. ProD. Name +Def NP -Def NP Ouant. Other 
SI 100% 93.8% 100% 74.0% 68.9% 100% 38.1% 100% 
S2 100% 100% 100% 70.8% 100%. 28.6% 
S3 100% 100% 75.0% 81.6% 66.7% 11.1% 100% 
S4 100% 0% 29.3% 33.3% 0% 100% 
S5 100% 100% 33.3% 33.3% 0% 45.5% 100% 
S6 100% 100% 0% 57.1% 0%. 100% 
S7 100% 0% 40.0% 14.3% 100% 40% 
S8 100% 0% 37.5% 0% 
S9 100% 100% 45.5% 80.0% 71.4% 100% 
SIO 100% 100% 85.7% 87.5% 60.0% 0% 
Sll 100% 33.3% 67.7% 100% 0.0% 100% 
S12 97.8% 100% 100% 60.0% 41.2% 0.0% 
S13 100% 100% 100% 65.4% 100%. 20.0% 
S14 100% 0% 33.3% 0% 

In addition to insufficient tokens in some categories at this fine-grained level, the 

discrepancies that emerge seem to stem from the interplay of linguistic and extra-

linguistic factors. Posner (1997) alludes to old forms that rarely, if ever, completely 

disappear. Jakobson (1971 a. 1971b) expands this notion through the concept of dynamic 

synchrony, where, as we have seen, at any given time old forms, current forms, and new 

forms all coexist in a language, and each may seem to be pulling it in different directions 

simultaneously. Given the reluctance of the purists to let spoken French go its own way 

and their efforts to hold spoken and written French together even by a tenuous thread in 

order to prevent outright diglossia, it may be that some of the apparent contradictions in 

the definite and indefinite NPs stem from prescriptivist condemnation (either inside or 

outside the classroom) of certain constructions. It could be that the least marked forms 

make the most accessible source for examples of what not to do. Both the acts of reading 
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and writing could serve to reinforce the absence of the clitic with full NP. particularly at 

the more advanced levels of schooling, thus further slowing the process of change in 

these environments, as Waugh points out (p.c.)- The great betvveen-speaker variability in 

these two environments could be due in part to personality and socio-cultural differences 

with regard to the sanctity in which they hold the written language and its accompanying 

cultural baggage, 'the ideology of the standard," as Milroy and Milroy (1985. in Gadet. 

1996. p.76) term it. Nonetheless, the chinks are starting to show in the armor of the 

written language as evidenced by the following examples from headlines or articles of the 

respected Swiss news magazine L 'Hebdo. (6.30): 

(6.30) Spoken Filtering into Written 

(a) T'es pris dans un bouchon ? (Z, 'Hebdo. n° 25. 22 juin 2000. p.20) 

"Stuck in traffic?" 

(b) Les femmes sont aussi misogynes que les hommes {L 'Hebdo. n° 23. 8 juin 

2000. p. 78. and L 'Hebdo. n° 25. 22 juin 2000. p.9) 

"Are women as misogynous as men?" 

(c) ...Dieudo, qui a aujourd'hui tendance a deserter le rire pour le contre-pouvoir. 

II milite. il bataille. il guerroie. contre TFl. contre le Front national, contre le 

racisme et Texclusion sociale. {L 'Hebdo. n° 20. 18 mai 2000. p.l 16) 

"...Dieudo. who these days tends to trade in comedy for political activism. 

(He) demonstrates, fights, wages war. against TFl, the Front National, racism 

and social exclusion." 
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(d) Car les policiers. eux. ils savent se defendre. {L 'Hebdo. n° 26. 29 juin 2000. 

p. 5) 

"Because as for the police, ihey know how to protect themselves." 

The headline in (6.30b) was intended to be a rhetorical question but it was erroneously 

printed as a statement because of the way it straddled the spoken versus written systems, 

omitting the clitic but also omitting inversion. The traditional written headline would 

have read Les femmes, sonl-elles aussi misogynes que les homes?, with inversion of the 

verb stem and the clitic, just as in the subheading that appeared a few issues later: Les 

femmes deviennent-elles xenophohes? (Are women becoming xenophobic?) (L 'Hebdo. n° 

34. 24 aout. 2000. p. 5). In everyday speech, however, the clitic would have appeared 

prefixed to the verb as usual and the interrogative would have been signaled through 

rising intonation, obviously impossible on the printed page: Les femmes elles-sonl aussi 

misogynes que les hommes?\. The confiasion was cleared up two issues later. In (6.30c). 

we see. even in writing, the repeated appearance of the clitic in this sequential verb 

construction. Perhaps the repetition of the clitic and contre lend a sense of immediacy 

and reader involvement to the sentence. Finally. (6.30d), shows a Topic-Subject 

construction that will be explored more in the next chapter. What is striking about this 

written example is that it follows the spoken pattern and includes the clitic. 

6.10: Chapter Summary 

In conclusion, then, in this chapter, we have seen that at this stage in the 

morphologization of the clitics, the type of subject NP (True, Personal Pronoun, 

Demonstrative Pronoun, Possessive Pronoun, Proper Name. Definite NP. Indefinite NP. 
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and Quantifier) still linguistically conditions concurrent clitic use. At the high end are 

the true, personal pronouns, in whose presence, morphologization of the clitics into 

inflectional prefixes is all but complete. At the low end are the Quantifiers, perhaps due 

to their lack of clear-cut referentiality. 
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CHAPTER 7: 

THE ROLE OF THE SUBJECT NP IN ESSE 

This chapter explores 1) the possible positions where the subject NP can appear in 

the utterance including its preference for pre-verbal placement, and 2) the function and 

frequency of the subject NPs in the small number of utterances actually contain one. But 

first, a brief note on pauses, as they relate to position of the subject NP. 

7.1: A Note on Pauses 

Before we begin the first main section on the position of subject NPs. a note on 

mid-utterance pauses is in order. In discourse studies particularly, it is often argued that a 

pause between an initial NP and the rest of the utterance is indicative of the first NP 

being a topic while the following clitic is the pronominal subject of the rest of the 

utterance. The results of the morphologization data in the previous chapters show such 

an interpretation to be untenable. But in addition, certain e.xamples from this corpus. 

both with and without clitics, cast doubt on this assumption. 

Throughout the corpus, examples arise of mid-utterance pauses that occur 

between a subject NP and a verb lacking an inflectional prefix, as speakers monitor or 

extricate themselves from false starts, as in (7.1a-b). or emphasize upcoming lexical 

material, as in (7.2). 

(7.1) Pauses between Subject NPs and Verbs Lacking an Inflectional Prefix in 

Monitoring or False Starts 

(a) alors ceux qui sont ten: en: qu"est-ce qu'on dit?..en gras.. (S7, IV-A) 

"so the ones that tare in: in: whadda we call it?..in bold..' 
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(b) d'un cote.jchsuis content que Passurance..ne..ne..n'assure pas quelque chose 

comme 9a.... (SI. Ill) 

"in one way..(I)'m glad the insurance..wo—wo—won't pay something like 

that....' 

In (7.1a). in contrast with the bare demonstratives we saw in the previous chapter, 

the demonstrative is embedded in a larger phrase, which as a whole functions as a subject 

NP. Moreover, this phrase itself is interrupted by qu 'est-ce qu 'on dit? as the speaker 

searches for his word. Once he has found it. given the size of his subject NP. he now 

takes a brief breath-sized pause (shown by the two dots) before uttering his verb, which, 

significantly, still appears without an accompanying clitic. It has frequently been 

suggested for utterances similar to this, but which include the clitic, that a heavy NP 

separated from its verb by a brief, breath-sized pause like this cannot be the subject but 

must instead be the topic of a dislocation, given the pause. The clitic, in turn, is then 

interpreted as the subject (Lambrecht. 1981: Barnes. 1985). The example in (7.1a) 

contradicts such an analysis, as does (7.1b). albeit with a lighter subject, and the 

additional complication of ne. Therefore, if even the heavy NP in (7.1a) can be the 

subject of the utterance in the absence of the clitic and despite the brief pause separating 

it from the verb, this same analysis should also be available to speakers who have already 

morphologized the clitic into an inflectional prefix. Thus, the brief pause may not be as 

accurate a test of phrase structure as has generally been assumed. 

The examples in (7.2) additionally seem to suggest that emphasis may be 

manifesting itself via the preverbal pause because the discourse is being governed by 
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informational constraints such as Chafe's (1987. 1994) One-new-idea per Intonation 

Unit. Therefore, if a clitic-less verb can be separated from its subject by a brief pause 

because of containing two new ideas, it is to be expected that the same might occur with 

verbs containing an inflectional prefix as well. In this scenario then, it is not the presence 

or absence of the clitic that is presumably causing the subject NP to be interpreted as a 

Topic while the clitic following the pause is interpreted as the subject. Instead the pause 

arises because the new idea in the subject NP and the new idea in the verb (with or 

without clitic) cannot share the same Intonation Unit. This pattern emerges both in 

singular (7.2a-f) and plural (7.2g-i). 

(7.2) Pauses between Subject and Clitic-less Verb for Emphasis/Informational 

Constraint 

(a) non undes chats., -adore...Tautre -dit « bof.... (S4. II) 

•no one of the cats..is crazy about it... the other says "who cares?"..." 

(b) le produit des locataires.. -couvrait..la base.... (S9. IV-B) 

"the income from the renters..covered..the basics...." 

(c) et pis le secretariat., -devait paver une location... (S9. IV-B) 

"an' the headquarters..had to pay rent...' 

(d) S13 :...ou t"as le probleme que Fherbe.. -ne devrait pas pousser ? 

S1 : I'herbe.. -ne devait pas repousser... (SI & S13, V) 

'SI3 :...or your problem"s that the grass..shouldn' even be growing ? SI: 

the grass..shouldn"t even be growing back" 

(e) c'est une piste oil..la navette.. -peut atterrir... (SI3. V) 
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•(it)'s a runway where..the space shuttle..can land..." 

(0 mon lit., -s'est casse (SI, VI) 

"my bed..broke' 

( g) on faisait en sorte que lessens., -mangent... (S9. IV-B) 

"(we) had it so the people..eat..." 

(h) que les medecins.. -donnent des antibiotiques... (S3. VI) 

"that doctors..give antibiotics..." 

(i) on a decide..que maintenant..qu'on s'etait retrouve..qu'on allait se voir..on se 

voit preque tous les mois..sauf le mois de septembre..parce que le mois de 

septembre parce que le mois de septembre..eux.. -vont en vacances trois 

semaines... (SI2. VI) 

"(we) decided..that now..that (we)"d found each other again..that (we) 

were gonna see..(we) see each other almost every month..except 

September..b"cause in September b"cause in September..they..go on vacation 

for three weeks..." 

Compare the clitic-Iess (7.2i) with (7.3), which includes the clitic but which is otherwise 

indistinguishable. 

(7.3) parce(que) eux..i sont tres interesses a avoir une commision importante... 

(S8. IV-A) 

"cuz they want nothing better than a fat juicy commission..." 

The utterances in (7.2i) and (7.3) are equivalent with regards to the brief pause that 

follows the subject NP, eicc. so it would appear then that the presence or absence of the 
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clitic has nothing to do with forcing a left dislocation, topic, etc. interpretation on eicc. as 

opposed to seeing it simply as the subject. 

Chafe's data itself includes examples of brief pauses occurring between subject 

and verb, as reproduced below in (7.4) 

(7.4) Pauses between English Subjects and Verbs (Chafe. 1994) 

(a) and the doctor wasn't there. 

but the physician's assistant ... looked at her (p. 90) 

(b) ...and the .. elephant was in front of em, 

so he jiist proceeded to sit down on the V W. 

...But thev .. had .. m^aged to get out first, (p. 94) 

These midstream pauses occur in a variety of constmctions throughout the corpus as well. 

There they are used for emphasis without changing the basic phrase structure of the 

utterance, as showTi in (7.5). 

(7.5) Emphatic Midstream pauses in Words or Phrases 

(a) ceux qui ont suivi izont pas..du..tout pense... (SIO. IV-B) 

"the ones who followed didn' stop t'think..at..all..." 

(b) izont: con..sta..te.. que (S3, VI) 

"(they) no..ticed..that" 

(c) iu: squ'a: ce: que: le—le procureur en question..euh.. -obtienne..euh.. -o— 

-obtienne c'qu" i veut 

•un:ti:l the—the prosecutor in question..uh..gets..uh..g—gets what he wants' 
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In addition, the false start that S7 additionally produces in (7.5c) was also discussed in 

section 6.1.4 along with other, similar false starts. To sum up then, this corpus shows 

that midstream pauses can serv e functions other than just delimiting separate constituents. 

Further, notice that the pauses never occur between the clitic/inflectional prefix and the 

verb stem. 

7.2; Position of the Subject NP 

ESSF allows a wider range of possible word orders than does the written language 

and so that at the utterance or intonation unit level, subject NPs may occur in any of the 

following configurations, where S stands for subject. V for verb, and T for topic: 

1) S(cl.)-V 

2) (cl.)-VS 

3) S(cl.)-VT 

4) TS(cl.)-V 

5) (cl.)-VST 

The S (in bold) above will be analyzed as the subject NP. based on two findings from 

this study; 1) the penchant for pre-posing the subject NP. when one is present, and 2) the 

fact that when there are two adjacent NPs, the one closer to the verb seems intonationally 

more integrated into the proposition than does the outside one. In this section, results 

will be presented as SI-adjusted and at the Overall corpus level. 

7.2.1; S(c\.)-V 

The S(cl.)-V structure (n. = 648.1) is by far the most frequent position for a 

subject NP in this corpus of ESSF. accounting for 85.1% of the utterances containing a 
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subject NP. Results of this magnitude should help lay to rest any lingering notions about 

spoken French becoming a verb-initial language (Harris 1978. Lambrecht 1987. 

Matthews 1989. Nichols 1992). Instead they are in keeping with Ashby (1982) and 

Auger (1993) who found no basis for considering either Hexagonal French or Quebecois. 

respectively, to be a verb-initial language. 

The tokens are distributed quite unequally across the six grammatical persons, a 

fact that Heap (1999. in LINCOM.EUROPA) claims that grammar cannot account for 

and which can only be accounted for in discourse or functional terms. I disagree with 

this claim for two reasons. First, the total number of finite tokens, irrespective of the 

presence of an overt subject NP. is also quite unevenly distributed across the six persons. 

And second, while I would agree that the actual distribution is determined by functional, 

discourse factors, the existence of the construction itself must first be allowed or 

disallowed by the grammar; in fact, the corpus shows that it does exist for all six persons. 

Therefore, it can then be applied as seems discursively appropriate. This scenario could 

account for why there are more 2Sg. tokens than 3PI. tokens in the corpus as a whole and 

yet why there are more 3P1. tokens than 2Sg. tokens in the S(cl.)-V constructions. But 

first the grammar must license the construction for a given language. 

The following examples show the S(cl.)-V constructions across the six persons. 

Total tokens for each, as well as their share of total S (cl.)-V utterances, are included in 

parentheses. Since the focus here is on the subject NP. these figures are for total S (cl.)-V 

use. regardless of clitic use (74.4% include it. 25.6% lack it in S(cl.)-V utterances). 



(7.6) S(cl.)-V Utterances 

(a) ISg. (n. = 143.6: 22.2%) 

S5: moi j'ai eu de la chance.. (II) 

"I was lucky..* 

(b) 2Sg. (n. = 10.8; 1.7%) 

S14 : tm tu vouiais?.. (V) 

you wanted some?" 

(c)3Sg. (n. = 338; 52.2%) 

S6 : le gars francais il le comprenait pas..hein.. (Ill) 

"the French guy didn't understand it..believe it or not..' 

(d) lPl.(n. = 36.2; 5.6%) 

S4 ; pis nous on fait autrement 

*an' we do it a different way" 

(e) 2P1. (n. = 3.5; 0.5%) 

S12 : ouais..mais..vous vous etes exceptionnels 9a..hein..(V) 

•yeah..but..that's exceptional for you guys..right.." 

(0 3PI. (n. = 116; 17.9%) 

S11 : les trains i transistent a travers la Suisse (VI) 

"the trains cross Switzerland' 

In the minority of utterances in ESSF that contain an overt subject NP (see section 7.3 

below), this pre-verbal placement of the subject, in the S (cl.)-V configuration above. 
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far and away the preferred position for a subject NP. accounting, once again, for 85% of 

all subjects. 

7.2.2: (cD-VS 

Post-posing the subject NP is the second most common strategy. Still, in 

comparison, it accounts for only 12.7% of the (n. = 96.5) utterances containing an overt 

subject. Thus, it seems to be a minor but solidly viable alternative word order. 

The following e.xamples show the (cl.)-VS constructions across the six persons. 

Total tokens for each, as well as their share of total (cl.)-VS utterances, are included in 

parentheses. Since the focus here is on the subject NP. the figures below are. once again, 

for total (cl.)-VS use. regardless of clitic use (+clitic = 97.6%. -clitic = 2.4%). 

(7.7) (cl.)-VS Utterances 

(a) ISg. (n. = 13.8; 14.3%) 

S6: i'attends que 9a rechange moi (III) 

"Tm waiting for it to change back" 

(b) 2Sg. (n. = 15.3; 15.6%) 

S7: est-ce que t'etais pas abonne tm au New Q ?.. (IV-A) 

"didn't you have a subsription to the New Q?.." 

(c)3Sg. (n. = 42; 43.5%) 

54 : et pis il est couvert ton abonnement selon oil.. (II) 

"an" then your pass is covered depending on where you go.." 

(d) IPl. (n. = 4.2; 4.3%) 

55 : on faisait des tranches nous.. (II) 
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"we made it in slices.." 

(e) 2PI. (n. = 0.2; 0.2%) 

S1 : est-ce que vous connaissez les deux Prendre d'aimerl.. (IV-A) 

"do you two know Prendre d'aimer?' 

(0 3P1. (n.  = 21: 21.8%) 

S2: i sont uniques ces Anglais.. (VI) 

"Those English are unique.." 

All these postposed subject NPs are uttered without a preceding pause or additional stress 

and therefore seem to be similar to what Lambrecht (1981, p.76) initially calls antitopics. 

in contrast with afterthoughts, which are preceded by a pause and are typically stressed. 

They are fully integrated into the rest of the utterance, as Ashby observed (Ashby. 1988) 

in his spectrographic analysis (Ashby. 1994). In the speech of S2. (7.7f) does not seem to 

merit the comma that is customarily written into Asterix's famous ils sont fans, ces 

Romains (Those Romans are crazy), and that is. in fact, omitted in the following headline 

from L Hebdo (17 aout 2000. 33. p. 72-73). 

(7.8) Mais ils sont fous ces Sierrois! 

"Those folks from Sierre are crazy!" 

When the article is first mentioned in the table of contents, however, the conventional 

comma is included. 

It is interesting to note, based on the per person share of the (cl.)-VS utterances, 

that pragmatically, it strikes speakers as preferable to postpose the usually stressless toi 

rather than to prepose it. as its share of the construction soars from 1.7% of S(cl.)-V 
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utterances to 15.6% of (cL)-VS utterances. Concurrently, the share of moi drops from 

22.2% in S(cl.)-V utterances to 14.3% in (cl.)-VS utterances. This reversal may relate to 

pragmatically motivated politeness strategies (Brown and Levinson. 1978 [1987]) and the 

acceptability of putting forth oneself or another. As Waugh (p.c.) points out. it may also 

serve a vocative function. 

It might be e.xpected that clitic use would be categorical here, given its exposed 

position. Indeed, in a single register corpus, I expect that it would be. Here, however, a 

few rare intrusions from the formal variety make it fall just short. The clitic is present in 

97.6% of the (cl.)-VS utterances; it is absent in only 2.4% of them (marginally less even 

than the total tokens of the negative ne, at 2.5%). Not surprisingly, an exception to this 

ver\' strong general pattern arises in Conversation IV-A. Yet it is not produced by S7 or 

SB. Instead it comes from S1 and shows some evidence of monitoring as well. The only 

two other tokens come from speakers who do not seem to be at their most vernacular in 

the conversations in question: SI in IV-B and S14 in V. Compared to his speech in IV-

A. SI seems to have somewhat let his guard down in IV-B but not as much as in other 

conversations. S14 had been initially somewhat concerned about the goals of the 

recording—Mf we speak properly?' 

(7.9) -VS Utterances 

(a) SI : je trouve au—done oti -habite ma m—ma belle-maman.. (IV-A) 

"(I) can find (it) in—uh where my—m—my mom-in-law lives..' 

(b) SI : done c'que Be—c'que -fait Bess.. (IV-B) 

"so what Be—what Bess is doing.." 
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(c) mais le jour oil i saura plus oil -est sa maison..euh... (SI4. V) 

"but when (he) doesn't know where his house is £mymore..uh.." 

SI appears in all conversations and it is only in these with his former teachers/mentor or 

employer that he uses such a construction. Further (7.9, a and b) above contrast with the 

other inversion structures SI himself produces elsewhere in the corpus. (7.10). 

(7.10) Si's Usual 3Sg. Post-posing Pattern 

(a) SI : c'est c'qu' i m'avait sorti Fabrice... (1) 

•(that)'s what Fabrice told me..." 

(b) SI : comme i dit mon patron..«.. (IV-B) 

"as my boss says..'.." 

(c) SI : ben le nom double comme on a nous (VI) 

"well the double name like we"ve got" 

Si's subordinate constructions above still produce S-V inversion as the subject NP is 

post-posed after the verb but here, in contrast with the examples from Conversation IV-

.A. the clitic is maintained. 

The unaccusative or unergative verbs constitute a small, subclass of the cl.-V S 

word order, and one where clitic morphologization has reached 100%. perhaps because of 

the small number of tokens produced or perhaps because, fimctionally, post-posing of the 

subject NPs favors earlier morphologization because of the need to identify the form of 

the verb as soon as possible. Only si.x tokens are produced, all in the same conversation. 

IV-B, 3 of them produced by the same speaker, S9. and 2 of the remaining 3 produced by 

S9's wife. SIO, and the final one. by SI, in response to SIO's use of it. In Si's case, it 
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could well be a form of speech accommodation, since he appears in all the other 

conversations and never uses it in any of them, although none of those speakers do either. 

(7.11) Unaccusatives (SI. S9. SIO. IV-B) 

(a) S9: i vient beaucoup d'humidite juste a ce moment la..(...) 

*up comes lots of humidity just then" 

(b) S9: et pis il est venu un tas de--d'esperantistes.. 

"and then a bunch of—of Esperantists turned up.." 

(c) S9: alors il arrive des gens..qui..n'ont jamais compris..(;a.. 

"then along came a group of people..\vho..never understood..that.." 

(d) SIO; izont..peu a peu vendu toutes les maisons il en reste plus que deux 

maintenant izont vendu encore une i n'en reste plus qu'une.. 

"bit by bit..(they) sold all the houses (there) are only two left now they 

sold another one yet and now (there)"s only one left..* 

(e) S1: done i reste laquelle? le—la ou ya les: 

"so which one is left? the—the one where (there) are the:" 

Despite the marked nature of this form in conversation, it is still entirely in keeping with 

the general direction of morphologization of clitics. 

The two word orders just examined in 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 (i.e. S(cl.)-V and (cl.)-VS. 

respectively) between them account for the quasi-totality (97.7%) of subject NP 

placement in this corpus. Nevertheless, the three remaining minor categories are 

potentially very enlightening for determining both the roles of the clitics and the subject 

NPs in the face of progressive morphologization of the clitics into inflectional prefi.xes. 
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7.2.3: SrcI.)-VT 

•A. minor category that straddles the pre- vs. post-posing issue is the S(cl.)-VT (n. 

= 4). Here a NP. not usually the identical one. both precedes and follows the verbal core, 

to borrow Schwegler's (1990) term. Though possible, it is clearly not a preferred type of 

finite utterance for these speakers as it accounts for less than 1%. only 0.7%. of the 

subject NP utterances. Perhaps speakers find it overly repetitive. It is shown as follows, 

in the persons where it occurs. 

(7.12 ) Scl.-VT Utterances 

(a) 2Sg. (n. = 1.3:32.7%) 

SI2: parce que toi t'as pris..le nom Schulz toi ?... (VI) 

"b'cuz you took..the name Schulz didn't you?" 

(b) 3Sg. (n. = 2.7; 6.37%) 

S5 : Dennis i retoume au mois de septembre Im... (Ill) 

"but Dennis is going back in September" 

Taken independently, the relationship between the pre- and post-posed NPs in the first 

two examples may seem unclear. But in the context of what we saw in the major 

categories, where the preference was overwhelmingly in favor of pre-posing, here I 

assume the preposed NP to be the subject and the post-posed one to be some sort of 

afterthought despite lack of obvious indications to that effect in the above examples. 

In contrast with the major categories, in the S(cl.)-VT utterances, the clitic is 

present 100% of the time. 
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7.2.4: TScl.-V 

Just as the single pre-posed S (cl.)-V was the largest categor\'. the double pre-

posed TScl.-V construction is the largest of the minor categories (n. = 11). accounting for 

1.4% of the utterances containing an overt subject NP. And at least in some models of 

grammar (e.g.. those that accept syntactic trees with certain fixed positions as evidence), 

it is also potentially the most intriguing for determining the consequences of clitic 

morphologization on both the clitics themselves and on the subject NPs. For here, the cl.-

V unit is preceded not just by one NP. but by two. The consequences of this addition 

cannot be underestimated, and, in tlie ensuing discussion of this point. I am grateful to D. 

Terence Langendoen for his insights in talking over this issue with me (p.c). As long as 

only one subject NP precedes the clitic, it can be endlessly argued whether one is subject 

and the other topic of the utterance or intonation unit or whether one is inflection and the 

other subject/topic, since the two overlap in unmarked utterances (Trask. 1995. p. 266). 

But as soon as the clitic-verb complex is preceded by two NPs. not just one. the first NP 

would be assumed to be the Topic of the utterance or intonation unit and the second, the 

Subject, thus leaving the clitic without an NP position. The only remaining possibility is 

as the verbal Inflection, or Infl.. in the syntactic tree. Such a result is predicted, as we 

have seen in Chapter 1. by the grammatical ization literature, which attests to the recurrent 

pattern of once-independent pronouns eroding over time to inflections a la Givon's 

(1971. in Hopper and Traugott. 1993) adage about today's morphology is yesterday's 

syntax. In the case of ESSF. as former pronouns of an SVO language, these inflections 
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are realized as prefixes. Crucial to this analysis, of course, is that the clitic actually 

appear in all of these utterances. It does. 

(7.13) TScl.-V Utterances 

(a) 3Sg. (n. = 7; 63.6%%) 

(i) Tom, c't enfoire, i m'prend, le—euh i m'prend le: le mi.xeur.. (SI. I) 

"an" Tom. that lunatique takes the—uh takes the: the mi.xer for me.." 

(ii) mais rautrei..Sandrine; alors elle at pris son meilleur... (SIO. IV-B) 

'but the other one..Sandrine really gave it her best..." 

(iii) mais Armand, lui, il a, pas vu...mais Arm and, luh il ai pas:... (SI 2. VI) 

"but what about Armand he hasn't seen... but Armand. he hasn't:..." 

(b)3Pl. (n. =4; 36.4%%) 

(i) parce que eu.x..eu.x ca aurait ioue... (SI. I) 

"b'cuz with them..they would have worked out...' 

(ii) ouais..les barbeles autour des preaux d'ecoles ga ca m'a scie... (S4. II) 

•yeah..the barbed wire around the schoolyards lhal just killed me..." 

(ii) les Cuche..ceux de Sonvilier i sont aussi marques... (S12, VI) 

'the Cuches..the ones from Sonvilier are lisited too..." 

The brief pause, signaled by (..). that some speakers allow between the first and second 

NPs. may indicate that they are, in fact, treating the first one as a topic. 

In addition to these TScl.-V utterances, five more pre-verbal, TScl.-V utterances 

occur with c 'est, as if this is a particularly favorable environment, given the long

standing morphologization of c 'est. 
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(7.14) TS c 'est Utterances 

(a) mais Mont Lemmon avec son lac..ca c'est super joli...( S12. V) 

"but Mount Lemmon with its lake..now that's really pretty..." 

(b) mais £§ Picacho Peak c'est la derriere.. .(SI. VI) 

"but that. Picacho Peak's back there..." 

(c) ben £a justement £a c"est Sete... (SI3. V) 

"but that right there, that's Sete..." 

It may not be purely coincidental that a heavy concentration of this type of utterance 

occurs in vacation/picture talk, where extra referentiaily is beneficial in singling out in 

the photos what one has visited. 

Given the degree of referential specificity involved in these TScl.-V 

constructions, it should not be surprising that they are not more numerous in the corpus as 

a whole. Communicatively, speakers do not usually need this much explicitness. other 

than, for example, when looking at pictures. After all. as will be addressed in Section 7.3 

of this chapter, utterances containing any subject NP are in a distinct minority in this 

corpus of ESSF. Therefore, taken in this light, the TScl.-V construction constitutes a 

minor but thoroughly viable construction in ESSF. It is one. in fact, that is predicted by 

the morphologization of the clitics. Thus, well integrated as it is into the rest of the 

system, it can be viewed in short as a variant of the Scl.-V structure. 

Finally by way of comparison, for those not swayed by syntactic trees, it is 

interesting to note that these TS constructions exist in the written language as well but 

minus the clitic, as the following examples from L' illustrate. 
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(7.15) TS -V in Written Swiss French 

(a) Olivier Carre, lui. -n'a « pas de souvenir de plaintes de clients deposees en 

1999 qui portaient sur ce theme... » (j[^31 mai 2000, 22. p. 47) 

"As for Olivier Carre, he does "not remember any client complaints being 

filed about this in 1999..." 

(b) La police federale. die, -surchauffe. ravie d'avoir enfin le m.oyen de 

prouver qu'il faut cesser de la demembrer et la laisser ficher. ficher et reficher. 

{L \ 17 aout 2000. 33. p. 5) 

"As for the Federal Police, it's chomping at the bit, delighted to finally 

have a way of proving that we've got to stop chopping it up and let it get back 

to drawing up its little files on ever\'one." 

(c) Les iardins, eux. -sont mines. (Z,'. 25 mai 2000. 21. p.27) 

"As for the gardens, (even) they are mined." 

These examples are the vsTitten equivalents of the spoken, corpus exzimples discussed at 

the beginning of this section. They are simply two variants of the same construction. 

Predictably, the spoken examples include the clitic, (7.15a.b). whereas the written 

e.xamples above lack the clitic. (7.15c). But. even in this construction (and with the 

trailing 3 PI. environment), there are examples of the spoken language creeping into the 

written language, as we saw in Chapter 6, repeated here as (7.16). 

(7.16) Written TScl-V 

Car les policiers. eux, ils savent se defendre. (Z,', n° 26, 29 juin 2000, p. 5) 

'Because as for the police, they know how to protect themselves.' 
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7.2.5: cl.-VST 

Considering the degree to which ESSF favors subject pre-posing over post-

posting. whether or not a Topic appears in addition, it is to be anticipated that tokens of 

the cl-VST construction would be even more scare. Speaker 11 produced a single token: 

(7.17) cl.-VST Utterance 

et pis i nouza explique..le gars..le chauffeur de bus la... (Sll. VI) 

"an" the guy e.xplained to us..the bus driver I mean..." 

Recourse to c 'est produced two other tokens: 

(7.18) c 'est ST Utterances 

(a) c'est un vieu.\ cactus £a devant..le brun?... (SI3, V) 

"is that an ol' cactus there in front..the brown one" 

(b) c'est pas le dernier £a..« I'Escarbille »... (S12. VI) 

'that one's not the latest issue..of 

In the all three tokens, the final NP is preceded by an intonation break, potentially 

indicative of an afterthought. In contrast, no intonation break precedes the first NP. the 

subject, at least with the two c est tokens. The first NP seems fully integrated into the 

predication as a freely inverted subject; the second, an afterthought (Lambrecht, 1981). 

does not. 

The exact status of the second post-posed NP in these utterances may be 

debatable but that aspect is not as central to this study as the mere fact that, 

distributionally. on the one hand this double post-posed structure exists but on the other 

hand, it is very low frequency. Just as the TS(cl.)-V was possible, so is the (cl.)-VST 
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one. And, just as pre-posed, single S(cl.)-V constructions were considerably more 

frequent than (cl.)-VS ones, the same holds true for TS(cl.)-V versus (cl.)-VST 

structures. Finally, here too. although perhaps less surprisingly than in the two previous 

pre-posing constructions, the inflectional prefi.x is an integral part of the construction. 

These parallels lead one to view it. in sum. as a sort of mirror image of the TS(cl.)-V 

structure, but concurrently lower frequency, just as (cl.)-VS is much lower frequency 

than S(cl.)-V. 

7.2.6: TSfcl.VVST 

Although this category should be a theoretical possibility, fortunately no 

utterances this cumbersome occurred. .A.s Adrienne Lehrer commented (p.c.). there are 

limits to how redundant speakers can be in successful communication. 

7.2.7: Summary of Subject NP Position 

As we have seen, pre-posing of the subject NP is by far the preferred position for 

subject NPs. accounting for 85% of the S (cl.)-V structures. In this case, it has been 

suggested that it might be preferable to view all pre-posing subject NPs (Scl.-VT. and 

TScl.-V. in addition to S(cl.)-V) together under a single pre-posing rubric (n. = 664.1). 

thereby accounting for 87.2% of the utterances containing a subject NP. The post-posed 

NPs. whether (cl.)-VS or (cl.)-VST, seem to justify the same approach, as two variants of 

this non-dominant constituent order, thus bringing to 12.8% (n. = 97.5). a figure not too 

far behind Lizardi's (1993) figure of 17% for post-posing in Puerto Rican Spanish. 

These figures suggest nothing other than the traditional SVO order for ESSF and that 

rumors of French becoming a verb-initial language have been greatly exaggerated 
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(although, stay tuned for Section 7.3 for a possible explanation of how these rumors got 

started). Additionally, the minor constructions TScl.-V and cl.-VST have been shown to 

lend crucial evidence for the morpholigization of the clitics into verbal inflections. 

7.3: Function &. Frequency Of Utterances Containing A Subject NP 

The final dimension of the subject NP to be discussed in this chapter is their 

function and frequency in the corpus. Here. too. although detailed figures are already 

available at the Individual and Conversational levels, for the sake of speed and clarity. I 

will present only the Overall results. In this section, too, it is essential to distinguish 

between pure grammaticality and discourse function. 

7.3.1: This Corpus of Evervdav Spoken Swiss French (ESSF) 

In this corpus of ESSF. a subject NP, of any kind or position and across all si.x 

grammatical persons, occurs in only 12.3% of the total finite utterances (n. = 9.749: Sl-

adjusted n. = 6.553.13). In contrast with other figures already discussed in Chapters 4-5. 

in particular 1) clitic morphologization in all finite utterances and 2) clitic 

morphologization in utterances containing an overt subject NP. this figure does not drop 

once the SI-adjustment is made. This 12.3% is both the total and SI-adjusted result. If 

IV-A were hypothetically factored out, as was done in the two categories discussed in 

Chapters 4-5. the present figure drops only two-tenths of one percent to 12.1% for total 

finite utterances containing an overt subject NP. This situation contrasts sharply with the 

more than three point rise (73.2% to 76.4%) when IV-A was factored out of calculations 

for clitic morphologization in utterances containing a subject NP. This result shows the 
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remarkable stability of this feature of ESSF across speakers who otherwise display very 

different profiles. 

The other immediately salient aspect of these results is that only a small 

percentage of total finite utterances actually make use of an overt subject NP. If 12.3% 

of utterances include them, this means that they are absent in an overwhelming 87.7% of 

ail finite utterances! WTiile generative analyses might describe this as dropping the 

subject in 87.7% of the possible cases, it might be more descriptively adequate to say that 

an overt subject NP is added to only 12.3% of the utterances, to borrow a term from 

Sebastian and Slobin (1994). This fact is perhaps what has given others (Harris 1978. 

Lambrecht 1987. Matthews 1989. Nichols 1992) the impression that spoken French is/has 

become a verb-initial language, since if they are interpreting the clitic as having 

morphologized onto the verb stem, then a vast majority of utterances begin with the 

"verbal core" (Schweglen 1990). What they are overlooking, however, is the combined 

effect of I) the optionality of the subject NP and 2) the positional evidence that, as we 

have just seen in the preceding section, overwhelming favors (87.2%) a pre-verbal 

position for the subject NP, when one is present. In the examples below, the symbol 0 

stands for a null subject, here in its preferred, preverbal position. The symbol = indicates 

not only that an overt subject is missing but. moreover, that, grammatically, a subject NP 

cannot occur with that verb. Finally, # indicates the emerging zero morpheme 

developing on certain French impersonal verbs. 
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(7.19) 0 cl.-V Utterances (i.e.. without an Overt Subject) (n. = raw: 8,455) 

(a) ISg.: 0 i-aime pas la chaleur..(•..) 0 i-habite a La Chau.\-de-Fonds.. 

(S9. IV-A) 

'0 ISe.-like not hot weather..(...) 0 ISg.-live in La Chaux-de-Fonds.." 

(b) 2Sg.: ben..0 tu-parles pas comme a T Academie..0 tu-parles comme si 0 tu-

parl-ais normalement... (SI. VI) 

•well..0 2Sg.-talk not like at the [French] Academy..0 2Sg.-talk as if 0 

2Sg.-were talking the way you normally would..." 

(c) 3Sg.: serieux comme 0 il-est..0 il-a montre son passeport..0 jUa pas pu 

passer... (SI 1. VI) 

"serious the way 0 3Sg.-is..0 3Sg.-showed his passport..© 3Sg.-couldn't 

cross...' 

(d) IPl.: c'est quand 0 onn-a su qu' 0 onn-a dit.. «... (S3. I) 

'0 3rd.-is when 0 1 PI.-found out that 0 1 PI.-said.. 

(e) 2P1.: 0 vous-avez quoi? 0 vous-avez rien? ou bien 0 vous-avez un mur?... 

(SI3. V) 

•0 2Pl.-have what? 0 2Pl.-have nothing? or 0 2Pl.-have a wall?...* 

(f) 3P1.: 0 iz-ont chang-e leur date..d'ha—d'habitude 0 i-pren-aient le premier 

weekend..(...) et puis cette annee 0 iz-ont eu la mauvaise idee..euh a—pour 

Pully.. (S7. IV-A) 

'0 3>P\.-chanQ-ed their date.. .u—usually 0 3rd.-'d pick the first 

weekend..(...) and then this year 0 3PI.-had the lousy idea..uh in—for Pully..' 
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These 0 cl.-V constructions, where the overt subject NP is lacking, constitute the largest 

single utterance type in the corpus, accounting for 87.7% of all the finite utterances in the 

corpus, leading Lambrecht (1987) to refer to it as the preferred clause type. 

The results also show that there is a sizable amount of variability in actual use of 

o\'ert subject NP use across the six grammatical persons. But these are discourse issues, 

not questions of pure grammaticality. The construction itself is obviously as grammatical 

for P' person as it is for 2"''. or even 3'^'' when percentage of use may still var\'. 

(7.20) SI-adjusted Totals for Finite Utterances Containing an Overt Subject 

ISg.: 11.6%(n. = 1.361.5) 

2Sg.; 1.9% (n. = 949.7) 

3Sg.; 17.1% (n. = 2.522.3) 

1 PL: 6.3% (n. = 635.8) 

2Pl.:3.9%(n. = 95) 

3P1.: 15.5% (n. = 988.8) 

As Waugh (p.c.) pointed out upon seeing these figures, successful communication in 

face-to-face conversation requires greater referentiality for the (absent/outside) 3'^'^ person 

than for the 1 and 2"'' person: in other words, the conversational participants 

themselves, who are referentially clear. Additionally, and as briefly touched upon in the 

previous section, the actual realization of an overt subject NP (including where they are 

positioned) may be closely bound up with issues of politeness and face (Brown and 

Levinson 1978/1987). While it may be acceptable in certain contexts to firmly assert 

one's own opinion, it may be less so to ascribe too much to one's interlocutor. 
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Finally, the low percentage of overall overt subject use in finite utterances 

(12.3%). combined with the clear discourse effects, does not at the present time support 

the suggestion (Ashby. 1980). that the overt subject NPs themselves, especially the true, 

personal pronouns, and in particular moi. are grammaticalizing in turn into a new series 

of obligatory subjects. In fact, moi is a case in point: S3, a young woman who does not 

hesitate to speak her mind, uses it in 17.7% of her ISg. finite utterances, in contrast with 

the demure hostess. S5. who uses it in only 7% of hers. The group that used moi je-V 

most in Ashby's study (professional, middle-aged men) may be speakers that, like S3, do 

not hesitate to speak their minds. Furthermore, they are not usually found at the leading 

edge of language change, either. So, at least now. this looks like a difference in 

individual discourse style/circumstances, not incipient grammaticalization. 

In sum. in ESSF. the subject NP is a totally optional phrasal element syntactically, 

but one whose actual use or non-use in any given utterance is entirely conditioned by the 

discourse, not the grammar. 

7.3.2 Romance in General 

So in terms of the use of overt or null subjects. Everyday Spoken Swiss French 

compares favorably with other Romance 'pro-drop' languages. With regard to what I 

have called the true, personal pronouns, Bernard Py (p.c.) concurs that in ESSF moi. loi. 

liii. etc. seem to function equivalently to yo, tii, eL etc. of Spanish. In Spanish and Italian, 

in fact, in all the other Romance languages except for the Swiss varieties of Rhaeto-

Romance. which as we saw in Chapter 6 has undergone centuries of intense language 

contact with Allemanic. overt subject NPs are syntactically optional, their use or non-use 
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being governed entirely by discourse rather than grammaticality (Harris and Vincent 

1988). As Sebastian and Slobin (1994) suggest, it is perhaps more accurate, however— 

and certainly less Anglo-centric—to speak in terms of '^TO-adcT rather than '^xo-drop. ' 

since the default setting for the Romance languages is the "dropped* form. i.e. the verb 

alone, inflected for person-number but without an overt subject NP. This is the same 

construction that has proved overwhelmingly to be the dominant "minimal complete 

utterance' (Green. 1988. p. 114) in this corpus of Everyday Spoken Swiss French. 

Thus, as Sebastian and Slobin point out (1994), the task for the child acquiring 

Romance as its first language, or for the second language learner, is not when a subject 

NP can be dropped syntactically (i.e.. always) but when a subject NP must be added 

discursively (i.e.. emphasis, contrast, disambiguation). The discourse contrainsts can be 

summed up as follows. (7.21) 

(7.21) Null vs. Overt Subjects or No-add vs. Pro-add 

(a) No-add: 

1) no change in already established reference from one clause to the next 

(b) Pro-add: 

1) emphasis 

2) contrast 

3) disambiguation 

The e.xamples below (7.22-7.25) illustrate this point cross-linguistically, as they highlight 

the similarities in the realization of null and overt subjects in Spanish, Italian, and ESSF. 

The Spanish and Italian examples come from popular songs and frog story narratives 
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(Sebastian and Slobin. 1994). As such, they differ from the present corpus in that they 

are not spontaneous, unelicited dialogue. Although the frog stories may appear to be 

naturalistic speech, (and. in Spanish, perhaps they are), when they were elicited at 

another time from S2 and S3 (for whom clitics have reached an advanced stage of 

morphologization). they resulted in a plethora of the literary passe simple, entirely unlike 

anything these two speakers produced in the spontaneous spoken corpus being studied 

here. (Fonseca-Greber. 1997). This discrepancy results, of course, from the increasing 

distance that exists within French today between the highly codified written language and 

the diverse and ever-evolving spoken language, as has already been mentioned (Gadet. 

1996; Lodge. 1993). I do not know that the contrast would be as great in Spanish. In any 

case, although 1 am comparing them here for the sake of convenience, in the strictest 

sense, planned or elicited language (songs and frog stories, respectively) cannot truly be 

compared to the spontaneous, unplanned speech of the corpus here. Once again, the null 

subject is represented by 0; the impossibility of an overt subject NP by =. for the small 

subset of verbs that exist in only 3Sg. (e.g. pleuvoir "to rain." and falloir "to be 

necessar\'"); and the developing zero morpheme on certain impersonal verbs by #. 

The first example, (7.22), in the series shows the null subject or no-add context, 

where reference is established initially and then remains unchanged throughout, thereby 

making it referentially clear who the protagonist is. Therefore further overt reference 

becomes unnecessary, redundant, or even misleading, since this information is already 

specified by the person-number marking on the verb. 
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(7.22) Null Subjects or No-add in Romance: No change in already established 

referent from one clause to the next: 

(a) Spanish: 

el perro estab-a muy enfadado.. .0 sub-e a! arbol y 0 no pued-o llegar y 0 se 

ca-e lleno de moscas [S3b-3;6] (Sebastian and Slobin, 1994. p. 280) 

'the dog was ver>' angry.. ._0 climbs-3Sg. on the tree and 0 can't reach-

3Sg. and 0 falls-3Sg. full of flies" 

(b) Italian: 

un uomo abbracci-a una ragazza dopo che 0 av-eva pianto poi 0 si schiarisc-e 

la voce, e 0 ricominci-a il canto (Andrea Bocelli. Caruso) 

'a man ktsses-3Sg. a girl after 0 vvas-3Sg. crying, then 0 clears-3Sg. his 

throat and 0 begins-3Sg. his song over again" 

(c) Everyday Spoken Swiss French 

et ce Penny: il-a mis pas mal de temps—0 i-commencait a avoir mal aux 

poignets a fa^onner a la fin—au debut..t'vois..surtout quand 0 tu-fais des pates 

un peu dures...0 i-m-a dit « 0 tu-peux pas faire ta pate un peu plus tendre? » 

0 j-dis « non parce que le pain i-va se casser la figure done 0 t-as interet a 

t-habituer »...apres 0 c:-allait...et..c-etait genial ce(l)ui-la parce que... 

0 il-etait roumain...0 il-avait vingt—euh vingt-deux ans.. .(S1.1) 

"an" this Dennv 3Sg.-took a while—0 3Sg.-started having problems with 

his wrists from all the shaping by the end—at the 

beginning..y'know..especially when 0 2Sg.-make your dough a little on the 
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firm side.. .0 3Se.-said to me "can't 0 2Sg.-make your dough a little softer?" 

an" 0 ISg.-say "no b"cuz the bread "11 3Sg.-fall so you're just gonna hafta get 

used to it"...after that 0 3Sg.-vvas OK...an'..that guv 3Sg.-was great 

b'cuz...0 3Sg.-\vas Rumanian...0 3Sg.-vvas twenty—euh twenty-two..." 

With the morphologization of the subject clitics into inflectional prefixes of person-

number/gender on the verb in ESSF. we can now see how the overt subject NP—el perro 

(7.22a). un uomo (7.22b). and Denny (7.22c)—introduces the main protagonist at the 

outset of the narration but then how the rest of the narration is carried out in the no-add 

situation via the null subject. 0. and person-number/gender marking on the verb, since 

there is no possible confusion with other protagonists. 

The remaining three examples (7.23-7.25) are all variants on the Overt Subject or 

Pro-add condition. The first of these is Emphasis. (7.23). 

(7.23) Overt Subjects or Pro-add in Romance: Emphasis 

(a) Spanish 

0 me ensen-aste a caminar..0 me ensen-aste a rein.contigo de la mano 

aprend-i lo que es vivir..Padre cuanto te quier-o..Padre te quier-o tanto..porque 

tu ere-s el consuelo.. 

(Esther Sanchez, "Padre cuanto te quiero") 

0 taught-2Sg. me to walk..0 taught-2Sg. me to laugh..with my hand in 

yours 0 leamed-lSg. what 'life is all about..Father how much 0 love-lSg. 

you..Father 0 love-lSg. you so much..for vou are-2Sg. comfort and 

reassurance" 
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(b) Italian 

0 viv-o per lei..nient"aItro h^o 0..e quanti altri 0 incontretr-6 che come me 0 

h-anno scritto in viso : io viv-o per lei... (Andrea Bocelli. •Romanza") 

•0 live-1 Sg. for her..nothing else do 0 have-lSg... .and how many others 

0 will meet-lSg. who like me have written-3Pl. on their faces: / live-1 Sg. for 

her..." 

(c) Everyday Spoken Swiss French 

mmm! 0 on-s-est:..moi ich-t-dis....moi..moi ich-fais ce metier..parce que 

0 ich-fais ce metier pis parce que 0 i-aime ce metier puis de le faire comme-i-

faut...0 i-aime pas assez pour faire les fiers a bras.... (S3. I) 

'mmm! O 1 PL-were.. .Fm 1 Sg.Nom.-2Sg.-telling ya as for me..I ISg.-do 

this trade..b"cuz 0 ISg.-do this trade an" b"cuz 0 ISg.-like this trade an" doing it 

right.. .0 ISg.-like not enough to play show-off with my tray ' 

In addition to the appearance of the subject pronoun—tu (7.23a). io (7.23b). and moi 

(7.23c)—for speaker emphasis, note how in the neutral clauses of these examples, the 

speaker does not include the pronoun and the null subject is marked by 0. 

The second overt subject, or pro-add. conte.xt is Contrast. 

(7.24) Overt Subjects or Pro-add in Romance: Contrast 

(a) Spanish 

el buho sigu-io a Tomy. hasta que 0 se refug-io en lo alto de una piedra y ya 

0 lo dei-6 en paz. y ^ sigu-io buscando (Sebastian and Slobin. 1994. p. 282) 
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'The owl foUowed-3Sg. Tomy, until 0 protected-3Sg. himself [itself] 

(=owl) on the top of a rock and finally 0 left-3Sg. (=ovvl) him (=boy) in 

peace, and (=boy) continued-3Sg. searching' [S20d] 

(b) Italian 

io che non potro mai creare niente. io am-o I'amore ma non la gente. io che 

non saro mai un Dio. (...) tu che puoi creare con la tua voce, tu pens-i i 

pensieri della gente, poi di Dio c'e solo Dio (Andrea Bocelli, Vivere) 

'I. who shall never be able to create anything. I love-lSg. love but not 

people. I who shall never be a god. (...) you, who can create with your voice. 

vou think-2Sg. the thoughts of the people; then, as for God. there is only 

God.-

(c) Everyday Spoken Swiss French 

(i) c'qui-est marrant c-est qu' elle elle-aime le Suchard..et moi i-aime le 

Caotina..0 j-ai horreur du Suchard...0 c-est trop sucre pour moi... (SI. I) 

"what's funny 3rd.-is that 3Sg.-likes Suchard..and I ISg.-like 

Caotina..0 ISg.-can't stand Suchard...0 3rd.-is too sweet forme...' 

(ii) est-ce qu' 0 on-devra montrer..? 0 j-sais pas si eux i-l-ont vu..deja mais..a 

Armand.. 0 c-est..notre: notre fete des quarante ans de mariage (...) 

= #-ya~ = #-ya bien les quarante-deux dis donc..mais Armand lui il-l-a 

pas vu mais..vous 0 j-sais pas si 0 on-vous-avait montre.. mais Armand 

lui il-l-a pas;.. (S12, VI) 
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"0 1 PI.-shall show..? 0 ISg.-know not if thev 3Nom.-3Sg.Acc.-'ve 

seen ©..already but..to Armand..0 3rd-is..our: our fortieth anniversar\' 

party (...) = #-is going on forty-two time flies..but as for Armand he 

3Nom.-3Sg.Acc.-hasn't seen 0 but...as for you 0 ISg.-don't know si 0 

lPl.Nom.-2Pl.Acc.-had showed...but as for Armand he 3Nom.-3Sg.Acc.-

hasn't:...' 

In the Spanish example (7.24a). note how the owl (3Sg.) has been the ongoing 

protagonist during this section of the narrative up until Tomy (also 3Sg.) reassumes that 

role when he resumes his search for the frogs. It is at that point with two possible 3Sg. 

referents that the narrator inserts el to contrast the boy and his search from the owl and its 

previous activies. Notice also how this example contrasts with the examples in the null 

subject or no-add condition in (7.22) above where there was no change in the protagonist. 

The contrast in the Italian. (7.24b). and the ESSF. (7.24c). examples is readily 

apparent because of the shift from one grammatical person to another: 1 Sg. to 2Sg. in 

Italian. (7.24b). and 3Sg. to ISg. in the first French e.xample (7.24c, i) and 3P1. to 3Sg. in 

the second (7.24c, ii). Despite the distinctive person marking on the verbs in both Italian. 

(7.24b). am-o vs. pens-L and ESSF. (7.24c. i) elle-aime vs-f-aime. in order for the 

speakers to successfully signal the contrast at the discourse level, they must still add the 

overt subject pronoun: io vs. lii in Italian. (7.24b). and elle vs. moi. (7.24c.i). in ESSF. 

Then in (7.24c.ii). note how the first time through lui is present but not stressed while the 

second time through. S12 gives it heavy contrastive stress in addition to emphasize the 

contrast. Another interesting feature of (7.24c, ii) is one which Lambrecht (1981) and 
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Bames (1985) in iheir topic-agreement analysis of Spoken French, following Li and 

Thompson (1976) for Chinese, have argued is characteristic of Spoken French generally. 

It is the presence of the left-dislocated topic. Armand. Although the present analysis 

shows that ESSF has gone well beyond the topic-agreement stage and back to subject-

agreement status in the S cl-V constructions, this example shows that topics do still play 

an important role in ESSF, via the TS cl-V constructions. In fact, (7.24c. ii) allows us to 

see the complete range of possibilities, distinct from one another, in the full line-up of 

Topic (^Armand). Overt Subject Pronoun {lui). followed fmally by the prefixally inflected 

finite Verb (/-/-a), which here, additionally includes the 3Sg.Acc. morpheme. /. As 

Langendoen (p.c) points out. when only one is present, it can be difficult to determine if 

it is topic or subject, or a fijsion of the two, since, as Lehrer (p.c.) comments, they can 

often converge in unmarked constructions (Trask, 1993. p. 266). This overlap could 

perhaps account in part for why different studies report apparently conflicting findings 

regarding the presence or absence of measurable pause length between the minimal 

complete cl.-V utterance and other material that may optionally appear either to the left 

or right of this verbal core (Ashby. 1994 Lambrecht, 1981; Bames, 1985. Roberge. 

1990). Finally, the existence of topicalization in ESSF in no way needs to reinforce the 

traditional marginal ization of French from the rest of the Romance family, as. according 

to Green (1988). it is used in Spanish as well. 

The third overt subject or pro-add context Disambiguation. 
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(7.25) Overt Subjects or Pro-add in Romance: Disambiguation 

(a) Spanish 

y acerc-an detras de un ironco para ver si las ranas que ahi' cerca so-n las que 

ellos and-an buscando [S20c] (Sebastian and Slobin, 1994. p. 282) 

"and 0 approach-3Pl. (= boy and dog) behind a trunk to see if the frogs-

F.Pl.. that are nearby. are-3PI. the ones that thev-M.Pl. (= boy and dog) are-

3P1. looking for" 

(b) Italian 

—no example available— 

(c) Everyday Spoken Swiss French 

(i) ces—ces avocats -ne font que 9a.. = #-ya une catastrophe 0 i-s-

jettent..pas sur les cadavres mais sur la famille des cadavres..xx (S7: ouais 

pour les-persuader de deposer une plainte..) pour les-persuader 

immediatement de faire proces..de~de~demander le 

maximum..parce(que) gt/x..i-sont tres interesses a:avoir une commission 

importante... (S8. IV-A) 

'those—those lawyers -do nothing but that... = #-is a disaster 0 

3Nom.-Rflx.-pounce on..not on the corpses but on the family of the 

corpses..XX (S7: yeah to 3Pl.Acc.-persuade 0 to file a suit..) to 3Pl.Acc.-

persuade 0 (=the families-F.Pl. (grammatically, but mixed gender, 

conceptually) of the victims) to sue right away..an"—and ask for the 
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biggest settlement possible..because thev (=the lavwers-M.Pl.)..3Pl.-are 

really after a nice big commission..." 

(ii) ben 0 9a-m-rappeile tou—toujours I'histoire a Claude-Andre..quand 0 iz-

etaient a Adelboden..mmhmm 0 c-est comme—quand Claude-Andre il 

etait: done Malbetaz.. 0 il-etait a Adelboden...0 il-avait des 

Britanniques...pis eux iz-etaient en bas...pis le Britannique il-avait deja ete 

couche...pis au bout d'un moment..bien sur 0 il-avait ete couche 0 il-avait 

un pyjama et autre..au bout d'un moment..0 iz-entendent un immenrse 

bruit en haut...pis rien du tout...plus rien pendant: dix minutes a peu 

pres...pis tout d'un coup 0 iz-ent—0 i-voient la trappe..pis 0 i-voient 

rAnglais..completement bien habille complet avec la cravate 

qui-descend... « euh..mon lit.. -s'est casse.... » (SI. VI) 

"well 0 al—always 3rd.-reminds me of a story of Claude-

Andre's..when 0 (=the Esperantists) 3Pl.-were at Adelboden..mmhmm..0 

3rd-is how—when Claude-Andre 3Sg.-vvas: Malbetaz that is.. 0 3Sg.-was 

at Adelboden...0 3Sg.-had some Brits...and thev (=Claude-Andre and all 

the other Esperantists except the British ones) 3pl-were downstairs...and 

the British guy 3Sg.-had already gone to bed...then after a while..of 

course 0 3Sg.-had already gone to bed [so] 0 3Sg.-was already in his 

pyjamas or whatever..after a while.. 0 3Pl.-hear this hu:ge crash 

upstairs...then nothing at all...nothing else fo:r ten more minutes or 

so...then all of a sudden 0 3Pl.-hea~0 3rd.-see the trap door.then 
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0 3rd.-see the English guy..all dressed up tie an* all coming 

douTi..."uh..my bed..broke...." 

In the Spanish e.xample. (7.25a). the boy and his dog or the frogs are both possible plural 

referents for the pi. verb, cmd-an biisccmdo. that follows. The verb alone, however, marks 

number but not gender via its suffixal inflection -an. This leads to ambiguity as to which 

of the two PI. participants already evoked are the ones actually doing the looking. The 

boy and his dog. however, are M.Pl.. while the frogs are F.Pl. Therefore the speaker adds 

the M.Pl. pronoun ellos. in order to clarify for the listener that it is the M.Pl. boy and his 

dog. not the F.Pl. frogs that are doing the looking. In the first French example. SI 

disambiguates between two M.Sg. referents, not via a pronoun but via a noun, le 

Briiannique. in order to switch from the previously ongoing referent. Claude-Andre. 

From that point on. no additional switches are required and both go along as 0: 3Sg. for 

le Briiannique. and 3P1. for Claude-Andre, now in a group of other Esperantists. 

A source of ambiguity equivalent to the Spanish example presumably cannot 

come from the 3 PI. pronoun, eia^ in ESSF. At the beginning of this chapter, and repeated 

in (7.27) below. S6 showed us how ESSF has lost its F.3P1. true, personal pronoun elles. 

as discussed in Chapter I. While she talked about her F.Pl. petit^ cousines, she 

recounted that generic 3 PI. eicc i-savaient. The originally masculine true, personal 

pronoun eitx has expanded and assumed the functions of elles as well. Therefore, the 3P1. 

true, personal pronoun eux cannot be used to disambiguate two possible plural referents 

the way M.Pl. ellos and F.Pl. ellas can in Spanish. 
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Furthermore, the 3P1. inflectional prefixes still retain some capacity for gender 

marking, as shown in (7.26) below. Notice also how M.Pl. (ous is selected instead of F. 

loiaes. even though SI is addressing a group of women. 

(7.26) Residual Gender Marking in 3P1. Inflectional Prefixes 

comme 0 vous-savez tous..en Suisse 0 iz-ont des vaches et 0 ez-ont les—les 

cloches.. (SI. II) 

"as 0 you all-M.Pl. know..in Switzerland 0 M.3Pl.-'ve got cows (F.Pl.) an" 0 

F.3Pl.-'ve got b—bells' 

This residual gender marking, however, is becoming increasingly rare, as masculine 

spreads to subsume feminine there too. as shown in (7.27) below. 

(7.27) Endangered Gender Marking in 3PI. Inflectional Prefixes 

(a) mes petites cousines (...) mais eux i-savaient..0 iz-apprenaient le fran^ais 

mieux que nous rallemand..a recole..(...) tandis qu'eux i-faisaient plein de 

fautes... (S6. Ill) 

'mv-pl. little-F. cousins-F.. (...) but thev-3Pl. 3-knevv.. 0 3Pl.-leamed 

French better than we did German..in school..(...) but thev-3Pl. 3-made 

mistakes all over the place..." 

(c) des mures i-sont venus toutes seules... (S9. IV-B) 

'some-pl. blackberries-F. 3PI.-cropped up all-F. by themselves" 

(d) mais les plantes de I'annee d"apres en general i r'poussent hein (S1, IV-B) 

'but the next year's plants generally grow back' 
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Therefore the M./F. distinction in the 3 PI. is not a reliable source for examples of 

disambiguation via the true, personal pronoun subject. Furthermore, although les families 

"the families' is grammatically feminine, it is conceptually mixed, and so. could take eicc 

for that reason too. just like the M.Pl. les avocats "the lawyers' which also take eiix. 

Hence, we see the necessity of introducing the overt subject pronoun here, in order to 

disambiguate between the two participants, i.e., the families of the victims vs. the 

lawyers. 

The only absolutely reliable envirormient available at the present time is the 

Sg./PI. distinction in verbs whose stem begins with a consonant. Examine again S6's 

description of her little cousins, in (7.27a) above. Of the three person verbs she uses 

(i-savaiCeni). iz-apprenai(ent). and i-faisai(enl)). only one of them audibly marks the 

Sg./Pl. distinction: 3Sg. il-apprenai(t) vs. 3P1. iz-apprenai(en)l. The other two. 

i-savai(enl). and i-faisai(cnl). with the consonant intial stems make no auditory 

distinction between 3Sg. and 3PI.; 3Sg. i-sav-ai(t), i-fais-ai(t) — 3P1. i-sav-ai(ent). i-fais-

ai(eni). where the parentheses enclose endings that were pronounced in earlier stages of 

the language but that are now silent. At its present stage of evolution, this is the only 3'^'' 

person context where verb marking alone is insufficient for determining its referent. This 

is the context where the speaker might add a true, personal pronoun (Sg. lui. or PI. eux) or 

some subject NP in order to forestall any possible confusion on the part of the listener 

between 3Sg. and 3P1. A cursory inspection of part of the corpus failed to reveal any 

examples of this rather restricted context that requires a consonant initial verb stem of an 

-er verb that is not accompanied by a vowel initial form of an avoir or etre auxiliary 
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verb. Despite the option of the historical present, a large part of the narratives remain in 

the passe compose and/or imperfect, further narrowing the possiblilities of an appropriate 

environment for disambiguation. In light of the preceding examples (i.e., 1) null subjects 

with ongoing referents. (7.22). and 2) overt subjects for emphasis. (7.23). contrast. (7.24). 

and disambiguation. (7.25)). we can see that ESSF patterns identically to Spanish and 

Italian in its use of null and overt subjects. 

In addition, the fact that null and overt subject NPs function identically in 

Spanish. Italian and ESSF. a comparison of the percentage of overt subject use between 

Ever>'day Spoken Swiss French and the other Romance languages proves very revealing. 

According to Valian (1991), in Italian, only 9-15% of utterances contain an overt 

preverbal subject. The comparable figure for this corpus is 10.1% (and 12.3% overt 

subject use overall) figures that fall squarely in the middle of that range. 

7.4: Chapter Summary 

In this chapter on the analysis of subject NPs in Everj'day Spoken Swiss French, 

we have seen two things. First, pre-posing of the subject NP is the vastly predominant 

position for its placement (87.2%). although just as in Spanish (Chomsky, 1981. Liceras. 

1989. Lizardi. 1993), the overt subject NP of ESSF undergoes free subject-verb inversion 

in 12.8% of the utterances containing an overt subject, both with ergative and non-

ergative verbs alike, as Liceras (1989) found for Spanish. Second, the subject NP is far 

from an obligatory element. The overt subject NP of ESSF, being governed by discourse 

factors, is highly optional in actual use. though it is syntactically possible anywhere. 

Ultimately, it occurs in only 12.3% of the total finite utterances in the corpus. There. 
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both its function and frequency of use closely resemble overt subject use in the other 

prototypical pro-drop Romance languages. 
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CHAPTER 8 : 

BEYOND THE CORPUS: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TYPOLOGY OF ESSF 

This chapter tries to place the corpus-based findings of the previous chapters in 

their larger linguistic context in order to round out our understanding of ESSF. First. I 

apply two non-corpus-based tests to ESSF. as analyzed here via the corpus. Second. I 

briefly situate this reanalyzed form of French into the larger typology of the Romance 

language family. Thirdly. 1 briefly draw comparisons between ESSF and various 

Romance Creoles. Finally, I briefly discuss the findings from the corpus with regard to 

first and second language acquisition. 

8.1; Two Tests From Generative Grammar 

The previous chapters analyzing the subject clitics (Chapters 3-5) and the subject 

NPs (Chapters6-7) have revealed two potentially conflicting states of affairs. First, while 

morphologization of the subject clitics into inflectional prefi.ves is generally well 

advanced and has reached completion in most environments of Ever>'day Spoken Swiss 

French, there are some trailing environments where the clitic has not yet fully 

morphologized, notably in certain 3'^'^ person environments that contain an overt subject 

NP. Second, despite this lack of full, across-the-board clitic morphologization in all 

environments of ESSF, the overt subjects already seem to function, both in terms of 

pattern and percentage of usage, identically to those of Spanish and Italian. It is almost 

as if the wave of morphologization that is sweeping through the inflectional system of 

ESSF reached a critical mass at some point, and that the language has switched from 

being a non-pro-drop language back to being a pro-drop, or null subject, one. even before 
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clitic morphologization could finish running its course throughout the remaining 

environments. Further, it would appear that some of these trailing environments are 

being further delayed by the role that v\Titten French with its accompanying baggage play 

in the lives of speakers. Posner (1997. p. 126) discusses this interrelationship between 

innovation and loss as follows; 

Defmitive loss of a linguistic feature must be abrupt, though decline in 
frequency of use and range of domain may be detected over a long time 
period. Thus, in my terms, the dictum that linguistic change is gradual and 
imperceptible is misleading. Both innovation and loss must occur at a 
point of time, but the innovation may spread gradually through the 
community, and through the lexicon. Defmitive loss may have to wait for 
the last conserv'ative speaker to die, and the final resistant le.xical item to 
fall out of use. This is a very strong requirement that may rarely be 
attainable in real life. However, we can often write off aberrant items as 
lexical relics, and assert that a chimge has been completed as an earlier 
process is no longer productive. 

Although she alludes to lexical examples in this quote. 1 surmise that she is 

referring to linguistic structures in general, since she goes on to cite examples of 

phonological change. 

Therefore, in keeping with the hypothesis that ESSF has actually already made 

the typological switch back to pro-drop, or null subject, status. I present the results of two 

additional tests. These are two theoretically-based, descriptive tests separate from the 

corpus itself but which, by following the same analysis of the subject clitics and overt 

subject NPs as proposed here for the corpus, offer additional support to my contention 

that ESSF has become once again a null subject language via the morphologization of the 

clitics into affixes, i.e. inflectional prefixes. The next two tests are classic ones that are 

well known in the generative literature. If I am applying them here, it is not to break any 
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new theoretical ground in syntactic theory as a mental abstraction but rather as a 

descriptive heuristic in support of the analysis being developed here. They are the Overt 

Pronoun Constraint (Montalbetti. 1984) and the Pro-drop Parameter (Chomsky. 1981). 

8.1.1: Overt Pronoun Constraint (Montalbetti. 1984) 

The Overt Pronoun Constraint (OPC) is a formalism proposed by Montalbetti 

(1984) to explore the interpretation of pronouns under certain binding conditions. 

Spanish differs from English in large part because of the optionality of the pronouns in 

Spanish, in contrast with English where overt subject pronouns are obligatory in 

equivalent structures. Thus, if it turns out that ESSF follows the Spanish pattern rather 

than the English one, this would lend further support to the revision being developed 

here. i.e.. that ESSF is a prototj'pical. Romance, null subject language. 

The Spanish panem is shown in (8.1) for NPs and (8.2) for quantifiers. 

(8.1) Interpretation of Null and Overt Subjects with NPs in Spanish 

(a) Null Subject 

Juan cree que 0 es inteligente. 

(b) Overt Subject 

Juan cree que ̂  es inteligente. 

Under appropriate pragmatic circumstances, both the null subject. 0. in (8.1a) and the 

overt subject, el "he*, in (8.1b) can have either a coreferential reading (referring back to 

Juan) or free reading (referring to someone other than Juan). If. however, the NP Juan is 

replaced by a quantifier nadie 'no one" this possibility no longer holds. 
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(8.2) Binding Effects on the Interpretation of Null and Overt Subjects with 

Quantifiers in Spanish 

(a) Null Subject 

Nadie cree que 0 es inteligente. 

(b) Overt Subject 

Nadie cree que ^ es inteligente. 

Once the NP in {%.\).Juan, has been replaced by a quantifier, such as nadie, as in (8.2). 

the null subject example in (8.2a) still allows both bound and free readings, once again 

under proper pragmatic conditions. In other words, in the bound version, no one thinks it 

about him/herself that s/he is intelligent, or in the free reading, no one (no matter how 

many people you talk to about it) thinks that some other person (e.g. Fredo) is intelligent. 

However, once the NP of (8.1), Juan, has been replaced by the quantifier of (8.2). nadie. 

and the null subject, 0. has been replaced by an overt subject, el. as in (8.2b). only one 

reading, the free reading, is possible. Given the lack of referentiality of some quantifiers, 

in (8.2b). the overt subject pronoun el can have outside reference only. In other words, in 

contrast with (8.1b), in (8.2, b). el can refer only to some other person (e.g. Fredo). It 

cannot mean that each person thinks about him/herself that s/he is not intelligent. 

In ESSF, it turns out that when the subject clitics are seen as inflectional prefi.xes 

of the verb, as justified by the advanced stage of morphologization that they showed in 

Chapters 3. 4. and parts of 5, and when the true, personal pronouns (i.e.. moi, toi. lui, etc.) 

are seen as the optional, overt subject pronouns, that the corpus shows them to be. based 

on their pattern of behavior discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. then ESSF does in fact pattern 
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identically to Spanish in the way null and overt pronouns are interpreted when linked to 

an NP or a quantifier. The ESSF pattern, first shown in Fonseca-Greber (to appear), 

follows in (8.3) for NPs and (8.4) for quantifiers. 

(8.3) Interpretation of Null and Overt Subjects with NPs in ESSF 

(a) Null Subject 

Jean i-pense qu" 0 il-est intelligent. 

(b) Overt Subject 

Jean i-pense que kii il-est intelligent. 

Just as in (8.1) above, both the null subject. 0 in (8.3a). and overt subject, lui "he'in 

(8.3b) versions can have a coreferential reading (Jean) or a free reading (someone other 

than Jean), under appropriate pragmatic circumstances. However, as was the case with 

Spanish, when the NP is replaced by a quantifier, the interpretational possibilities become 

restricted. The parentheses around the inflectional prefix i in i-pense in (8.4) indicate that 

the quantifier is a trailing environment where clitic morphologization is least advanced, 

and where the clitic, at least at the present time, is actually fairly unlikely to occur. For 

e.vample. in the finite utterances of the present corpus, only one of the seven tokens of 

personne (14.3%. well below the group average) included a clitic. Nonetheless, the 

Spanish pattern emerges anyway. This is because, as we saw in Chapters 4 and 6. the 

true, personal pronoun is one of the leading NP environments for clitic morphologization 

as clitics appear in 99.7% (SI-adjusted) of the possible contexts. Thus, as we see in (8.4) 

below, the typological shift from non-null subject language to null subject language has 

already taken place, despite the lagging quantifier environment because in the OPC, 
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interpretation depends on the behavior of the subject pronouns themselves, not on the 

quantifiers (leading and trailing environments respectively for clitic morphologization). 

(8.4) Binding Effects on the Interpretation of Null and Overt Subjects with 

Quantifiers in ESSF 

(a) Null Subject 

Persorme (i-)pense qu" 0 il-est intelligent. 

(b) Overt Subject 

Personne (i-)pense que Im il-est intelligent. 

The null subject, 0. in (8.4a) allows either a bound or a free reading, according to 

pragmatic circumstance. In the bound reading, no one thinks individually about 

him/herself that s/he is intelligent. In the free reading, no one thinks than some other 

individual (e.g. Fredo) is intelligent. By contrast, in (8.4b). once the overt subject lui "he" 

is introduced, only the free reading (e.g.. Fredo) is possible, just as proved to be the case 

in Spanish, because lui cannot refer anaphorically to personne 'no one". Once the overt 

subject pronoun lui is added, the sentence can no longer mean that no one thinks it about 

him/herself that s/he is not intelligent but only that no one thinks that some outside 

reference (e.g. Fredo) is not intelligent. 

The OPC then provides a powerful diagnostic for evaluating the true identity and 

function of overt subject pronouns in ESSF. It further substantiates the findings 

presented in Chapters 3-5 on the morphologization of the clitics into inflectional prefixes 

and those in Chapters 6-7 on the expansion of moi, toi. lui, etc.. into the only true. 
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personal pronoun subjects and, consequently, their concomitant role as optionally overt 

subject pronouns. 

8.1.2: Pro-drop Parameter ("Chomsky. 1981) 

Another diagnostic is the Pro-drop Parameter with its now classic set of test 

sentences. Ever since Perlmutter (1971). French has been classified with English and 

other Germanic languages 'and like practically no other language on earth" (Haiman. 

1988. p. 384) rather than with its sister Romance languages as a "type A" language, the 

precursor to Chomsky's "non-pro-drop" language, instead of a "type B' language, the 

Romance model and precursor to the "pro-drop" language. In both Perlmutter's model 

and Chomsky's, a number of features clustered around the basic tenet of the 

obligatoriness or optionality of the subject pronoun. In both cases, however, the 

confusion began with the faulty assumption as to what the subject pronoun actually was. 

Clearly, if the subject pronoun is assumed to be the former subject clitic, it will appear to 

be obligatory, not because an overt subject really is obligatory in ESSF but because the 

subject NP has been misidentified as being the clitic. Instead, in the vast majority of 

cases, the clitic is obligatory because it has traveled so far down the road to fiill 

morphclogization that it is obligatory not as the overt subject but as the inflectional prefix 

of person-number/gender on the verb. Therefore, bearing this in mind, let us reexamine 

Chomsky's (1981. p. 240) original test sentences from Italian and comparable Spanish 

sentences from Liceras (1989, p. Ill) and then compare them to ESSF-style equivalents. 

I have constructed equivalent Spanish and Italian examples to highlight the point at issue 

so thai hopefully the contrast will emerge more clearly in the ESSF examples. 
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Unidentified French examples are translations of the Italian and Spanish test sentences. 

Where possible, comparable ESSF sentences from the corpus are included after the test 

sentences. These are labeled, as usual, by speaker and conversation number. 

First, as we have already seen, the Romance languages allow null pronominal or 

nominal subjects as well as overt pronominal or nominal subjects, as is pragmatically 

appropriate. 

(8.5) Null Subjects 

Italian: 

(a) [pro] h-o trovato il libro (Chomsky, 1981. p. 240) 

(b) io h-o trovato il libro 

(c) i miei amici h-anno trovato il libro 

"(a) * [pro] / (b) I / (c) mv friends found the book." 

Spanish: 

(a) Fpro 1 sal-ieron a las ocho. (Liceras, 1989. Ill) 

(b) ellos sal-ieron a las ocho. 

(c) mis amigos sal-ieron a las ocho. 

"(a) * [pro] / (b) thev / (c) mv friends left at eight." 

ESSF : 

(a) [pro] i-ai trouve le bouquin 

(b) moi i-ai trouve le bouquin 

(c) mes copains iz-ont trouve le bouquin 

'(a) *fDrol / (b) I / (c) mv friends foimd the book.' 
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(d) [pro] i-sont sortis a 20h 

(e) eux i-sont sortis a 20h 

(0 mes copains i-sont sortis a 20h 

"(a) * [pro] ! (b) thev / (c) mv friends left at eight." 

(g) (S3,1) AAH;! [pro J elle-aimait bien les toasts.. 

"oh:: veah::! [pi-o] liked French toast.." 

(h) (SI. I) elle elle-aime le Suchard.. 

'she likes Suchard.." 

(i) (S3. I) mais Bernard il aime pas: 

"but Bernard doesn"t li;ke (it)' 

In English, the [pro] variant is ungrammatical. (8.6). 

(8.6) Ungrammaticality of [pro] in English 

(a) * [pro] found the book 

(b) * [pro] went out 

The effect is especially clear in these e.xamples that draw from two sources. Although the 

two English [pro] translations at first glance appear to be perfectly good diary English, if 

this were actually the case, they would be assumed to have the same subject, probably I. 

Coincidentally. / is the subject (null or overt) of the book example in (8.6a). but it is not 

the subject of the "going-out" example (8.6b). which is they instead. Furthermore, as 

Lehrer (p.c.) points out though, diary English is a special case, limited to the written 

language, in contrast with corpora of the spoken language where English speakers just do 

not leave out pronouns. Finally, as Waugh mentions (p.c.). while a sufficiently heavy 
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discourse context miglit be able to be imagined to render (8.6b) grammatical, such is not 

necessarv- for any of the Romance examples, either in Spanish. Italian, or ESSF. 

If a language does not require overt subjects, then a corolIar>' of the basic property 

of null subjects. (8.5) above, is that impersonal verbs (e.g. weather verbs) do not need 

expletive subjects to fill in as a dummy subject in order to satisfy the grammatical 

requirement of having an obligatory, overt subject. Indeed, quite the opposite is true. 

Given their lack of referentiality. weather verbs cannot take a referential subject in a null 

subject language. There, the inclusion of an overt, referential subject leads to 

ungrammaticality. Contrast English i± rained/*0 rained with the examples below. 

(8.7) Lack of Expletive Subjects 

Italian: 

(a) [pro] piov\'-e molto ieri. 

'*[pro] rained a lot yesterday" 

(b) *lui piov\'-e molto ieri. 

"*he rained a lot yesterday' 

Spanish: 

(a) [pro 1 llov-io mucho ayer (Liceras. 1989. p. Ill) 

'*[pro] rained a lot yesterday" 

(b) llov-io mucho ayer 

•*he rained a lot yesterday" 

(c) *ello llov-io mucho ayer 

"it rained a lot yesterday' 
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ESSF: 

(a) [pro] il-a beaucoup plu hier 

'*[pro 1 rained a lot yesterday" 

(b) *lm il-a beaucoup plu hier 

"*he rained a lot yesterday " 

(c) [pro] 9-a: beaucoup plu hier 

'*[pro] rained a lot yesterday" 

(d) *£a 9-a: beaucoup plu hier 

"it rained a lot yesterday' 

(e) et pis...bon ben...le premier jour [pro] i-pleuvait comme c'est pas 

possible..tVois... (S2,1) 

"an" then...well...the first day * [pro] rained like y"can"t even 

believe..y"knovv... " 

(f) et pis..bon ben..le premier jour *£a/*lui <;a-/i-pleuvait comme c'est pas 

possible., t'vois... 

"an' then...well...the first day *he / it rained like y'can"t even 

believe..y"know..." 

In the Romance languages, an expletive subject is not required to fill the subject position 

of these verbs, because overt subjects themselves are grammatically optional and these 

impersonal verbs cannot take a referential subject. As we have just seen in (8.7), if an 

overt referential subject is added, the sentence becomes ungrammatical in Italian, 

Spanish, and ESSF alike. 
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TTie next characteristic of Romance pro-drop languages, at least in the original 

formulation of the parameter and still entirely valid descriptively, is their ability to 

undergo free subject-verb inversion without it transforming the utterance into a question. 

Remember here that with the morphologization of the subject clitic into an inflectional 

prefix of person-number/gender, the clitic is no longer available as a lexical NP to be the 

argument that undergoes inversion. 

(8.8) Free Subject-Verb Inversion 

Italian: 

(a) [pro] h-a mangiato 

(b) Giovanni h-a mangiato 

(c) h-a mangiato Giovanni (Chomsky, 1981. p. 240) 

(d) lui h-a mangiato 

(e) h-a mangiato 

"(a) *fDro l  has eaten / (b) John has eaten / (c) *has eaten John / (d) he has 

eaten / (e) *has eaten he" 

Spanish: 

(a) fnro] h-an llegado 

(b) mis estudiantes h-an llegado 

(c) h-an llegado mis estudiantes (Liceras. 1989, p. Ill) 

(d) ellos h-an llegado 

(e) h-an llegado ellos 
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"(a) * [pro] have arrived / (b) my students have arrived / (c) *have arrived 

my students/ (d) they have arrived / (e) *have arrived they" 

ESSF: 

(a) [pro] il-a mange 

(b) Jean il-a mange 

(c) il-a mange Jean 

(d) Im il-a mange 

(e) il-a mange lui 

"(a) * fprol has eaten / (b) John has eaten / (c) *has eaten John / (d) he has 

eaten / (e) *has eaten he " 

(f) [pro] i-sont arrives 

(g) mes etudiants i-sont arrives 

(h) i-sont arrives mes etudiants 

(i) eux i-sont arrives 

(j) i-sont arrives eux 

"(a) * fvrol have arrived / (b) my students have arrived / (c) *have arrived 

my students / (d) they have arrived / (e) *have arrived they' 

(k) fprol i-reviennent en arriere.. (SI 1, VI) 

'*[pro] come on back..' 

(1) et pis mon gaillard il-a commence a venir. ..(SI. V) 

'an* then my guy started hangin" around..." 
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(m) au Cafe de la Paix i-m-avait dit Pierre.. (SI. I) 

•*at the Cafe de la Paix had told me Pierre..' 

(n) pis lui i-dit.. (S12. VI) 

"then he says.." 

(o) i-sort jamais lui? (SI3. V) 

"*goes out never he ?' 

As we saw in Chapter 7 on the behavior of subject NPs in ESSF. the corpus strongly 

confirmed that SVO remains the dominant word order of ESSF. when an overt subject is 

present. Nevertheless, in somewhat over 12.5% of the declarative utterances containing 

an overt subject, that NP followed the verb, as in the examples above. 

The next point that characterizes the Romance languages and sets them apart from 

English is the possibility for ;i7;-extraction or long movement of the subject NP. The 

interpretation here is: "the man .v such that I wonder who .v saw" (Chomsky. 1981. p. 240). 

as clarified by Liceras" indexing in the Spanish (8.9a) example. 

(8.9) wh- Extraction/Long Movement of Subiect 

Italian: 

(a) I'uomo [che mi domando[chi abbia visto]] (Chomsky. 1981. p. 240) 

•*the man [whom wonder [whom might have seen]]" 

Spanish: 

(a) Ese hombre, que [pro] me pregunto a quien /j habra visto (Liceras. 1989. p. 

I l l )  

(b) Ese hombrcj que yo me pregunto a quien habra visto 
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•(a)*that man, whom [pro] wonder whom t, might have seen / (b) *that 

man, whom I wonder whom /, might have seen" 

ESSF: 

(a) C"gaillard-la, que /proy j-me-d'mande bien qui (c'est) /, il-aurait vu 

(b) C'gaillard-Ia, que moi j-me-d'mande bien qui (c'est) t\ il-aurait vu 

•(a)*that guy, whom [pro] wonder whom /, might have seen / (b) *lhat 

guy, whom I wonder whom /, might have seen" 

At first glance, these made-up sentences seem completely implausible for natural 

conversation, due to constraints on information packaging and Chafe's (1987. 1994) one 

new idea per intonational unit. In the end, however, one can imagine a possible context; 

Husband talking about colleagues or morning paper over breakfast while wife has nose 

buried in newspaper, only to emerge, having followed neither, and asks for clarification. 

•Qui (;a tu dis?' to which husband responds. •ben..c'gainard-la que j-me-d"mande bien 

qui c'est il-aurait vu...' Contextually situated like this. SI accepted this sentence without 

question. In this case, this abundance of information is no longer new. As before, the 

English translation is unacceptable: *the man, that I wonder whom t,iYnr 

The next point, empty resumptive pronouns in embedded clauses, seems even 

more implausible with respect to constraints on information flow. For clarity. I have 

added indexing, the position of [pro], and morpheme boundaries for the verbs. 
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(8.10) Empty Resumptive Pronoun in Embedded Clause 

Italian: 

(a) Ecco la ragazza, [che mi-domand-o [chi cred-e [che [pro], poss-a VP]]] 

(Chomsky. 1981. p. 240) 

(b) Ecco la ragazza, [che mi-domand-o [chi cred-e [che lei, poss-a VP]]] 

"(a) *This is the girl who wonder who thinks that may VP / (b) *This is the 

girl who wonder who thinks that she may VP" 

Spanish: 

(a) Ahi tiene la nina; [que me-pregunt-o [que cre-e [que [pro], pued-a VP]]] 

(b) Ahi tiene la nina, [que me-pregunt-o [que cre-e [que ellaj pued-a VP]]] 

"(a) *This is the girl who wonder who thinks that may VP / (b) *This is the 

girl who wonder who thinks that she may VP' 

ESSF: 

(a) (^a c'est la fille, [que j-m-d"mande bien [qui (c'est) qui-croit [qu" [pro], elle-

peut VP]]] 

(b) (^a c'est la fillci [que j-m-d'mande bien [qui (c'est) qui-croit [qu' ellei elle-

peut VP]]] 

"(a) *This is the girl who wonder who thinks that may VP / (b) 'TTiis is the 

girl who wonder who tliinks that she may VP" 

The contrast between the null (8.10a, ESSF) and overt (8.10b, ESSF) subject examples 

allows us to see how ESSF. as analyzed in this dissertation, behaves identically to Italian 
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and Spanish with respect to empty resumptive pronouns as well. Once again, the English 

translation is ungrammatical: *This is the girl who I wonder who thinks that she may VP. 

The final characteristic that distinguishes English from the Romance languages 

and brings ESSF closer to Spanish and Italian is the apparent violation of the that-t filter. 

(8.11) that-t Filter 

Italian: 

(a) chi cred-i [che partir-a] (Chomsky. 1981. p. 240) 

•*Who think [that will leave] ?" 

Spanish: 

(a) £,Quien, h-as dicho [pro] que v-a a venir? (Liceras. 1989. p. 111) 

(b) ^Quieni h-as dicho tu que /j v-a a venir? 

"(a) *Who, did say [that /j will leave] ? / (b) *WhOj did say you [that /j will 

leave] ?" 

ESSF: 

(a) Quij tu-dis [pro], /k /j i/partira ? 

(b) Quij t-as dit [pro], /k ty i/va venir ? 

(c) Qui, t-as dit toi /k /, i/va venir ? 

•(a) *Whoi think [that /, will leave] ? / (b) *Whoi did say [that will 

leave] ? / (c) *WhOi did say you [that t\ will leave] ?' 

(d) Quii t-as dit que eu.\j iz-ont fait 9a ? 

'*Whoj did say that they, did that?" 

(e) Quij t-as dit que luii il-a fait 9a ? 
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•*Who, did say that he; did that?' 

The last two, (8.1 Id) and (8.1 le). in French, were an attempt to deal with the 

phonological ambiguity (/k f, if) of the form. They were accepted by S1. his only caveat 

being that out of context they sounded somewhat redundant, given the overt pronoun. 

The first three examples (8.1 la.b.c) initially seem like candidates for inflectional qui. If 

this were the case though, the que necessar>' for the apparent violation of the cross-

clausal that-iTSiCC would seem to disappear. Disambiguated via the overt pronoun {lui 

"he", eux "they"), the clausal boundary is evident, even if it makes the sentence somewhat 

redundant. So where does this leave the idea of inflectional quH Despite the 

complications here, the concept of an inflectional qui does not seem to be entirely 

misguided, because with vowel-initial verb-stems in the <7i//-verb constructions, qui 

remains /ki/ and does not become /kil/ (3Sg.) or /kiz/ (3P1.). Whatever the exact 

breakdown of the ESSF example, sentences of this type are once again ungrammatical in 

English: * IVho do you think [thai will leave] ? where the thai is the source of the 

ungrammaticality. One final note on the that-xxacc. SI2. V produced something quite 

similar, although minus the crucial embedded clause: qui qui-fait qa? "who does that?". 

From here it is only a small step to including the embedded clause, and SI accepted the 

following immediately: qui tu-dis /ki/fait qa ? "who are you saying does that?" but orally 

so the spelling of /ki/ was not relevant. 

This completes the pro-drop test, the second non-corpus test. In it. we have seen 

that with the morphologization of the clitics into inflectional prefixes (comparable to the 

situation in the Northern Italian dialects) and the concurrent promotion of the former 
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disjunctive pronouns into the only true, personal pronoun subjects of the language, we 

can see that ESSF behaves, not like English, but like its Romance language relatives with 

respect to the cluster of pro-drop properties. 

8.2: Support From Typology: ESSF And The Romance Languages 

Although Old French, like Latin and the other Romance languages, was a null 

subject language, during the Middle Ages. Middle French was hard hit by a number of 

changes both from within the language itself (particularly the phonetic loss of the verb 

endings) and from outside linguistic influence (most notably in the form of the German 

Verb Second rule). Going into this period of turmoil, the present day inflectional prefixes 

were still fully independent and optional pronouns that behaved the way the true. 

personal pronouns of modem day ESSF behaved in the corpus here, i.e. for emphasis, 

contrast and possible disambiguation. Coming out of that period. French was 

unrecognizable, compared either to its former self or to other Romance languages. Most 

of its original inflectional suffi.xes were no longer audible and therefore could no longer 

be relied on to distinguish person-number features via the verb alone. In word order, the 

German V2 rule had triumphed. The previously optional subject pronouns (modem day 

inflectional prefixes) had become obligatory both through their increased use due to the 

phonetic erosion of the Old French person-number suffixes and as a mechanism for 

meeting the V2 requirement; consequently these former pronouns had become clitics. 

Concurrently, an old set of pronouns was rising to prominence in a new guise (the 

modem day. true, personal pronouns of ESSF) to maintain the emphatic/contrastive 

function that had by then been bleached from the original personal pronouns. In this list 
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of changes. I imply no particular chronological order or cause and effect for these 

changes. For that type of analysis, see Moignet (1973) and Price (1971/1984) for the 

overall historical perspective; see Adams (1987,1988. 1989) and Vance (1989) for 

syntactic analyses of these changes. But rather than capsizing under the blow, instead, as 

we have seen in this corpus. French, or at least ESSF. has largely managed to right itself 

o\ er the centuries, bringing itself back in line both with its previous self and the rest of 

the Romance family. 

Chapters 3-5 showed how the subject clitics have morphologized into inflectional 

prefixes in many environments and are well-advanced in most of the remaining 

environments, going by Zwicky and Pullum's (1983) distinctions between clitics and 

affixes and Schwegler's (1990) tests of grammaticalization. Chapter 6-7 showed how the 

subject NPs. although still having some residual conditioning effect on clitic 

morphologization. are highly optional, occurring for emphasis, contrast and/or 

disambiguation. When they are present, they appear predominantly in SV order, but VS 

is a consistent altemative. Typologically. then, this goes a long way in bringing ESSF 

back into the heart of the Romance language family with respect to two of its most 

characteristic properties: rich verbal inflection and null subjects. 

At this point, the greatest discrepancy between ESSF and the rest of the Romance 

family is that ESSF conjugates its verbs prefixally in contrast with the rest of the family, 

which still conjugates them suffixally. Nevertheless, developments in two varieties of 

New World Spanish can make one wonder about the future direction of Spanish in this 

regard. First. Lafford (1982) examines the retention, aspiration, and deletion of the final 
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is! in the Spanish of Cartegena, Columbia. The result of /s/ deletion in the verb 

paradigm is that the 2Sg. becomes indistinguishable from the 3Sg. verb ending, a form 

which itself already includes the formal "you" {Listed) in addition to its more ts^pical 3Sg. 

functions. Second. Lizardi (1993) reports a surprisingly high 61% overt subject use (pre-

and post-posed combined) in wh-questions in Puerto Rican Spanish, another /s/ deleting 

variety. Lizardi rejects Heap's (1990. in Lizardi. 1993) Cliticization Hvpothesis. which, 

according to her. is unable to handle the symmetry between overt preverbal subjects and 

null subjects. However, her rejection of it apparently stems more from its theoretical 

formulation than from actual descriptive evidence against incipient cliticization in Puerto 

Rican Spanish. Remember that, in French, the rise of obligator)' overt subjects went hand 

in hand with the phonetic loss of the verb endings. Only time will tell if Spanish 

continues to follow suit. But in the meantime, this does make French look more like the 

leader of change in the Romance family, as Waugh and Silva-Corvalan (p.c.) have 

suggested, rather than the trailer, trying to play catch up with the null subjects. Thus. 

French started out as a null subject language, passed through a non-pro-drop phase, and 

has now returned to being a null subject language, at least in ESSF. Like French. Spanish 

and Italian started out as null subject languages, but only now, are certain varieties of 

New World Spanish evolving steadily toward obligatory overt subjects, through the 

phonetic erosion of the final /s/ that distinguishes 2Sg. from 3Sg. verbs. 

The Northern Italian dialects purportedly occupy a sort of middle-ground where 

the original suffixal inflections have not (yet?) been phonetically lost but where their 

clitics are already considered inflectional (Rizzi, 1986, Friedemann, 1997). even though 
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Haiman (1991) shows them to be far less morphologized than the ESSF clitics here. Hall 

(1992) argues that prefixal inflection is dispreferred cross-linguistically, but even if it is 

cognitively dispreferred compared to suffixing, these are tendencies, not absolutes. The 

tendency itself does not prevent such languages from existing. Furthermore, Ashby 

(1977) points out in his groundbreaking work on inflectional clitics, that spoken French is 

at least consistent in this regard. Not only are person-number/gender distinctions marked 

prefixally on the verb, as we have seen here, but singular/plural distinctions precede 

nouns in speech, (8.13). Only in writing is the plural still signaled by a final, silent -s. 

(8.12). These contrasts yield a form of diglossia between suffi.xal. written French and 

prefixal. spoken French. 

(8.12) Written Singular/Plural Marking on Nouns 

(a) Singular: le chat "the cat" 

(b) Plural : le-s chat-s "the cats" 

(8.13) Oral Singular/Plural Marking on Nouns 

(a) Singular: [lasa] 

(b) Plural : [lesa] 

In varieties of Spanish where the final s is still pronounced, this same parallelism 

emerges between suffixal morphology for person-number marking on verbs and suffixal 

Sg./Pl. marking on nouns. (8.14). in contrast with the prefi.xal morphology for ESSF 

verbs and nouns. 
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(8.14) Suffixal Verbal and Nominal Morphology in 5 Pronouncing Varieties of 

Spanish 

(a) Singular (m.): ve-o el perr-o •(I) see the dog." 

(b) Singular (f.): ve-o la nifi-a "(I) see the girl." 

(c) Plural (m.): ve-mos lo-s perr-os "(I) see the dogs." 

(d) Plural (f.) ; ve-mos la-s nin-as •(I) see the girls." 

The loss of the s not only has repercussions for the future of suffixal verbal person-

number marking but also suffixal nominal Sg./Pl. marking in Spanish, at least in the 

feminine. Crucially, according to Avila-Jimenez (1996). there is not the same 

concomitant increase in overt subject use in s preserving varieties as there is in s effacing 

\ arieties of Spanish, so it seems possible that the s effacing varieties are belatedly headed 

down the same road toward all-around prefixal inflection just as ESSF already has done. 

If this turns out to be the case, then Waugh's (p.c) and Silva-Corvalan"s (p.c.) predictions 

would be bom out: French would not be trailing the rest of the Romance family, finally 

managing to bring itself back in line with the others, but instead, it would be leading the 

pack as it shifts overall toward prefixal inflection, while simultaneously reestablishing 

those other two characteristics of Romzince; rich inflection and null subjects. 

Further support for the morphologization of the subject clitics into inflectional 

prefixes (as well as their ensuing psychological reality as a single unit) comes from 

French-based Creoles. I base the remainder of this section on data presented in Green 

(1988). and elaborate on an earlier discussion (Fonseca-Greber, 1996). Despite the 

8.3: Support From French Creoles 
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frequently made claim that Creoles lack copulas, evidence for them has been found in 

Haitian and Reunion Creole, according to Green. As shown in (8.15), what may be 

written as two separate elements in French, i.e.. inflectional prefix and verb stem, is 

clearly considered a single fused item in both Haitian and Reimionnais. 

(8.15) Creole Copulas 

(a) Haitian: /se/ (<c esl^ be-PRES) 

(b) Reimionnais: /le/ (<(i)l-^est. be-PRES) 

The Reimionnais form is particularly telling since Reimionnais and Popular French are 

considered quite close, so close in fact that the Creole status of Reunnionnais has 

sometimes been challenged. In fact, according to Jakubowicz and Rigaut (1997). French 

children acquiring their first language will also produce the truncated /le/. given its 

phonetic prominence, before they acquire the adult form /ile/. as shown in the following 

examples from Jakubowicz and Rigaut (1997. p. 89). (8.16). 

(8.16) /le/ in First Language Acquisition 

(a) oil Test celui-la ? (Claire) 

'where is that one T 

(b) Test vert (Raphael) 

"(it)"s green* 

While both /se/ and /le/ look quite similar to forms we have seen earlier in the corpus, it 

is important to remember that in ESSF. they are just one of the possible forms, since they 

var>- by person and number. In Haitian and Reimionnais. however, the forms in (8.15a.b) 
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are the sole form for all six grammatical persons, since, as Creoles, they lack verbal 

inflection. 

The French Creole pronouns provide another piece of evidence in support of my 

contention here regarding the true, personal pronouns of ESSF: in other words that with 

the morphologization of the subject clitics into inflectional prefixes of the verb, the full, 

previously oblique, pronouns have spread to assume subject functions as well, just as 

happened in Italian (Vincent, 1988). Yet these Creole subject pronouns, although 

obligator)', are not derived from the clitic 'pronouns." which as we have seen in (8.15a.b) 

above are fused with the verb. Instead, they are borrowed from the former oblique free 

pronouns, i.e. those that have generalized and become the true, personal pronouns of 

ESSF. Thus in Haitian Creole, we have /mwe7 and /li/ derived from moi and liiL not 

from je and //. Since no basilectal Romance Creole has front rounded vowels, reanalysis 

must take place when such forms are borrowed (Green. 1988). Therefore the /y7 of lui 

unrounds becoming li. 

Finally, the Reimionnais example in (8.17) shows both the pronoun and copula 

together as necessary components of the sentence. 

(8.17) /usa li le#/ (<ou 9a lui (i)l-est ?) 

•*where he is?" 

Seen together like this, it is apparent how the pronoun li derives from the true, personal 

pronoun form lui of ESSF and how the copula le derives from the prefixally inflected 

verb, il-esl. 
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8.4: Support From Language Acquisition 

Both first and second language acquisition offer further evidence in favor of the 

analysis proposed here as a result of the findings from the corpus of ESSF. This section 

is also an expanded version of a discussion first developed in Fonseca-Greber (1996). 

8.4.1: First Language Acquisition 

First. Clark (1985) compares first language acquisition in French and Italian, and 

reports that the acquisition of French "pronouns'yV. lit. il. etc.. (read: inflectional 

prefixes) follows a similar order and time-line as the acquisition of Italian verbal 

inflections. The first to emerge is person (a notoriously late emerging form in 

English), followed by ISg.. followed much later by I PI. This development occurs at 

around 2 or 2:6 (2 years; 6 months). She does not specify, however, whether the variety 

of Italian she refers to has clitics or not. Nor does she clarify what form she is 

considering to be 1 PI. in French, although through force of circumstances, first language 

acquisition research is generally much more cognizant of the discrepancy between 

spoken and written French, as she herself recognizes at various points throughout her 

discussion. In contrast. Girouard. Ricard. and Gouin Decarie (1997) report that English-

speaking children acquire their subject and object singular pronouns (I. me. you. s/he. 

him. her) in order, ISg. first. 2Sg. second, and 3Sg. last. Their French data is 

unfortunately uninterpretable because they have lumped true, personal pronounss and 

clitics of all types together. The significance of these two findings combined—1) that 

French-speaking children acquire the clitics in the same order and time-line as Italian 

children acquire their verbal inflections, and 2) that this order, and to an extent time-line. 
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is different from that of English-speaking children acquiring their personal pronouns— 

cannot be overstated in considering an inflectional prefix analysis for ESSF. 

Clark (1985. p.708) also notes that children make errors in the second and third 

conjugation verbs involving 3Sg. forms, which end in a nasal vovs'el. versus 3P1. forms, 

which end in an oral vowel. (8.18). 

(8.18)3Sg.for3Pl. 

(a) *les chats il vient [lesaivs] 

"the cats comes' 

(b) les chats il viennent [lesaivjen] 

"the cats come' 

Clark goes on to note that some speakers maintain this pattern into their adult speech 

as S3 shows below. (8.19). Although Clark (citing Gregoire. 1947. and La Belle. 1976 in 

Clark. 1985. pp. 708-9), remarks that substituting the singular nasal for the plural oral is 

more common than the reverse. Speaker 3"s variation involves substituting the plural oral 

for the singular nasal in the final vowel. In any case, the examples in both (8.18) and 

(8.19) seem indicative of the lack of salience that suffixal information seems to have even 

for adult speakers of ESSF. 

(8.19) 3Sg./Pl. Nasal/Oral Variation 

mais Im i-prend [ipra] les plats aux plonges t'sais i-prennent [ipren] rassiette..pis 

plaque! il-la-met dedans..et il-la-nettoie mais i-les-torche le d'ssus (S3,1) 
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"but he 3Sg.-takes the dishes to the sink ya know 0 3PI.-take the plate..an' 

ploosh! 0 3Sg.N'om.-3F.Sg.Acc.-puts in..and 0 3Nom.-3F.Sg.Acc.-cleans but 0 

3Nom.-3Pl.-wipe the top side" 

Here. S3 has clearly identified a single dishwasher lui "he". The first time through, she 

uses the nasalized 3Sg. i-prend [ipra]; the second time she slips to the denasalized, 

traditionally 3P1. form i-prenneni [ipren]. The same situation could arise, but does not. 

with the next verb mettre, which undergoes the same alternation. The remaining verbs do 

not distinguish between singular and plural either verb-initially or verb-finally. S3"s 

example clearly goes beyond language acquisition and points to Harris" (1988) 

contention that even adult speakers of French are more attuned to relevant semantic 

information being prefi.xal. not suffixal. 

Finally, with regard to the acquisition of pronominal subjects, in contrast with that 

of verb inflection as just discussed. S12 later told about how her brother had nearly 

drowned in Lake Geneva when he was two. What he said to his mother upon being 

fished out has gone down in family lore. (8.20). 

(8.20) moi bu la tasse! 

"I drunk big gulp!' 

His reaction to his narrow escape is language reduced to its most basic—just a subject 

and verb—here, a pronominal subject and a past participle. Although he had not yet 

acquired a fully infiected set of auxiliaries, he was still communicatively successful. His 

two-year-old, early acquisition pattern is recreated on a contrasting pair of Swiss 

postcards: one, with a very young (very cute) puppy, comes with the simplified message 
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(true, personal pronoun + uninflected verb) in (8.21a). the other, with two full-grown 

cattle rubbing heads, comes with the fully-inflected, fully-acquired, null subject message 

in (8.21b). 

(8.21) True. Pronominal Subjects. Inflection, and Acquisition 

(a) Moi aimer toi ! 

T to-love you" 

(b) 0 je t'aime 0 

"(I) love (you)" 

The (8.21a) example is also reminiscent of another simplified variety discussed earlier. 

The Creoles, where overt subject NPs are obligatory, also use moi "I', or at least a 

dialectal form of it. as their ISg. subject pronoun. 

In the next section, which, if any. of these patterns will appear in second language 

acquisition? 

8.4.2: Second Language Acquisition 

The term second language acquisition can actually be subdivided into foreign 

language acquisition, where the language being taught is not the language of the 

surrounding community, and second language acquisition, where the same language is 

encountered both inside and outside the classroom. From what scanty data I have 

available, it appears that these two situations produce different acquisitional results. 

Given the differences that I have alluded to repeatedly between spoken and written 

French, it would not be surprising to find different outcomes in the two conditions. 
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First. American college students enrolled in a major research institution that 

places an emphasis on communicative skills are. unfortunately, still perfectly capable of 

producing sentences such as (8.22a). instead of the more native-like (8.22b). 

(8.22) Foreign Language Acquisition 

(a) *mes amis et je irons au magasin ce weekend 

"my friends and ISg.-will go-lPl. to the store this weekend" 

(b) mes copains et moi on-va aller au magasin ce weekend 

"my friends an" I are gonna go the the store this weekend" 

The sentence above in (8.22a) was produced by a mid-semester 201 student. The 

sentence is horribly non-native and resembles neither adult competence nor child 

acquisition. A child, if it had already acquired verbal inflection, would use je ' 1 Sg.-" as 

part of the inflectional paradigm. If. though, the child were searching for a pronominal 

subject, verbal inflection aside for the moment, it would produce moi "I* for the 201 

student's sentence, and just as S12"s brother did in (8.20) above when he nearly drowned. 

By contrast, a second language learner displays a very different profile of non-

native use. (8.23a) below. 

(8.23) Second Language Acquisition 

(a) moi va en ville 

*1 go into town." 

(b) (moi) j-vais en ville 

"I'm going into town." 
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This sentence was produced by a Swiss German-speakingfille au pair, who had just 

recently arrived in La Suisse Romande, as she and her employer were negotiating the 

afternoon's activities. Although it does not represent adult competence, (8.23b ), it is not 

jarringly awful like (8.22a) either and is linguistically predicted by the earlier acquisition 

of unmarked categories (3rd person) before their marked counterparts (1st and/or 2nd 

person). In addition, her native-like use of moi 'I' is identical to the child language of 

S12's brother in (8.20). The difference between the two is that in contrast with the near 

drowning victim, the fille au pair has already made the first step toward acquiring the 

inflectional system. Despite the lack of the inflectional prefix (also potentially a school 

influence), she begins her acquisition ofthe verbal paradigm with 3Sg.,just as Clark 

(1985) reported for French and Italian children. 

Finally, in terms ofthe use and interpretation of null and overt pronouns in L2 

Spanish, Liceras (1989) reports that the French-speaking learners of Spanish achieved a 

more native-like pattern of pronoun use and non-use than did their English-speaking 

counterparts. Although puzzling if both French and English were non-pro-drop 

languages, this finding is to be expected if other varieties of French have followed the 

same path back to pro-drop as ESSF. 

8.5: Chapter Summary 

This chapter has extended the findings from the corpus and tested them briefly 

against two traditional diagnostics from generative linguistics, Montalbetti's (1984) Overt 

Pronoun Constraint and Chomsky's (1981) original configuration ofthe Pro-drop 

Parameter. The results showed that ESSF behaved like Spanish and Italian with regard to 
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the use and interpretation of null and overt subjects. In the remainder of the chapter. I 

drew comparisons between the proposed reanalysis of ESSF and Romance typology. 

French Creoles, and finally, first and second language acquisition. 
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CHAPTER 9 : 

CONCLUSIONS AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

9.1: Conclusions 

This dissertation set out to explore a typological puzzle within the Romance 

language family: How is it that French could have evolved so far and so divergently from 

the rest of the family that it has apparently lost two of the most characteristic features of 

Romance languages, i.e.. 1) a highly inflected verb paradigm, and 2) optional nominal 

and pronominal subjects? 

In Chapter 1,1 presented a review of the literature germane to these two 

interrelated aspects of this typological puzzle. In the process. I raised eleven 

controversies surrounding French today. I will review these controversies here in 

summary form since they all relate either directly or indirectly to the evolution of both 

the French verbal and pronominal systems. They are: 

1) Overt subjects as obligatory vs. optional (Chapters 7-8) 

2) Information structure as Topic-Comment vs. Subject-Verb Agreement 

(Chapter 5) 

3) Clitics as subject pronouns vs. inflectional prefixes (Chapters 4-5) 

4) .'V/o/, /o/, lui, etc. as stressed, tonic, disjunctive, etc., pronouns vs. true. 

personal pronouns (Chapter 6) 

5) Word order as V(erb)-initial vs. S(ubject)-initial (Chapter 7) 

6) 1^' PI. personal pronoun as on vs. nous (Chapters 3 & 6) 

7) Qui of the quUque alternation as underlyingly qu "il vs. qui (Chapter 3) 
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8) Negation as a two-part ne Vpas. etc.. structure vs. a one-part Vpas. etc.. 

structure (Chapter 5) 

9) Interrogatives as allowing clitic inversion vs. remaining in situ (Chapter 3) 

10) Liaison as a lost vs. maintained feature in the everyday spoken language 

(Chapter 3) 

11) Clitic use vs. loss with (i-)faiii (Chapter 4) 

I will review the findings relating to each of these points in the appropriate chapter 

summary- below. 

In Chapter 2.1 presented the methodology I used to explore these two interrelated 

questions, that is. a corpus of Ever>'day Spoken Swiss French (ESSF) made up of 

fourteen educated, middle-class speakers, recorded during everyday conversation with 

various family members, friends, and acquaintances. I adopt grammaticalization as the 

theoretical framework from which to explore the current status of the subject clitics and 

the subject NPs. since it allows one to gain a clearer insight into the evolution of these 

forms than would be possible with an either-or. parameterized approach. This choice is 

motivated both by the gradient nature of the data that is typical of change in progress and 

by the increasingly diglossic situation that exists today between spoken and written 

French thereby making grammaticality judgments highly unreliable. 

In Chapter 3.1 introduced the subject clitics of ESSF. including their various 

allomorphs and systematic phonetic reductions in everyday conversation, as a stepping-

stone toward their grammatical ization. or more precisely their morphologization. The 

pattern of allomorphy showed that, despite the general decline of optional liaison in 
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spoken French, liaison between clitic and verb stem is rigorously maintained. This is 

indicative of the morphologization that has transformed the clitics into inflectional 

prefixes of the verb. These results account for Controversy 10. surrounding why liaison, 

which has gone into a steady decline elsewhere is maintained absolutely with the clitics. 

In a similar vein and in response to Controversy 9. the corpus showed that as inflectional 

prefixes, the former clitics are highly restricted in their distribution. The only place they 

occur in the corpus is preceding a finite verb. In other words, in productive language use. 

the interrogative is never formed via clitic-verb inversion but always remaines in situ. 

In particular, this presentation of the subject clitics of ESSF in Chapter 3 revealed 

some potentially surprising members and non-members. In partial response to 

Controversy 6. nous does not function as a subject clitic, having been entirely replaced by 

the inflectional prefix on- in this corpus. In contrast, two other, perhaps unanticipated 

clitics (prefixes) emerged: ga- and qui-. The corpus shows that the second of these, qui-. 

remains [ki]^ even in front of a vowel initial verb-stem rather than becoming [kil] as it 

would if it were underlyingly qu 'il. in response to Controversy 7. 

In Chapter 4.1 reported the results from the corpus for those envirormients where 

morphologization had already reached completion. A split, attributed to the 

communicative needs of the speakers, emerges between the P' and 2"*^ person on the one 

hand and the 3'^'' person on the other hand. In the 1^' and 2"'' person, both singular and 

plural and with or without a Subject NP. the subject clitics have in 100% of the cases 

fully morphologized into affixes, more specifically, inflectional prefixes on the verb. In 

' Or reduces to [kj] or even [k] 
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3'^'' person, however, a different picture emerged, as only certain 3'^'^ person environments 

have already fully morphologized. In the 3'^'' person, both singular and plural, as long as 

there is no subject NP present, the former subject clitics have attained full 100% 

morphologization and have become inflectional prefixes. Additionally, in the 3Sg.. as 

long as that subject NP is the true, personal pronoun: lui "he", elle "she", and (;a 'it', the 

the former clitic has fully morphologized into an inflectional prefix. These results 

respond to Controversy 3 by showing that the clitics are no longer pronouns here but 

have become verbal inflections instead. 

Finally, now that morphologization has reached completion in the 3Sg.. a new 

change seems to be developing there, starting in the communicatively clear environment 

of impersonal verbs. This change is a very common morphological change, a 

restructuring within the already established inflectional paradigm, in order to bring the 

paradigm back in line with universal patterns of markedness. This emerging change in 

the 3Sg. is toward the zero-marking of this unmarked member of the paradigm, where 

this semantically meaningful zero morpheme is what distinguishes 3Sg. from the various 

overt morphemes that signal the other persons in the paradigm. This developing 

morphological realignment accounts for Controversy 11. or why in everyday 

conversation falloir and a handful of other impersonals seem to be moving toward losing 

their 3Sg. prefix just at a time when inflectional prefixes are becoming ever more 

prevalent throughout the rest of the language. 

In Chapter 5,1 reported the results from the corpus for those environments where 

clitic morphologization has not yet reached completion but remains variable, at least for 
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the present time. Other than with the the true. 3P1. personal pronoun eitx "they", where 

clitic morphologization just misses 100%. the incomplete morphologization of the subject 

clitic in the presence of other 3'^'' person subject NPs unleashes an astounding amount of 

within- and between-speaker variation that is linguisitic. sociolinguistic. and situational in 

origin. As a follow up to Controversy 3. even in this chapter that exams the 

environments w here clitic morphologization is trailing, the corpus shows the clitics here 

to be much more inflection-like than pronoun-like. So. based on the advanced degree of 

clitic morphologization. shown in Chapters 4 and 5. and the concomitant reevaiuation of 

moi. loi. liii. etc.. "I", "you', "he", etc.. as the only true, personal pronouns in ESSF. as 

touched on in Chapter 5 and elaborated on in Chapter 6. it would appear, in response to 

Controversy 2. that despite the numerous analyses that claim Topic-Agreement status for 

Spoken French, in fact. ESSF is entering a new phase of Subject-Verb Agreement. 

In a related issue, that of negation in ESSF. i.e.. Controversy 8. the corpus shows 

almost categorical use of a single, posl-verbal negator. Ne occurs in only 2.5% of the 

negative utterances in the corpus. Further, its use is directly correlated with degree of 

clitic morphologization; over 75% of the ne tokens produced occur with the still 

incompletely morphologized 3'^'' person verbs in Chapter 5. 

In Chapter 6.1 explored the role of the subject NPs and began to tame some of 

this linguistic variation. There, the corpus reveals splits between various types of subject 

NPs and corresponding degrees of clitic morphologization. Pronouns, as a class, 

(combining for the time true, personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, and possessive 

pronouns) facilitate clitic morphologization: 90-100% depending on pronoun type. These 
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findings address Controversy 4. concerning the current status of moi. toi. lui. etc. Since 

the former clitic is fully, 100% morphologized into an inflectional prefix in the presence 

of all these pronouns (except eux. where it just misses, making for a group total of 

99.7%) it seems spurious to refer to them as stressed, tonic, disjunctive, etc. pronouns, 

when in fact, this corpus shows them to be only true, personal pronouns remaining in 

ESSF. Furthermore, in response to Controversy 6, by this analysis then, nous (of moi. 

toi. lui. elle. qa. nous. vous. eux) is indeed still the IPl. subject pronoun; it is the clitic 

nous that has been lost to the inflectional prefix on-. 

Full NPs. as a class, (combining proper names and definite and indefinite NPs) 

allow a much lower degree of clitic morphologization overall than do pronouns. Nouns 

show the greatest linguistic variability within the subclasses (indefinite NPs surprisingly 

high (around 75%); definite NPs much lower (55.5%-60%); proper names, (human: 

around 75%. but just below 66.7% for the group as a whole) as well as. it seems, the 

greatest sociolinguistic influence. Finally, quantifiers (around 33.3%) severely constrain 

but do not manage to halt the ongoing morphologization of the clitics. 

In the first part of Chapter 7,1 explored the possible placement for overt subject 

NPs in ESSF. The corpus reveals that in the minority of utterances containing an overt 

subject, that subject appears before the verb in over 85% of the cases. Clearly then, in 

answer to Controversy 5. ESSF is still overwhelmingly a Subject-initial language. The 

only reason that it may appear to some to be becoming a Verb-initial language is because 

the overt subject NP is so often absent, thanks to the return of rich inflection. In the 

remainder of the cases, the overt subject follows the verb. The corpus also shows that 
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ESSF allows both overt Topics and Subjects preceding the prefixally inflected verb. In 

subject-verb inversion utterances, these two phrasal elements can appear after the 

prefixally inflected verb. 

In the second part of Chapter 7.1 investigated the function and frequency of the 

use of overt subjects in ESSF. The corpus shows that they are used for purposes of 

emphasis, contrast or disambiguation. In utterances where the referent continues 

unchanged, no overt subject is required. In this regard then ESSF behaves just like 

Spanish or Italian with respect to the use of null or overt subjects. Lastly, the corpus 

reveals that not only do ESSF. Spanish, and Italian all use null and overt subjects for the 

same communicative effect, but also that ESSF uses them as sparingly as Spanish or 

Italian. Only 12.3% of all finite utterances in the ESSF corpus contain an overt subject, a 

figure that falls squarely in the middle of the 10%-15% range for speakers of Romance 

pro-drop languages. Thus, in response to Controversy I. through the morpholgization of 

the former clitics into inflectional prefixes and the ensuing reanalysis of the disjunctive 

pronouns into the true, personal pronouns, overt subjects in ESSF are syntactically 

optional. 

In Chapter 8,1 applied two tests from Generative Grammar to the findings from 

the corpus and then situated ESSF in the larger context of Romance language studies. In 

further response to Controversy 1. these tests lent additional support to the optionality of 

overt subjects in ESSF. Based on this morphologized account of the subject clitics. ESSF 

behaves identically to Spanish and Italian in two classic tests from generative grammar: 

the Overt Pronoun Constraint (OPC) (Montalbetti. 1984) and the Pro-drop Parameter 
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(Chomsky. 1981). Finally, further support for this revision in our thinking about ESSF 

comes from Romance typology. French Creoles, and first and second language 

acquisition. 

In the remainder of Chapter 9.1 will present possible pedagogical implications 

that stem from this typological revision of ESSF. And here, we would do well to bear in 

mind Knecht's (1979) remarks about the role of the French language in a changing world: 

"It remains implicitly assumed that the literary function of French encompasses all 

others. This is a possibility. But it is open to question whether that function responds to 

our present day needs, just a time when we are witnessing a complete redistribution of the 

functions of the spoken and the written language" (Knecht. 1979. p. 257). 

9.2: Pedagogical Implications 

In light of what this corpus has shown us about the actual status of ESSF. a 

number of remarks are in order about the possible ramifications that this analysis could 

have on classroom teaching practices. Some will undoubtedly seem almost heretical but 

they are entirely justifiable based on this corpus of actual ever>'day speech. 

One could imagine in a Berlitz-style or community enrichment type language 

program a course entitled Spoken French for Travelers. Ideally, such a course would be 

open only to true beginners in order to avoid previous pedagogical "contamination." 

Subsequently, perhaps a concurrent course could be designed for false beginners along 

the lines of Unlearning What You Thought You Knew about French: Or What You 

Really Need to Know Once You Land. Such courses could teach strictly the spoken 

language, that is, the variety produced in the corpus here. There is a precedent for this 
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from the Asian languages, where sometimes only the spoken language is taught initially, 

in those cases due to the difficulty of the written language for most Westerners. The 

written language is introduced only later in a subsequent course. Of course this also 

mirrors the pattern of first language acquisition. If absolutely necessary, as a concession 

to strongly visual learners, the instructor could supply written examples from the spoken 

grammar, as in (9.1) below, in contrast with the traditional written form. (9.2). 

(9.1) Spoken 

(a) Combien ija-fait ? 

(b) (^a-fait combien ? 

(c) Qa 9a-fait combien ? 

(d) (^a-fait combien 9a ? 

"How much is that?" 

(9.2) Written 

(a) Combien est-ce que cela coute ? 

(b) Combien cela coute-il ? 

•How much does that cost ?" 

Still, preferably, any recourse to the written language would be avoided because even 

seeing examples of the spoken grammar such as these, the learner would start heading 

down the road toward thinking of the inflectional prefix as something separate from the 

verb, not to mention possible confusion over inflectional <^a and subject NP fa. 

In a formal academic environment, change would be more difficult, given the 

prestige accorded the written language in such a context. The logical starting point 
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would be to address overtly the increasingly diglossic tension that exists within French 

today and to distinguish clearly between written and spoken varieties. Since both 

varieties have a legitimate place in a college curriculum, both merit being taught as long 

as the instructor makes clear whether it is an everyday spoken or a written (including 

formal spoken) structure that is being presented. Te.xtbooks that present just a form of 

oralized writing in an attempt to be "communicative' are doing their students a disservice. 

But conversely, more recent books that are genuinely starting to pay heed to the real 

spoken language are also doing their students a disservice when they present in the same 

lesson, without further guidance for contextually appropriate use, the following 

interrogative formations: spoken (9.3a). written (9.3b). 

(9.3) Questionable Questions in French 

(a) Ton frere il habite oil ? 

"Where does your brother live ?' 

(b) Ton frere oii habite-il ? 

"Where does your brother live ?' 

When courses present all possible spoken and written question forms together in a single 

lesson on interrogatives. without even delineating between spoken and written formulas, 

students end up feeling overwhelmed by the array of choices and proceed to use them ail 

interchangeably, or to use the one they think is easiest (Beck. p.c.). This complication is 

exacerbated by examples like (9.3b). Even this example of a written inversion question 

seems suspect given the interactional nature of the question, especially when the 

conversational participants already appear to be on familiar terms with each other, as 
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witnessed by the tutoiement. instead of the formal vouvoiement. In contrast, though, 

inv ersion passes much better in the rhetorical question contributing to the public 

discourse regarding the future of the Swiss militar>'. in the following letter to the editor in 

(9.4). 

(9.4) N'avons-nous pas. ces demieres annees. eu connaissance de suffisamment de 

derives au sein du Departement militaire pour laisser a ses representants le plein 

controle des forces armees ? {V Hebdo. n° 25. 25 mai 2000. p. 13) 

"Haven't we. these past years, seen enough instances of matters just being left 

to drift within the Department of Defense than to leave full control of the armed 

forces in their hands?" 

Language such as this, however, is not the stuff of French 101. so perhaps inversion 

shouldn't be either then. 

In keeping with the goal of teaching clearly delimited spoken and written forms, 

for spoken conte.vts. on fail should be taught, while concurrently, for written contexts. 

nous faisons should continue to be taught, making it clear when each is appropriate for 

expressing u e do/make. The same could be done with ne. Instructors could teach it as it 

is taught to French-speaking learners: something that must be added to the negative when 

one is writing. For American students, however, it would also need to be explained that 

it should be added in formal speech as well, since otherwise this would not inherently be 

part of their competence. This approach represents a reversal of most current practices. 

If one has reservations about how far it is safe to go in teaching something other 

than the traditional relatively formal, foreigner talk for the student's own production, at 
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the least it is worth exposing them to listening activities featuring real spoken forms. 

Otherwise if students should happen to travel to a French-speaking country, even if they 

can make themselves understood, will they be able to understand in return? Not all 

native-speakers are accustomed to making useful accommodations to non-native 

speakers. As my mother can attest, after preparing diligently for a trip to a Spanish-

speaking land with her trusty copy of Spanish Made Simple, once she arrived, of course, 

no one spoke Simple Spanish in reply! At a minimum, to ensure real communication 

students must be exposed, at least receptively, to the ordinary, everyday language, not 

just Simple French or Book French. 

Finally, I would like to propose three, more controversial suggestions, but ones 

that are motivated directly by the findings from the ESSF corpus. First, the inflectional 

prefixes could be taught as such, but in a way that is reminiscent of how ne is handled. In 

other words, instead of giving specific contexts for its addition as with ne. one should 

give specific contexts for its omission. For instance, it could be mentioned that an 

inflectional prefix always precedes a verb, except in the S"' person where it is sometimes 

omitted in speech and always omitted in writing. One should avoid translating // as he or. 

for that matter.ye as /. This combined approach might keep students from producing 

sentences such as we saw in the SLA discussion in the previous chapter and repeated here 

below as (9.5). 

(9.5) mes amis et je irons au magasin ce weekend. 

"my friends and ISg.-will go to the store this weekend" 
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The next step would then be to teach moi. loi, lui, etc. as the true, personal pronouns ("1". 

•you", "he", etc.) that this corpus shows them to be. / is moi. not / is je. Here, however. 

English-speaking students would have to be braced for the idea that both nominal and 

pronominal subjects are optional, since the inflectional prefixes on the verb let them 

know who is doing what. Additionally, students need to develop a feel for when one of 

these optional subject NPs is required for the pragmatic considerations of emphasis, 

contrast, or disambiguation. For those of them who have friends studying Spanish, they 

may have already heard about this linguistic possibility, and therefore it may not seem so 

strange. Such an approach would obviously work much better with true beginners, who 

have not already been "brainwashed' by other conceptions of the language. Finally, and 

this last point is well beyond the first semester of study, since subject NPs are optional 

and reference tracking is carried on via the person-number/gender marking on the verb. 

English-speaking learners of French (although presumably not Spanish-speaking ones) 

would need some overt instruction in how to maintain and switch referents appropriately 

in extended dialogue. This should be at both the receptive and productive level so as to 

be able to follow their interlocutor's switching throughout a narrative, and also to be able 

to produce coherent narratives for a native audience, who e.xpect null and overt subjects 

to be used for particular discursive purposes. 

In conclusion then, we need to introduce more truly spoken structures in the L2 

French classroom and be more explicit in distinguishing between forms characteristic of 

Spoken French versus those characteristic of Written French. As Tovveli. Hawkins, and 

Bazergui (1996) found, even advanced learners of French do not acquire appropriate use 
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of Scl.-V constructions such as moi Je parle 'I'm speaking" without a period of residency 

abroad, if then. Since this opportunity is not available to all students, it would be more 

democratic to address it in the classroom itself, and before their last semester of study. 

But as Arteaga and Herschensohn (1998) argue, introducing Spoken French into the 

classroom does not justify throwing out Written French. There is room, indeed there is 

the need, for both varieties of French in the L2 classroom, as long as they are clearly 

delineated. 
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